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SUMMARY 

The traditional benefit-cost analysis is based on a static and ex
ceedingly idealized economic theory ill-fitted to account for a multitude 
of e"onomic,social and political interactions over time arid 'Space in a 
political and geographic setting. This static traditional economic 
theory ignores demographic dynamics, technological progress and insti
tutional changes as well as the various limits to 'economic activity and 
its growth induced by various finite natural resources. The long-run 
effects of,fiscal policy ,and pQblic programs can be expected to be re- , 
flected oveT' time and a geographical space not just in a local:i>eginn, 
but eventually globally. Such effects cannot be analyzed just in terms 
of shol't-:run' static 'exchange market mechanisms typically assumed for 
traditional economic analysis. 

It has. been suggested that the impacts ,of public projects can occur 
in se,veral ,dimensIons ,many of which cannot be accounted·for in terms of 
the traditional benefit-cost analysis. This in tu~ suggests that the 
assessment of the pQblic projects must include all the, relevant arid 
important institutional, social and political dimens,ions affecting and 
impacting a society outside of the realm of a short-run exchange market 
oriented economics. An assessment profile for the evaluation of a public 
project can b,e'expected to consist of facto:i:>sarid, measu:i:>es not neces'Sa]jily 
reducible to any meaningful monetary terlDs. A way ofaeveloping a Total 
Assessment Profile for the purposes of evaluating public projects is the 
subj ect of this repoI't. 

This report pr.ovides the mechanism by which more information can be 
obtained in. the cr,eation of a more complete benefit'-costpicture. In 
the proposed procedure, the concept ,of, a social, space is used as a basis 
for clustering people with similar sonial and demographic backgrounds. 
Since. people. with similar sociaL backgrounds, ability to participate in 
the goods and services ofcthe society, values, and perceptual/attitudinal/ 
and motivational ,characteristics, tend to share common living areas, the 
new methodology proposes to utilize this information in determining the 
location and relative size of various human groups. This is accomplished 
through the. "comparative value matrix" by assessing the 1'elative impact 
of a new technological innovation on 'the va:i>ioushuman' groupings. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In ~ecent years, fo~ecasting and p~edictive evaluation of technology 
has ~apidly developed into a discipline of significant impo~tance. Gov
e~ment agencies are now ~equ~ed to p~ovide social, political, and envi
~onmental impact statements in conjunction with the in economic evaluation 
and justifications of p~esent and futu~ ~esearch p~o~ams. They have 
as a matte~ of co~se, discove~ed basic inade~uacies and limitations of 
the t~aditional benefit~cost methodologies and the nespective fundamental 
limitations of the assumptions and concepts of the t~aditional classical 
economic theony. 

The early wo~k in technology assessment and evaluation ~ests p~i
marily on a t~aditional benefit cost o~ cost effectiveness infras~uct~e. 
,The inc~easing demand fo~ such assessments and evalua·tions ~eflect a need 
to include both the basic economic inte~actions and impacts, as well as, 
a ~eate~ and mo~e ~elevant necognition of the societal costs and benefits. 
P~esently, the methodologies fo~ assessing the social impact of new tech
nologies are inapp~op~iate fo~ lange scale use and gene~al applications, 
unable to cope with long ~ange effects and with a dynamic model of the 
society. 

This study p~esents an ovenview of anew methodology developed by a 
~esea~ch team at The Univensity of Toledo unde~ cont~act to the National 
Ae~onautics and Space Administ~ation. The methodology is llltendedto 
p~ovide a means of assessing the social, political, envi~onmental, demo
graphic and economic impacts associated with the development and imple
mentation of new technology. The methodology p~esented in this study 
necognizes the fundamental limitations of the economic theo~y and ne
spe<.l~ive methods of the t~aditional bene:Fj,t-cost appnoaches. Ful:>the~, 
it augments the t~aditional. manage~ial and engineeningeconomics with 
social, political, and envinonmental conside~ations that can be impacted 
upon by a new technology. 

The position taken in this ~epo~t Is based on the ~ationale that 
public policy and its component, economic policy, must be viewed in the 
framewo~k of the total political and socio-economic system. Itassumes 
that public policy cannot, be nemoved from the s~uc~e of powe~ politiqs 
which is de~ived from the ability to cont~ol and utilize cult~al, eco-· 
nomic and militaristic means of powe~. The political system consists of 
inte~est ~oups in an inte~actionalenvi~onment of negotations and bar
gainiJ:lg.The,X'esults of suchtr-ansactions leads to a mone or- less stable 
consensus expnessed,amongother- things, as public policy (e.g. national 
defenSe and national secu~ity, national .~owth policies, etc.). 

NOrmally, thO! componen'!;sof public policy I'efleqt social, political 
and 'economi", , dimepsions that are mutually inter-dependent as they compete 
fo~ th.ao;;ameresour-ces o~ complement onean,Clther-.It isf()~thij> r-eason 
that a IIpurelyeconomic theo!>etic" pe~spective in technology assessment 
is inadequate in defining the total impacts upon a society. Limiting, 
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impact analyses, to market economic considerations and the respective 
theo~ of value and price creates a structure which is incapable of sat
isfactorily coping with those public goods that have no market precedent. 
This is particularly true in modern societies subjected to dynamic popu
lation, technological, and institutional changes. 

It is our contention that an assessment of a F,]:-lic project must be 
opera.tionally meanIngful and 'include the following! 

- it ,should be applicable in a given social, political, and 
economio setting; 

- it should reflect a preference ordering measurably reflected 
by the society where it is to be applied. . 

- it should be valid a.nd reliable so that prediction both for 
the present and future responses of the impaCted' society may 
be defined. 

it should be sufficiently simple and cost effecthe to aid 
in program selection, management and FLanning. 

The assessment methodology must also be adaptive and have a clear empir
ical foundation. The empirical infrastructure is required, for it is , 
through this component, that societal preferences are defined;'while con-
straints of ,a normative nature are applied. ' , 

As noted, the methodology proposed in this report, iE'an extension 
of the traditional cost benef'it analysis appl'oach. Sinc"; W6:~ld War II a 
dichotomous' structure has existed in economics with the Neo-Keynesian 
macro-economic theory defined primarily wii:hin the context of "policy 
science", while on 'the other hand, the traditional micl,o-economic' theo~ 
has provided the base for the "operational sciences". It has been through 
the introduction of this "operational" wing that the'ma.jor theory for ben
efit-cost analysis has been derived. Unfortunately the polarization of 
economics into these two schools has necessitated the generation of a 
bridge so that planning processes may have a program effectiveness com": 
ponent and still 1.'eflectpublic policy;' The inabilitY-of contempora,ry . ' 
economic models to bridge this gap provides the stimulus for"bhe method-' 
ology presentedinthisstud.Y. ' ' 

Theqiiestionposed is based on thene",d tod.evelopa bepe£it oo.o;t, .•• >
evaluat,ionthat def'inesthe percei vedsocio-econOlnic and);idlitic;a.lijI)pact~. 
Tn other ~iords, a methodfor'assessingaprOgraiir"seffectivaness .iIir.e"': ..•. " 
lation to public policy. This necessitates theaugmentai:ion of' tradi>" 
tional benefit· cost analysis with a set ofpossiPlynon;..economiofa,ctors 
and considerations, s)lch as, those relating i:o~sychologici~l •. ~ocial, .' 
poli tic,3:l and C:ultm.alfaci:orsovel:'timeandspaoe. "These'elem~)lt'shave 
not normally 'been expliCitly included in <;lcmtemporary econoinic .. i:heol:'ies. ' 
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It is obvious that a "purely economic" dimension will not suffice 
nor be necessarily a unique representation of a society t s values, nee,ds, 
desires, and behavior. Thus, it is suggested in this report, that a 
bridge be c~eated between the polarized elements of macro and micro eco
nomic theory within the framework of a dynamic developmental economic 
base. In addition to the modifications in the economic dimension, it is 
proposed that a multidimensional perspective be applied that defines the 
orientation. for new technology through the identification of societal 
needs and values. The methodology developed in this study is referred 
to as the Total Assessment Profile (T.A.P.). In essence, it reflects a 
market segmentation of society by its value structure. It suggests a need 
driven approach to technology innovation and assessment that isolates, 
not only the economic component, but, also the differential impacts on 
the social, political, and environmental subsystems. 

The most serious limitation of traditional social impact analysis 
is associated with the weruc theoretical structure of such studies and the 
generally subjective introduction of pertinent criteria. To overcome 
these limitations considerable theoretical developments are int!loduced in 
the report. Within these sections a theory of social action is derived 
and merged with contemporary concepts of human perception and behavior • 
The theory of social action defines the social system within a hierarchi
cal and nested suprastructure with values, norms, role. mobilization, and 
resource utilization patterns treated as respective stages. The preceding 
reflects a nested functional structure in Which changes in the higher 
levels have ·ramificat5.onson the lower levels of the hierarchy. The major 
premise of the theory is that a technological impact would be reflected 
at various levels of the components of social action. Thus, a realistic 
social analysis would define both the level of impact and the pertinent 
structural elements. In addition it should be recognized that various 
societal groups will have different values, norms, etc. Hence, a differ
ential impact may b~ anticipated by various groups based on their percep
tion of the technology's impact on their values. The total assessment 
profile attemp'cs to segment the society into groups which represent a high 
degree of homogeneity of value preference. It then predicts how the tech
nology will be perceived by these groups. ~1hen the technology has a 
positive value augmenting effect a benefit is derived, if the technology 
impacts negatively on the value structure a cost in the form of stress is 
generated. It should be noted, thatT.A.P. does not attempt to have these 
groups assess the technology, but rather assesses the technology's impact 
.C'n the groups v<llue structure. This is an important departure, for'it 
eliminates the need for the general population to assess technical and 
complex innovations. The innovation in a tcta1assessment application 
is transformed from a technical construct to a C01lUl)0n denominator by de"" 
fining its value implications. It is the value implications which are 
assessud rather than the technolOgy itsel£. 

The implementation of the Total Assessment Profile is provided 
through the derivation of a comparaHve values experimental design. The 
:,asic concept of T.A.P. utilizes thevievlpoint that individuals perceive' 
social reaHt!. differently depending upon their ability·to participate 
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in the goods and services of the society. Collecti01os of individ\lals with 

similar pe'l.'ceptions are labeled phenotypes and can be readily identified 

through market segmenting procedures. The identification of phenotypic 

groups provides thE' base of evaluation through the "Comparative Value 

Matrix" • Here the ,'alues of the phenotypes and the corresponding impact 

of the new technology on this values structure can be readily determined 

through the use of social areal analysis, .coupled with multidimensional 

scaling techniques. The preceding eValuation is accomplished through the 

utilization of Maslow' shierarchicalmodel of values. 

A comparative component in the matrix is derived fromtne technology's 

sponsor. The sponsor of the new technology eV-dluates the innovation in 

respect to its impact on Maslows Hierarchical Value Scale. Thus, the re

sponsibility for the technical evaluation rests on the sponsor rather than 

the general public. The sponsor's scale of value impacts is then compared 

with the phenotypes value profile to define benefits (va11.le augmentation) 

or cost (value subs idence) • . .. 

The. comparative value matrix provides valuable information pertaining 

to the size andconsitutency of the phenotype, their ability topartici

pate in the goods and services as modified by the new technology and their 

influence in the decision making process. It provides a measure of public 

policy and those who support it as opposed to those who reject it. The 

Total Assessment Prof He provides the base from which the sponsor of the 

new technology is able to evaluate social, political, environment,·l impli

cations of thl? innovation on a society in addition to the relevant economic 

considerations. 

This report has been subdiv;.ded into three major sections to illus

trate the derivations and applicability of T.A.P.: 

Section I provides a .basic revie'" of traditional benefit cost analysis, 

as well as·identifying·its most serious shortcomings. The section inves

tigates the micro/macro dualism problem and the means of integra-::ion of 

these concepts for long range technological planning. . A detailed critque 

of the 1imitationsassociated~·ithboth mic:r.'o and macro economic models 

is included in this section. 

The second part of the report provides a dual function. The initial 

stage provides the theoretical· infra-structure for soCial imp",-ct analysis. 

The theory of social action is derived in this section, through the con:" 

solidation of sociological theory arid a behavioral theory of perception 

within a spatial t"mporal.:frame. The second part of, this section in~ . 

volves theoperatiollalization of t"e Total Assessment Profile." It illus

trates .. tbeinstrumentation ande:l{perimental design for implementing 'i'.A.P. 

as well as, defining the stl:'uctural· character of the· comparative values 

matrix.for.each phenotypic group. 

'.Thethit>&section 'jf'thel:'~p0l:'t provides .an example of the Total, ..... 

Assessment Profile in the context or an early warning. disaster satellite 

system.' Due to limitations in the scope· of the. com:r8.ct a complete ap-' 

plication was not posE;ible, however, the dynamicsofkey val:'iables are 

illustrated in this section. 
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II. ECONOMICS IN PERSPECTIVE 

i. INTRODUCTION 

This section presents a preliminary survey on economic theory leading 
to the foundations of the benefit-cost analysis as it is known today. 
This survey is not intended to be a comprehensive theoretical ffilalysis of 
economic theory but rather a general survey pointing out some basic limi
tations of the traditional concepts of economics in analyzinj! the worth 
of public pro; ects • There is a large gap between direct costs and benefits 
and indirect costs and' benefits simply because the traditional micro
economics is ill-fiteed to handle social interactions except at a naive 
atomistic level. A variety of obvious social, economic andY political 
interaction typifyingmode~n dynami<:: societies with political demographic, 
technological and institutional processes IjUst be treated'as "externalities" 
oJ" "distortions" or "pathological phenomena" in the context' of the tradi
tional microeconomic theory and its extensions into welfare econ~mics. 
This unsatisfactory and unrealistic state of economic theory has been 
criticized by many notable economists; and it has lead to the question ,of 
the' usefulness of benefit-cost analysis beyond being a mfi!re excercise in 
futility. This swvey looks at some points pre and con. Further, its 
purpose is to generate Questions why and how welfare and benEd'it-co'st 
considerations could be expanded beyond current economic theor" in its 
present state of an apparently rather closed science. Being a prelimina:vv 
survey, it is not intended to answer all of these questions. 'I"nis task 
is delegated to subsequent sections of this report where ;,eexplore the 
development of an operationally meaningful assessment profile for the 
eValuation of public' projects. ' 

2. ECONOMIC FOUNDATIONS OF BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS: A BRIEF SURVBY 

,Economics has never been a well defined discipline. Its perspectives 
arid subject matter have shifted over time often wi th controversies, and 
it overlaps strol1g1y with other disciplines such as history, political 
science, sociology, psychology and anthropology. Economics does deal with 
thia manner in which people and society choose to use more or less limited 
resourcesror the accomplishment of alternative goal patterns. It in
cludes also the study of unemployed resources [1,2]. 

NcrmativeEconomics is a stud,y of how people and society should 
select the alternative goal patterns and then, how 'they should choose the 
means to use thia limited resources inoX'der to reach tilese 'goals. Its 
naturie is prescriptive and presupposes a commitment to a specific pre
ference' or value system, of theipe.ople and the society [3, Chapter 1] • 

Desc:t>iptive and Predictive ,Economics' is,concemed'with, empirical' 
studies on how people and soC'iety actually behavei,iThselecting goals and 
ways to reach them, and how they actually use scarce resources to accom
plish these ends. It is then hoped that if such empirical studies are 
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successful enough it would be possible to predict economic behavior under 

some specifiable future circumstances. Tn particular, descriptive and 

predictive economics is also concerned with the empirical studies or~ the 

actual behavior of people and society in asseI.ting thair values and pre

ferences under various situations of choice [3, Chapter 1]. 

It should be noted that if normative economics be realistically 

feasible its founjations must rest g~eatly on the successful results of 

descriptive and predicttve economics. A degree of relevanca rests here 

en the empirical foundations of noromative value systems. 

One of the main objective~ of economics is to construct a logical 

system of interrelationship:" enabling one to consistently account for 

various interrelated economic bebavior such as prooduction, consumption, 

investment, employment or unemployment of various resources, proices, in

flation, grolrth of economic activity, and so on. The purpose is to find 

an effectively simple way to deBcroibe, analyze, explain and correlate 

various aspects and dimensions of economic behavior. A resulting system

atic constr;lct serving as a base for analysis is called economic model. 

Economic model is a map of interorelationships with specific obiectives 

of use corresponding appropriately to its respective empirically survey-

ed landscape of actual economic behavior processes. Thus, economic models 

are caricatures of economic reality emphasizing certain prominent and 

essential features while totally ignoring some other seemingly unimportant 

details. It shOuld be. noted however, that a particular feature unimportant 

in one economic model may be very important in another economic model, 

being dictated by the very purpose of the particular model. A model 

exemplifies a goal oriented selective 'iay of looking at the world. It 

relates to our needs to look at a "local" or a "global" system in a setting 

of a particular perspective. Economic models need not be, and typicallv 

are not restricted to anyone specific set of constraints associated by 

some specific point of view or perspective [see reference 5, Chapter lJ. 

In the advent of the era of "general systems theory", economic models 

can be viewe .. d as portrayals of. subsystems in a hierarchy of increasingly 

general "global systems". As pointed out by Henderson and Ouandt [1, p. 2J, 

an e-conomic model contains three sets of elements: (1) data playing the 

role of parameters given from outside the system, such as "given this 

consumer preference function", "given a specific technology", "given the 

marginal propensity to' consume" , etc.; (2) variables whose magnitudes 

are given wi thin the system such as prices, interest rates ,. qllan.ti ties, 

profits, etc.; andeS) specific behavioral assumptions such as "supply 

equals demand" by which the valUeS of the variables be.come determined .• 

Basically, then, aconomics' is l,ot a "closed hard science" but: is ~bout 

as soft as our .attempts to understand basic:humanbehavior in a "global 

system" . When an economic model is expanded into a more general system 

level, some parameters .assumed to be. given from outside the ·system can 

be converted intovariahles- determined within the system. 

.J 

.J 



According to their specific obiectives and purposes economic models 
can have, respectively, different structures. Some of these will be out
lined now: 

Microeconmics is the study of economic behavior of individual economic 
units 8uch as individuals, households, fir~s and specific institutions. 
In microeconomics price formation in the framework of allocation of 
scarce resources to specific end uses plays conventionally the prominent 
role: individuals earn income by selling their "factors of production" 
such as labor or managerial services, to firms. Firms produce goods and 
services and sell them to individuals. Pricing of factors of production 
and economic goods (goods and services) results from such behavioral 
assumptions about these economic units as individuals' maximization of 
satisfaction from the goods purchased with limited income and firms' 
maximization of profits under the constraints of a given productio~ tech
nology [1]. The overall economic behavior of a society is then obtained 
by aggregating upward from the levels of individual economic units into 
a totality appropriately closed by accounting for all relevant inter
actions between all the individual economic units. 

In the so-called "free market" economies the traditional microeco
nomic theory of perfect competition has greatly influenced and molded the 
normative attitudes of policy makers and planners, and thereby also the 
roots 0f the present day welfare economics including foundations of the 
benefit-cost principles. Historically, when Western societies shifted 
from medieval feudalistic and colonial mercantilist policies through 
French revolution and its diffused social transformations toward modern 
industrial capitalism and market economies there appeared several writp.rs 
of "economic liberalism". In Scandinavi.a, Anders Chydenius reacts to 
mercantilist policies by his The National Gain expressing many of the 
ideas and principles la"er appearing in the writings of Adam Smith [6]. 
Smith I s "An Inquiry into the Nature of the Wealth of Nations" has become 
the classical bible of economic liberalism [7J. Based on Ricardo and 
his successors the marginal utility school of microbconomic theory 
evolves through works of Jevons, Menger and Walras. The concept of 
diminishing marginal utility has been expressed by several people such 
as Bernoulli, Cramer, McCulloch, Say, Bailey, and Senior [7], and has 
remained as one of the important aspects of modern utility 0r preference 
theory. Jevons and the Austrian School and Walras generated the so-called 
general equilibrium theory of perfect competition. It is closed steady
steady state system "with a given techncilogy", no mechanism for dynamics 
of growth (ignoring also effects of population dynamics), and in an equi
~ibrium with no unemployed resources. Because of its strong impact on 
normat";'ve attitudes and economic "conventional wisdom" [8], it deserves 
further discussion. 

A good discussion on 
reference [1], chapters 4 
to this model: 

the general equilibrium model is given in 
and 5. There are several assumptions leading 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

There is a very large number of households or individuals, each 
having only an infinitesimal effect on the volume of the total 
demand for economic goods. 

There are no externalities between the preference structures or 
behaviors of the individual consumers. For example, no neighbor
hood effects are allowed. Firms have no influence on consumer 
preferences. 

Every consumer maximizes his utility with perfect information. 

There is a very large number of firms, each having only an infini
tesimal effect on the total volume of supply. 

There are no externalities between firms or their production f\lll'~
tions. For example, there can be no economies of joint technologies, 
no collusions, no technical imitations and so on. 

Each product is homogeneous. For example, there can be no rroduct 
differentiation of a product produced by different firms. 

Each firm maximizes its own profit with perfect information. 

There is a completely free exi t or entry for firms into or from any 
particular commodity market. 

Every market is cleared. There are no unemployed resources. 

10. In the long r\lll, every firm or enterpreneur earns zero profit. 

This model is an atomistic "ideal gas the'lry" of economics. The atomistic 
\lllits are individually non-interactive and very large in number. Their 
impact on the total aggregated supply and demand is infinitesimal so that 
they can have no control on these collectively aggregated totalities. 
Supply equals demand regardless of what an individual economic unit does. 
An individual economic U3it has only an infinitesimal economic power. 
The "invisible hand" is a collective force, a natural law of large 
numbers. Thus one has a Newtonian mechanistic theory, a kinetic theory 
of ideal economic gas in an equilibrium of social temperature andsoci~l 
energy. This mechanistic model is allowed to expand or contract in an 
analogy to the ideal gas equation where volume, pressure and temperature 
are kept interrelated in a quasista·tic manner. There is no built-in 
mechanism allowed to describe, for example growth as an internal process. 

The impact of this "ideal gas theory of economic behavior" on wel
fare economics is profound. And benefit-cost theory is an i.mportant 
aspect of welfare economics~ . One can promote an ethical belief that the 
welfare of a society depends upon the levels of satis£,action achieved 
by all of its members or consumers. As pointed out by Henderson and 
Ouandt [1, Chapter 7J, the task of welfare economics would be greatly 
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simplified if it was possible to aggregate all the individual utility 
functions into a single total social welfare function. But if inter
personal 'ltili ty comparisons are not possible, then this cannot be done • 
Therefore, anyone particular welfare choice while benefiting some 
individuals would also have unfavorable effects on others. An important 
contribution to welfare economics and utility theory is given by Vilfredo 
Pareto (1848-1923) whose Cours d'Economie Politique at Lausanne (1896-7) 
has become classic. His contributions to the general equilibrium theory 
include the concept of Pareto Optimality: If an allocation is determined 
by specific consumption levels of all the consumers and by input and 
output levels of each and all the firms or producers, then this alloca
tion is Pareto-optimal if the production and distribution activities 
pannot be reorganized to increase the utility of one or more individuals 
without decreasing the utility of c,ther individuals [1, Chapter 7]. One 
should note that if someone's ut~lity can be increased without decreas
ing the utility of anyone else, then the system has not yet reached its 
Pareto-optimality, and is thus yet Pareto-nonoptimal. Under appropriate 
assumptions the general equilibrium n.')del of perfect competition is 
Pareto-optimal. Consequent Iv , it has c'ecome the normative ideal for 
welfare economics as well as standard for benefit-sacrifice criteria [1]. 

In the 'IOrld today the previously mentioned assumptions for micro
economic theory of perfect competition seem for most part unrealistic; 
not feasible in a world of increasing interdependences, specialization, 
technological growth, population dynamics, and institutions few in number 
but large in size. Externalities are more a rule than exception. Con
sumers influence consumers~ firms influence firms, consumers influence 
firms and firms consumers. Respectively, microeconomics has been modi
fied in several directions such as in the direction of various theories 
of imperfect competition e.g. monopoly and oligopolies, "game theories" 
of Cournot, von Stackelberg and von Neumann; in the direction of organis
mic and organization theories of firm as well as in the directions of 
institutional, psycho-social and socio-political cttempts to describe 
and understand consumer and producer behavior in today's world. By and 
large, microeconomic theory has not been very successful in bridging 
the behavior of individual economic units into the behavior of the over
all economic societv. One must seriously question its validity as a 
base of realistic and feasible welfare economics [see, for example 8]. 

Macroeconomics is a study of such broad aggregates as regional or nation
al total consumption, production, employment of resources and income. In 
aggregates the behavior of economic units are averaged out into "trends", 
and many of the detailed effects of interactions may be either partially 
or totally cancelled out. One of the distinct aspects of macroeconomic 
theory is that the microecC'nomic individual price determination is assumed 
away whereby the relationship between the individual economic units and 
the aggregates is no more clear. In macroeconomic theory, then, the 
behavior of aggregates do not require necessarily a particular micro
economic interpretation of the behavior of individual economic units, in 
a distinct contrast to the general equilibrium moddl of perfect competi
tion. While prices can plav an important role in macro theories, their 
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dete~mination is abst~acted away from the level of the behavio~ of indi
vidual economic units. From the point of view of public policy, mac~o
economic theo~ies a~e impo~ant in ~elation to such welfa~e questions as 
the gene~al level of employment, income generation and distribution, 
gene~al price levels and inflation, balance of payments in international 
t~ade, growth rate of the economv and so on. Some typical tools of public 
policy ~e fiscal and moneta~ policies. Clearly, the impact of public 
p~og~ams on mac~oeconomic behavior is an important dimension of benefit
cost analysis. 

While in mic~oeconomics one sta~s at the level of individual econom
ic units ffild then aggregates upwa~ds, in macroeconomics one sta~ts at the 
aggregated level and then deaggregates into some app~op~iate st~uctu~al 
level. Examples of such st~uctu~al deaggregation a~e interindust~y input
output models, inte~~egional input-output models and a va~iety of public
p~ivate sector models. All these ar'e important in benefit-cost analysis. 
In this ~egard, the input-output method developed by Wassily W. Leontief 
[9J is now a classic example, and has been adopted by public policy planners 
in many pa~ts of the wo~ld. 

Mac~oeC',onomic models ~elate to public policy planning at mo~e or less 
aggregated levels of social needs. Although many of the concepts of 
welfa~e economics a~e derived f~om the t~aditional mic~oeconomics, their 
ope~ational aspects a~e based on mac~oeconomics with its ~espective 
emphasis on the behavio~ of aggregated units of social entities. While 
the attempts to make mic~oeconomics ope~ationally ~elevant fo~ public 
policy p~oses has been relatively disappointing, the contributions of 
mac~oeconomics have been so far ve~ much mo~e f~uitful. If one ~elies 
on a mac~oeconomic no~mative structu~e for the p~poses of a public policy, 
then one must also develop a respective aggregated social income accounting 
scheme se~ving the p~ose of a publi~ policy management info~mation system. 
A typical approach is to develop a national or regional .approp~iately 
st~ctu~ed mac~oeconomic model whose pa~ameters and coefficients a~e 
estimated within the best available data from the income accounting info~
mati on eystem in o~de~ to predict the best possible p~actical way the 
fut~e behavior of the economy as defined by the model The methodology 
used in this task of estimating the past and p~esent ,"vents as defined 
by the model in o~de~ to anticipate, p~edict and fo~ecast a set of 
"possible futu~es" involves various techniques of model building, prob
ability, statistics, simulation, and so on. A term "econometr' cs" is 
used in this connection [10,11,12,13J. 

Mac~oeconomic models and thei~ ~espective social income accounting 
schemes a~e not unique. A model is a goal oriented selective st~uct~e 
~equi~ing, by its ve~ nat~e of selective goal o~ientation, a biased 
and filtered set of info~ation. This aspect should be ~ecognized as a 
potential or actual limitation fo~ the pu~oses of an innovative open 
public policy formulation. 

Among impo~tant "quasi-static" and, perhaps, "sho~t run equilib~iuJr." 
models of mac~oeconomics this so~t of aggregate economics develops 
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historically several "grand themes" [1,\1 ,15 ,16 ,17 ,18]. Its or1.g1.ns can 
be traced into the pioneering work of Wicksell, Say, Walras and others. 
The so-called classical macroeconomics [14, chapter 3] assumes perfect 
capital markets and the Say's Law stating that supply always creates its 
own demand. Therefore, excess production and unemployment of resources 
would be impossible. Historically, the classical macroeconomic "model" 
is an outgrowth of many of the notions of Walrasian equilibrium model of 
perfect competition. Among other things, the Keynesian macroeconomic 
model [14,15,16,17] assumes that capital markets are not necessarily per
fect and that Say's Law need not be satisfied in an equilibrium of 
economic activity. 'This latter model has an obvious attraction in relation 
to such long run persistent phenomena as the Great Depression, when over 
many years the American economy experienced a tremendous unemployment of 
resources in an apparent contradiction to the claims of Say's Law. In 
such circumstances, the nature of an economic model and its apparent 
power of explanation has a profound normative influence on public policy 
formulation. Typically, level of employment, stability of price level, 
avoidance of undesirable fluctuations in economic activity, and an ade
quate balance of payments in international trade are some of the public 
policy criteria for which these macroeconomic models provide a logical 
foundation. There are trade-offS between these criteria, and a particular 
combination must be achieved by a compromise procedure that supposedly 
generates an optimal combination dictated, say, by a political process. 

There are several actual or potential advantages of aggregation in 
economic theory building. Some of these are as follows: 

1. There are not wholly disaggregated models in economics anyways. 
Households and firms are really social, political and economic 
aggregates of individuals. They are organizations that could 
form organizations in some hierarchially higher levels. Thare 
can be "externalities" that characterize certain meaningful 
economic aggregate entities which, also; can be identified in 
some operationally meaningful way. 

2. Aggregated economic models have relatively fe" variables that 
can be more or less identified and measured. 

3. Aggregations, per se, have some posi ti ve virtue's in relation 
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are: 

The large number of variables in micromodels can be subject to 

considerable cancellation effects as aggregation takes place. 

In economic impact analysis aggregated models tend to emphasize 

total net impacts. 

Some basic disadvantages of aggregation in economic mode:. building 

1. Important structural aspects of economic system and behavior 

2. 

ca.""! be washed a",ay and totally lost in the aggregation process. 

For example, the behavior of a significant and powerful economic 

agent producing or initiating an avalanching economic impact 

may be lost and cannot be identified in an overtly aggregated 

social accounting system. 

As the consequence of the above disadvantage, an overaggregated 

model may not provide effective and necessary guidance for a 

public policy. 

3. Aggregated ecoI~omic behavior does not necessarily reflect the 

desires and preferences Or welfare of individuals or particular 

social groups. There is a problem of relating the structural 

needs and utilities of individuals into what may be loosely 

called "social welfare function". 

1I. In an overaggregated system "economic welfare" may turn out 

to be actuaily harmful in part to some individuals or groups, 

or, perhaps, to the whole society. Harmful components of GNP 

need be identified. 

5. The relative operational success of aggregated economic models 

tends to make economic criteria overemphasized in the forma

tion of public policy. Other potentially important social 

and political dimen~50ns may be excluded or may not be recog

nized by policy makers in such a setting of an apparent 

operational success. 

6. While aggregated economic models can be simple, they are not 

necessarily complete. For example, they may account for ex

change ma~ket activities but may ignore several important 

activities - such as migration of people - important for 

long~run economic development. 

At the time of Soviet revolution, the Marxian economic theory was 

the only truly aggregated economic model. It had the consumers' goods' 

and producers' goods sectors. The producers' goods sector was divided 

into constant capital such as industrial processing equipment and 

buildings, variable capital or labor, and surplus value. The consumers' 

goods sector was divided into consumers goods capital consumption, labor, 

and consumers surplus [27J. In the Marxian "no-growtb" equilibrium the 
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producers' surplus was equated to consumers' labor plUs consumers capital 

goods consumption. But growth requires savings over and above this 

equilibrium level of surplus. These savings can be used to obtain capital, 

labor and capital consumption for an increased level of productive 

capacity. Keynes expands and modifies his model to include effects of 

money markets. While the Marxian economic theory becomes the normative 

standard for "socialist camps", Keynes in effect disputes thrJ inevitabil

ity of Socialism in the form of Communist-ruled centralJ.y planned 

economies [28] by providing a view of a "dual economy" where there is 

room for national economic planning. In this view a "public sector" 

complements and augrr,ents a "private sector" ir, a manner' which does not 

imply the inevitable colJ.apse of a Capitalistic econoJT,Y. The normative 

aspects of the Keynesian theory fitted the sit~~tion arising from ~he 

Great Depression, a situation that defied the ~xplanations of the former 

classical economic theories. 

A strong normative emphasis on a particular economic theory tends 

to promote a behavior pattern that generates its own self-fulfilling 

prophesy. But a normative reference structure must be sufficiently rel

evant in order that the respective performance and results are feasible 

and realizable in fact. A realistic policy is an adaptive one sUbiect 

to societal learning processes. 

Although the short run macroeconomic equilibrium models may be re

lated to some criteria of growth and economic development they do not 

provide internally any mechanisms to explain growth. Growth and eco

nomic development are very important dimensions of public policy. The 

traditional static equilibrium models provide only a sequence of snap 

shots or a time series of comparative statics to help policy makers. 

Economic Growth and' Development theories and models attempt to provide 

both endogenous as well as exogenous mechanisms in order to account and 

explain processes of economic growth and expansion. While many of the 

static models may be mainly exchange market oriented and may not account 

for many of the factors causing gro>rth (for example, "given technology", 

"given population", "assuming no effects of migration of population", 

etc.), the economic development models attempt to become more inClusive 

of pertinent economic, social and political processes which may be rec

ognized as important aspects of growth [19,20,21]. In particular, these 

models may in'clude population dynamics, technological dynamics and the 

more usual effects of the cumUlation of productive assets or capital 

cumulation or productive capacity expansion. These kinds of models can 

be very important in assessing both direct and induced long run effects 

of public policies. In particular an adequate growth rate is an impor

tant public policy parameter in relation to population growth :r:ate in 

order to maintain -orincirease per capita welfare in the societY. Growth 

models are becoming an increasingly important tool for long run planning 

of economic- development, as pointed out by Tinbergen and Bas [5]. In 

their book Mathematical Models of Economic Growth they present a sequence 

of successively increasingly complex and structured models. Reference 

[21] provides an overview of growth models. 
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Space-Time Economic Development Models add considerable richness into 
economic development models by introducing geographic and spatial dimen
sions that can be, also, related to social and political barrier effects, 
I.e., effects that can be traditionally "non-economic" aspects of a 
society. The addition of the spatial dimension into economie dynamics 
also suggests the inclusion of institutional, demographic and technological 
aspects of socio-political behavior to expand economic models from the 
narrow exchange market models toward "total social accOlmting" models in
cluding the possibility of a "multi-dimensional" value system beyond the 
one-dimensional ones implied by the traditional value and price theorv. 
Spatial Macroeconomic Development (SMED) is concerned with diffusion, 
propagation and growth of economic and social activity over space and time. 
Among other things, it deals with the problems of upper limits to spatial 
densities of social and economic activities and the impacts of such 
densities on the "quality of life" [27,30]. 

SMED models can be made to include endogenously popUlation dynamics 
in a setting of a finite "mother earth". The space-time economic develop
ment models are interesting also in that they can be related into geo
strategic aspects of political power. There are several interesting 
que~tions relating to the identification of social, political and economic 
activities and their measurability for the purposes of a relevant account
ing for the purposes of a public policy. Nevertheless, space and time 
remain as basic dimensions of human activitv •. Benefits and costs have 
dimensions of time and space, and so do social and political impacts. 
For a modern Benefit-Cost analysis the dimensions of time and space, both, 
are essential. Transportation, migration, growth-diffusion, etc. are 
space-time phenomena. They have the respective spatial and temporal streams 
of benefits and costs. 

Economic Development Models with Limits to Growth represent an expanded 
Neo-Ma1thusian look at a finite world with some essential but finite re
sources. An eternal growth within finite confines is an impossibility. 
These models look not only at the Malthusian [23] processes where the 
population growth overruns its respective economic growth leading to 
per capita starvation but also at the ultimate limits to any uncontrolled 
progressive growth prqcess in a finite setting. In this latter setting, 
there can be a rather sudden ultimate co11aose due to some basic limiting 
factor such as unchecked growth of po11utio;, running out of space to 
live on, or running out of fertile land for food production. The limits 
to growth models are very important from the point of view of long run 
planning aspects of public policy [22,24J, As examples at this point of 
time, the so-called third world exhibits some near Malthusian character
istics, and the socio-political and economic char~cteristics of large 
metropolitan complexes point to upper limits of the feasible and stable 
spatial extent and density of economic and soci?-politica1 activity. In 
such settings the public; policy "parameters" shift from the emphasis of 
growth into the areas of "or.ietal life cycle planning and quality of 
life. Respectively, the traditional economic benefit-cost criteria for 
public projects require extensions beyond criteria set by value precedents 
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of already established exchange market processes. This is a typical 
problem of a dual economy (private sector - public sector) system where 
one assumes that market prices do truly reflect the actual preferences 
of consumers and, thereby, at least through a political process, those 
of the soc:! ety . 

Cur:t:'ently there are efforts to develop a quality of life index which 
would be useful for public policy purposes, among them, for the purpo:"es 
of selecting public projects. In a recent Institute for Social Research 
news letter [ISR Newsletter 2(1), Spring 1974J this index should in-
clude measures in the following areas to help federal officials: health, 
the quality of work, attitudes toward government, education, environmental 
quali ty, crime, leisure and recreation, living conditions, racial and 
minority group relations, and transportation. These kinds of attempts 
point out that the traditional economic measures may not suffice to pro
vide adequate and necessary social preference criteria in choosing a 
public policy and the respective public proiects. It further suggests 
that a multi-dimensional approach may be needed in order to profile out 
the relative desirabilities of alternative choices of public projects. 
In a dynamic world of technological progress, population changes, insti
tutional shifts and influences of power politics there can be several 
factors affecting human preferences that have no prior testing or could 
have no testing at all in a market place. Therefore one must question 
the validity of reducing all preference criteria of public nroiects into 
pure monetary and pecuniary values. This concern can be related to a 
general inquiry to the nature of economic theory in relation to psycholog
ical, social, political and historic dimensions of human societies. 

Political Economy, Institutional Economy, Social Economy and Economic 
History go far beyond the idealized confines of the traditional Neo
Classical Bconomic Theory. While this theory may be pleasing to the eye 
with its beautiful logical structure, it easily might give one the un
realistic notion that economics is a closed science. Nevertheless, most 
great economists warn us against this notion. For example, the great 
classic Vilfredo Pareto [25J emphasized the sociological aspects of 
political economy. His "social system" was not Closed, "fullv rational" 
and included political considerations of "elite" rule. There is a 
notion of "social utility", "economic-cultural" cycle, and assumptions 
on interdependences or externalities was a rule rather than exception . 
Pareto deals with rational and irrational behavior. He talks about a 
"residue" as an invariance associated with the irrational or "non
logical" behavior. This residue manifests human sentiments, impulses 
and attitudes, and is considered as the underlying element in multi
tudinous human activities. It is masked by logical or pseudo-logical 
"derivations" or rationalizations. A perception of a human social insti
tution is such a derivation giving an apparently logical iustification 
for non-logical behavior. 

The father of American Institutional Economics is Thorstein Bunde 
Veblen [7, pp. 439-454J. He takes an approach of social psychology into 
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economics. His institutions are religious, aesthetic, literary al'ld cultur
al complexes of ideas very much like the derivations of Pareto. These 
institutions appear as behavioral rationalizations through whicb he tries 
to understand economic, social and political behavior of people beyond 
the conventional veil of accepted normative economic theory. It is in 
terms of socio-political entities in a framework of power and counter
vailing power that John Kenneth Galbraith views economic dynamics. He 
is a modern exponent of institutional economics. He looks at the nature 
of industrial planning, which among other things, includes minimization 
of uncertainty and market influences. In part' cular, by successful 
planning the market can be superseded, it can De controlled by LJYers 
and sellers, and he notes that a modern largr corporation and the modern 
apparatus of socialist planning are but var" mt accommodations to the 
same need. Galbraith points out the massive unreality of the "perfect 
competiTive" model. Pareto himself had already rejected the notion that 
"free compet;tion" is the rule in his contemporary societies [8]. 

Qscar Morgenstern names the traditional attachment to the "perfect 
competitive model" as the Walras-Pareto fixation (which, really, is un
fair to Pareto!). He says: "f Free Competition f , now the center and 
starting point of economic theorizing, will be recognized as what it is: 
a pathological, limiting case of possible economic organization, millions 
of miles from any reality we have ever known through the ages [31]." A 
human society is better viewed as a system of interacting sociaL and 
political units, including cooperative associations and highly important 
"externalities". By meal.'> of military, economic or cultural power each 
unit likec to gain power OV0r the actions and minds, not only over its 
own mernbe't's, but over other social and political institutions. Hence, 
economics is \'lot really an "isolated science" but is really political 
economy. Among other things, it deals not only with pecuniary impacts 
but with social and political impacts. 

A relevant approach to public policy ,nd to the benefits and costs 
of the respective public programs requires a realistic approach. Quoting 
Gunnar Myrdal, " •. • problems in the social sciences - not only the prac
tical ones about what ought to be done, but also the theoretical problems 
of ascertaining the facts and the relations among facts - cannot be 
rationally posited except in terms of definite, concretized and explicit 
value premises. The old and tenacious "welfare economics", which has 
been revived in recent decades, is in this view nothing but a metaphysical 
attempt at "objectification" of what cannot be objectified. In its very 
approach it repres@nts a philosophical lag which hampers the adjustment 
of economics to the demands raised by events on the rapidly changing 
national and international scene. At the present time it is crucially 
important to bring valuations explicitly into social analysis and not 
to hide illogically behind the pretense of false obiectivity [27, 
preface]. " 
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3. BASIC CONCEPTS IN ECONOMICS AND THEIR LIMITATIONS 

Economics deals with the general subiect of how a society chooses to 
use scarce resources for alternative purposes. A basic purpose of an 
economic activity is to assure an adequate consumption of food, shelter, 
clothing, health care, services to maintain social order and individual 
protection from harm, and so on, just in order to maintain and sustain an 
individual and social existence in a given physical, social and political 
environment. As this environment changes, the requirements for these 
necessities for survival also will have to change. From the point of 
view of social and political impacts, the ability of a society to pro
duce these threshold requirements for survival is extremely important. 
The life of an individual and a society is necessary before we can 
talk about the quality of this life. Therefore, the consumption and the 
respective production for consumption can be meaningfully divided into 
basic necessities and non-necessities often called "luxuries". 
These concepts are to be related into a particular physical, social, 
political, technological and cultural environment. The production and 
consumption of non-necessities or luxuries can add and typically d~es 
add to the quality of life of individuals and their society, although 
many "luxuries" may actually turn out to be harmful to the health and 
wealth of an individual or a society • 

The consumption by an individual, economic unit or institution, or 
a society is defined as the flow of goods and services used up permanent
ly. For a society, this rate of using up goods and services per unit 
time is called "final consumption" to upkeep a level of human life. In 
order that a society can exist and then maintain a certain level of 
quality of ].ife it demands for consumption goods and services. This 
demand has a threshold level determined by the level of necessities. 
What happens above this level of basic survival of the consumption de
mand relates to some kind of a social value system not necessarily 
solely through the so-called "e~')nomic behavior" but through a variety 
of social and political processes. ~urther, this value svstem likely 
varies over time, from location to 10< ation, is subject to imperfect 
information and :~arning processes and depends on intersubiective inter
actions at various hierarchial levels of social organizations. As 
noted by Pareto [25 J, such a value system may have Its "logical" 
("rational") and "non-logical" ("irrational") aspects, and can be colored 
by human "rationalizations" associated with his perceptions of social 
insti tutions. 

The "rational economic man" is defined in classical and neo-classical 
economic theory as a person with a "well-informed" utility function 
which he max~m~zes under the constraint of a given finite income. Oper
ationally this concept has turned out to be rather disappointing in pre
dicting actual individual consumer behavior. Normatively, it has become 
one of the main pillars of the Walras-Pareto fixation mentioned bv Oscar 
Morgenstern [32J. A considerable effort has been directed in neo-classical 
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economic theory to save this concept of "rational economic man" with his 
"freedom of choice" and "consumer sovereignty". In contrast, it 1S quite 
interesting to note how practical bu~iness men requiring practical oper
ationality, look at consumer behavior in marketing. The strategies of 
apparently veI'y successful advertising appeal to the "unconscious" and 
"illogical", impulsive aspects of consumen;' minds. The image of a 
"rational economic man" is played with the full intentions to circumvent 
any rational behavior as an obstacle to a successful sale. From a point 
of view of a practical business man, consumers get in the long run what 
they "deserve", while in the short run there can be maladjustments. 
From the point of view of a classical economic theorist, a consumer can 
have a rather peculia~ utility function which he, nevertheless, keeps 
maximizing. This seems a rather hard way to try to save an unoperational 
theory: conBumers are rational because they do what they do. 

Marketing people point out that at this time there is no really 
useful theory of buyer behavior in marketing, the concern is with how 
buyers do behave, not how they should behave [36, pp. 70··72]. Consumer 
behavior is characterized by needs or driver. ;.ncorporating adaptive 
learning processes, colored by attitudes and beliefs generated by inter
actions with other people (externalities), The traditi0nal microeconomic 
theory provides its rigorous theory of buyers choice, but the empirical 
research generated by it has not been very relevant to marketing needs. 
Where did the "old gospel" go wrong? It assumed fixed preference patterns 
or unchanging tastes for consumers, perfect knowledge of alternative 
choices, unchanging products, perfectly divisible products; it assumed 
no thresholds of perc~ption and discrimination, no so~~~J or inter-
indi vidual interactions such as "neighborhood effects", no risks or un
certainties, and a static world. None of these assumptions are even 
"reasonable" in our contemporary world. Social interactions and group 
pressures do influence what the individual believes he perceives, and most 
people will from time to time turn to other people for information, judge
ments and evaluations. 

In a social group setting iildividuals do acquire a selective atteil
tion, selective exposure and selective retention. Beliefs and attitudes 
acquired in a setting of a social organization represent a hierarchy 
above needs or perceptions. Social structure extracts out status, role, 
social satisfaction and thereby influence on preferences of an individual. 
A modern marketing executive [36,37,38,39] deals with social factors as 
an essential feature of consumer demand: culture, social class, role 
conflicts, values and beliefs, personality, life style, reference groups, 
personal influence, media effectiveness •••• a host of factors intimately 
tied with social order and social interactions. There are numerous 
"externalities" negating the operational value of the old economic theory. 

The assumption that consumers are sovereign and have a freedom of 
choice is not an economic nor a political fact. The fact is that con
sumers have been exploited numerous ways contrary to this assumption. 
To protect the consumer interests against outside exploitations, 
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consumerism has developed into a countervailing force in a system that 
did not in fact honor the principles of classical consumer behavior but 
rather exploited the fixation to this ima~p. Consumerism emphasizes the 
right to safety, the right to be informed, the right ·':0 choose, and the 
right to be heard. Consumer protection and product liability push for 
individual, social, legal and economic accountability. But cons'lmerism 
is a force in a dvnamic and changing world, and, in a sense is a force 
for human rights. 

At the sur\~val threshold of basic necessities the consumer's choice 
reduces to that of a desper,.do: to be or not to be, that is the question. 
At this threshold the class"~cal theory clearly fails. This is an un
stable point of desperate deeds, revolutions, wars and transformations 
of societies, and so on. It is not a state belonging to a nice economic 
equilibrium situation. Yet such a critical threshold situation can occur 
in various conditions of calamity whether man-made or natural. ct is 
a possible condition for the consideration in any contingent disaster 
planning. It is also a statei:hat makes much of the "third world" socio
poH tically flammable. 

The counterpart of consumption in the circular flow is production. 
Production activity converts various inputs or factors of production by 
adding use value to them in a process of conversion in order to generate 
useful outputs. The object of production is to provide for consumption 
needs or consumption demand. But in an interindustry input-output 
setting it also provides for "intermediate goods" e. g. semi-finished 
goods and production equipment. Production must supply for the demand 
to replace wear, tear and obsolescence of productive resources or must 
compensate the so-called "capital consumption". Further, it must supply 
for the expansion of the productive capacity to accommodate a growing 
population or a growing per capita consumption or Ix,th. More specifically, 
producticn is designed to supply demands for: 

1. Consumption by people 

a. in order to just sustain human life, 
b. in order to increase the quality of human life beyond a 

mere level of existence, 
c. in order to accommodate population growth, and 
d. in order to provide human energv for labor, innovations, 

skills, needed for productive activities. 

2. Consumption of productive assets due to 

a. wear, tear, cOl'!"osion, 
b. destruction or productive assets by natural or man-made 

forces, and 
c. obsolescence of productive assets due to technological 

and institutional changes. 
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Investment in new productive assets and capacity in order to 
accommodate growth of a society, both, in population and in per 
capita economic activity and quali~y of life. 

Export~ from the society to the rest of the world. 
from the rest of the world are produced elsewhere, 
substracted from the society's production demand. 

Imports 
and are thus 

A production process is characterized by a production function. This 
fllllCtion gi',es the quantitative relationship between the inputs or factors 
or production, and the outputs supplying for the demands listed above . 
l~ mic1:'Oeconomics a production function is assumed for a firm, whereas in 
ma~roeconomics it is assumed for the society, or - as in the case of in
put ,output analysis - for an industry. In macrodconomics the factors of 
prod",;::+ion are abstracted into "labor" and "capital". Industrialists 
and busit."lssmen dealinR with production and manufacturing enterprises 
know that there are several possible significant factors of prodt'cotion, 
some of which cannot be easily quantitized: labor and skills of various 
kinds and levels, managerial and leadership talent and ability to motivate 
people, technological innovation, social and organizational innovation, 
natural reSOurces and raw materials, land and space, production equip
ment and process technology, air, water, transportation facilities, an 
organized socio-political community, and so on. Production efficiency 
is affected by a multitude of social, political and economic factors. 
Theories of organization, social psychology, political science, and 
sociology are examples of modern sciences interest to business operations. 

In the classical microeconomic theory - as a counterpart of the 
"rational economic man cOi1<:::umer" - there is the concept of "rational 
business firm". It is a firm like a person maximizing profits in a 
very unr6a2. wOl'ld of perfect competition. In this process it is assumed 
the firm has all the relevant yariablp.s under control. It assumes that 
there is only one decision maker in the business organization, it assumes 
no "externalities" or ""arne playing" b,,":ween firms, and that the firms 
have no influence on the tastes of consumer. It assumes that firms are 
really not political institutions after political power, but purely 
entities that want to make revenue as large as possible and costs as 
small as possible. That is, the firms want to maximize their pecuniary 
"cost-effectiveness" or maximize their pecuniary "benefit-cost ratio". 

In today I s world powerful firms are not simple profit maximizing 
institutions. They are typically powerful economic, social and politi
cal complex organizations. f-ather than doing simple profit maximization, 
they can assure their survival and growth by carving themselves a sound 
market share which they protect by cutting costs down by cumulative ex
perience and by pricing 1?roducts low enough again'st their competition. 
In the American scene, these firms form "industries" where there is one 
predominant leader, few significant follO\~ers and, ma.vbe, smaller firms 
with no significant market control. The leader takes a big section of 
the market (IBM, GM, etc.), the bigger fOllowers divide the rest leaving 
for the remaining firms some dribbles. The firms are not only economic 
but social and political institutions in the Fortune 500 category. Thev 
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control the majority of industrial production processes [32J. In the 

world of corporate power there are games of competition and games of 

cooperation. Power is expanded through horizontal and vertical mergers, 

control of markets, and ultimately, influence on consumers and pUblic 

institutions [8J. 

Considerable diversions from the Walras-Pareto fixation ocCUr when 

one considers the work done on "imperfect competition". The assumption 

that a firm pUI~ues maximum profits is an overt simplification. It is 

a simplification to assume that anyone obiective governs all ~he oper

ations of a firm. The interest in the survival and growth of the firm 

goes beyond the criteria of maximum dividends to the stockholders. The 

"maximization" of profits is a process of trial and error in a dynamic 

setting of imperfect information. The firm's reaction to uncertainty 

is one of the main features of its behavior. A firm drives for growth 

in volume as an end in itself and not a mere means to maximum profit 

[33, pp. 90-96J. 

"The Theory of Firm" is, indeed, in a state of chaos. The real world 

still escapes models; explanations remain at an aggregated level. The 

problem is clearly difficult, but it must be questioned whether econom

ics can remai~ an empirical science and continue to ignore the actual 

decision-making processes of real firms [34J. The classical micro

economic theory has become a sterile mechanistic exercise. In this 

~xercise the peCUliar social, political and cultural characteristics of 

consumers and producers are assumed away. What microeconomics needs is 

a return to an institutional perspective and a perspective of political 

economy. Since a mechani~tic microeconomics underlies much of the tra

ditional welfare economics, this too, will remain rather sterile. In 

particular, if benefit-cost analysis is based on these sterile assump

tions its relevance is highly questionable [35 J. 

Consumption is necessary for survival, growth and quality of life. 

Consumption energizes individual and social action, makes human labor 

and innovation possible. In fact, consumption is necessary for the 

generation of factors of production: consumption is an input in order 

to produce factors of production. On the other hand. production generates 

goods and services that are consumed. Therefore, the consumption-pro

duction iI, ,raction system is a system of circular flows. This system 

must be efoicient enough to compensate for irreversible losses or dissi

pation of "social energy" and it must provide a positive feedback if 

growth and increase in quality of life is to take place. Figure 1 il

lustrates the !:::,lic flow diagram of the "real gouds" flows. In a 

simplified way it also illustrates the respective "money" flows. It 

should be emphasized again that biologically and socially to a point 

consumption is a productive activity and that amplification to provide 

positive feedback can arise in thi~ process as well as in the production 

process itself. Therefore, there is an element of arbitrariness in 

defining what is consumption and what is production. The appropriate 

definition depends, among other things, on what social, political and 

institutional aspects are to be emphasized. For example, in the U.S.A. 
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income accounting system the emphasis is on exchange market activities. 
Th6refore, washing machines, dryers, and other household productive equip
ment are really considered as consumer goods. If a household was consider
ed as a firm selling services to its cwn use tr,e accounting would look 
different. From the point of view of quality of life and survival, these 
householCi dcti vi ties might suffice as necessary "self-sufficient" pI'O
ductive activity. 

Figure 1 is a simplified flow diagram illustrating "product" and 
"money" flows. Consumer goods are allocated to the necessaI'Y basic 
survival, to accommodate population growth, to geneI'ate an increased 
quality of life, and to provide human energy for productive activities 
and innovation. Human factors of production are inputs to productive 
activities. In addition, natural resources are inputs to these proc
esses. The productive activities generate consumption goods and services, 
I'eplace wear and tear and depreciation of productive a<:;S6 os, ai1d provide 
for expansion of these assets. TheI'e are the various basic institutions 
for allocation of consumer and producer goods and services, and there 
aI'e "credit" institutions and institutions to handle tl-je supply/demand 
problems of natural resources. Such institutions as those for consumer 
credit are not shown explicitly. It should be noted that the various 
supply/demand institutions combine various social, political and e~onomic 
aspects not necessarily explained by the "Invisible Hand of Market Forces". 
F01' example, the labor supply/demand or "human factors" supply/demand 
involve such institutional aspects as labor unions, minimum wage laws, 
child labor laws, social security laws, technological training, and so 
on. The invisible hand has here many visible institutional dimensions. 
The supposedly impersonal market forces have many personal social, 
political and cultural dimensions, including special inte~ests, political 
inf~uence and power, manipUlation of factors and product markets, and 
numerous other externalities not assumed within the Walras-Pareto fix
ation. The political and ecoilomic stI'uctures of society are closely 
interI'elated: they are ultimately little more than aspects of the same 
organization. 

While consumption and the respective production remain the key 
basic concepts of economics undel' the conditions of more or less scarce 
I'esources including the knowledge and innovation of how to live better 
and how to produce more efficiently for this purpose, there are not 
necessarily any unique ways of doing this job "the best way". The 
attempts to imagine surh "best ways" lead to rigid normative views such 
as the Marxian view of the "socialist camp" and the neoclassical myth 
of a society imagining an ,-xistence in a world of a "perfect" or "free" 
competition. Such rigid '~ews inhibit innovative experimentation and 
man 1 s ability to discover new per'specti ves fnr looking at his world. 
The ex~essively centrally planned societies with the consequent in
hibitions have pI'oblems of one kind while the decentralized and almost 
anarchistic "fI'ee market" societies would suffer fI'om other types of 
problems. It might be more likely that a mixture of "pure ingredients" 
provides a better situation than anyone pure ingredient by itself. 
Paul Samuelson notes: "The single most sUl"]Jrising development of our 
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Figure 1, A Simplified Fl ow Diagram 
of a Consumption- Product-
ion Circular Flow, .- '? -
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age has been the unp~edicted vigo~ of the mode~ mixed (public and 
p~ivate secto~) economy. The mi~acles of sustained ~owth in p~oduction 
and living standa~ds have taken place in the second-level count~ies -
Japan, Ge~any, Italy, F~ance, Scandinavia, Weste~ E~ope gene~ally -
~athe~ than in the most advanced count~ies like the United States and 
Canada o~ in the less developed count~ies of Latin Ame~ica and Asia ..•• 
a ma~ket economy en~iched by gove~ment planning and mac~oeconomic con
t~ol could pe~fo~m favo~ably in compa~ison to past epochs of both capital
ist and communist d"velopment.I''[2, p. 712]., 

"Consumption Demand", "P~oduction Supply" and "Value o~ P~ice Theo~y" 
~ep~ese~t an impo~tant co~e of t~aditional economic theory. The so-called 
ma~ket fo~ces a~e based em certein behavio~al assumptions on adaptive 
ba~te~ T~ading p~ocesses which in the long ~un ave~age out to an appa~ent
ly stable "ma~ket equilib~ium" whe~e the consume~ demand is mo~e o~ less 
matched by the supply of commodities gene~ated by va~ious p~oductive and 
dist~ibutive p~ocesses. But the~e a~e seve~al unde~lying assumptions 
such as income gene~ation and dist~ibution fo~ consume~s, adequate 
efficiency of p~oductive activities, a match between the employment of 
p~oductive ~eso~ces and consumption ~equi~en,~nts, and a ~easonablv stable 
social and institutional setting fo~ this t~ade to take place. Most 
~ealists in the busines~ wo~ld ~ecognize that the Wal~as-Pareto fixation 
is not ~eally the explanation fo~ p~ices and value of commodities and 
facto~s of p~oduction in the p~ocess of the ci~cula~ flow. The nume~ous 
qualifications and doubts exp~essed by some economists [33] on the natu~e 
of p~icing, supply and demand is an illust~ation of this. Say's Law 
stating that a supply gene~ates its demand and vice ve~sa is a classical 
assumption ~ossly violated by the expe~ience of the G~eat Dep~ession. 
If welfa~e economics, social accounting and benefit-cost analysis is to 
be relevant and effective, it must be based on at least a pa~tially 
~elevant and ope~ational economic theo~l. It is safe to say that the 
Wal~as-Pa~eto fixation is not a ~ealistic no~ ~elevant ~efe~ence ideal 
o~ no~ fo~ this pu~ose. 

P~icing p~actices, wage and p~ice cont~ols bV a public pOlicy, p~ice 
setting by powe~ful pri vate secto~s, "shadOl<" o~ accounting p~ice 
policies by "cent~al planne~s", p~ice dislocations in the scene of wo~ld 
powe~ politics ("ene~gy c~isis"), and so on, illust~ate a va~iety of 
~easons why the simple minded gospel of "the invisible hand" needs to 
be ~eplaced by institutional conside~ations and conside~ations of social 
and political p~ocesses. 

1I. AN OVERVIEW OF MIXED ECONOMIES, PUBLIC POLICY, AND WELFARE ECONOMICS 

Alf~ed Ma~shall noted that " ..• pe~haps the ea~lier En,o-lish economists 
confined thei~ attention too much to the motives of individual aCTion •. 
[liD, page 25] •• If competition is cont~asted with ene!'getic coope~c,tion 
in mselfish wOlOk fo~ the public good, then even the '')F!st fo~ms of com
Detition a~e lOelatively evil; while its halOshe~ and meane~ fo~ms alOe 
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.;b hateful." Marshall notes that "the term f competition f is not well suited r 

1 to describe the special charac'teristics of industrial life in the modern j 
j li age: " ... . Freedom of Industry and Enterprise, .... , Economic Freedom,.... i·, ,1 Jb points in the right direction. • ... Of course this deliberate and free I, I' 

:\"" choice may lead to a certain departure from individual freedom when co- 1 ' 

,:' ~N operation or combination seems to offer the best route to the desired n. l 
i" 1~ end [40, pp. 9-10J". Anders Chydenius, a notable economic liberal pre- "1 

ceding Adam Smith notes "Petty prices allow themselves to meddle in all i < 
-c,' ~: that they do not understand, solely according to their mID or others f I',., ";:r prejudices, or on the advice of corrupt ministers. They collect a great I': . 

t 
" 

".'" 

• g part of their subjects into certain groups and grant them advantages at L~ . 
the expense of the others, fortifying these advantages with privileges, I/~. 
wherebv some are enabled in ease and idleness to achieve a superfluity, 
while the others end their days prematurely for want of work, and from !', 

I st~rvation, or try to save their lives fron destruction by emigrating . 
[6, p. 39J." He sets forth the setting of a free competition leading \. 
to an eqnilibrium good for all: "A merchant who is entitled to trade i· 
freely enlarges his nares; he will be busy every moment turoing over j 
his goods with profit. If anyone tries to gain too much, ht; will get I 
competitors, who will divide the gain and save citizens from barefaced 
robbery. Everyone must then be cDatent with less profit on each com-
modity, but must instead turn it over much more frequently [6, p. 80J. 
. . . • . . . • .. The more simply a nation has folloHed Nature, the better off 
and more numerous it has become, the more evenly wealth is distributed, 
and the happier is its government; but, on the contrary, the more it 
has relied on artifice in trade and industry, the worse and unhappier 
is the State [6, p. 33J." 

Natural liberty, freedom of trade, "The Natural Law", the "Right 
in Nature", and the "Invisible Hand" are ideas of seventeenth and eight- I' '.'. ~.l.: 
eenth century political and economic philosophy. Chydenius is apparently, 

the first to go the whole way demanding the application of natural liberty \. ' .. , .... , •... ', •... · ••... ,.1., 
to economics. Not only does liberty promote productivity but helps to . 
achieve distribution of income and wealth so that "none is rich, but .,', J 
all have their adequate subsistence". The economic liberalism of Chydenius \. J 
and his immediate successor Adam Smith did not account for the social " .j 
and political impacts of the Industrial Revolution, "heartlessly sucking ~: 1 
the lifeblood of the workers (Karl Marx)". The principle of Natural r< 1 
Law and Economic Freedom was applied as a reaction against the regulated 1 
Mercantile Systems. Tampering with Natural Law was harmful, and the role r[,t 
of public policy was not to meddle with free trade but to protect it. lJ. '.l 
The social control of "free enterprise" was viewed as an undesirable ,I I 
function. There was no need for such control as the "free enterprise" II? 
system was though to be self-regulatory or regulated by a Natural Law lli.'.':'.',· • 

and its Invisible Hand (Adam Smith). The Walras-Pareto equilibrium . 
".I} model is the illustration of this self-regulatory process. If left alone, \1: 

i everything would take care of itself. If tampered with by social and L. 
111. J~ political interventions the result would be some undesirable dislocation. n 

Such Has the gospel (and still is) as the mankind penetrated into the ' I f era of Industrial Revolution. Ii 
j ~ !' 
j E 25 L 1 

~; I "" ! 
I j '~f f 1 i:it f 
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Social Control of Business [41] is a trend of the day: The con
temporary world is in the midst of a revolution ~lhich is transforming 
the character of business, the economic life and economic relations of 
every citizen, and the powers and responsibilities of the community to
ward business and of business toward community. Technological and qocial 
forces, the impacts of Industrial Revolution and science on society, 
have changed the old setting. The control of railroads and of public 
utilities, the trust movement and anti-trust laws, conservation, the 
Federal Reserve system, vast developments in labor .Legislation, social 
insurance, minimum wage laws and the compulsory arbitration of indus
trial disputes, pure-food laws and the growing control of public health, 
prohibition, control over markets and marketing, enlarged control over 
immigration and international trade, city planning and zoning, and 
municipal control of municipal growth, health insurance, the control 
of business cycle and of unemployment, and the insertion of social con
trol within the strucr.ure of industry itself are examples of this trend 
of social control of business. 

This many-sided movement toward control of business is mainly the 
result of three things: organized large scale production, growth of 
democracy, and the growth of science •••• Business is bargaining; 
buying and selling, and producing goods and services for sale. Busi
ness is bargaining; buying and selling, and producing goods and services 
for sale. Business is the struggle for wealth. Business is the system 
of social cooperation by mutual exchange: it is not charity or benev
olence, it is not play but work; a means to an end rat!--~ than end in 
itself [41, Chapter I]. 

In the setting of the classical free enterprise concept, the basic 
question relates to: Free from what? •• , Fr~e to do what? This, again, 
relates to what is desirable from the point of view of an individl!.al 
and what is desirable from the point of view of a society at any point 
of time and location in a cultural process called human civilization. 
Among other things obser'-ed in the course of human histo~'Y, motivation 
by self-gain and -::he consequent effectiveness of decentralized decision 
making are potentlal or actual moving forces against a background of a 
reasonable and workable setting of some collective goals and harmony. 
Human survival is not just an indjvidual but also a collective concept 
requiring respective individualisti, and collective considerations in 
a setting of a workable "social contract". It is in a setting of social 
norms and constraints that an individual sets his goals of self-interest. 
It could be conceived as ~ system of interactions where an individual 
and a society find their oTIutual workability as a desirable compromise 
solution over time and _pace. 

In a contrast to the individualistic self-gain and the respective 
highly decentralized decision making processes one could consider a 
highly centralized planning and decision making process "lith its 
typical bureaucratic structure and inertia. Being stiff and sluggish, 
and full of formalistic rituals and void of individualistic motivation, 
such syster.s lack sensitivity toward effective productivity, adaptability 
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to changing circumstances and opportunities, and tend to stifle inno
vativeness and strangle down the ability to view a society from a multi
tude of different perspectives. The rigid mercantilistic policies in 
past and the rigid centralized planning societies of today exhibit these 
characteristics. It is only reasonable to assume that there js a rela
tively effective combination between the extremes of an almost 'anar
chistically free exploitation for individual self-gain on one hand, and 
the rigid and compelling bureaucracy of a highly conformist and centrally 
planned society on the other hand. Quoting Samuelson [2, p. lflf], 
"Democracies are not satisfied with the answers to WHAT, HOW and FOR WHOM 
given by a completely unrestrained market system. Such a system ••• 
might dictate that some people starve ••• while others get inadequate or 
excessi ve incomes.... Therefore the ci tizellry through their government 
step in with expenditure to supplement the real or money incomes of some 
individuals. • ••• More than this, government provides certain indispen
sable public services (public goods) without which community life would 
be unthinkable and which by their nature cannot appropriately be left 
to private enterprises" (because they do not care to do this and/or 
cannot dc this or would lead them to a one-sided monopolistic power 
position in the society). 

In a mixed dual economy there is a powerful public sector strong 
enough to augment an appropriate public policy and a social control of 
business upon the private sector in order to maintain a reasonable level 
of social coherence and a general direction toward overall societal 
goals generated through a political process. The following criteria 
are suggested for a "good system" of social control: 

1. It must be democratic. 

2. It should know what it wants. 

3. 

4. 

It must be powerful enough to make an unwilling minority 
obey the will of majority. 

It must be efficient while at the same time not to destroy 
the efficiency of the entity that it regulates. 

5. It must "economize coel"ciontl • 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

It must utilize all the strongest and most persistent 
moti ves of human nature. 

The duties imposed must be simple enough to be understood. 

Controls must be guided by experience or be wisely 
experimental. 

It must be adaptable. 

It must be farseeing. 

It must be capable of progressively raising the level of 
mankind [41, pp. 16-17]. 
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It is basically in a democratic system where the dignity and freedom 
of individuals are preserved as much as possible within the concomitant 
necessary social controls. 

Public policy and its component, the economic policy, must be viewed 
in the framework of total political and socio-economic system. In par
ticular, it cannot be divorced from the structure of a general setting 
of p01~er politics, whose main dimensions can be thought to be cultural, 
economic and militaristic (police pnwer) means of powel'. Broadly speak
ing, political power refers to the ability of an individual or a group 
of individuals to affect the minds and actions of people in the direction 
of the interests of this individual or group of individuals in a setting 
of mutual interactions. A political system consists of a variety of 
interest groups in an interaction of give and take and gaming. The re
sults of such give and teke and gaming may be a more or less stable 
consensus ex~ressed, among other things, as public policy. Some typical 
items covered in public policy are: 

'n° 

National defense and national security 
Level of employment of labor force 
Patterns of growth of GNP and per capita GNP 
Maintenance of price levels and control of inflation 
Balance of payments and control of international trade 
Maintenance of an acceptable income distribution 
Control and development of energy resources 
Production and distribution of food, agriculttlr3.l production 
Control of interstate commerce 
Control of monopolies and trusts; antitrust criteria and control 
Control of public utilities 
Control and development of communications 
Conservation of nature resources 
Environmental control 
Food and drug control 
Elimination of urban plight and poverty; urban renewal 
Control and protection of monetary, banking and security 

excahnge systems 
Stabilization of economic activity and control of recessions 
Control of immigration and population patterns 
Subsidy and control of technological progress, research and 

development 
Control over racial and ethnic discrimination 
Subsidy to structurally affected industries and business 
Provision of educational opportunities and resources; man-

power training 
Rural electrification, irrigation and Ecil conservation 
Consumer protection 
Health insurance and protection 
Social security and pensions 
Protection of voting rights 
Control of crime 
Provision of public work programs for unemployed 
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Preventive and remedial resources for 
Public dimensions of transportation: 

harbors, etc. urban transportation 

natural disasters 
highways, airports, 

This list could be expanded considerably. Typically, the items in such 
a list have their social, political and economic dimensions; and they 
are mutually interdependent, for example, as they compete for same 
resources or complement each other [2, Chapters 8,9, Part 6,14,3,8J. 
From the point of view of a "purely economic theory" (e.g. an economic 
theory excluding institutional and political considerations as well as 
the dimension of a historic evolution of a society) one could hardly 
be able to assess the total impact of any 'one of these items upon a 
society. Purely market economic considerations and the respective 
theory of value and price fall short in accounting for those.public 
goods which have no market precedent nor very likely cannot be assessed 
either in part or whole in a market place. This is particularly true 
in most modern societies subjected to dynamic popUlation, technological, 
and institutional changes. As one would suspect that Say's Law is not 
a very good assumption, the meaning of "economic market equilibrium" 
remains clouded in an empirical setting of such a dynamically changing 
society with possible social, political and economic dislocations over 
time and space. Many public policies, when introduced, provide impacts 
on a society not necessarily accountable in purely economi~ terms. The 
assessment of a ~ublic policy and respective public programs requires 
a profile with socia], political as well as with economic measures. 

An assessment profile for a public project should be operationally 
meaningful: in a given social, political and economic setting it should 
somehow reflect a preference ordering measurably reflectp.d by the society: 
it should be valid and reliable enough in order to predict in the above 
setting the future response of the society to the results of the program; 
it should be effectively simple to be in itself cost-effective enough 
for practical purposes of the program selection and management. Yet it 
should be adaptive and empirically oriented, and be able to use a multi
dimensional system of measures predominantly characterizing social, 
political and economic values of a society. If an assessment profile 
be also reflective over time, it would span a history, present, and a 
future. The empirical orientation is suggest~d in order to recognize 
enough how society prefers something to be done, while apart from the 
empirical considerations the profile could be also constrained by norm
ative considerations. It should be noted, however, that what someone 
thinks a society ought to prefer is a matter quite apart from what 
society actually indicdes by its behavior as to ,.,hat it likes. 

In the framework of a mixed econooy with a private sector and a 
public sector, the basic functions of production, consumption and saving 
product from consumption (investment) is taking place in "oth of these 
sectors. If one starts with the tradition of economic liberalism, then 
any activity in the public sector requiring overall resources for the 
whole economy would be considered as a sacrifice in that these resources 
are then no more available for the use in the private sector. For 
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example, taxation of income reduces the disposable income of a consumer 
or enterprise for the uses within the market system of the private sector, 
but provides, instead, financing of public investment and consumption. 
In the traditional Anglosaxon economic liberalism (Adam Smith) taxation 
is treated as a sacrifice basically because the benefits from public 
consumption and investment are not emphaSized. Taxation here is con
sidered sacrifice from the point of view of an individual who dees not 
or who does not want to perceive the potential or actual benefits from 
the public sector activities. More precisely, in the Anglosaxon view 
the ability to pay taxes for public sector activities was the central 
theme. This view was specially emphasized by John Stuart Mill [42, 
Introduction]. While Adam Smith himself recognized the benefit aspect 
of public sector activities, 'the full development of the benefit-sacrifice 
principle evolved among the continental scholars such as Emil Sax, Knut 
Wicksell, Erik Lindahl and Maffeo Pa~taleoni [42]. In United States the 
pioneers in considering "Optimal" benefit-sacrifice aspects of public 
expenditures are Musgrave, Bowen and Samuelson [43]. 

The basic concept of a mixed economy is the beneficial complementa
ticlU of a private sector, typically assumed to be of the normative Walras
PaI'eto type, and a public sector which provides beneficial externalities 
for the support of the private sector and the society as a whole. 
Musgrave [4] assumes the fOllowing basic branches of the public sector: 

1. Income (re)distribution branch: the purpose of this branch 
is to eliminate distortion in income distribution which, in 
turn causes distortions in one's ability to determine optimal
ity of the allocation of public resources toward maximal benefit 
of the whole society. 

2. Allocation branch: the purpose of this branch is to generate 
public goods necessary for the overall welfare of the society; 
and, which goods cannot be produced or are not wanted to be 
produced or which are too monopolistic to be produced by the 
private sector. 

3. Stabilization branch: the purpose of this branch is to stabi
lize the overall economy due to distortions and dislocations 
generated by var'ioub "imperfections" of the private sector. 

Without going into details, the public financing of income dist~i
bution is done by taxation, e.g. progressive income tax and by transfer 
payments such as social security, welfare payments, etc. The general 
idea is to correct the income distribution so that individuals will be 
in the position to reveal their preferences. It is typically assumed 
the public budget for doing this income (re)distribution is balanced. 
The same is assumed for the allocation branch generating public goods 
necessary for the overall welfare of the society. In the case of 
stabilization branch public debt may be generated in place of private 
debt in order to maintain the survival and appropriate growth of the 
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economy. For examplp., the tools of fiscal and monetary policies are used 
for these three branches in conjunction with appropriate political proc-

. esses through l~hich the society is assumed somehow to reveal its pre:f"rences. 

There are some basic differences between public goods and private 
goods within a system of a mixed economy [4,'+2,43]. First, one must 
consider the distinction between final consumption goods and intermediate 
goods saved from final consumption for the expansion of the prodUctive 
capacity of the society. Therefore, we must deal on one hand with the 
public goods for final consumption versus private goods for final con
sumption. Then we must deal with intermediate public g~,ds versus inter
mediate private goods • 

Following Samuelson [44], the ordinary private consumption gC.:lds 
(Xl,X2"",Xj""'~) are parcelled out among dif7erent individuals 

(1,2, ••• ,i, ••• ,s) according to the relations 

s 
X. = E Xi. ; j = 1,2,3, ••• ,no 

] 1 ] 

The pubLic goods or collective goods (Xn+l, ••• ,Xa+m) are enioyed in 

common in the sense that each individuaL's consumption of anyone of 
these goods subtracts nothing away fron the consumption of each and any 
other individual of this same good. Therefore, for each and every ith 
person and each and every n+jth public good the following relations hold 
simultaneously: 

In the context of "classical utility theory" [1, Chapter 2], each in
dividual possesses an ordinal preference schedule which is regularly 
smooth and convex along any and all indifference curves: 

i _ i(Xi Xi) u - u l' ... . , n+m 

Each individual would maximize his utility over all private and public 
goods under the constraints of society's limited resources to be allo
cated between private and public sectors. Traditionally there thought 
to be a maximal Pareto-optimal utility frontier, i.e. a frontier where 
no one can be better off without causing someone else to be worse off 
[44, p. 387]. 

If it is desired to deviate from the criterion of Pareto-optimality, 
then it is necessary to make some normative judgments concerning the 
relative ethical desirability of such deviations. In particular, this 
would require a set of o~dinal interpersonal norms or a social welfare 
function representing a ~onsistent S,"t of ethical preferences among all 
the p(lssible states of the system. Traditionally, it is not a 
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'ncientific' task of the economist to constl'uct the fol'm of this func
tion as it can have as many fOl'ms as thel'e al'a possible diffel'ent ethical 
views. Samuelson places the only l'astl'iction on the social welfal'e 
ftmction such "that it shall always incl'aase 01' decl'ease when anyone 
pel'son's ol'dinal pl'efel'ence incl'eases 01' decl'eases, all othel's staying 
on theil' same indiffel'ence levels ••• " [44, p. 387]. In the context of 
the Wall'as-Pal'eto model, individuals act atomistically without extel'nal
ities 01' intel'-individual intel'dctions. Fl'om the point of view of social 
psychology and sociology as well as OUI' expel'ience of gl'oup behaviol', 
such an assumption fl'om the point 6f view of empil'ical knowledge and 
testability and ability to pl'edict human behaviol' seems, indeed, hel'oic. 
Even Pal'eto-optimality Is a nOl'IDative l'athel' than expel'imentally vel'ifi
able statement in that it defines consumeI' l'ationality to b~ that what 
is Pal'eto-optimal and visa vel'sa. It pl'escl'ibes how I ought to behave 
in ol'del' to be a "l'ational consumeI''' in a Wall'asian economic system. 

The chal'actel'istics of the demand fol' public goods is that individual 
by individual it is aggl'egated vel'tically along the price axis in con
tl'ast to the hOl'izontal addition of pl'ivate goods fol' the constl'uction 
of the total demand schedule. Quoting Samuelson, " •• an 'analogue calcu
lating machine' can be pl'ovided by competitive mal'ket pl'icing, (a) so 
long as the pl'oduction ftmctions satisfy the neoclassical assumptions 
of constant l'eturns to scale and genel'alized diminishing l'etUl'nS to scale 
and (b) so long as the individuals' indiffel'ence contoUl'S have l'egulal' 
convexity, and, we may add, (c) so long as all goods al'e pl'ivate." But 
simultaneously, the institutional fl'amewol'k of competition has to be 
maintained. A public sel'vant needs only decide about genel'alized con
sumeI' income, knowing that each pel'son can be counted on to allocate it 
optimally. Each consumeI' is motivated to do the signalling of his tastes 
needed to define and l'each his attainable maximum satisfaction. Samuelson 
points out that no decentl'alized pl'icing system can sel've to detel'mine 
optimally levels of collective consumption. Fol' selfish purpoRes of game 
playing, do individuals l'eally want to l'eveaJ. theil' tl'ue pl'efel'ences? 
Dup. to selfish motives, thel'e is a pl'oblem of detecting in a setting of 
a game the actual pl'efel'ences of the pal'ticipant playel's. Thel'e is a 
ftmdamental pl'oblem of social econor.y: by depal'ting fl'om "standal'd 
nol'ms" anyone pel'son hopes to gain ,'orne selfish benefit in a way not 
possibln tmdel' the assumption of the guidence of the "Invisible Hand". 
The 'extel'nal economies' 01' 'jointnes, of de~and' intl'insic to the vel'Y 
concept of collective goods and govel'nmental activities makes it impos
sible to treat the optimization pl'oblem assumed fol' the .~2~as-Pal'eto 
model. 

The pl'oblem l'aised by public expenditul'e 
domain of 'sociology' 01' 'welfal'e politics'. 
special sectol' of this expanded pel'spective. 
11all'as-Pareto economics would not fit such a 

takes econon,ics into the 
Political economy is a 
The3imple pl'opel'ties of 
gener~lized view. 

In economic theol'Y it would be possible to go beyond the extl'eme 
cases of pure pl'ivate goods and pUI'e public goods to some kind of a mixed 
model which takes accotmt of all extel'nal, indil'ect, joint-consumption 
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effects. But in such a case the social optimum could not be achieved without taking into account all direct and indirect utilities and costs in all social decisions. Economic theory should add to a better understanding of governmental activity. But this would require other economic approaches, other contributiuns from neighboring social and poljtical science disciplines, and concrete empirical investigations [44,45]. 

T:i:>aditionally, the atomistic "ideal gas theory" of the Walras-Pareto type denies the admission of externalities such as the multitude of social and political interactions- Yet it is the normative standard of the traditional welfare ecOnOmi"3. 

The impacts of public intermediate and final goods on a society are usually considered from a narrow direct cost - direct benefit point of view, whel'eas the important aspects of such goods could be predominantly in terms of externalities and induced or diffused effects. The atomistic Walras-Pareto system assumes away externalities; yet in ma~roeconomic theory one has multiplier and accelerator effects, and difjusion nf economic activity over time and space. Multiplier, acceleration, diffusion and growth phenomena require assumptions on externalities being present. 

Figure 2. Society's production possibilities versus social 
preferences for private and public goods. 
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Figure 2 illustrates the production possibilities for private and 
public goods in various combinations for a given technology and produc
tive capacity in inCI""asing levels by solid contours. Since for each 
contour the total resources are limited this contour illustra~es for 
its respective level of available resources all the possible combinations 
of public and private goods. The dashed contours illustrate the total 
social preference isoclines or indifference curves. The maximum social 
satisfaction is obtained with minimum social resources at the points 
where the prc1uctjon possibility contours are tangent to the social pref
erence contours, sketching thereby the optimal path for the expansion of 
this "dual economy". This is a simple model of an optimal dual economy 
if we could, indeed, identify and measure the social preferences required 
to construct the overall social welfare preference function, and if we 
could determine with all externalities, the overa.ll social production 
possibili ties. In the highly special case wher,,, the preference contnurs 
of each and all individuals would have the same convexity as the overall 
social preference contour and where all the individual preference con
tours would have the same points of tangency as the overall social pref
erence contours, we would have no "social" conflict. 

Consider now a sub-group of the society having the preference con
tours illustrated by the dotted curves. This group would not agree with 
the overall society, but would like to expand sub-optimally toward more 
"left", Le. toward a soci~ty with an increased public sector'. There 
would be an increasing conflict with this sub-group and the rest of the 
society resulting, for example, in a process of political confrontation. 
While the conventional Walras-Paretc model treats individual preferences 
atomistically in a setting of perfect competition, the above model 
illustrates the possibility of treating a set of differing social groups 
in a game in which each group tries to maximize its own welfare in a 
setting of conflicting interests. The setting o:f theE,e conflicting 
interests could have, for example, a game theoretical solution or com
promise. There can be "rich" groups to right (Le. toward more private 
and less public goods) and "poor" groups toward left (Le. toward mo"'e 
pub;cic and less private goods). If the society is to remain stci."le, 
there should be a game or a political process providing a stable solu
tion, nc.t necessarily optimal to the groups in their original conflicting 
setting. One can easily imagine that the benefit-cost criteria in such 
a conflicting setting could'be quite different from those based on the 
tradi tional but tlllrealistic "perfect competi ti ve model". One possible 
method to achieve a stable solution would be by redistribution of in
come, e.g. by progressive taxation and transfer payments to low income 
gro~p8, whereby the differing preference functions hopefully would be 
shifted toward each other. Another way of treating the problem would 
be the prOVision of differing "optimal mixes" of private and public 
goods to the respective groups by a kind of proportlonal partitioning 
of the private and public production efforts. Examples would be low 
income housing, public health care for poor, etc. There would be a 
preferential treatment of social groups accessing social goods, which 
goods now would not be equally consumed by all. In reality, this would 
amount to an effective income redistribution and equalization. 
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In reference to the static Walras-Pa~eto model with its atomistic 
indivi~ualism, ~conomic, social, dnd political interest groups repre
sent "externalities"; and the interactions between these groul's rep
resent "externalities" betw.'len "externalities". Interest groups seek 
goals by trying to affect the minds and actions of an identical set of 
people, by competing for same and limited private or public resources, 
by seeking limited positions in a hierarchy of a political power struc
ture, ~,d so on. The preferences of indiv~2uals and their behaviors 
are affected and modified by their roles in organizations. In a Five
Hundred Fortune economy there are powerful social, T'~litical and 
economic units influencing significantly both demand a,d supply struc
+ures and "market mechanisms" in factors and commodity markets. In 
p~lic sector, local, state and federal agencies compete for same roles 
and resources often in a setting of gaming involving also numerous pri
vate interest groups. The scenarios of "adversa!:")" advocates" belong 
to the political history of maru<ind from the times immemorial. 

With all the extern ali ties being a I-ule rather than an exception, 
it might be more meaningful to try to identifY various group and social 
welfare p,ttlctions with some empirical measurability and operational 
meaning rather than trying to assume numerous individual preference 
functions whose effects are aggregated on an additive basis. This 
additivity assumption is one of the most questionable assumptions of 
traditional economics. With such externalities as "group hysterias" of 
buying, impacts of mass sug~estions, diffusion and mUltiplication effects 
and avalanche effects of pub2ic opinion, etc. one must expect that 
collective results of individual behavior affected and modified by group 
interactions can be very non-linear destroying the additivity property 
perhaps in a highly significant way. Among other things, this has some 
immediate obvious implications on the traditional welfare economics and 
benefit-cost analysis. If additivity fails, the aggregation of such 
price (value) - quantity relationships as demand and supply have to be 
critically x'eexamined. 

An additional complication arises when one suspects that neither 
social nor private preference structures can be expected to be stable 
over time ~nd space; for example, they could fluctuate so much that 
their use for a stable base reference for economic analysis may not be 
velY mear!ingful for predicting a relationship between individual and 
social behavior patterns. A collective society acts as a moderator 
and could smooth out individual fluctuations in an aggregate. Again, 
the use of group and social welfare structures may thus be operationally 
more meaningful. However, such aggregation may hide away the element 
of conflict between groups or individuals, and between them and the 
society. 

Economics is a branch of social science. Typically scientific 
dev[)lopment is based primarily on extensive specialization enabling 
researchers to achieve significant results. The major drawback of such 
a development is that scientists tend to become narrow specialists for 
whom the broader issues in application of this discipline become some-
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what irrelevant. Econorrcl.cs currently suffers from this malady with an 
alarmingly increasing pace. 

Economics can be defined as a science of administration of scarce 
resouz'ces in human society. The focus and criteria should be on how 
economic activity affects society. The function of economic theory is 
to identify the substantive economic problems requiring solutions, to 
develop the best m, ilanism for their solution, and to achieve the max
imum benefit with the ,~esources available, given the current state of 
knowledge. The performance criterion of the work of economists should 
include the overall effects that the results of their work has upon 
society [46, p. 507]. 

There is a problem of the relevance of economics in that mathematical 
modeling is often based on assumptions not clearly related to HIe world 
around us. Frank Hahn in his Presidentiol address to the Econometric 
Society notes: " ••• the achievements of economic theory in the last two 
decades are both impressive and in many ways beautiful. But it cannot 
be denied that there is something scandalous in the spectacle of so 
many people refining the analysis of economic states which they give 
no reason to suppose will ever, or have ever, corne about •••• It is an 
unsatisfactory and slightly dishonest state of affairs [47]." 

Hassily Leontief in his Presidential Address to the American Econ
omic Association notes [1>8]: "Much is being made of the widespread, 
nearly mandatory use by modern economic theorists of mathematics •••• 
Vihat is really needed, in most cases, is a very difficult and seldom 
very neat assessment and verification of ••. assumptions in terms of 
observed facts. Here mathematics cannot help, and '" the interest 
and enthusiasm of the model builder .,. begins to sag •• Continued 
preoccupation with imaginery, hypothetical, rather than with observ
able reality has gradually led to a distortion of the informal valuation 
scale used in our academic community .... Empirical analysis, according 
to this scale, gets a lower rating than formal mathematical reasoning." 

These statements apply, among other things, to the extensive and 
voluminous mathematical exercises, modeling, proofs of general equilib
rium and its existence, etc. on the Halras-Pareto model and its ex
tensions, including welfare economics and benefit-cost analysis. The 
relevance of these exercises are highly questionable. Walras-Pareto 
equ.ilibrium may be an optimum situation, but it is not necessarily the 
optimum optimorum [47, p. 509]. Policy makers and administrators have 
to live in an imperfect world with imperfect n.arkets, with unknown end 
unrevealed preferences, with nonlogical human behavior, with social and 
political conflicts, with unpredictable consumers and firms, with un
employment and inflation, sudden "energy crises", with overpopUlation 
and famine, with wars and de8tructio~, and so on. 

~he realism of the situation is portrayed by the Nobel Laurate 
economist Ragnar Frisch [49]: "The moment the stateman starts or is 
compelled to formulate preferences regarding the objectives to be 
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reached or the course the ship ought to follow, headaches begin. Once 

attention shifts to the paramount question of economic development, near 

full employment, anti-inflatbnary policies, balance-of-payments equilib

rium, externalities, market flaws and failures, more equitable distri

bution of income, and justice and welfare, certain novel and crucial 

"uestions emerge: How can human and material resources be best (or 

better) utilized? How can the undesirable effects of price fluctuations 

be corrected? How can the dis~orting effects of monopoly and the harm

ful monopolistic practices be eliminated or restrictive trade union 

practices be corrected? When the general questions of simultaneous 

attainment of rapid economic grmrth, more equitable inco,fie distribution, 

and avoidance of some of the costs of growth are considel'ed in all their 

ramifications the simplicity of t~~ market mechanism has to be abandoned. 

••.• In atte~cing to correct social injustice in the distribution of 

income through national economic planning, an attempt haG to be made 

not to lose more than is strictly necessary of the effort-,celeasing 

effect of the market mechanism [46, p. 510; 49]." 

A principle of a dual economy is to preserve the private sector 

with its decentralized decision making and motivational drives as much 

as possible while at the same time providing the necessary basic social 

needs expressed, for example, by the criteria of an economic policy. 

Welfare economics and benefit-cost criteria are related to these poli

cies and their supposedly neL beneficial externalities effects on the 

consumers and private sector producers. 

5. ON SUPPLY AND DEMAND: CONSUMPTION AS A MEASURE OF WELFARE 

Ultimately production supplies the needs for consumption. The con

cept of consumption and, specifically, per capita consumption has been 

traditionally considered as a measure of welfare, if not even the main 

measure of welfare. Insofar as per capita consumption relates to the 

necessary requirements for subsistence, life versus death being the 

matter of choice, its utility is measurable at the subsistence thresh

hold in terms of biological, physiological, physical, etc. quantHies; 

and if energy requirements for labor and population increase are added, 

such cardinal measures for consumption requirements can be provided 

for economic planning of production. When one exceeds these basic con

sumption requirements for social survival and growth - which, indeed, 

could be given to a great extent in some well defined cardinal terms -

then one enters the realm of consumer surplus where subsistence is 

assured but desires for luxuries and quality of life become increasing

ly important. It is in this area where individual and social utilities, 

preferences, and choices seem to become less well defined in, both, 

ordinal ~,d cardinal sense. This problem becomes particularly complex 

if all kinds of social interactions and "externalities" are considered 

in a dynamic setting with imperfect information and learning processes. 

The study of demmld needs then with some added emphasis dimensions of 

psychology, social psychology, sociology, and political science. In 
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relation to traditional economic theories an added empirical emphasis on 

a mUltidisciplinary approach to human needs, including production and 

consumption, seems necessary if we really attempt to predict human be

havior in his complex ecosystem. 

It seems only sensible to assume that individual and social welfare 

functions should have also time and spatial variables as social and 

economic interactions are influenced by the spatial and geographic 

aspects of the society and by such related dynamic processes as learning, 

migration and diffusion, and growth or decay of particular human activi

ties. The space-time implications of transportation and communication 

on social behavior and preferences represent rather striking impact areas 

of cumulative social and technological learning processes over the his

tory of mankind. The characteristics of the world population growth 

indicates that man has learned to survive better through his dynamic 

cumulative experience, and that his greatest potential enemy is the 

human overpopulation with respect to some essential but finite resources 

such as space and arable land. Social and individual preference struc

tures have strong COllective implications in such a setting. It is 

specifically proposed here that the space-time considerations for in

dividual and social preference functions need to be considered, both, 

theoretically as well as empirically, among other things, for welfare 

economics and its derivations su~h as benefit-cost analysis. This pro

posal has alre~dy been made by regional scientists and economists, soci

ologists and so on. It is merely ~eiterated here for the purposes of 

developing some meaningful assessment profiles for public projects. 

If we make psychological studies, in addition to the more tradi

tional economic-~tatistical studies, do we gain an incr~ased under

standing of ecunomic p :>ocesses, and are we then able t~ predict economic 

processes with greater accuracy? Empirical evidence supports this 

contention [50, p. 641]. Contributions of psychological economics to

ward understanding of fluctuations in the consumption function is an 

example. Dissatisfaction has developed with the exclusive use of macro

economic studies. While these studies are of the greatest importance, 

their structural aspects need to be supplemented by microeconomic data 

[51, p. 643]. There is a clear need to study economic behavior with 

demographic, sociological and regional variables over time including 

such aspects as habitual behavior, expectations and their influence, 

instability of attitudes and social learning, group behavior, multi

plicity of motives, saturation of satisfaction, and so on. 

Marketing people note that a consumer's rankings of alternative 

'market baskets' of goods and services have traditionally been taken to 

depend only on the amounts of various commodities he consumes, not on 

the amounts other consumers are simultaneously consuming. This dis

regard of social i'aterdependence in consumption contradicts everyday 

observation as well as the presumptions of sociology and social psy

chology. The basic economic decision making units are really groups 

such as households, corporations, governments and trade unions. So far 

there is no satisfactory theory of the formation of the effective pref

erence fields of groups. It is not possible in general to derive an 
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ordering of alternatives for the group from conflicting rankings by 
group members [51, pp. 679-680; 52J. At this time there is no clear 
idea of the size or characteristics of the population groups whose be
havior can be represented as maximization of expected utility [51, p. 681J. 

Assuming the presence of a variety of social interactions, group 
interests, imperfect information, non-revealed preferences, learning and 
so on, there will be a problem to relate the overall price-quantity de
mand schedules at various aggregated or -better- collective levels to 
the individual or group preference fields. Without an adequate ullder
standing of the "externalities" the bridging is not possible between the 
individual welfare and that of the society. This would suggesT that 
the welfare problem as an aspect of consumption behavior might be done 
at a group level, where each group is somehow identified by some common
alty and a group identification of its individual members. For example, 
there are socio-economic, political and cult'lral "interest groups" who 
compete for same scarce resources. Through ,conomic, social and polit
ical processes they "game" to reach a variety of compromise solutions 
over time and space [52J. The problem of understanding demand with 
externalities present also is the problem of understanding supply with 
externalities present. Although we can add quantities, the question is 
what do we really mean by prices in relation to the welfare of more or 
less deaggregated interest groups. For example, on supply side, firms 
may simply take an administrative pricing approach to some more or less 
fixed level or quantity of output produced. This would be consistent 
with their attempts to maintain an appropriate market share with the 
cost advantages of their experience from the total cumulative volume of 
production. A firm keeps prices low enough to keep competition out in 
order to maintain its relative position in the market place. 

The possibility of looking at preference fields at group levels 
(thus including a set of "externalities" and their effects) is reinforced 
by reframing the classical "rationality" models ~lithin cognitive theory. 
First, "rationality" is defined certain way in economics. This definition 
does not assure its empirical validity in relation to actual human ~e
havior. For example, labor economics, economics of imperfect competition, 
decision making under uncertainty and theory of economic development as 
areas where the classical definition of "rationality" is highly question
able. The classical "rationality" is too simplistic as a motivational 
theory in the psychology of human behavior: The decision maker's model 
of his world contains only a minute fraction of all the relevant charac
teristics of the actual environment, and his influences extract only a 
small fraction of all potential information that could be present, even 
in his model. Under these circumstances, his choices CAnnot be predicted 
from a knowledge of the external environment without a kno:;ledge also of 
the individual selective mechanisms that are part of his pHrceptual and 
problem-solving processes. Individuals acquire "frame of reference" roles. 
Limited data, feasibility of computation, and an ability to choose a 
proper approach to prediction include aspects of subjective rationality. 
There is a difference to consider an economic man as a satisfying man 
versus a maximizing man. In partir;ular, he relates to his role in this 
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regard. A cognitive theory could provide a mubh more universal approach 
to "human rationality" across social sciences than the particular assump
tions arising from traditional economics [50, pp. 685-723]. 

Consumption at the level of an economic unit or at levels of various 
aggregates can be measured as an experimental fact. It is possible in a 
market economy or a planned economy to find or prescribe a price-quan~ity 
schedule called demand curve. In a planned economy pricing is done by 
planners of some market mechanism. In this case, one talks of accounting 
(or shadow) prices and wages. Wage and price controls force out such 
shadow prices and wage rates. In a mixed ec('nomy, the price-quantity re
lationships for demand and supply are directly or indirectly generated 
by the joint effects of the private and public sector. For example, public 
sector can induce "externalities" on the private' sector by taxation
transfer payment mechanisms, by public subsidy and financing of research 
and development and the respective transfer of technology, by development 
of public highways, airways, etc., as well as providing education and 
development of human capital. Thus, the public sector can affect income 
distribution, allocation of real resources in the private and public 
sector, and the evolution of production technology for private sector, 
and so on. The "social preference function" expressed in terms of a 
socio-political and economic policy, is supposed to guide the social 
activity toward some direction of welfare maximization. Public programs 
are "benefit-cost" oriented and "cost-effective" if they are somehow 
consistent with such a public policy as an expression of the revealed 
preferences of the society. 

Above a threshold subsistence level, if consumption represents a 
measure of individual and lor social welfare, it is desirable to measure 
somehow the relationship between consul~tion and the various assumptions 
on consumption preference fields, individual or social. If consumption 
in conjunction with growth, survival and maintenance of relative position 
of power is considered as the main purpose of production, then it is only 
reasonable to attempt to relat8 actual consumption behavior to the vari
ous suggested consumer behavior models in a comparative sense. Econometric 
methods have been used to do this kind of a comparative study. Several 
economists have treated this problem [53,54,55,56], and at the present 
conclusions are not yet very consistent. It is worth noting that if 
benefi t-cost analysis rests on "consumer surplus", over and above of con
sumer survival, then such search for relevant consumer behavior patterns 
is, indeed, crucial, In this regard, also, the notion of the consumer 
slrrplus is not empirically very clear, except insofar as we can define 
the necessary requirements for basic survival. 

The Marshallian consumer surplus is defined as follows [40, p. 124]: 
"We have .• seen that the price which a person pays fo;~ a thing can n,=ver 
exceed, and seldom comes up to that which he would be willing to pay 
rather than go without it: so that the satisfaction which he gets from 
its purchase generally exceeds that which he gives up in paying away its 
price; and he thus derives from the purchase a surplus of satisfaction. 
The excess of the price which he would be willing to pay rather than 1<0 
without the thing, over that he actually does pay, is ~he economic measure 
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of this surplus satisfaction. It may be called consumer's surplus . .... 
There are many comforts and luxuries of which t'le prices are very much 
below those which many people would pay rather than go entirely without 
them; and which 'therefore afford a very great consumer's surplus." It 
is noted, then, that the Marshallian consumer's surplus must be someho;1 
defined with respect to the consumer's preference field, if this be 
identifiable and measurable in the first place. It should be also noted 
that if the effort expended by an individual for his mere survival is 
much greater than his effort in a setting of a social structure, then 
in this structure he obtains a "consumer's surplus" for survival, i.e. 
he can evaluate his "ease of survival" in a society with externalities 
versus his ease of survival without them. If the society helps him to 
survive, then there is a surplus in his favor. National defense, pro
tection from disasters, and so on, belong to this "consumer's surplus" 
category. The concept of "consumer's surplus" could be carl'i9d under 
some assumptions on to the level of a variety of interest groups as well 
as the society as a whole. The notion of consumer surplus does remain 
ill-defined if a variety of "externalities" are introduced. A partic
ular demand schedule for a given commodity assumes "other things being 
held constant", which in a world of interactions and "externalities" is 
an unrealistic assumption. An interesting special case is the backward 
sloping demand curve: a quantity demanded drops as its price drops. 
Many "status symbol products" are in this category. Externalities, 
social roles, neighborhood effects, and so on, underly this situation. 
A lUXUry car is increasingly desirable only if its price is high enough 
to exclude the "connnon manti. 

With the possibility of externalities, Pareto optimality is no mor'e 
a realistic criterion. If it cannot be achieved, then the attempts to 
improve the lot of some interest groups may cause a deterioration of the 
welfare of some other interest groups. N. Kaldor [57] and J. R. Hicks 
[58] proposed a compensatory scheme where the ones that lose their wel
fare position due to "unavoidable" externalities, will be compensated 
for their losses in a manner where these economic units would not be 
any worse off than before the impact took place. Kaldor and Hicks did 
not emphasize the effects of a program on income distribution. I. M. D. 
Little modified their scheme by proposing, in addition to the compensa
tory schemes of the "direct effects", also a readjustment scheme for 
distortions in the income distributions resulting from the impact [59; 4]. 

Experimentally one could find out various price-quantity schedules 
for demands and supplies. Then, assuming some ma!'ket equilibrium con
ditions, impacts of public programs as shifts on these market equilibrium 
price-quantity relationships could be measured provided that "other 
things" would remain fixed. But if there is no wa] of relating such shifts 
to various group and individual preferences with "unknown" externalities, 
then the welfare impacts could be determined at best after a political 
process which would mor,,, or less reveal the "after the fact" exhibit of 
preferences. It may be that one could not sell a "normative ideal" to 
a society in a manner tt.at could generate its "self-fulfilling prophesy" 
in a setting of unpredicted "externalities" and unrevealed preferences 
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of various interest groups . Rather than attempting to take an overtly 
normative approach, the leaC'::::'ship a.,d elite might have to consider an 
increased empirical effort in order to detect the nature of the society 
with its interactive subsyste~ in order to sway and control its minds 
and actions in a planned direc'~ion . 

Ultimately , welfare as consumption is concerned with a subsistence 
l evel survival and the con5u~tion surplus above it. Consumption is 
supposed to set targets for pro: ;ction and its capacity requirements 
over time. Public programs co.: a ffect , both , consumption and productio" 
directly i.e ., demand and supply . There is a substitution effect be
tween private and public consumption as well as private and public 
production . There also could be positive or negative synergies be
tween th~ activities of these two sectors . 

Tradi tionally, welfare measures relate to consumer incomes and sur
plus . Given an income , externalities may increase, leave unchanged or 
decrease ~onsumer expenditure on a particular r.ommodity . The basic 
knowledge of demand characteristics is typically assumed in evaluating 
an impact of a public project on consumer surplus . Since consumption 
measures welfare production exists for welfare . Production relates to 
suppl y which can be affected by externalities due to public projects. 
The traditional analysis follows Walras-Pareto and Marshallian lines. 
A partial analysis assumes "all other things kept fixed" and looks only 
at the interplay of the supply-demand interactions of a particular 
commodity . 
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Figure 3. El as ticity e of demand as a.sensitive 
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A rathel' sensitive parameter related to the rate of change of con
sumer's expenditure on a commodity Q with respect to its price change 
is the elasticity e of demand, e = (dq/q)/dp/p); q is the quantity of 
Q demanded. Figure 3 illustrates this concept. The consumer's expend
iture on Q is Y = pq for each demand curve shown. The shaded area 
illustrates the case where y = p q for the demand curve p = 1/q2 with 
elasticity e = - 1/2. In this cgsg, as price p drops, the rate of 
change of consumer's expenditures 0:1 Q with respect to the price p also 
drops. The demand curve with elasticity e = -1 is such that consumer's 
expenditure Y = pq remains constant with changing price p. If e = -2, 
then dY/dp increases as p drops. In general, if e > - 1, the consumer 
benefits with decreasing price p insofar as he then spends less on 
commodity Q. If e = - 1, price changes have no effect on his expendi
ture on Q; and if e < -1, his expenditures on Q will increase with de
creasing price p of Q. Therefore, the elasticity e of demand is a 
property of the consumer's preference function, and its estimation 
would tell us something about an impact of a program on consumers' in
come allocation. Its estimation for benefit-cost purposes can be useful 
in that it helps us to evaluate consumer's income allocation situation 
and consumer's surplus as a public rrogram affects the commodity pricing 
situation. 

Of course, the ~oncept of elasticity can be applied also to supply 
curves. If they are upward Sloping then elasticities would be positive. 
The supply side of analysis is essential in that the externalities intro
duced by public sector activities can affect production cost functions 
and marginal cost functions (Le. supply function). In this discussion 
a specific example suffices to illustrate the impact of an externality 
in a setting of a partial analysis. Consider a necessity with a mimi
mum requirement qs for the survival of a social consumption unit. Assume 
a deman~ schedule with an elasticity e > - 1 for this necessity. It 
could be an agricultural product such as corn. Let Sl(q) represent the 
supply schedule of an old agricultural technology. Then a public pro
gram is established to modernize agricultural technology resulting in 
a new supply schedule S2(Q). When the new technology is introduced, the 
price drops from PI to P2 and quantity demanded increases from ql to Q2, 
respectively. The consumer's expenditure changes from Yl = Plql to 
Y2 = P2q2' The difference Y2 - Yl = P2q2 - PI ql represents a surplus 
income released to the consumer in this process. So long as the area ~ 
in Figure 4 is greater than the area B, the consumer benefits from the 
project. Figure 4 gives an illustration of this kind of analysis. 

The traditional microeconornic approach can be extended beyond the 
partial analysis under various simplifying assumptions. The serious 
problems relate to the nature of possible interactions or externalities 
and the lack of accounting for economic dynamics, such as technological 
progress or population growth. Further problems relate to the nature 
of consumers' preferences, behavior of firms, and the nature of market 
m~chanisms. These are some of the problem areas that generate serious 
questions about the operationality of the classical welfare economics in 
a real world. However, the Walras-Pareto fixation is a traditional 
reference model for much of the current effort in welfare economics and 
the related economic impact analysis. 
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Figure 4. An illustration of an effect of technological change on 

consumer's expenditure on commodity Q; a setting of 

partial analysis. 
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This kind of a welfare impact analysis has been extended in several 
directions in the framework of the classical microeconomics [60]. The 
conc.ept of consumer surplus is one of the traditional handles of account
ing for b,mefits or penalties due to externalities of public sector and 
private sector against the assumed standard of the perfect competitive 
system of ·,~alras-Pareto. It should be mentioned here specifically 
aeainst thf~ background of the previous criticisms of the Walras-Pareto 
fixation. 

The traditional welfare economics can be carried into an "applied 
welfare economics" by postulating [61]: 

1. The competitive demand price for a given unit measures 
the value of that unit to the demander; 

2. The competitive sunrly price for a given unit measures 
the value of that unit to the supplier; 

3. When evaluating the net benefits or costs of a given 
action (project, program, or policy), the costs and 
benefits accruing to each member of a relevant group 
should normally be added without regard to the in
dividual(s) to whom they accrue. 

Typically it is assumed that professional economists are not in a position 
to pass value judgments on the basis of their expel.'teeship concerning 
what is "good or Lad" for social preferences. However, in the tradi,
tional economics the existence of a real "competitive demand" and 
"competitive supply" is assumed as a standard which in fact may not 
exist at all in a "real life" situation for a realistic benefit-cost 
analysis. 

Further, it should be noted that: 

1. Consumer-surplus analysis is valid only when the marginal 
utility of real income is constant. 

2. Consumer-surplus analysis does not take account of chfu'ges 
in income distribution caused by the actions being analyzed, 

3. Consumer-surplus analy,lis is partial-equilibrium in nature., 
and does not take account of general-equilibrium conse
quences of the actions whose effects are being studied • 

4. Consumer-surplus analysis, though valid for small changes, 
is not so for large changes. 

5. Consumer-surplus concept has been obsoleted by revealed
preference analysis [61]. 
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The traditional Walras-Pareto fixation appears in Harberger's 

comments such as "externalities of all kinds represent distortions ••• " 

rather than treating "externalities" as "internalities" of a typical 

human society. Nor is he doir.g very much in trying to pull out of the 

very static framework of the traditional "equilibrium" economics. 

6. BENEFITS, COSTS, AND ALL THAT 

The question df e~ficiency of an economy must be related to some 

criteria of objectives and goals or an "objective function" as well as 

to a set of identifiable constraints under which the social welfare 

expressed by the "objective function" is to )-·e maxim:i zed. This whole 

p~blem can be either normative or positive, or a mixture in the sense 

that the actual economic behavior is directed toward a norm~ci,e setting, 

for example, by some appropriately designed economic policy. While the 

perfect competitive Walras-Pareto system assured, a priori, the maximum 

welfare and optimal behavior as defined for and by the model, the world 

around us just did not behave according to 'this normative frdmework. 

The "private sector" was not so perfect, not so efficient, nct so wel

fare maximiZing as assumed by the ~odel. The distortions from the norm 

had to be treated and re-aligned by an intervention of a "public sector". 

But such an intervention and "tampering of a natural law" by a govern

ment generated additional questions about the efficiency of a public 

policy and control. The efficiency of government became a prime issue 

of public in United States through the depression years. While a 

variety 0= inefficiencies of private enterprises could be hidden from 

the eyes of public, the efficiency of a government was exposed to the 

continuous scrutiny of the public eye. 

In 1937 Thurman Arnold wrote: "The conception of social institu

tions as having free will, and winning their salvation by a free-will 

selection of the right principles; the idea that politics, pressure 

groups, lobbying, powerful political machines existed because people had 

sinful yearnings in that di~·ection; the economic idea that depressions 

were the result of tinkering with economic laws all.} preventing the 

automatic working of an abstract law which would have functioned proper

ly had it not been for bad men who threw this law out of gear - these 

were held as articles of faith by conservatives and radicals alike • .•.. 

They all showed distrust of any form of organized control. No one would 

admit that man should govern man. No one would observe the obvious 

fact that lay everywhere under their noses, that human organizations 

rise to power, not by following announcen creeds, but by the develop

ment of loyalties cllld institutional habits [62, pp. 70-71]." 

The efforts of Veblen and Arnold, among others, were in the di

rection of understanding the social psychology of human institutions, 

an attempt already paved, for example, by Pareto in his sociological 

Writings. As economics was taken only as an aspect of a society and 

interrelated to its psychological, social and political dynamics, its 
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trend of evolution should not have been in the di~ection of an isolated 
science. Alf~t'd Ma~shall, himself, continuously w~s us about this grave 
dange~. Yet, today, an amazing volum'" of benefit-cost Ii te~atu~e is 
based upon the ~athe~ ~est~icted and 'Jn~ealistic Hal~as-P~eto model. 
Much of this may tu~ out to be nothing but ste~ile exe~cises not amen
able even to some meaningful empi~ical ve~ification. In pa~ticula~, the 
assumptions about consume~ behavio~, behavio~ of fi~s, the existence 
of economic, social and political groups with nume~ous inte~actions, and 
processes of human activity over time and space a~e eithe~ unrealisti~ 
or non-existent. 

One of the great American welfare economist.s, Richard A. Musgrave 
[63J, reviews the relationship between benefit-cost analysis, first 
noting that it is necessary to consider jointly the revenue and expend
iture s;'des of a public budget. Then he notes some of the classica:, 
criteria of efficiency (A. C. Pigou): "The composition of public 
expenditures should be selected so as to equate their marginal social 
benefits; the composition of taxes should be chosen so as to minimize 
total social cost; and the size of the budget should be carried to the 
point where marginal benefits and costs are equal • •..• but (this) says 
little beyond demanding in general te~s that the public sector should 
be efficient. The real question is how costs and benefits are to be 
determined, and hOI' they are related to each other. •••• Tax-costs in 
terms of taxpayer sacrifice cannot be determined unless cardinal utility 
schedules are comparable and known •••• apart from this, the Pigovian 
model remains inadequate because it offers no mechanism by which bene
fits are to be measured ••• Generally speaking, '(Jst-benefit analysis 
provides no substitute for the basic problem of evaluation in the case 
of final soc,~al goods. All it can do is to expedite efficient decision 
making after the basic problem of evaluation is solved." .•• Since the 
inte~ediate social good through products is converted "into final pri
vate good, the benefit of such a social good can be measured in te~s 
of the inarket price of this (now private) good. .•. It is thus in this 
case of the intermediate social good that cost-benefit analysis can 
perform most effectively. . •• by taking policy constraints for granted, 
and thus saddling the single instrument of public investment with 
multiple objectives (mix of public and priVate investment, correcting 
the level of total investment, correcting income distribution), the 
second best nature of the (benefit-cost) approach is ac~epted perhaps 
too readily, thereby reducing its pormative value where the use of 
multiple instruments ••• could give better results." - ( Perhaps, some 
kind of a "total as'sessment profile"). 

The nagging problem, both theoretically and experimentally, i~ to 
identify a social preference field that could be used as a base for 
the construction of an appropriate social objective function. In this 
regard, Musgrave, Arrow and others point out to the political process 
and in particular to the history of Congressional actions as a source 
of information for a synthesis of a cardinal social preference function. 
Such a preference function would potentially reflect a variety of 
economic, social and political interactions or "exter>nali tie,,". 
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From the side of economic there is a considerable effort to treat 
the questions of externalities [6~J. From the point of view of an 
operationally relevant economic theory it seems that much experimentation 
is needed, and that one may have to sti~ to ratter aggregated levels 
of economic behavior for practical policy considerations except in those 
rather obvious cases of powerful institutions and interest groups which 
are capable of distorting economy in some undesirable direction. As a 
matter of positive economics, it is typically more mee.ningful to struc
ture out into various directions from an aggregated level rather than 
somehow trying to compile "aggregates" from the level of microeconomic 
units. The structuring or decomposition of a macroeconomic model can be 
done in terms of identifying meaningful social groups and institutions 
as sub-systems, and then treating these subsystems in an interacting 
structure. Leontief's input-output model for American economy is an ex
ample. The real problem comes in when it is recognized that social, 
economic and political interest groups can be viewed only from a par
ticular perspective in terms of traditional economics, and that economic 
behavior, preferences, etc., are motivated by non-economic factors, such 
as roles, group identification, cultural influences, emotions, social 
conflict, love, hate, hunger, crime, and so on. 

In recent years there is an increasing interest to genera~1ze 
benefit-cost analysis into non-economic dimensions in the sense of the 
traditional neo-classical economics, such as attempts to consider such 
oV9rlapping cri~eria as environmental, economical, political, social, 
technical or technological, resources and needs for the purposes of 
water resources planning [55]. It has been pointed Jut that it is 
impossible to measure social conditions in terms of on8 overall aggre
gate. There seems to be at least three distinct aspects of social 
conditions: Demography. 2. Social relations. 3. Welfare [55]. 
Also, economic, social and political impact studies can be expanded in
to temporal and spatidl dimensions, or in the 1irection of space-time 
dynamics. 

A. R. Prest and R. Turvey provide a survey of benefit-cost analysis 
to about 196~ [57]. The survey discusses applications, powers and limita
tions of the method. For th,· purposes of this discussion their con
clusions are appropriate. F1rst, they point out that +here is a wide 
divergence of the viewS about the role and usefulness of benefit-cost 
analysis. Some people see it as a revolutionary in its practical policy 
implications. Against this perhaps exaggerated view, others note the 
dependence of the costs and benefits on 4udgment, guestimation, reli
ability and relevance of information; and that a mere ritual to compute 
benefits and costs in terms of some specific numbers does not thus assure 
the usefulness of these figures in planning and decision making processes. 
Prest and Turvey point specifically out the difficulties on the side of 
enumerating and evaluating benefits. One of these difficulties with 
enumeration of benefits is possible overlapping of categories. On the 
evaluation side the real problems relate to one's ignorance about utility 
or preference functions and how to measure them, the fact that the tra
ditional economic theory is inadequate in accounting for effects of 
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"externalities", the ambiguity in choosing an appropriate sociid dis
count rate, and the difficulty of including uncertainty into benefit 
evaluation. This last point is especially important in relation LO 
public proiects relating to natural and man-made disasters. An advant
age of benefit-cost analysis is that it forces possibly a better problem 
definition, and can provide a potentially meaningful partial analysis 
in ranking alternatives • 

7. CONCLUSIONS: or THE POSSIBILITY OF A TOTAL ASSESSMENT PROFILE FOR 
THE SELECTION OF PUBLIC PROJECTS 

A society grows among other things on the basis of a dynamic learn
ing process. This includes also a judgment b6tween the emphasis on a 
normative versus positive approach to a "benefit-cost" evaluation in 
selecting goals and objectives for a given set of available resources. 
Model building is an art of map building. There is a need to mix nor
mative and positive considerations cf social knowledge in order to give 
us some kina of accountability of the direction of motion. If one fixes 
arbitrarily the perspective and dimensionality to look at a social process, 
then there is the danger to be prisoned in a barrel excluding, a priori, 
the way to lock at the world from some other perspectives. The Walras
Pareto fixation is an example. Experimentation and learning with a 
guidence of a tentative reference map does not exclude the possibility 
of revising this map in some new relevant direction as an "adaptive 
system" • The social stresses generated by the excessive adherence of 
an "elite" to idol fixations can generate revolutions in order to 
achieve an '3Ilticipated higher level of "benefit-cost" state for the 
general public. If the benefit-cost practice is to be elevated from 
a local ritual to a globally meaningful level it must be somehow ref
erenced to a peI<leption of an "overall socio-economic and political" 
system. It may be in this area where the "long-run planners" can con
flict with "incremental decision makers". Incremental decision making 
has two aspects: First, it could be considered as an adaptive process 
anticipatory with respect to a long-run plan. In this sense it has the 
characteristics of a preventive process. Second, it could be consider-
ed as a remedial process Flfter the fact. In this latter case, "we just 
did not know enough"; that is, ignorance and uncertainty prevented us 
from correctly anticipa·ting the future. 

The preventive process is anticipatory, preparation ahead of the 
occurrence of an anticipatory event, feeding forward in time by gener
ating a state of readiness. The remedi.al process is a medication after 
a wound has been inflicted. it is an attempt for a corrective feed
back. A long-run pla~ sets a contemporarily perceived tentative ref
erence against which performance is measured in an adaptive sense in
cluding the long-run plan itself. This whole process relates to our 
ability to perceive future within some meaningful time-horizon and 
then be willing to adapt to changes as we learn more about the situ
ation. The interesting question is how to penetrate through a more or 
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less unknown dynamic situation towarc1 a target with "least effort" or 
expenditure of resources while the position of the target and the state 
of the seeker are changing over time. 

The danger of the "traclitional approach" to benefit-cost evalua
tion is its adherence to a static and irrelevant reference criterion, 
the Walras-Pareto model and its relatively minor modifications. This 
reference criterion lacks many of the observec characteristics of the 
so-called "real world". It does not seem realistic to assume that the 
contemporary economics can come even near to absorb all the relevant 
dimensions of those social processes perceived by us today. If our 
present economic models could, indeed, claim such a great power, they 
must be presented in the framework of an all-encompassing closed system. 
There is no faintest reason to believe that this is the case. Certain
ly, the Walras-Pareto model is not sllch a model. This leaves us a 
little bit on limbo on what to do to include those seemly important 
psychological, social and political processes into our conceptual con
struct or "model" of the society that ought to behave in some speci fied 
manner of effectiveness. In some ways biologists are better off: they 
do not need prices and "valle" of money to measure the survival effective
ness of a species. An ecologist must view several factors affecting the 
life-cycle of a 1i 'ng organism in a conjoined interaction with its 
environment. The "cost-effectiveness" of an organism is characterized 
by its dynamic life-cycle of survival, growth and death. 

Perhaps, the next meaningful attempt in the understanding of social 
effectiveness and survival is a more general systems view than that 
afforded by the conventional economic theory. Such a view should be' 
accountable by the choice for its logic and by its empirical relevance 
that provide a meaningful framework for experimental verification. One 
of its measures of success is its ability to set and identify a scene 
in which it can predict human and social behavior, and that at the same 
time it is operationally feasible or has the characteristics of "effective 
simplicity". In particular, it need not be assumed that benefits and 
costs can be measured in a one-dimensional space: a multi-dimensional 
benefit-cost approach might very well be far more "practical" approach 
than the traditional approach which is forced into the one-dimensional 
financial picture as though the human and social values were simply 
reducible to a simple scalar dimension no matter what the multi-dimen
sionality (vector, tensor) its nature could be. 

There are and have been several suggestions how to improve or ex
tend the scopes of economic theory, welfare economics, and, in particular, 
benefit-cost concepts. This treatment does not attempt to cover except 
a small portion of them. Insofar as economic theory is concerned with, 
some of the suggestions are listed below: 

1. The possible complexity of microeconomics may grow beyond 
any practical consideration if one introduces a great 
number of all kinds of potential interactions between 
consuming units, between producing unics, and between 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

consuming and producing units of an economic system. 
Therefore, the attempt to aggregate upwards from an atom
istic level with added complexities of all kinds of inter
actions and inter-individual differences is possible only, 
perhaps, in some kind of a statistical framework. 

The other possibility is to consider some relevant collec
tive ec~nomic, social and political institutional units or 
groups wIthin which a number of "externalities" are absorbed 
into a co1.1ective resultant as an intra-groups behavioral 
characteri.:tic. The problem of "externalities" is then 
pooled into a set of collective social groups or entities 
with some major inter-group interaction characteristics 
between them. The pooling need not be a simple additive 
process but rather a process of perhaps a nonline or 
identification of a relevant social, economic and/or 
political "sUbsystems". 

The portrayal of the behavior of the relevant collective 
social, economic, and/or political units shOUld not be 
restricted within a static framework, but should be ex
tended into a dynamic space-time domain. 

The socio-economic-political preference fields of the 
collective social units need not be expressible in terms 
of a scalar function, especially if price formation and 
values cannot be completely related to the cognitive 
preferet'ce fields of these units. 

If econ0l1ic considerations alone are not sufficient to 
predict socio-political behavior then other considerations 
must be introduced in order to fully justify any benefit
cost consequences. In particular, it might be necessary 
to consider several possible dimensiop~ for the background 
"all other things being given" before it would be meaning
ful to consider an economic model as a setting of a 
paPtial social analysis. 

Admitting the possibility of a multi-factor approach to 
socio-political space-time dynamics, it seems only reason
able to assume a considerable amnunt of empirical investi
gation guided by theoretical considerations before some 
operational vehicle can be innovated for planning and 
decision making purposes. Most successful practical 
decision makers recognize those few and selective essential 
patterns of relationships that allow them to realize and 
control a direction of activities toward a goal. 

If one wants to consider a total assessment approach to 
the process of program selection, then he must assume as 
closed as possible of an environment for this decision 
process, over its specified time and space horizons. 
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8. The process of developing an operational vehicle of benefit
cost evaluation requires a combination of experimental 
investigation and theoretical innovation. In particular, 
a normative reference model, formerly successful, may lose 
its motivational power and realism in processes of social 
change. Therefore, experimental verification of theoret
ical innovations suggest a way of redirecting norms to
ward reasonably realizable directions. 

9. A policy extracted through a political process may be con
sistent with the cognitive preference field of a society; 
but it in turn will very likely affect this preference 
field. The interaction between a public policy and the 
preference field of the respective society needs to be 
considered as a modifier of the social preferences and, 
therefore, a modifier of the public policy. 

10. If a society is viewed from an overtly .:ollective per
spective many potentially important inter~elationships for 
social survival and stability may be swampe~ out. A 
structuring and decomposition of such a view to a set of 
eTfective social power units is then desirable. While 
this has been done by industries (e.g. inter-indus~~ 
models), regions, (inter-regional models) etc., it mu&t 

11. 

12. 

13. 

be also done in terms of socio-political power structures 
not directly correlating with their pure economic power. 
While the dimensions of power are economic, militaristic 
and cultural it is very questionable that these dimensions 
can be reduced to a common value dimension such as dollars. 

The dimensions for assessing a public project or a program 
should consider all aspects and items of a recognized 
existing public policy plus all those that seem for the 
time being relevant. Typically, this would take us readily 
outside of the simple market considerations. 

A partial analysis is relative in the sense that it assumes 
"an almost fixed background" in the sense of time (short 
versus long run), in the sense of space (local versus 
global), and in the sense of complexity of interactions 
(simple versus complex), as well as in the sense of number 
of hierarchies to be considered. In all these dimensions 
one can have a choice :fr!om "mic'I'o" toward "macro". An 
entity is given against its background. As we increase 
its perspective, the entity absorbs more and more back
ground into it as its own foreground. If the background 
is considered "given and fixed", then the foreground can 
be treated as a rna; ter of "partial analysis ". 

A test of the effecttveness of the foreground model is its 
ability to predict social behavior against a fixed back
ground. vlhether one can test experimentally the foreground 
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model against its assumed fixed background depends on the 
ability of the model builder to choose his portrayal of the 
foreground as isolated enough in its "localized" behavior 
from the effects induced by this behavior through its 
background back to the foreground. A total systems approach 
would call for an appropriate degree of inclusion into the 
foreground until a sufficient level of isolation might be 
reached for empirical verification for the behavior of the 
foreground. Where interactions are strong and nonlinear, 
such an isolation may not be possible. 

In general, it may 
server, and entity 
this whole process 

not be possible to assume that an ob
observed and the background setting of 
are separable. 

The purpose of this discussion has not been to completely reject 
benefit-cost analysis as it is defined traditionally. Rather, the pur
pose is to emphasize the need to develop a set of relevant measures to 
be added to just one "economic" measure. This set of measures neetl 
not represent an "orthogonal set" of measures, but measures that cculd 
have a degree of commonality. But they would relate to the processes 
of social action in such a manner that we could have a more complete 
characterization of social preferences than that given by the value 
measure of the traditional economics. For example, there are processes 
in a society that could be almost totally excluded from what we call 
economic activity. Yet, these elements can be crucial to the stabilitv 
and survival of the society either in short or long run. Market orient
ed economics may not be able to account for a variety of imaginable 
social costs; nor are these costs necessarily in terms of market values. 
In a modern society the role of public policy spans beyond mere commercial 
purposes and purely economic ends. The assessment of public policy and 
public projects goes well beyond dollars and cents. The attempt to 
justify these policies and projects purely in pecuniary sense may be 
hazardous to the social health. While this dis~ussion has centered on 
the economic foundations of benefit-cost analysis, the resulting 
~uggestions point in the direction of an assessment profile including 
a relevant set of possibly non-economic factors and considerations, such 
as those relating to psychological, social, political and cultural 
factors over time and space not normally explicitly included in our 
current economic theories. 

III. AN OVERVIEW OF PLANNING-DECISION PROCESSES: A PERSPECTIVE FOR 
BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Especially since \~orld War II there has been an increasing emphasis 
on formalized long-run planning and decision processes, and respective 
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sU~'r'ortive policy, strategy and administrative sciences in the United 
States. In many way~ the history of benefit-cost analysis fits this 
trend. On one hand, benefit-cost analysis could be viewed as an attempt 
to provide a "maximum" economic justification of a public program by 
itself. On the other hand it also can be viewed as a method of choos-
ing a "best possible" alternative in a strategic and operational setting, 
where a program is an aspect of a complex total planning-decision en
vironment including a mUltitude of interactive considerations, alterna
tives, and programs guided by some pOlicy • 

The purpose of this section is to give an overview of planning
decision processes hopef.jlly providing thereby a respective perspective 
for benefit-cost analysis and its possible extensions toward an economic
social-political impact analysis for public projects. 

2. PLANNING AND DECISION PROCESSES: A BACKGROUND FOR BENEFIT-COST 
ANALYSIS 

Long-run planning is an increasingly important aspect of modern 
private and public institutions and operations. A review of planning 
and decision processes is an essential background for benefit-cost 
analysis. The purpose of this review is to provide a basic overview, 
~ot a comprehensive treatment, of such processes. A basic notion of 
planning is that in a dynamic complex and possibly conflicting environ
ment events can be created, directed and controlled to generate some 
desirable end results over time and ~pace. The dimension of time is 
essential. Figure 5 illustrates the temporal setting of a planning 
process. 

Figure 5. A simple illustration for a temporal ~~tting of a planning process. 

Once upon a time 
we were here. 

Now we are 
here. 

We want to 
be here. 

WHOSE ASSESSMENT OF THE ,RESENT? 

Where ",ere 
we in past? 

Where are we 
now? 

Where do we 
want to be 
in future? 

PAST 

How did we get from where 
>Ie were in past to where 
we are now? 

WHOSE HISTORY? WHOSE INTER
PRETATION OF THAT HISTORY? 

PRESENT 

Fow do we get from where 
we are now to where we 
want to be in future? 

WHOSE PREDICTION, FORECAST? 
WHOSE FLAN FOR THE FUTURE? 

FUTURE 

Passage of time 
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A planning-decision process assu,,~s a time horizon from a past to 
the present and then to a future . 'The respective planning-decis ion 
agency or institution perceives a span of time more or less dis count-
ing over the very remote past and a very remote future. An example of 
such time discounting is the simple exponential discounting used in 
capital and financial decision making . The discount rate for the past 
history may be different from that for the future . The higher the 
discount rates are the more temporally "local" is the respective 
planning-decision process: the smaller are these discount rates, the 
more "global" is its respective planning-decision process . Analogous 
treatment applied to spatial discounting. Figure 6 illustrates the 
rel ative number of "local" versus "global" planning-decision proces ses 
[24, p . 19] . The important visions and planning-decision processes in 
the world concominant with the respective magni tude of either military, 
economic or cultural political power tend to belong to the global spatio
temporal dimensions . Figure 7 illustrates the temporal and spatial 
discounting processes. 
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Figure 6 . "Local" versus "Global" space-time perspectives 
(perceptions): A relative frequency (illustration). 
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Figure 7. Exponential time and spatial discounting . 

The temporal and spatial "horizons" for a planning-decision process 
express the perception of the decision making body . For example, local 
governments haVE: typically relatively "local" spatial perception while 
powerful national governments must think in global terms. Similarly, 
national planning may require very extensive time horizons for example 
in long run energy cor.siderations or a geo-strategic planning for 
political position in the world . 

At this time it should be pointed out that the purpose of dis
counting over time and space is to localize the time and spatial horizons 
for a specified planning-decision process . The higher the temporal and 
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spatial discount rates are the more localized and immediate the results 
of a planning-decision process are perceived to be by the planning
decision agency or institute. High discount rates favor "local" de
cisions against "global" decisions. 

Erich Jantach [68,69J considers the following levels of planning: 

A. POLICY PLANNING. The purpose of policy planning is to identify or 
synthesize possible alternative future goal patterns, "possible futures", 
or functional objectives for the future. These are usually generated on 
the basis of conceived alternative future scenarios or possible future 
environments. Another aspect of the policy planning is to select those 
possible future goal patterns that are in some desirable harmony or re
lationship to a broad societal value system (in particular, including 
its economic, social and political dimensions). In this manner a norm
ative aspect is introduced to the planning process at its policy plan
ning level. 

B. STRATEGIC PLANNING. Given a goal pattern consistent with a value 
system, selected in the process of policy planning, the function of the 
strategic planning is twofold: 

1. Identify, synthesize, construct a relevant set of routes, 
approaches, alternatives to reach the given goal pattern. 
The alternatives should be realizable, feasible enough for 
a meaningful consideration. 

2. Select a "most efficient" subset of these alternatives 
which is sufficient to reach the selected goal pattern 
with least effort, resource commitments and uncertainty. 

C. TACTICAL OR OPERATIONAL PLANNING AND CONTROL. Once a set of "most 
efficient" alternatives has been selected, the next phase of planning 
is that of specifying, designing and implementing a specific program at 
the nuts and bolts level for each selected route or alternative. For 
each program specific milestones or objectives must be singled out for 
the measurement and control of progress in the direction of the selected 
goal pattern. 

Figure 8 illustrates Erich Jantsch's structured rationalization 
of creative action [69, p. 16J. Dotted arrows indicated feedbacks. In 
the traditional sense, the emphasis on system-effectiveness appears here 
at the strategic-tactical levels, at the nuts and bolts level. It is 
also at these levels where much of the traditional managem8nt sciences 
?nd operations research methods are thought to be potentially effective 
aids in making operations cost-effective. On the benefit side the 
emphasis is traditionally mainly at the outcome oriented system-effec
tiveness levels at about a strategic level. If one is exp3nding away 
from "local" economic effects and includes social and political effects, 
the benefit considerations may have to penetrate through the policy level 
into the considerations of the basic value system of a society. The 
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Figure 8. Erich Jantsch's Structured Rationalization of Creative Action 
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system approc~h of Jantsch provides indeed an interesting logical frame
work for SUC! ourposes. The inability to account for s08ial and polit
ical impacts may be one of the key problems in technology assessment 
[70,71] apart from the limitations of the traditjonal benefit-cost 
analysis and its inappropriate economic foundations. For example, the 
recent and current efforts of OECD tend to move in the direction of 
an overall system approach for technology assessment [72,73]. 

The level of program management is an aspect of tactical or oper
ational planning. The program management involves implementation or 
allocation of resources to programs, integration of effort, measurement 
of effort and results, control of progress toward goal patterns wi thi1'. 
a given time framework. Typically several programs are to be managed 
simultaneously. Not only should each program be managed efficiently, 
but all the projects should be treated simultaneously as an overall 
system benefiting from all possible synergies developed between them. 
In a multi-program environment one can talk about a Planning-Program
ming-Budgeting System (PPBS), where specific resources are allocated 
to and between a number of programs, each with a specified budget, and 
with results measured over time for each and all programs [75, Chapter 6]. 
Figure 9 illustrates the setting o· a multi-program management system 
at its operational level in relation to the overall planning system. 
This multi-program oper'ational level of management is supposed to be 
consistent with the principles of management by objectives and results 
[77]. The "cost-effectiveness" of allocating limited resources under 
a specified oVArall budget to the various programs in the system over 
time is related to the "cost-effectiveness" of each program in the system, 
but with the important non-linear overall effort to generate synergies 
between the programs themselves, and between them and the whole manage
ment system. The budget and cost control is an important financial 
aspect of the wi,,,le system and of each and all the individual programs. 
On a benefit side, the results over time for each and all programs 
measure the movement of these programs toward the selected goal pattern. 
In a governmental effort the benefits of these results need not and 
often cannot be related to the economic efficiency measures of a market 
economy; in fact, these results relate to such policy dimensions as 
those of national survival, social and political factors that cannot 
be directly measured in terms of purely economic determinants, and 
cultural dimensions of a very long-run nature. Therefore, a strict 
insistence on a purely e~onomic benefit-cost criterion for each pro-
ject may not be possible nor desirable. 

On the cost side, the budg~tary aspect of project management pro
vides a financial dimension of control. Typically, this mlffit be augment
ed by a scheme to control performance and progress of the proiect in the 
framework of its planned performance structure. A variety of program 
planning and control techniques have been developed over years in the 
areas of Management Science and Operations Research. A well-known 
illustration of such a technique is the Program Evaluation and Review 
Technique with its Critical Path and PERT Cost extensions. Figure 10 
illustrates the PERT-CPM-Cost concept properly scaled over time. The 
heavy path in the PERT diagram illustrates the critical path (CP). 
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ship between a multiprogram oper-
ational system and its PPBS ~iith 
the levels of planning. 
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Events represent specific objectives to b~ achieved and necessary for 
the overall progress. Tasks or activities are represented by lines 
connecting e'/ents: thus one gets a directed graph sequentially in pal'
allel progressing froT" various events to subsequent events. As the P'lRT 
diagram was scaled over time, one can readily develop also its GANTT MILE 
STONE diagram. Furth~r, each branch in the PERT diagram corresponds to 
an activity or task who:>e cost can be imputed over time over its duration. 
These costs can be added up to a ~otal cumulative cost or budget sche
dule for the program. Such a tOeal cost or budget schedule gives then 
the aggregated cumulative cost control standard for the program manager. 

It should be noted in this connection that specific planning and 
control methods and tools mayor may not be appropriate for a program 
depending on its specific nature. PERT, for example, may work well for 
a development program where activities and events can be quite well de
fined in terms of known technology. It is likely to be totally useless 
for a basic research program where tasks and events are a't best very 
fuz~y or ill-defined, and the time to accomplish an imagined end result 
has a very hj gh degree of uncertainty. It would be very interesting to 
investigate whether such techniques as PPBS are really appropriate or, 
perhaps, very distorting for systems of programs in the areas of pure, 
fundamental and exploratory research. Some private companies have 
taken the very long-run point of view of allocating a fixed percentage 
of their sales to basic research, and then writing it off as a "cost 
of business". Perhaps, public sector should try to do something similar: 
write off a fixed percentage of public budget for basic re>''''!arch as a 
"cost of long run political survival". 

With the preceding overview of planning-decision levels it seems 
appropriate to discuss the respective supporting approaches and methods 
for these tasks. Again, the subsequent discussion is mainly based on 
the work of Erich Jantsch [68, Chapter ~J. In Figure 4 in the right 
hand margin we find the supporting approaches and methods as follows: 

POLICY SCIENCES: Jantsch considers policies as normative expressions 
of fut~re states of dynamic systems, whereby policies can be formed 
meaningfully only if the boundaries and structures of the system can 
be clearly perceived. Futher, the roles of institutions are given in 
the context of these systems to which the institutions and their instru'· 
mentalities belong. Per Figure 8, "policy sciences deal with the 
horizontal un"~lding, as general instances of human activity, of fore
casting, planning, decision making and action at the policy level .... 
ensul'ing the human action model in structuring rationality at the policy 
level [68, p. 18J." The supporting disciplines and interdisciplines 
include philosophy, psychology and social psychology, sociology, law, 
political economy, anthropology, systems sciences, and others. The 
main thrust is on system design, policy design, design 0f institutions 
[68, p. 18J. It should be noted in this connection that any institu
ti011 that participates in the design of a society is a political 
insti tution. And to the better or worse, any system of interactive 
institutions participating in planning of a society is an institutional 
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for 

V are the lnltll1 and Intermittent check points marking the NECESSARY EVENTS 
for a particular task before It can be completed . 

t~at must be accomplished 

6 are the MILE STONES torrespondlng to a completion of • p.rtl~"lar task In Its respective PERT event. 

Figure 10. An illustration of a PERT-GANTT-ACTIVITY COST planning and 

control system for a p)·ogram. 
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and political complex (e.g. the "industroial-military complex" of Eisen
howero). Political powero is an essential object of policy sciences. 
Any subject mattero that roelates to the Dol:'mation f a public policy is 
a subject mattero of policy sciences. &~y aspect that affects the plan
ning and design of a society is a subject mattero of policy sciences. 
POlicy sciences tend to be synthetic in natUl:'e. 

STRATEGIC OR PROSPECTIVE SCIENCES: Accoroding to Jantsch, these sciences 
deal "integroally with the conception of possible activities, theiro 
implications foro system strouctUl:'es nnd system-effectiveness, and the 
croeation of instroumentalities [68, p. 19]." The disciplines listed heroe 
aroe among otheros: sociology, technology, system sciences and simulation, 
decision theory, a varoiety of integroative socioeconomic aroeas (e. g. PPBS), 
an assol:'tment of possible generoalized 'social cost-effectiveness' 
approoaches such as Total Assessment Proofile discussed heroe, and so on. 
In a controast to the synthetic naturoe of policy sciences, the stroategic 
oro proospective sciences emphasize analysis: System analysis, policy 
analysis aftero p~licy foroming, need analysis, institutional analysis, 
maroket analvsis. These sciences suppol:'t social and technological in
nuvation. 

MANAGEMENT OR ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES: The aupporoting sciences foro the 
tactical oro operoational level of planning and controol the management oro 
administroative sciences proovide efficient foroecasting, scheduling, the 
changing of system varoiables, detel:'mination of economic efficient modes 
oro "optimal" modes of operoations. and so on. At the operoat~onal levels 
the supporoting dj~ciplines aroe those of approoproiate economic'.], benefit
cost analysis, manageroial and engineeroing economics, opel'ations roesearoch, 
administroative sciences, statistical quality controoi and roeliability 
sciences, and so on. The emphasis is on optimization and expansion of 
actual activities, of system varoiables, roeSOUl:'ces, markets and operoations 
i~ generoal. The roesults sought foro aroe consel:'Vation of roesouroces, 
systemic strouctUl:'es, and improovement~ in system throuput efficiencies. 

It should be noted heroe that benefit-cost analysis belongs proimaroily 
to the tactical oro operoation level as it is troaditionally conceived. 

As the public budget and budgeting is an imporotant aspect of al
location of roeSOUl:'ces and the roespective fiscal and financial controol 
of public sectoro activities, it deseroves some discussion in roelation 
TO th~ proevious overoview of planning-decision proocesses [7~,75,76,78]. 
This will be done next. 

3. REMARKS ON THE EVOLUTION OF PUBLIC BUDGETING 

In the United States the perocentage of public expendituroes of total 
GNP has gone up overo "earos indicating the groowth of the roelati ve imporo
tance of the public fectoro in economic affairos. In 1929 the perocentage 
of local, state and fc·'\eroal expenditUl:'es was 9.6 perocent. In 1960 this 
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percentage was 27.1, and since 1967 it gre>l from 30.6 to 33.7 percent 

in 1970 [79, p. 92]. In 1971 the U.S. Bureau of Budget gave the follo>l

ing thirteen functional categories for the expenditures of the federal 

government: 

1. National defense 

2. Income security 
3. Interest on debt 
4. Health 
5. Commerce and transportation 

6. Veterans benefits and services 

7. Education and manpo>ler 

8. Agriculture and rural development 

9. General government 

10. Community development and housing 

11. International affairs 

12. Space research and technology 

18. Natural resources 

In 1970 the federal government expenditures >lere 206.3 billion dollars 

>lhile those for the local and state governments >lere 107.5 billion dollars. 

The 1970 GNP >las 931.4 billion dollars. In the local and state sectors 

the expenditures >lere categorized as follo>ls: 

1. Education 
2. Police services 
3. Fire protection 
4. Prisons 
5. Sani tary servi ces 

6. Health and hospitals 

7. Public assistance and relief 

8. High>lays 
9. Natural resources (conservation and recreation) 

10. Public utilities 

11. Administration 
12. Other 

Of these items the expenditure on education >las largest, comprising 40.3 

percent in 1968 [79, p. 96]. 

The years of \,orld War II repreSEnt historically the peak years of 

federal expenditure as a percentage of GNP, being 35.3 percent in 1942 

:'.nd 39.6 percent in ~ )45. This era >las, indeed, a test of "cost

effectiveness" of the extensive defense operations required to carry 

out the >lar. The large >lar effort >las carried out to a great extent 

by a brute force approach to pump resources to support the military 

operations. "The .>larfare operations during World War II present many 

examples >lhere the mi> sion success >las backed up by tremendous inventor

ies and costs because there >las a gross lack of reliability (and system

effectiveness) of the required supply components ••.•• it >las reported 

that some 60% of airborne equipment shipped to the Far East by the U.S. 
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was damaged on arrival; 50% of spares and equipment ;n storage became 
unserviceable before use. The shipborne equipment was inoperative more 
than 2/3 of the time. The U.S. Army reported that 75% of its electronic 
equipment was out of commission or under repair [80, p. 2 J. " While· the 
political factors may far outweigh any economic consideration as long 
as there is an adequate availability of required resources, there are 
lessons to be learned in finding out more efficient and responsive ways 
to meet the operational requirements of defensive or offensive opera
tions. While the policy planning may call for survival, gains in the 
relative position in a power struggle, and the preservation of social, 
economic and cultural values, there really remains the strategic question 
how to do all this with "least effort". 

It may be the case that the performance in the private sector is 
not necessarily so great, not so potent as claimed by a myth based on 
a, perhaps, unrealistic economic theory. Nevertheless, this does not 
provide an excuse for the public sector to be sloppy in choosing goals 
and allocating resources to reach these goals. 

It may not be so surprising that the apparent or real "inefficien
cies" of the World vlar II era prompted some real concern for increased 
efficiencies in public sector operations. In this sense, the experiences 
of the World War II era may, indeed, be a justified threshold concern 
for the subsequent era of "system effectiveness". It is considerably 
less clear why there was so much concer·" for economic efficiency (as dis
tinct from social and political efficiency) of government during the 
depression years preceding World War II, when the society was idling 
huge amounts of productive resources as though hypnotized into a paraly
sis by a queer myth of economic and social thinking. It is here where 
Pareto's sociological notions, Veblen, Arnold and others may have some
thing interesting to say. It is here where political and social factors 
start overriding purely economic considerations. What does "economic 
efficiency" mean when a society is filled with idling economic resources? 
Thurman Arnold candidly points out the surveys on paramount problems of 
the United States, The National Economic League [81, pp. 103-107J. The 
"efficiencies of Government" rated as follows: eleventh concern among 
thirty-five in 1930; tenth concern among thirty-two items in 1931; 
first concern among thirty-nine items of ranked importance in 1932; 
first concern amB~g forty ranked items in 1934; second concern among 
thirty-six major ranked items in 1937. These rankings illustrate how 
the "efficiency of government" remains in the foreground even though 
the society is filled with unemployed resources whose employment could 
immediately improve the economic efficiency of the public and private 
sector. It is not a Walras-Pa'C'eto general equilibrium setting, nor 
efficient one thereby for the ?rivate sector. 

The emphasis on the "efficien~ of government" is deeply rooted in 
American political thought. In a dual sector economy the efficiency of 
government is somehow compared to the efficiency of the private sector: 
if the competition is sufficiently perfect, if the market mechanisms 
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would be sufficiently free of distortions, etc., then the test of the 
efficiency for prjvate sector would be given in terms of such market 
interactions. The myth of the criteria of efficiency for the private 
sector would vanish if some or all the numerous conditions for the "ef
ficiency of the competitive market economy" are not, in fact, satisfied 
by the actual operation of such an economy. The public sector escapes 
the measure of efficiency by "market mechanisms". In the old economics, 
its impact on private sector is through taxation, competition for scarce 
resources and other "externalities" that distort the efficiency of pri
vate sector, and generates social costs thereby. In a contract, there is 
the possibility of social benefits generated through "externalities" that 
cut production costs and unit costs of resources for private operations. 

[8, p. 35 J: As the governmental acti vi ties are organizHd in accord
ance with the budget principle the objective test of efficiency which is 
traditionally assumed to be present in the market economy is lacking 
here. There are no tangible and self-enforcing economic criteria for 
evaluating efficiency in the public sector. There is a great deal of 
fuzziness in the use of the term "efficiency" in connection with govern
mental activities. 

For private sector firms financial efficiency is traditionally meas
ured in terms of net profits, a measure which does not apply to govern
ment. Further, in the private sector, operating efficiency can be 
quantified in terms of product output per unit of factor (labor and 
capital) input. Thus, increases in efficiency are measurable in terms 
of increases in producti vi ty. Efforts to apply these concepts to govern
ment operations have not proved successful. 

How then shOUld we treat "efficiency in Government"? Decisions 
affecting the distribution of government expenditures could be treated 
as political decisions, governed by noneconomic factors. Politic',l 
judgments could be treated as value iudgments but economic judgments 
might be treaLed as purely positive considerations. One could argue 
that economics is concerned only with means and not with ends, or that 
political factors are exogenous to the economics under consideration 
[74, p. 35]. 

Apart from the possibility that market economy is far from perfect 
and might not therefore reflect with any assurance the efficiency of 
private enterprises, there still is a ;>ersistent effort and need to ma'.,e 
governmental operations accountable in terms of some measures of 
efficiency. In post World War II years there has been an increasing 
emphasis to shift from governmental "line-item budgeting" toward 
"performance budgeting". Thus performance budgeting can be most appro
priately associated with a budget classification that emphasizes what 
government does, rather than the items which government buys. Per
formance budgeting emphasizes the means of accomplishment rather than 
accomplishment itself. The Classification required must therefore be 
very different from one based on items of expenditure classified 
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according to type. The item classification shows what government 
purchases but not why: It does not show the nature of governmental 
programs, or results achieved under those progr'ams [74, p. 133]. 

The performance budgeting thus shifted the emphasis to programs 
and prog-ram accomplishments. A mere line-item object classification had 
no handle on what governmp.nt was doing and how it was performing. Once 
programs and performance became emphasized, the next step was to move 
toward "cost-effectiveness" of government programs. Not only was per
formance singled out but it was to be "optimized" by :.lome objective 
criterion: minimize cost for a spccif~ed output or maximize output for 
a given budget. The Taft Commission on Economy and Efficiency in 1912 
stressed the importance of objectives oriented budgeting. However, the 
significant attempts in this direction appear much later when the U.S. 
Department of AgricUlture in 1934 stresses the project budgeting and 
activity schedules. About the same time T. V.A. initiated a budgeting 
procedure stressing program classification and accomplishments. In 
1946 Navy Department presented its fiscal year 1948 budget along the 
lines of traditional object classification but also in terms of program 
classifications. In 1949 Hoover Commission in its report on BUdgeting 
and Accounting stated: "We recommend that the whole budgetary concept 
of the Federal Government should be refashioned by the adoption of a 
budget based on functions, activities, and projects: this we designate 
a "performance budget" [74, pp. 134-135]. 

In 1949 amendments to the National Security Act it was provided 
that the budget estimates of DoD " ••• shall be prepared, presented, and 
justified, where practicable, and authorized prog~ams shall be admin
istered, in such form and manner as the Secretary of Defense, subject 
to the authority and direction of the President, may determine, so as 
to account for, and report, the cost of performance of readily identi
fiable functional programs and activities, with segregation of operating 
and capital programs [74, pp. 135-6]." The Budget and Accounting Pro
cedures Act of 1950 (P.L. 784, 81st Cong., 2d sess.) further reinforces 
the performance budgeting concept and the principle of accounting by 
objectives and results of programs. 

The McNamara era brought in an accelerated emphasis on the exten
sions of the performance budgeting concept: it transferred it into a 
multi-program environment emphasizing an increased capability of 
analysis, PPBS process and the respective management information systems. 
Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara's statement before the Committee 
on Armed Services on the Fiscal Year 1965-69 Defense Program and the 
1965 Defense Budget, January 27, 1964 clearly spells out this extended 
direction on an increased performance oriented systems approach to DoD 
programs. This was followed by President Lyndon B. Johnson's statement 
that "A very new and very revolutionary system of planning and budgeting 
(should) be instituted through the vast Federal Government [75, Chapter 
6]." The power of the 1947 National Security Act amended in 1949 and 
1950 had given to the Secretary of Defense an avenue to push for an 
extended concept of the performance budgeting: PPBS. 
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At this point it is interesting to quote Jesse Burkhead, Maxwell 
Professor of Economics at Syracuse University: "In the realm of prac
tice, contemplate the wreckage of the Planning-Programming-Budgeting 
System. Initiated by economists at RAND in 1948, transferred to the 
Department of Defense in 1960, expanded to the entire range of civilian 
departments and ~~encies in 1965, by 1970 it was quietly relegated to 
obscurity. We lean.ad that economists cannot measure government output 
in discrete units [82, p. 11 J." 

The concept of performance budgeting and its extensions toward 
PPBS is important for benefit-cost analysis in its traditional sense. 
The nagging question is: how sufficient is economic theory in its 
policy, strategic and tactical implications for an adequate foundation 
of benefit-cost considerations in the private and public domains? 

4. COMMENTS ON RELATIVITY OF PLANNING-DECISION PROCESSES 

Figure S conveys the message that a policy-strategic-tactical 
planning process is vertically and horizontally two-way interactive, 
iterative and adaptive system subiect to societal 'learning processes. 
Further, it conveys the message that values and norms are subject to 
the dynamics of actions and reactions in the overall setting. The COIl

cept of action generating reaction which in tu~ generates action, etc. 
is the basi~ concept of Newtonian mechanics. The equation of motion 
describing the resulting path is subject to a set of assumed constraints. 
The dialectics of Hegel and Marx is an extraction and modification of 
this concept Jf action and reaction. Galbraith with his view of counter
vailing powers further promote" this idea. The "Total System Dynamics" 
of Jantsch (Figure 8) may be an attempt to seek for a dynamic equation 
of societal motion but in an adaptive sense subject to further identi
fication and modification through learning. 

There are major philosophical differences between the Newtonian 
view that makes "reality" or "real world" independent of the observer, 
and the views of Einstein and modern quantum mechanics which bring the 
observer into the system as an integral part of it. In the an( ~nt 

Buddhist philosophy, observer, observed and ~he universe where all this 
happens are inseparable, and can be understood only if the totality of 
all this is understood. Further, there is no unique way of separating 
observer from his environment nor what is observed from the observer 
and the environment. The situation n,ust be analyzed as a whole, as a 
totality. General systems theory may be considered in this sense as a 
reaction to the "atomistic" philosophies of the traditional western 
sciences. 

It promotes also a suggestion that "policy sciences", "strategy 
sciences", and "management sciences" may suffer from relative compart
mentalization, fractionalization, "local" isolation. They may tend to 
breed fads rather than a serious and genuine way of attempting to look 
at the "whole" of it all. The large' order imaginative, logical c:.:ld 
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empirical "pattern recognition" process for very long run processes 
possible for a society and its environment in an interaction may be an 
art forcing out certain solutions in the direction of some imagined goal 
patterns. But such an art requires political power, the power to in
fluence the actions and minds of individuals and social groups ,to move 
in the suggested directions. In this regard, the exercises of planning 
without political power may turn out to be a mere ritual. The real 
possibility that a planning-decision process is merely a ritual without 
any significant connection to the exercise of power cannot be overlooked, 
for example, in connection of such considerations as the benefit-cost 
analysis of a program. One of the tasks of a serious political process 
is to filter out irrelevant dissipative spurious effects from plannin[.
decision processes, and direct the political action toward basic 
relevant issues. This involves intimately the notion and respect for 
a basic value system and the respective norms, which provide a reason
able reference for a contemporary policy and strategy formulation for 
the "best possible" anticipated direction of motio:1 of the society. 

Suppose that we are somehow able to identify and recognize a pattern 
of interactions, which we call our "society" or "system of social action", 
against the overall background of our perceived and contemporarily under
stood "universe", which might be also called the "general environment" 
of our "SOCiety". It is important to note the relativity associated with 
our conception of the "universe": it is subject to our learning and 
state of knowledge, our attitudes and values, to our contemporary con
sensus on what is "objectivity":1 "realitylt, to our eU1"'1"'ent cognitive 
perception of it. For example, in terms of history of science it is 
hard to pinpoint any absolute "real world" independent of our way of 
perceiving the tluniverse". 

Suppose that we further identify and recognize an "even."' or 
"entity" against OUI" perceived "universe":1 an "event" or "entity" whose 
impact upon our "society" we somehow desire to eValuate. Typicallv, 
this "event" would overlap our "society": there would be some degree 
of connnonality. Now, the way we perceive the "universe lt

, "society" 
and the "event" conjointly will be a mutUally interactive concept 
where we as the "observer", the perceived "universe't, "society" and 
"event" are in unison where it is at b<'st arbitrary to break up these 
four "entities" into separated subsystems. It is relatively easy to 
set up psychological experiments to demonstrate the interactiveness 
and interdependence of this holistic "gestalt" nature of this situation. 
Figure 11 illustrates this settin!, oj' m'ltual (and non-linear) inter
actions for our attempts as "observer" 'Co recognize and understand what 
is going on. If we would adhere to the traditional "atomistic" approach 
with its notion of superposition of individual subsystems into a system, 
we might thereby generate constraintR that would reduce the "bounds 
of our rationality". The other approach would attempt to sense the 
"whole" of it all, and then attempt to decompose it in a highly inter
active manner to a structure of sub-patterns which in coni unction of 
the holistic situation 1'I')uld allow us to account for and predict 
processes, interactions and impacts. 
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F;gure 11 . An illustration of a Gestalt setting for Social Impact 

Eva luation. Arrows indicate structural interdependences. 

i nteractions influenci ng the process of pattern recognition. 

These i nterdependences are typical ly non-li lear. 
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A simple illustration of the non-linearity and interdependence of 
a pattern of "events" with respect to the observer is indicated in 
Figure 12. Let the "square" be the "universe" perceived by you as the 
"observer" . Let the pair of "parallel lines" be the "society". Now 
introduce an "event", a radially outwarC; radiating pattern of straight 
lines, centered at the center of our "universe" as indicated in 
Figure 13. The impact of this new event affects both the "universe" 
and the "society" as perceived by you as the "observer". In both 
cases only straight lines were used, and both figures above are atom
istically superpositions of straight lines. However, to you as the 
observer the impact of the event is non-linear, not explainable by the 
simple superposition of straight lines. Some people call this "optical 
illustion", but it is not really an illustion but a "property" of an 
observer in an interaction with what is observed by him. This kind 
of a non-linear interdependence of an observer and observed can be 
found with respect to all known human sense perceptions, affecting his 
pattern recognition processes, and, ultimately his conceptions and 
"models" or "maps" of his perceived universe and events in it. Sin.e 
societal value systems and norms are ultimately those generated by 
human beings reflecting their perceptual and cognitive behavior, and 
their visions of their universe and events in it, this gestalt aspect 
of observer-observed-universe can be assumed to creep in as an impor
tant dimension of policy planning. 

General Systems Theory attempts to move away from the "naive" 
atomistic approach to human problems [83,84,65,86,87,88]. Many authors 
think that it will help considerably policy sciences toward a more rel
evant and meaningful total assessment of impacts of either planned or 
accidental events. There are several definitions of a "system" [88, 
pp. 25-31]: To von Bertalanffy, "A system is an organized or complex 
whole •. "; to Rapoport, "A system is, roughly speaking, a bundle of re
lationships"; to Ackoff a system is "any entity, conceptual or physical, 
which consists of interdependent parts"; to Martin, Jr. "A system is an 
assemblage or combination -of things or parts forming a complex whole"; 
and to Beckett "A system is a collection of interacting systems". 
Churchman notes that "The system is alwasy embedded in a larger system 
[89, p. 75]." The closure may be then our ultimate perception and con
ception of the grand universe. It still remains to be seen how fruitful 
general systems theory w~ll be in taking us effectively from our 
"atomistic fixations" into a deeper lIDderstanding of the gestalt nature 
of the observer-observed-universe setting. 

5. ON THE QUESTION OF ISOLATING ENTITIES AND INTERACTIONS IN ECONOMIC -
SOCIAL - POLITICAL IMPACT EVALUATIONS 
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Figure 12 

Figure 13 
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Figure 14 illustrates a conception of a societal planning-action 
process. The policy and strategic planning is based on the values and 
norms of a society. These planning processes generate tactical plans 
and operations resulting in an action generatinh planned impacts on 
the societal process. Black arrows indicate direct feedback processes 
through th,' planning processes and upon the value system. In addition 
to the planned impacts there are unplanned impacts generated by unfore
seen internal and external events. These impacts change the societal 
process and the structure of the society, feeding back among other 
things through exercise of political power and action in forms of 
revealed and fOl'ced preferences to modify the values of the society. 
Planned and unplanned events modify the society which in turn modify 
events. There is an important question relating to the i'dentification 
and accountability of planned and unplanned impacts as well as the 
nature of the related interactions and feedback processes: is it, in
deed, possible to identify and single out some relatively invariant 
aspects of social behavior? A societal process can be thought to be 
among other things an adaptive learning process, not necessarily sta
tionary nor stable over time, nor easily detectable among a variety of 
spurious effects. For example, in economic modeling, certain kind of 
consumpticn and investment behavior is assumed, tested out through 
econometrics, and adjusted with best estimates in an environment of a 
"noisy" data. However, this does not make an economic model unique in 
the sense that it would be the only or best possible model among all 
possible models. In fact, such a model may turn out to be poor in 
actually predicting economic behavior. 

Especially is social sciences there is a danger of relying ex
cessively on mechanistic models which do not account for dynamic adap
tive and learning processes and a variety of "dislocational" effects 
in the structure of a social process. For example, a planning process 
may restructure a society in some major way; and this in turn may re
structure the planning process in a significant way. How could we pre
dict, identify and evaluate such impact chain reactions? In this sense 
a society is much more like a living organism than even a rather so
phisticated mechanistic machine. It can have all kinds of behavioral 
peculiarities not easily predictable in a complex setting. In fact, 
many social and political science studies seem to be of the post mortem 
type: a set of data is explained in terms of factors and relationships 
perhaps good for that particular explanation but not necessarily good 
for predicting future behavior. And as the society keeps changing, a 
model of social behavior must be continuously tuned in with recent 
data. Further, E:ven such' 'ming will not suffice for a predictive 
model if there are various "dislocational" effects which the model can
not handle. In a contrast to a mechanistic model a social behavior 
model for predictive purposes tends to be empirically oriented, data 
oriented. Econometric models are good examples of this. They require 
a respective information system in order to keep them tuned up to cur
rent "social indicators"; they must be adiusted continuously to the 
recen t information so that we can hope to predict future economic be
havior a bit more reliably and accul'ately. If various social and 
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political dimensions are added over and above the economic ones, then 
the situation can be expected to grow in complexity and requirements 
for information management. Yet there is a growing feeling among many 
that economics - as the queen of social sciences - is even less suffi
cient than ever before as a way of evaluating even economic impacts of 
public projects, to say nothing of social and political impacts. 

There is then the serious question how to develop an effective 
and relatively simple model of social action that could be somehow 
an.hored to some relevant and reasonably sufficient set of at least 
"nearly invariant" aspects of social behavior. It would be possible 
to use several relevant models conjointlY to estimate various aspects 
of economic, social and political behavior for the impact evaluation 
in such a manner that a variety of measures and indicators complement 
each other in giving to R planner and a decision mrucer a better feeling 
in terms of an assessment profile not only of economic but social and 
political impacts of a program. It is likely that these measures may 
have overlapping effects. Such redundancies may b", desirable for in
creased reliability of the total assessment process. In social sciences 
we may have to learn to liVe with only partial identification and 
isolation of relevant entities and interactions. But if several "less 
perfect" structural models are used conjointly, the results may be 
hetter than using a single "more perfect" instrument • 

6. COMMENTS ON ECONOMICS AS A POLICY SCIENCE 

Throughout human history the element of economic power has been 
one of the major dimensions of power politics and, therefore, a major 
perspective of policy mrucing. The survival an1 relative power of 
people and their societies rests on developing and accessing means 
and resources for production. Economic practices and theory have in
stitutional and cultural colorings ~~d bias. There are strong under
tones of normative implications what "ought" to be done versus a posi
tive approach of what actually might be going on. 

Most social and economic theories referring to the fu~ure, such 
as limits to growth models, zero population growth models, zero economic 
gro,lth models, doomsday models, etc. seek to condition our political 
attitudes. Such models or such futurism need not be pessimistic but 
rather a realistic recognition of a "possible future" for a policy con
sideration among other alternatives. In fact, an intelligent "growth 
management" (as distinct, for e}:ample, from Keynesian "demand manage
ment") may be a very apPl''Opriate 10ng-rml attitude . 

The so-called Neo-Keynesian Synthesis illustrates a great triumph 
of economics as a policy science. Its great strength rested in its 
effective combination of measurement, theory, and policy prescriptions. 
It saved the "private sector" with its imperfections from the Marxian 
steamroller by anJwing a "public sector" to remedy these imperfections. 
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Nevertheless, it renlained perhaps at a too aggregated level as some-
what "mechanistic" model incapable of pinpointing out sources of economic, 
social and political sources of impacts at some de aggregated or "rnicro
economic" level. A variety of societal "dislocations" can kill the 
operational significance and relevance of an aecepted model or theory 
adopted for policy purposes. Fu~ther, a model or theory that is success
ful over a period of time tends to acquire in the eyes of its users an 
aura of a closed system. This illusion can easily arise when the policy 
makers neglect the possibility of institutional and historic shifts in 
societal processes thus making a particular mouel obsolete for its in
tended use. 

While the per capita average real income kept increasing over the 
few last decades, since 1965 it has been a continuous downhill for 
economics as a "policy science". The ability to understand the economic 
behavior of the "real world" ann the ability to make sensible economic 
policy prescripticns has been deteriorating fast over the last decade 
or so [82, p. 16]. 

Economists have identified under the heading of "Neglect Tasks" 
some basic defects of the "old ectnomics": 

1. There is really no theory to income distribution. A 
reason for this is the classical myth that we cannot 
"scientifically" compare individual utilities or pref
erences (a rather queer notion in the context of social 
psychology). If we cannot (or, dogma~ically are denied 
the possibility) to construct an overall social welfare 
function, then we have no mPdllS really to define a 
socially acceptable income distribution. The "indi vid
ualisticU or atomistic classical economic theory allows 
only Pareto-optimality. A. K. Sen points out that 
" •• there is danger in being exclusively concerned with 
Pareto-optimality. An economy car. be optimal in this 
sense even when some people are rolling in luxury and 
others are near starvation as long as the starvers can
not be made better off without cutting ~nto the pleasures 
of the rich ••. [82, p. 17]." 

2. The second problem area in economic methodology is the 
normative versus positive economics, where the former 
inclu~ss by definition value judgments and the latter 
is restricted to the rational specification of outcomes. 
If one makes the assumption that inter-personal utility 
comparisons are not "scientific" and must be denied 
(Lionel Robbins, 1932), then social normative value 
statements are denied. That is, collective value judg
ment cannot dictate individual values: a peculiar but 
perhaps politically and culturally unrealistic assumption. 
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3. The third problem area that has plagued (western) 
economic theory is the absence of an economic theory 
of the state and the respective definition of property 
rights. A multitude of v'ascriptions exist about what 
the state should do or nL't do, each derived from an 
accepted neo-classical piece of economic analysis. 
But this is not an economic theory of the state. 

Among other things, the economic theories for the development of 
less developed cotmtries have been, by and large, failures. The income 
accounting schemes for the tmderstanding of ~~0nomic development have 
been incomplete or inadequate even for tne developed cotmtries. Tl,ere 
are some important questions relating to the Cldequacy and meaning of 
maeroeconomic production functions to explain growth processes. There 
are some real problems associated with traditional definitions of 
factors of production. But perhaps worst of all, the current co
existence of rampant inflation and high levels of unemployment is an 
"tmcomfortable fact and an intellectual riddle (Kenneth Arrow) [82, 
p. 19J. "That ecor-omics is in an tmeasy state is now widely recognized 
(Stanley Wong)." That also means that policy making is in an tmeasy 
state. Quoting Burkhead, " .. the wreckage of neo-Keynesian demand m:m
agement has not yet been replaced by any coherent ned theory or any 
consistent policy prescriptions .... The crucial issue is not how to 
plan but for whom do we plan [82, pp. 20-21J." That is not just a pure 
economic question but a question involving conjoiLtly economic, social 
and political considerations. 

" .•• economists tend to ignG.'e those social (political) and environ
mental realities that do not fit their theoretical models .... (and) .. 
avoid such iss ues as the distr{) ,.! • ',on of wealth, accepting iT as a 
given ... they perpetuate the c::'"",,;cal concepts of the free market and 
the all-knowing, :over rational ']-,0,'0 economicus', ignoring the "ays in 
which these concepts al'e distorted by the wielding of power, the man
ipulation of information, the speed-up of technological change, and 
the human nee::ls and motivations that lie beyond the marketplace [91, 
p. 28J." When Arthur F. BuY'l1s, the chairman of the Federal Reserve 
Bank, says that "the rules of economics are not workIng quite the way 
they used to," he really questions the prescriptive usefulness of the 
conventional wisdom (statement before the Joint Economic Committee, 
July 23, 1971). 

In a society highly conditioned by an orientation to a market 
economics and material values of consumption, the exchange markets 
oriented economic theory has a high appeal to become an over-weighted 
dimension of policy sciences. It also thereby tends to replace by its 
"partial analysis" the attempts to formulate policies from a more 
"holistic point of view". Aggregated economic model,; have not given 
the policy makers enough resolution to pinpoint economic, social and 
political gaming and power centers. " .•.• humans tend to assign values 
arbitraI'ily and then pay measures to collect only those data whicl1 con
form to prevailing assumptions of "value" .... [91, p, 156J." Benjamin 
Ward notes "the avoidance in economics of efforts +0 study the moving 
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target of constantly changing human values and preferences [91, p. 156]." 
To economics has been given the status of the "queen of social sciences" 
if not even the status of the "queen of policy sC'i~nces". At the pre
sent there are serious doubts whether this status is really well earned. 

In the current setting of the "policy cr1S1S and economic theory" 
there are views and suggestions from a vari"ty of "right" and "new left" 
trying to expl~in why goals are not properly defined. A defensive reac
tion from "right" calls for _~rhe preservation of the "age-old" and "free 
enterprise" conception of economics where the tamperings of public 
sectors merely create distortions and dismay for all. Then, in a middle, 
there are explanations r~ncerning structural changes, mismatches between 
supply and demand, dramatic changes in the patterns of international 
private investment in the last decade or two, and the very high income 

~icity of demand for, especially, durable consumer gOuls, exces~ive 
military spending, and the struggles between corporate power and labor 
unions for the coexistent inflation and unemployment [82, 91]. The 
"new left" and "neo-Marxists" emphasize class struggle, concentration 
of corporate power, inequities of income distribution, "colonialism", 
poverty, urban blight, dehumanization by technology, lack of historic 
perspectives, the lack of real correlation between financial institu
tions and the production and distribution of goods, exploitation of people 
and labor, exploitation of "quality of life" for power of few, the gross 
neglect of social welfare for splendor of an eli.te controlling the polit
ical power, and ~o on. Somewhel'e in the middle or elsewhere are those 
who are conc,,::'Il(,'; with the long-run future of the mankind, environment, 
quality of life, plain clean survival, ecological co-existence with the 
whole nature, and so on. Then there are the ones who point out the 
racial struggle, racism, genocidial politics and "darviclism"; and, among 
other things, there are many cultural and religious movements to "save" 
the world for the good of all (as defined by SOTIlE<)ne). The imagined 
economic-social-political settings are many in a mUltitude. 

Economics as a policy science is intimately connected to social, 
political, institutional, cultural, historic, anthropological, etc. 
f~ctors. Politically the world may be still divided but strategically 
and economically it is rapidly integrating. Its institutional forms 
are changing. While the traditional roles of "nation states" and their 
assumed national self-determination are still noted principles in prac
tice, such new· institutional phenomena as the global mUlti-national 
corporations are creating powerful superstructures that are quite 
capable of crossing barriers of national policies. The "value systems" 
of societies are subjected to these institutional changes as well ~s 
other changes such as those generated by popUlation growth, technological 
progress, rising expectations of less developed peoples, and the impacts 
of an increasing competiticn and attempts to control natural resources. 
In particular, as noted by Antony Jay, the regional and national 
economic power of governments may be ovp.rtaken by the global economic 
internationalism of huge concentrated power centers of the multi
national cerporations [101]. The policies of such powerful in-
situtions car. cut across policies of nation states. This is not 
necessarily a recent phenomenon of human history. Also, the impact on 
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values generated by ever new institutional phenomena must be seriously 
considered in a world of increasing interdependences . The notion of 
"values" i s deeply embedded in the processes of poli t:cal power and 
the desires of human beings to survive as much as possible. 

7. ON THE "SCIENCE OF VALUES" 

Can there really be a "science of values" cont inuously searching 
after ever changing h~an values and preferences [95J? This is an age
old question in seeking for an understanding of man and his destiny. 
C. West Churchman notes that " .. ' Science' i s a name for a social ac
tivity that has a tremendous impact on all that we 00 and especially 
on the policies that we adopt as a nation. As a nation we have to 
decide Hhat constitutes reliable infonr . on in order to decide what 
we are going to do. Hence, what 'scienc~ means depends, in part at 
least , on what a whule society or culture akes to be reliable infor
mation [102 , p. 4 J." There is the questio. what we really mean by 
"relevant" , lIobjecti veil, "information". A person t ypically does u{' t 
look at his world "as it is" but rather as "it seems to be in relation 
to what he would like to or is conditioned to s£~" . 

Consider the figure presente 
figure depends not only upon what is in thi s figure in a setting of its 
environment but on how we "want" to see it, how we are disposed toward 
seeing it, how we are conditioned to see it. If we are two - dimensionally 
d ' sposed, we could see, for example , two squares overlapping and straight 
lines connecting their geometrically "respective" corner points . If we 
are three-dimensionally disposed, we could see a cube somewhat from a 
perspective below facing the front face of the cube , B. Or we might 
cancei ve this figure 1"" a cube vieHed somewhat from above with a front 
face A. Therefore, we can have several different visions of this entity , 
and, correspondingly· assign several different "values " to it. Indeed, 
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we could change our minds about how to vision and assign values to thir 
"entity" rather rapidly as our mood of envisioning it switches from one 
to another, and so on. What then would be a "science of values" that 
would provide us some added understanding of our value-behavior with 
respect to this relationship between us and this object? How could we 
expand this "science" if you convince me to see this object one way; and 
I, in turn, convince you to see in some other way? Can we come into 
some agreement how we collectively "should" see this "entity"? We are 
back at our holistic problem of observer-observed-environment with 
adaptive learning processes. Its solution may not ever be found 
through the atomistic approach of the conventional "sciences" which 
have also penetrated the so-called "value sciences" and management 
sciences. 

Churchman notes that " ... one meaning of the scientific verification 
of what a man "ought" to do depends on the scientist's way of measuring 
what he wants to do. If we know what a man wants, that is, if ;Ie can 
measure his values - then we can say ;Ihat he ought to do .... such an 
"ought" is not necessarily a moral "ought". However, we shall want to 
see >lhether we can find a meaning of the moral "ought" once we have 
satisfied ourselves about the meaning of the moral "ought" once we 
have satisfied ourselves about the meaning of a prudential "ought" [102, 
p. 19J." A society expresses and generates its values and norms through 
tradition, social and political processes, legislation, laws and law 
enforcement. Legal history describes variety of changing values and 
norms for societies in changing environments; there are traditions, 
learning, adaptations, tests and conflicts. Clearly, dimensions of 
political power have much to do with such processes. Can we find >lith in 
such dynamic historic processes evidence for invariances that allow us 
to "anchor" h" .lan behavior as individuals and as groups to some basic 
ITvalue " dimensions? 

In the traditiona.L economics and respec"':ive "value sciences" the 
indi vidual value behavior was taken as th starting point, as one finds 
in the Walras-PareTo general equilibrium model. This notion of the 
individual value behavior >las then carried alse to the welfare economics 
and the respective roles for the public sector. Interpersonal utility 
comparisons were not allowed; they were not "scientific" Nowdays many 
economists are interested in the choice behavior of groups as distinct 
from that of ~ndividuals: they attempt to construct collective social 
welfare functions for the justification of the "effectiveness" of private 
and public economic activities. They argue among other things that 
indi vi duals really interact in groups, and that at least certain minimum 
needs for subsistence are really measurable and interindividually compar
able. 

Whether one deals >lith individual or group preference functions, 
there is the important question: how dynamic or stable are these func
tions, hO>l stron~ly do they interact >lith the influences of changing 
environments, other social groups, structure and direction of political 
pOl.er, and so on? How do they change from one ~ituation to another one, 
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how do they change with location, geographic setting, and dynamics of 
social action? Can "value science" d.iscover some basic invariances that 
alc..ow us to predict human value behavior in a changing society, in a 
changing culture or civilization? Can we really hope to "anchor" our 
economic, social and political theories to such invariances if they car. 
be f01md? As Ward noted, can economics deal with such "moving targets" 
of changing values: can, indeed,'value sciences" deal with such moving 
targets of changing individual, social, and cultural values? Ward notes 
how the law and the judicial process is much more empirically oriented 
to treat changing values of a society than the rigid, statically rigid 
prescripti ve "value sciences" of economists [95 J. 

The volume of utility and pr8ference theory is large. In relation 
to this large volumL of theoretical expositions the empirical work done 
for these theories by psychologi3ts, sociologists, economists and po
litical scientists is rather meager and inconclusive. Perhaps, the most 
serious empirical work on pr'lfer'ences and consumer behavior appears in 
market research. Here the pr~blems are practically oriented, and the 
preconceived notions arising from utility theory seem to be kept down 
at "proper perspectives" in relation to needs to find effective market
ing solutions for old and new products. The historic development of the 
utility and preference theory are given, among others, by Stigler [103J 
and Houthakker [104J. Among survey articles Fishburn [105J, and Hull, 
Moore, and Thomas [106J are relatively recent ones. 

According to Fishburn, "On the practical level, utility theory is 
concerned with people's choices and decisions. It is concerned also 
with people's preferences and with judgment of preferability, worth, 
value, goodness or any number of similar concepts •••• Interpretations 
of utility theory are often classified under two headings, prediction 
and prescription. The predictive approach is interested in the ability 
of a theory to predict actual choice behavior. The prescriptive approach 
is interested in saying how a person ought to make a c'.ecision [105, pp. 
335, 336J." Prescriptive utility theory emphasizes the "rationality" 
of choice and decision making processes. Fishburn lists the followin" 
three main purposes of prescriptive utility theory: 

1. Utility tlJeory serves as a normative g'lide in assist
ing the decision maker codify his preferences. 

2. Utility theory helps the decision maker discover, 
innovate, learn to recognize patterns to determine 
hIs preferences between complex alternative in situ
ations of certainty and uncertainty. 

3. A basic purpose of utility theory is to enabl~ the 
decision maker's preferences to be transfo'Y'l"Il<O'd into a 
numerical utility structure to be used in coni'mction 
wi th an optimization pI'ocess. A typical problem is 
to maximize utility under a set of "iven constraints. 
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Fishburn notes [105, p. 341 J, that " .• many experiments undertaken 
by psychologists ••• have indicated that most of the theories tested 
are not notoriously good predictors of choice behavior. At the pT9sent 
time •• the predictive work in utility theory carried out by psycholo
~ists seem to offer little aid to the individual decision maker. 
most practical situations differ from experimental ones in being more 
complex and nonrepeti ti ve." 

Hull, Moore and Thomas evaluate the literature on the measurement 
of utility [106J. They make a distinction between unidimensional and 
multidimensional t:', (,lity versus approach and methods for measurement. 
For unidimensional utility measurements they classify those methods 
that 

a. make minimal assumptions, and 

b. make assumptions about the functional form of 
the utility function, or about the properties 
it must have. 

Tn the case of multidimensional utility functions more than one 
variable is used to describe outcomes. In a business situation these 
variables could be, for example, asset position, market share, and 
turnover, Hull, Moore and Thomas list the following types of multi
dimensional utility functions for individual decision makers: 

1. A linear u+.ili ty function. 

2. An addi ti,ve utili ty function. 

3. A leI:icogJ"aphic utEity f1.1Ilction. 

4. A utility flIDction ;·rith some other specified 
properties. 

Hull, Moore and Thomas address the question of group utility. In 
many cases groups of people, :i,nsti tlltions, firms, policy councils, and 
so on, must choose between al ternati ves. "There is ... no reason to 
suppose a priori that there exists any voting or bargaining process 
which will result in a single group utility, i.e. there is no reason to 
suppose that a group, whatever the decision procedures it adoptE will 
act "rationally" and maximize the expectation of a utility function •• 
[106, p. 240J." In group interactions individuals have more or less 
imperfect information, authority and political power has effects, 
learning taJces place, and individual value" shift. 

The authors make the following comments in their conclusion of the 
paper: "Expected utility has two important advantages over expected 
monetary value as a decision criterion in business. Firstly, it can 
take into account the risk aversion of the decision-m~(er. Secondly, 
it enables decision situations with non-monetary outcomes to be evaluated. 
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.•• Non-monetary outcomes are encountered frequently in Cost Benefit 
Analysis studies. Here it is current practice to assume that each 
component in the outcome CdU be traded off at a constant rate with 
money. There are many situations where this is not in fact a reason
able assumption and it is, therefore, clear that there a1'e "dvantages 
to be gained from introducing the ideas of modern utility theory in 
this area • •... the bias inherent in psychological experiments and the 
unreality of the decision situations portrayed in those experiments 
suggest that efforts should be made to apply utility analysis to on
line public and business decision situations [106, pp. 245-246]." 

In a society political power rests often with social groups. They 
can collectively assert their values upon the rE'st of the society. They 
vote not only within but with other groups, they play games, compromise, 
learn ne;! angles an'l values in the processes, juggle, bargain; and in 
such processes new values and norms ar9 generated. Churchman defines 
a social group as "any manifold of persons, identifiable over a period 
of time, and sufficiently integrated so that its actions and objectives 
are identifiable [102, Chapter 12]." By this definition, a social 
group is neither a static noT' a perman<>nt entity. Its characteristics 
can change from one situatio:l to a ne><tc)e, and it can have internal 
and external dynamics. The concept of gL'OUP values can have several 
meanings. Churchman lists in particular the following ones: 

1. A group can be considered as a "collective", independent 
of the properties of its members. 

2. A group may be considered in terms of its members, and one 
could attempt to defiT;e group properties as a function of 
member properties. 

3. A group could be defined both in terms of the member proper~ 
ties and the group properties. 

Now these three ways of defining and studying a group could be subjected 
to the following assertions: 

a. The properties of members are sufficient to define the 
properties of the group, i. e. any property of the g'.'oup 
(e.g. values, believes, norms) can be defin~d ~s a 
function of the pr'operties of one or more of its members. 

b. The properties of the members are necessary to define 
the properties of the group, e.g. the function that 
defines the group property must include member properties. 

Definition 1 above denies explicitly b while making no comments on a. 
Definition 2 above affirms both a and b, i.e. member properties are 
necessary and sufficient for the definition of the fu,ction that 
characterizes the group. Definitivn 3 affirms b but denies a, Le. 
member properties are necessary but not sufficient for the character
ization of a social group. Clearly, the way a group is defined has 
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important consequences on how social group values are to be understood 
and treated. All these definitions are discussed by Churchman [102, 
Chapter 12], and in an interactive interdependent society ic might well 
be that the definition 3 might make the most sense: the properties of 
social groups are not only defined in terms of the properties of its 
members but also by some additional properties. This "conceptual scheme 
. .. is in a sense 'organic'. The gr'uup is made up of elements with 
differing characterisH.cs, and out of these differences arises a co
herent type of group behavior that is not identified with the properties 
of anyone of its members [102, p. 309]." 

Groups, human institutions, can be seen to have dynamic life cycles: 
they are born, grow, maturate, saturate and decline toward an eventual 
death. Group dynamics deals not only ,lith the dynamics of interactions 
between the member of a group, but also with the dynamics of the inter
actions of a group with other groups and with the overall societa:. 
environment. In relation to the "value sciences" of the traditional 
microeconomic theory, there is a considerable interest to understand 
group values, for example, in terms of the definition 3 discussed pre
viously. Arrow's Soci~l Choice and Individual Values is a classical 
example of this [51]. 

8. FROM POLICY TO PROSPECTIVE SCIENCES 

The business of policy sciences 1:s to search for "possible futures" 
and to identify, synthesize possible goal patterns for these "futures". 
It is a busineos of a goal oriented anticipation, prediction and fore
casting. As the broad goal patterns emerge out in this process of 
anticipation the next task is t:) select a most promising goal pattern 
consistfmt with the values and n02'r:\,; given to a pOlicy designer. The 
process is synthetic in nature. As the process moves to the strategic 
planning level, the level of specificity is increased. Figure 15 
illustrates the yet syrithetic process at this level and its iterative 
"planning cycle" process [71, pp. 30-34]. In a way, the value-policy
strategy-tactical iterative cycle is an attempt at an "optimal pursuit" 
of a "moving target", a goal pattern moving and changing its shape in 
a foreseeable future and to be reached in some manner approaching a 
"least effort" to do the job. 

At the strategic planning level the "decision environment" is to 
be identified in a more specific manner than at the policy planning 
level: A decision environment with its "states of affairs" or "states 
of nature" are to be patterned out; the realizable, feasible alterna
tive actions need to be identified; and then the pay-offs or penalties 
or utilities associated with each and all the actions for each and all 
the "states of affairs" need to be specLfied. As all this is done for 
the future, the whole setting of such structuring is in terms of a 
forecast. The knowledge of doing all this may not be perfect, and we 
therefore must live with some element of ignorance as to the preci~e 
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nature of the states of nature , actions , and pay- offs or penalties. 
Added to this problem of ignorance or lack of Knowledge there is also 
the problem of uncertainty in that we may be able to predict the future 
states of circumstances only in terms of their probabilities of occurrence. 
The way to choose such probabilities depends on our knowledge of past 
events and current indicators "favoring" or "disfavor ing" occurrence -:>f 
certain events in the future. 

E n v I ron me n t 
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1I/11II/lItlfEnYI ronment affect ed by the >;111111111 
execution of a set of optimal actions or plans. 

Measure and 

Oefine, fonmulate, 
reformulate goals; 
set a directIon of 

control the res ulls 
of the execullon of 
plans, actIons In a 

Goal oriented 
perception of the 
env; ronment t 

c1 rcumstances 
oal orIented direc tion 

Pl anned reactIon or 
response : Execute goal 
orIented plans , actions 

Predlct,antlclpate 
forecas t, guess 
coml ng ci rcum
stances Important 
to the goals 

Goal oriented plan
ning of actfons . 
responses, reacti ons: 
Ge tting ready to act 
to reach the goals 

Figure 15 . Simpl ified illustration of a decision process and 
its iterative cycling . 

The whole purpose of setting up and developing such a decision 
problem in a logical framework is the determination of an "optimal deci
sion", a decision which under uncertainty would give us a solut ion with 
an "expected least effort" to reach it . 
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The lit~rature on decision theory is considerable, and the references 
[107,108,109,110] are some more prominent example among many. If the 
"nature" or "circumstan,es" facing the decision maker have conflicting 
or completing or cooper tive aspects including other "players", then 
decision theory becomes also game theory [111,112,113]. The notion of 
gaming as an aspect of an "optimizing behavior" can be detected already 
in the works of Cournot and von Stackelberg [1, pp. 222-253]. 

It is important to note here that decision and game theory can be 
extended to treat the cases of an optimal pursuit of "moving targets". 
Further, such processes could include adaptive learning processes. While 
the Cournot-von Stackelberg-von Neumann decision-gaming approach to micro
economics suggests a useful approach to politically powerful economic 
agents from the microeconomics side, the aggregated economics suggests 
a useful approach to treat collective behavior. The institutional and 
historic schools of economics add basic long-run political interpreta
tions to this mixed "structural" approach to political economy. The 
traditional macroeconomicu as a policy science and as a decision making 
tool has been evidently too mechanistic like the Walras-Pareto fixation 
of the past. It has not recognized the "moving target" gaming aspect 
of powerful economic, social, political agents and institutions and his
toric evolution of the societies in a world of ever increasing economic 
and strategic interdependences but characterized by a politically frac
tionated overstructure. 

Decision sciences suffer from overmechanization in the direction of 
decision analysis as a mechanical and atomistic exercise at the expense 
of the emphasis on decision synthesis. It is interesting to observe the 
apparent hostility of the soeca11ed "decision scientists" if one suggests 
to them the possibility that decision analysis is, perhaps, only a minor 
aftermath of decision synthesis. 

Figure 16 illustrates a planning-decision process as an attempt at 
an "optimal pursuit" of a "moving target" goal pattern. The process is 
assumed to start at the time t = Tl when the "pursuer" is at its "present" 
posi tion PI perceiving a "possible future" goal pattern Gl by his best 
forecasts. Among the five possible alternative actions considered fea
sible at this position he evaluates the second one (from the top) as the 
"optimal strategy". He develops the respective operational plan and 
executes it to arrive at a new position P2 at the time t = T2' Meanwhile 
situation has changed, and now the pursuer perceives a new goal pattern 
G2• Among the four feasible routes to reach this new forecasted 
"possible future" the pursuer finds the third action (from the top) 
"optimal", Le. the action of "least effort". He implements the respec
tive operaTional plans, executes them, and arrives thereafter at the 
position P3 perceiving now after some more learning a shifted goal pat
tern G3; tnis all happens at the time t = T3' The pursuer now finds four 
feasible alternative routes to reach' Ga,'and finds among them the first 
one from the top "opt:imal", Le. the route of least effort. lie now 
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Figure 16. A sequential "optimal pursuit" illustration of a planning-decision process with 

learning and adaptive characteristics. 

Light arrows represent possible alternatives from the "present position" Pi at the time 
t = Ti to the respective perceived goal pattern Gi at that time. 

Heavy arrows represent the "optimal alternative" chosen that took the "system" .-. 
from its "present position" Pi to its next position Pi+1 at which position 
the previ ous ly percei ved goal pattern Gi. has no\'/ acqUl red a new ~ 
percepti?n Gi+1 to be captured. Pit1 ana Gi+l are perceived 
at the tlme t = Titl ' 

In this illustration note the 
of the "moving target" at the 
situation G4 and at the time 
t = T4. 

fj'~ 1 
~ G2 

~ 

T l ' < T 2' < T 3 < T 4 
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develops and executes the respective operation that takes him to the 
position P4 at the time t = T4• Here he re-eva~.uates the situation 
visualizing a new shifted goal pattern G4 and five feasible alternative 
routes to reach it. He finds the fourth one from the top "optimal" and 
plans and executes it. He rea<ohes or "captures" the "moving target goal" 
at the time t = T 4 in this "happy" illustration. And, again, he might 
not be able to capture his moving target goal pattern. Note how in this 
illustration the shape and position of the goal patt~rn shifts over time. 
At each position P. the pursuer "re-evaluates" his position and with 
respect to his new1 perception of the goal pattern. He then commits him
self to the next supposedly "optimal" move in a,1 attenmt to capture the 
perceived goal pattern in its anticipate.·~ new position and shape. This 
kind of a capturing process involves adaptive and learning processes by 
the pursuer, and it can involve a gaming situation not only between the 
pursuer and his target but between him and the' target and other pursuers. 
It is here where the "conventional decision sciences' may fall far too 
~t from being realistic for practical decision making purposes. How
~ ever~~heory and science might be useful for each particular stage 

of the re-evaluation by the pursuer when he seeks for the next "optimal" 
move while chasing the "moving target" goal pattern • 

At any position pet) at the time t the decision maker visions a 
future goal pattern G(t,S) with a forecasted capture time S from the 
present time t into the future time t+S. In a discrete case he might 
formulate his decision problem as follows: 

Uu U2l • •••• Ulj •··· . 

U2l ~22"" • U2 ..•••• . ] 

Uil Ui2 · .••• Uij •.... 

. 
Unl 

U ••••• 
n2 Unj • ••.. 

Let 

S 
m 

Ulm 

U2m 

Uim 

Unm 

Al 

A2 

Ai 

. 
A n 

ql 

q2 . 
qi 

qn 

be the I' parameters, factors or variables that the decision maker has 
under his control in some manner at the time t. Let 

be the s parameter~ that the decision maker cannot control but which are 
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considered necessary for the characterization of the noncontrollable 
decision environment. Then x" and z" are identified and singled out as 
the "modeling" variables, parameters or factors of the decision problem 
tentatively considered as necessary and sufficient for the description 
of the decision situation over the prescribed time horizon e. However, 
x": and z~: are ftmction" of time t. Then, also, the functions of time 

8. = 8.[x*(t),z*(t),e] 
J J 

Ai = Ai[x*(t),z*(t),e] 

Pj = p. [x~:( t) ,z',( t) ,eJ 
J 

qi = qi[x*(t),z*(t),e] 

U· . = U .. [x*(t),z*(t),e] 1.J 1.J 

i = 1,2,3,. .. ,n 
j = 1,2,3, ... ,m" 

are supposed to be characterized by the planner-·decision maker. Here 
S. are the "states of circumstances". The set [8.] is assumed to be a 
pMition of a "sample space", supposedly complet4 for the characteri
zation of the "decision environment" facing the decision maker. Then 
Pj are the probabilities assigned to the simple events 8j over this 
sample space or "tmiversal set". A. are the feasible actions identified 
by the planner-decision maker. The1.sample space of actions has the 
partition [Ai] of "b~mple events" A.. qi are the probabilities assigned 
to these simple events Ai' respecti~ely. The necessary requirements for 
an acceptable probability assignments are: 

E p. = 1 
j J 

and q. > 0 1. 

i=1,2 .. ,n 

j = 1,2, .. m; 

Uij are called the utility values associated with the state of circum
stances 8j and the planner-decision maker's action Ai' The expected 
utility for action Ai Ovel' all the states of circumstances 84 is then 

E(U.)=EU P 
1. j ij j 

ar,d the expected utility for a state cf affairs 8j over all actions Ai 
is, respectively, 

E(U
J
.) = E U .. q. 

i 1.J 1. 

The overall expected utility over all actions Ai and states 8. is 
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Now, if the formulation of the decision problem is not correct or 
complete - for example, if actions are incorrectly specified or if the 
states or'circumstances are not properly identified - the~ we talk about 
a problem of ignorance. That is, if the planner-decision maker has not 
been able to formulate an appropriate relevant decision model simply 
because he is unable to know what is going to happen over the time 
horizon e in a reasonably complete and correct manner, then we say that 
he is plagued with a probl~m of ignorance. Apart from the problem of 
ignorance there is also a problem of uncertainty. Suppose that Sj, Ai, 
Pj, qi and Uij are, indeed, identified and constructed in a relevant 
and reasonably complete manner. Then uncertainty is a formal property 
of the probability assignments Pj and q. to Sj and Ai, resp0ctively. 
Then in a general way uncertainty measufes a dispersion of the probable 
occurrence of events, or uniformity or "disorder" of their probability 
assignments. Regardless whether a probability assignment is mono- or 
multi-modal in nature, the entropy of the probability assignment will 
always work out as good measure of dispersion or uncertainty. Thus 

H. = - E p. log PJ. 
J j J 

is the uncertainty associated with the states of circumstances Sj; 

Hi = - : qi log qi 
~ 

is the uncertainty associated with the actions Ai' and in the case 
where events Sj and Ai are mutually independent, i=1,2, ••• ,n; j=1,2, ••. ,m; 

H : : qiPjlog qiPj 
~ J 

is the uncertainty associated with the overall expected utility of the 
decision problem. It should be noted that the formulation here is 
readily converted to a two-person zero-sum game if the "circumstances" 
minmax with the decision maker and when the loss of one of the two 
players is the gain of the other one. Few notes should be made about 
such games with zero-sum and two players: they are unrealistic; they 
assume that each player knows all the alternatives of the other player 
and that both players have an identical measure <fOl> gains and losses. 
The problem with most realistic decision and gaming problems is among 
other things the problems of ignorance preventing a ~omplete specifica
tion and accountability of the decisinn or gaming s~ .:uation. The problem 
of ignorance could conceivably swnmp the problem arising from an apparent 
uncertainty associated with an incomplete or irrel~vant decision or 
gaming problem. For example, if x*, z;, and/or e aT·', not completely iden
tified and/or are not properly portraying the decision or gaming situ
ation, then a pure analytic manipulation and decision analysis cannot 
help the planner-decision maker. Typically, one must expect perhaps 
even serious empirical problems to be associated with the i'ormulation 
of a proper and relevant decision "model". 
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The decision maker wants to maX1m~ze his expected utility. But if 
the model or map to do this job Is not correct, he would end up with 
nonsensical results. The relevancy al~.d completeness of a decision-gaming 
scheme or model is a fundamentally important aspect of strategic plan
ning. It should be noted that formal methods, per se, can improve the 
way a planner-decision maker looks at ~~d understands a decision situ
ation. Further, such formal and analytical schemes can improve the 
accountability of a decision process. However, if the decision model 
or "map" incorrectly portrays its supposedly corresponding "landscape", 
then it is not only useless but actually misleading in the attempts of 
a decision maker trying to navigate through the dangerous waters filled 
with ~ong decisions. 

A decision model or "map" is a part of a decision information system 
which is supposed to provide to 'the decision maker a gooa basis for 
synthesis and analysis in order to minimize costly wrong decisions. But 
information also is costly. A decision information system must by it
self be "cost-effective". Figure 17 illustrates this property of a 
decision information system. C (I) is the expected cost of making ~ong' 
decisions as a function of the ~ount I of information provided by the 
decision information system. CI(I) is the cost of information system 
itself as a function of the amount of information, I. Then the total 
cost of making decisions is CT(I) = ew(I) + CI(I). For CI(I) some econ
omies of scale are assumed in this illustration. The total cost has a 
miniinum CT mil) at an optimal amount of information I ogt. This minimum 
cost-optimum ~nformation point represents the "best" cst-effectiveness 
situation for the decision process. For example, a benefit-cost analysis 
of a program should also inClude the "benefit-cost" analysis of its own 
information system and information processing. 

TOTAL COST CT(I) = Cw(I) + CI(I) 

~ 
/

~~-." COST OF INFORMATION 

",,/ CI(I) 

I--~c-:"''-';/ 
~ EXPECTED COST OF ViliKING 

WRONG DECISIONS, Cw(I) 

~---. ..=....=.:.=.:...::~-

\ 

CT min 

-AMOUNT OF INFORMATION, I 

I opt 

Figure 17. An illustration of an "optimal" decision information 
system. 
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Planning-decision processes require necessary prediction and fore
casting of "possible futures" in a setting of appropriate feasibility 
considerations. In some cases a program can force out its own antici
pated solution. Given enough power of execution, a program could carry 
with itself its own self-fulfilling prophesy. In most cases this may 
not be the case. The one must develop a successful enough predictive 
model for the estimation of future economic, social and political impacts 
of a project or program, policy or strategy. Few comments should be 
ma~e here about such predictive models or maps. A model is a carica-
ture or portrayal of its supposed "landscape" 01' actual process such as 
social action or economic behavior. Typically, a model is characterized 
by a set of parameters, relationships and variables with the hopes that 
there are some basic invariances that hold from the past through the 
present into the future. If the society behaves over some period of 
time in the future as it has done over another period of time in the 
recent past and as it seems to be doing now, then the planner-decision
maker extrapolates the past and present into the future behavior within 
the framework of his model. Such a "simple trend" forecasting" may have 
to be modified as current events indicate that some invariances pre
viously assumed are really not invariances. Such observations can in
spire corrections in the parameters of the model as a matter of after 
the fact adaptive corrections in the model. In such a case the model 
adaptively chases its supposed reality with some lag in a dynamic setting. 
Its supposed reality is a Itmoving tar'get" with which the model attempts 
to intersect in a sense of a reasonable correspondence. Then this in
terception intersection can be conceived as a measure of success for the 
model necessary also for a successful forecasting function. Many of the 
so-called trend forecasting models and econometric models are of this 
sort. They use prior and contemporary information to establish ~ 
posteriori information fer future forecasts. For example, Bayesiun 
decision theory is an attempt in this direction. 

While in the abov~ caSes models were modified by adjusting their 
supposed invariances after the fact, the next hierarchy in attempts to 
improv~ forecasting functions would be the prediction or ffilticipation of 
the futUl'e shifts in the supposed invariances of the model. ,/hile after 
the fact adaptive corrections are corrective feedback processes, the 
predictive or anticipatory adaptive corrections are more like feed-for
ward type, "getting ready before the fact". In such situations a model 
is made to "anticipate ahead of time" where it would inb'rcept with a 
large intersection its supposed reality. In this case the Itoptimal 
pursuit" is anticipatory, corrections and adaptations foreseen ahead ;)f 
time, before the fact. In this case it is even conceivable that the 
model leads over the time its supposed dynamic reality. Figure 18 il
lustrates the after-the-fact and before-the-fact pursuit processes of 
an adaptive modeling chasing its supposed reality. The s0lid trajec
tories belong to the "realities" and the dashed trajectories to those 
of their respective models. Figuratively, also the shapes of the 
Itrealities lt and their· respective models would change over time. The 
overlaps b·='tween the "realities It and their retJpective models illustrate 
figuratively the degree of correspondence between the two. Of course, 
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in most realistic situations the "signals" are not clean for the test
ing of the models. Data and information will be "noisy". The problems 
would be complicated with the additional effects of the expected non
stationary characteristics of this "noise" in social sciences. 

CASE 1: "AFTER-THE-FACT" ADAPTIVE C,lASE: A REPRESENTS "REALITY", 
A I ITS ~lODEL 

\ 

~ 
\. 

CASE II. "BEFORE-THE-FACT" ANTICIPATORY ADAPTIVE CHASE: B 
REPRESENTS "REALITY", B I ITS MODEL 

TIME 

Figure 18. A lagging chase (Case I) and a leading chase (Case II) 
illustrating adapti ve modeling. The overlap between a 
"reality" (A or B) and its respective model (A' or B') 
represents a predictive correspondence . 
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9. FROM PROSPECTIVE TO ADMINTSTRATIVE AND MANAGEMENT SCIENCES 

The policy planning function was basically broad in scope and syn

thetic in nature. The approach to the identification and specification 

of the plans becomes increasingly analytic and specific as the process 

shifts [TOm the policy planning level through the strategic planning 

level to the "nuts and bolts" level of operational planning, implemen

tation, execution and control. Correspondingly, the methodologies of 

the supporting sciences becomes also more specific, m0re detailed and, 

also, more analytic in their nature. At the operational levels opera

tions analysis and research, management and administrative sciences, 

systems engineering methods, managerial and engineering economics, 

specific cost-effectiveness and benefit-cost methodologies, and a vari

ety of statistjcal and simulation techniques become more amenable for 

practical problem solving situations. A variety of specific planning 

techniques such as PERT and other modified network technjques become 

possible as the specificity of the program structure emerges out in an 

increasing detail. References [116,117,118,:.19,120,121] provide a 

sample of a historic evolution of operations research. 

Over last decade it has become increasingly evident that the prac

ticioners of operations research and management sciences may haye been 

overtly methods happy, thereby tending to become one track minded and 

atomistic in attempts to generate solutions to "holistic" problems. A 

part of this tendency lies in an emphasis on sophisticated algorithms 

at the expense of reduced human communications and a certain neglect 

of human element in an operational environment. Many operations research 

effbrts were actually poorly conceived and executed with terrible records 

of "cost-effectiveness" and with disappointing end results. On the top 

of this, OR practices were plagued with some quackery typical to 

"novelty" cures proposed to ailing business operations. Some OR prac

titioners neglected the golden rule of "effective simplicity" and pro

posed complicated approaches to relatively simple problems understandably 

with chaotic and expensive solutions and recommendations to the disappoint

ment of practical businessmen. Other OR men became so enamored with their 

pet methods of solving problems that they painstakingly forced all kindt· 

of problems into a form that somehow could be fitted to their chosen 

method of solution. The pains and aches due to "novelty happiness" 

appeared in such areas as automatic process contro!., management in for-

mad on systems, and production scheduling involving a high human eiement. 

In some cases management did not have a correct perception of the OR 

activity, and expected instant miracles for their ailing operations. As 

a result of these kinds of experiences and the concominant learning pro

cesses, OR and systems approach has gradually become more realistic and 

with an increasing emphasis on effective problem identification and 

definition before any premat~r~ problem solving attempts. Especially 

in the areas with a human COh tent OR ceases to be just a science but 

becomeS an innovative art. Further, the OR practitioners should have 

learned for their own operations what they were preaching to others: 

there is a diminishing marginal utility of the added complexity in try-

ing to solve practical problems. 
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It appears that OR and management sciences are still at a relative
ly atomistic stage. Although they may work satisfactorily at an opera
Uonal level, their contributions upward toward a policy planning level 
IDdY still be relatively restricted by their inbuilt "bOlmded rationality". 

Although managerial and engineering economics will be discussed in 
the subsequent section, few words seem appropriate here: basically 
managerial and engineerin:J: economics is a branch of capital investment 
theory and practice, readily translated also to applications in cost
effectiveness and benefit-cost analysis. The general idea is to justiry 
an investment in a new venture or capital equipment as an alternative 
against other alternative uses of resources. Such an analysis can in
clude also risk analysis, effects of maintenance and replacement poli
cies, technological obsolescence, and possible synergistic effects due 
to other investment choices. 

10. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Especially since the Second World War the so-called Neo-Keynesian 
macroeconomic theory has been one of the main "policy sciences". On 
the other hand, the traditional microeconomic theory has been a main 
"operational science" for benefit~cost ,malysis. Of course, attempts 
have been made to bridge these two ends of a planning-decision process 
so that program-effectiveness could be so;:,S!h;:,w n~lated to the criteria 
dictated by a public policy. In this setting, however, the troubles 
associated with the economic foundations of benefit-cost analysis are 
found both at the policy and at the operational levels. 

The Neo-Keynesian macroeconomic theory did live through a period 
of success as a policy science but has recently failed to carry out a 
continuation of this positive image. It may be argued that this eco
nomic theory has been a bit too "mechanistic", far too aggregated, too 
short-run oriented, and too much purely exchange market and consumption 
oriented in order to identify and isolate powerful economic, social and 
political individuals, agents and institutions having appreciable control 
over local and global economic resources, their uses, pricing, wage 
determination, a variety of financial and debt manipulations, and so on, 
which singly or in a combination have affected, impacted or dislocated 
the assumed patterns of economic behavior. The Neo-Keynesian "policy 
science" has not fully appreciated the institutional and political, 
dimensions nor the "historic evolution" characterized by political, 
demographic, technological and cultural shifts, not only of a national 
but also of a global nature. It has been too insensitive to the nature 
of "gaming" going on between a variety of interest groups :;uch as major 
corporations and labor groups or those between multinational corporations 
and nation-states. Its emphasis on exchange market and consumption eco
nomy has mads it partially blind and rather incomplete to handle long 
fun problems of economic - and hence - social and political developments. 
As a "value science", the Neo-Keynesian theory has singled out consump
tion (of whatever) as the glorious end value of human life, and per 
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capita consumption has become the measure of "haves" versus "have nots" 

supposedly characterizing the strength and well being or weaknesses of 

human beings in an almost universal way. 

At the level of program evaluation, the benefit-cost analysis has 

been based greatly on the "operational science" of Walras-Pareto micro

economics and its extensions to include a variety of "imperfections" of 

the ideal norm of "perfect competition". While the Walras-Pareto model 

served the purpose of a normative "value science" on its own account, 

its behavioral assumptions were at best far from a reality. It, too, 

had grown into a rather "mechanistic science" ignoring institutional, 

social and political dimensions which, in contrast, were so strongly 

pointed out, for example, by the American School of Institutional Eco

nomics. However, institutionalists faded away under the steamrolle~ of 

the fashionable neoclassical formalistic schccls of economics. With it, 

benefit-cost analysis became an exercise in a sterile but popular micro

economics with no assurances that this exercise had any relevance with 

respect to economic, social and political reality. 

The serious question now is how to develop a "benefit-cost" evalua

tion that somehow relates to a policy reality on one hand and to an 

operational reality on the other hand. It may well be that a "purely 

economic" dimension will not suffice nor be necessarily a unique re

flection of the society's values, needs, desires, and actions. If so, 

then it might be desirable to investigate what kinds of factors must 

be added to "purely economic" ones in order to arrive at some meaning

gul and relevant total assessment profile. for the evaluation of public 

programs. 

IV. MANAGERIAL AND ENGINEERING ECONOMICS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

At the strategic and operational levels of planning-decision proc

esses the so-called managerial and engineering economics plays tradi

tionally an important role. Historically its origins can be traced into 

antiquity. It seems that the survival and growth of human societies 

were made possible by social and technological innovations and the 

cumulative experience thereof. As the human knowledge cumulated forming 

an e'oer growing foundation for new innovations, the societies transformed 

from gathering and hunting societies to nomadic pastoral societies, then 

to agricultural and trading societies, and finally to the contemporary 

commerical, urban and industrial societies. In this sequence of trans

formations the relative role of managerial and technological activities 

have increased for the purpose of utilizing scarce resources effective

ly in an increasingly complex and interdependent economic, social and 

political envi~onment. 
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For example, the role of technology and engineering in the establish
ment of effective irrigation systems was obviously important in the 
evolution of the urban centers in Surner, Indus, Egypt and Hwang-Ho thou
sands of years ago. Concomitant with such urban evolution one finds the 
gradual evolution of sophisticated management systems: inventory control, 
accounting systems, principles and methods of taxation, and allocation 
of productive resources [122,123,124,125]. A good manager is exemplified 
by Joseph in Egypt !fho utilized good long-run planning, production, al
location and inventory control to smooth out the potentially detrimental 
effects of a "business cycle" generated by the seven fat and seven lean 
years. The records now discovered from the city states of Surner indicate 
a surprisingly high level of managerial and technological planning prin
ciples and methods, accounting practices, ~ontractual arrangements, and· 
so on, in order to manage relatively extensive urban-rural complexes. 
Many of the contemporary contractual, financial and accounting practices 
evolved over long periods of time, for example, through practices of 
such "multinational" or "international" trading ventures as those of 
Phoenicians, the Silk Road traders, the Hansa League, and the emerging 
lending, financing and banking business in the Medieval Europe, Islamic 
World and Bysantium. 

Around 1750 the Industrial Revolution emerged with four basic tech
nological developments: the replacement of tools by machines, the 
introduction of new prime movers, the development of mobile prime movers, 
and emergence of the factory as a new form of production organization. 
The impact of science and engineering became very pronounced, and trans
formed onto the foregrounds of economic considerations. At the same time 
the Industrj.al Revolution promoted through specialization growth in trade 
and commercialism, and in financial and banking institutions. Massive 
international commodity and ra!f materials markets emerged. Managerial 
and engineering economics evolved out as an important prospective and 
operational "science" whose purpose was to help planners and decision 
makers to do a better job in this environment of increasing interdepend
ences and complexities. It was in such an environment where managerial 
and engineering economics blossomed out and evolved into its present 
prominent status. 

2. A SKETCH OF THE RECENT HISTORIC EVOLUTION OF MANAGERIAL AND 
ENGINEERING ECONOMICS 

In a specialized and interdependent exchange economy goods and sel'V
ices are purchased for some specified value in a market place. This 
specified value could be used to purchase various alternative goods and 
services. Which of these alternatives would be most beneficial? If a 
lender provides this specified value at a cost of some interest rate, 
what then would be the best alternative to cover the interest cost plus 
to provide maximum benefits over and above this interest cost? Tradi
tionally the managerial and engineering economics, expRIlded out from 
these kinds of considerations to a multitude of additional factors and 
levels of complexity. As a prospective and operational "science" the 
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managerial and engineering economics helps the decision maker in select
ing among technologically feasible alternatives the "best possible" 
alternatives in a setting of scarce resources. Typically, what is the 
"best possible" alternative relates to economic benefits minus economic 
costs at the operational level. At a strategic or policy level other 
criteria than purely economic ones are often introduced, and, therefore, 
managerial and engineering economics might not suffice for the final 
selection of a "best alternative". The classical engineering economics 
is really a branch of classical capital investment theory in a private 
sector. For the area of resource development in the public sector it 
becomes benefit-cost analysis typically augmented with economic analysis 
relating to such effects as "exte'r'lla1ities" between the private and 
public sectors or welfare economics [1, 126]. 

From an accounting point of view, the managerial and engineering 
economics focuses on "relevant" costs and "relevant" revenues associated 
with a venture or investment, i.e. costs and revenues that are under 
the decision maker's control. Such costs and revenues l'e1ate to "oppor
tunity" costs and "opportunity" revenues, respectively. As c')sts and 
revenues are really streams or flows over time, and as future and/or 
past may be discounted, the venture analysis rests traditionally heavily 
on analysis of discounted cash flows. 

The early managerial and engineering economics as a venture analysis 
of discounted value flows was limited by the mathematical and computa
tional techniques for calculating interest rates. A. D. Stevin' s "Tables 
of Interest" (1558) appears to be the first one to record also interest 
formulas. Other reasons for the slow emergence of published interest 
tables ane" formulas ,Tere the secrecy of the lending institutions in order 
to 5uard their practices, and the general ethical tone of the Medieval 
European society that identified banking and lending business with usury 
[127] • 

Wellington's book "The Economic Theory of the Location of Railways" 
in 1887 appears to be the first classic in engineering economics. He 
used capitalized costs for choosing the best alternative from a set of 
alternative lengths of rail lines and a set of alternative curvatures 
of the railroads. He also promoted planning and forecasting by point
ing out that railroad facilities should be constructed for anticipated 
future traffic volumes rather than the eurrent ones. He predicted the 
future traffic volume ona basis of a compound interest growth. However, 
he was careful to point out that such projections should be made for a 
three year period but not for a period exceeding ten years. He stip
ulated the upper limit as he had noted the sensitivity of railroad 
traffic to business cycles [126,128]. 

The impact of the evolution of classical microeconomic theory on 
the managerial and engineering economics is strong. The classical price 
and value theory provided a rationale for revenue and cost imputations 
and accounting related to market forces. On the technology side the 
traditional "Roman Engineering" had split into military and civil 
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engineering. The latter one became increasingly involved in a commercial
ly oriented perspective of the private and public sectors of the evolving 
industrial society. While during the Roman era such projects as the 
Appian Way on the "national scale" or aqueducts on a "municipal scale" 
illustrated the importance of technology for the society, during the 
growth of the industrial society irrigation and canal systems, road net
works, railroads, communication networks, shipping harbors, and so on, 
gain specialized importance not only from the point of view of a variety 
of private enterprises but from the point of view -,' a public policy. 
The intensifying specialization and concomitant interdependence of the 
industrialization made such transportation and communication technologies 
necessary supporting systems for a "national survival". During this era 
of early industrialization, civil engineering became increasingly in
volved with evaluations of alternative choices of developing such neces
sary supporting systems, and such evaluations acquired definite pecuniary, 
financial, and commerical dimensions. 

Right after the turn of the century through the First World War the 
financial dimension emerged to the foreground in managerial and engineer
ing economics. Investment models utilizing financial and actuarial 
mathematics appeared. Technology was viewed with an increasing economic 
emphasis. The technological venture analysis merged with capitalistic 
venture analysis. The concept of econo-tec.mological optimization became 
formalized. An engineer was to become also an economist: this became 
his "duty" in the name of efficiency for private and public institutions. 

Factory as a productive institution is a combination of technological 
and capitalistic concepts. It is a venture that must justify its exist
ence by the use value of its production outputs and by the technological 
and ma'1agerial cost-effectiveness of its operations in converting inputs 
into outputs. It is an investment in and a coinmi tment to u.;e of scarce 
resources that could be used otherwise. Therefore, it is not surprising 
that managerial and engineering economics became a branch of capital 
and investment theory and practice. After the World ,Iar II managerial 
and engineering economics increasingly overlaped with concepts of capital 
markets (supply and demand), capital budgeting, investment replacement, 
portfolio analysis, and the principles and concepts of accounting and 
financial management. 

As the scope of the managerial and engineering economics increased 
during and after the Second World War, income tax considerations, after 
tax analysis, effects of risk and uncertainty, project planning ad 
scheduling concepts, optimization using mathematical programming, oper
ations research and simulation, new techniques of dynamic moneling (e.g. 
Industrial Dynamics), decision sciences, and a variety of novel systems 
concepts were added to its confines among other things [129]. 

The methodological and quantitative dimensions of managerial and 
engineering economics provided a natural foundation to cost-effective
ness studies with their emphasis on optimization and to benefit-cost 
analysis for the selection of best "investments" or projects in the 
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public sector of economic activity. While the market mechanisms of the 

private sector were considered ,-lith an outmost importance, such analysis 

had to be augmented by the considerations of welfare economics with a 

special emphasis on beneficial "externalities" generated by the public 

sector upon the private sector of economic activity [IJ. 

3. Ecn~OMIC ENVIRONMENT FOR MANAGERIAL AND ENGINEERING ECONOMICS 

The traditional environment for managerial and engineering economics 

is that of ".u.croeconomics and capital theory; its basic planning-decision 

emphasis in on strategic and operational levels of a business enterprise. 

While the forecasts of various future expected revenue and cost streams 

may be based on a great variety of technological, economic, social and 

political factors, the identification of feasible alternatives and the 

selection of a "best alternative" is basically in a microeconomic setting. 

To assess the economic desir~ility of the outcome of a decision

making process, the immediate and long range benefits and costs (express

ed usually in monetary terms) must be determined. Since this is a pre

decision analysis rather than a post-decision analysis, much of the 

assessments of benefits and costs will rely on estimates, forecasts, or 

predictions that will by their nature introduce uncertainty and, possibly, 

a level of ignorance about the future. It is also understood that, since 

this is a pre-decision analysis to assist the decision-maker, economic 

evaluation statements must be performed on all alternatives under con

sideration including -the no action alternative. 

Subsequently, 'nenever the terms benefits and costs are used, ref

erence is made to net benefits and net costs. In deterr, ining net bene

fits, consideration must be given to all direct and indirect benefits 

and dis-benefits that can be expressed in dollar amounts. In dotermin

ing net costs, consideration must be given to all direct costs and in

comes as well as external costs and incomes that might not be reflected 

in the market place or pricing system. The costs must be defined so 

that the benefits forgone or opportunity cost associated wit~ the 

implemented project are considered. Double accounting of benefits and 

costs must be avoided. The following guidelines may be applied to all 

economic evaluation studies: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Determine the accounting scope associated with the project 

under consideration: does the economic evaluation of the 

project concern an individual, local, state, national or 

international government or private organization. 

Determine to whom and how the benefits, dis-benefits, in

comes and costs are distributed over the expected life of 

the project. 

Determine the cost of capital or a discount rate that is 

applicable to the accounting stance • 
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4. Analyze the benefit and cost streams on a uimensionally 
equivalent value basis. 

5. Determine the net benefit and net cost amounts from these 
dimension~lly equivalent benefit and cost value streams. 

The outputs of these determinations will be some numbers of net 
benefits and net costs measured in the same value units, and are then 
comparable. 

The pr'ir:ciples and techniques to be used in guidelin,:s 3, 4, and 5 
are contained in a body of knowledge known as Managerial and Engineering
Economics. An elaboration of these principles and techniques will be 
given subsequently. A discussion of the principles and techniques 
associated wit~ the guidelines 1 and 2 will be discussed under sections 
dealing with the state-of-the-art in Benefit-Cost Analysis. 

4. MANAGERIAL AND ENGINEERING ECONOMICS - AN OVERVIEW 

Time Value of Money 

Guideline 2 ~equires that the total benefit-cost streams must be 
dete~ned over the entire life of all the alternatives under consider
ation. Guideline 4 requires that these value or cash flows must be 
given in some value units in order to be compared on an equivalent 
basis. Thus it is necessary to convert these benefits and costs, which 
occur at different points in time over the life of the project, into a 
form that is dimensionally compatible and comparable. To achieve this, 
the principle of discounted cash or value flows is used. 

Associated with the principle of discounted cash or value flow is 
the concept of "time value of money" and interest rate. As &II example, 
consider a situation in which ~ loan of $1,000 is secured to be used 
over the next three years at an interest rate of 8% compounded annually. 
There are a number of diffclrent payback schedules that could be con
sidered, hOI-lever let us choose a single payment at the end of the third 
year. A schedule of what is owed at the end of each year is as follows: 

Principle Interest Total 
Year Accum. 

End of Year 1 $ 1,000.00 $ 80.00 $ 80.00 $ 1,080.00 
End of Year 2 1,000.00 86.40 166.40 1,166.40 
End of Year 3 1,000.00 93.31 259.71 1,259.71 
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Thus the sum of $1,259.71. has to be repayed at the end of the third year. I 
That is, it costs $259.71 ',;0 use the $1,000 for three years. The time '11 
value of the $1,000 to&>.y is wor-ch $1,259.71 three years :From now at the 

lfl specified annual interest rate of 8%. Conversely, the time value of I. 
~' ill $1,259.71 three years from now is $1,000 today at this 8% annual interest [. 
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rate. Equivalently, the present worth of $1,259.71 three years hence is 
$1,000 if the cost of capital is 8% annually. The technique of determin
ing the present worth of a future sum is known as discounting, and is the 
reciprocal of the compounding process. 

The terms "interest rate" and "cost of capital" are used interchange
ably. However, interest usually means the payment for the use of debt 
capital rather than the profit from a business venture. Rate of return 
may be defined as the interest rate at which receipts are exactly equal 
to disbursements. 

Interest 

The concept of interest was used at least as early as during the 
Sumerian civilization, and has been conventional in financial transactions 
over thousands of years. 

In early practices of barter trading the medium and unit of exchange 
l1as probably some prominent commodity itself. For example, if 10 bushels 
of wheat were loaned for seed at the ena of one season, 20 bushels would 
be paid to the lender at the end of the next season. Therefore, perhaps 
through convenienc~the natural annual agricultural cycle developed into 
an interest period. This annual interest period still prevails today. 
However many business transactions are conducted using interest periods 
of less than one year, or using even continuous compounding. 

Their are two types of interest. 

1. Simple interest. Simple interest refers to the situation 
in which the interest is paid at the end of each interest 
period so that only the princi~le sum is c~rried across 
interest periods. 

2. Compound interest. Compound intere~t refers to the situ
ation in which the principle and interest are carried across 
interest periods so that interest is accumulated on interest. 
In this case the interest period is called the compounding 
period. 

Since most financial transactions are for more than one interest 
period, compound interest formulas and interest tables have bee!1 develop
ed to facilitate calculations. 

Interest Formulas 

Notation: There has been some work by Canada and others [130J to 
establish standard notation and symbols for compound interest calcula
tions. Appendix B is a listing of these recommendations as appeared in 
[130J which will also serve to define the notation and symbols used 
throughou·t this particular discU!'lsion. 
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Cash-Flow Diagrams 

A cash-flow diagram may be used to clarify or visually represent the 
relationships of the various benefit and cost streams that occur over 
the l~fe of a project. For a cash-flow diagram certain conventions seem 
to be standard: 

1. The time scale is represented by a horizontal line with time 
progressing :f:r om left to right. 

2. The intervals on the time scale correspond to the interest 
period, compounding period or annual depending on the par
ticular situation under studv.. In most situations considered 
here the interval will represent annual periods unless other
wise noted. The end of the previous interest period is con
sidered to be the beginn~g of the next. 

3. Arrows are used to indicate di.screte cash-flows, while shaded 
areas are used to indicate a continuous cash-flow. An up
ward arrow or shaded region indicate a positive cash-flow. 
(Receipt, Income, Benefit). A downward arrow or shaded 
region indicates a negative cash-flow (Cost, Disbursement, 
Disbenefi t) • 

The following is a cash-flow diagram of the previous example of time 
value of money from the borrower's viewpoint. 

$1,000.00 

I 
~. F = $1,259.71 

1 2 3 

If the direction of the arrows were reversed, the resultant cash
flow diagram would represent the lender's viewpoint. Therefore, in 
developing a cash-flow diagram the appropriate viewpoint must be deter
mined to correctly assess the sign associated with the various benefit
cost streams. For private organizations the appropriate viewpoint is 
not difficult to determine; however, for governmental projects the 
assessment of the proper viewpoint can be difficult. This will be 
discussed in detail later on ir. connection of benefit-cost analysis. 

Discrete Compound Interest Formulas 

Discrete compounding means that the interest is calculated and 
added to the principle at the end of each specified interest period. 
The compounding operation takes place at discrete points spaced at in
tervals of ~his specified interest period apart. 
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There are six discrete interest formulas that are used extensively 
in managerial and engineering economics: 

Factor Name Factor Formula 

Single Payment (S.P.) 

S.P. Compound Amount 

S.P. Present Worth 1 

Uniform Series (Annuities) (U.S.) 

U.S. Compound Amount 

U.S. Present Worth 

Sinking Fund 

Capital Recovery 

(1+i)N_l 

i(1+i)N 

i 

i(1+i)N 
(1+i)N_l 

Factor Functional Symbol 

(F /P ,i% ,N) 

(P/F,i%,N) 

(F/A,i%,N) 

(P/A,i%,N) 

(A/F,i%,N) 

(A/P,i%,N) 

The detailed discussion and development of these formulas appear in sev
eral well known references [l31,132,133,13~,135,136,137J. 

Simple examples with cash-flow diagrams and calculations for each 
of these factors seem now appropriate for purposes of illustration. 

Single Payment Compound Amolmt Factor 

This factor determines the future amount of a given present sum. 
That is 

F = P 

For the previous illustration on time value of money 

F = $1,000.00 ~1.08)~ = $1,259.71 
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The cash-flow diagram from lenders viewpoint is as follows: 

to find 

F = $1,259.71 

1 2 3 

Given P = $1,000.00 

The factor ftmctlonal symbol with explanatory comments common to all 
factor ftmctional symbols is: 

(F I P , i % , N) 

I . 1- Numher of compOlmding ,periods 

~Effective interest rate per period 

L... ______ Sum given 

l.-________ Sum to find 

From this it is seen that the principle sum P is given at time zero, i.e. 
at t = 0 (beginning of first interest period), and we want to find F, the 
future sum at the end of the third intere~t period. 

In symbolic notation this calculation may be stated as follows: 

F = P (F/P, i%, N) 

For convenience Appendix C provides a listing of the numerical values 
associated with each of these factors for various interest rates and 
total compounding periods. More complete tables are found in references 
[132,133,134,135,136,137]. 

Single Payment Present Worth Factor 

This factor is used to determine the equivalent present worth a
motmt of a given future sum, F. That is 

P = F 
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Following the previous example, one has 

P = $1,259.71 r:: 1 3J = $1,000.00 
U1.0B) 

The cash-flow. diagram from a lender's viewpoint would be 

1 2 3 

To Find 

P = $1,000.00 

In symbolic notation this calculation may be stated 

P = F (P/F, i%, N) 

Uniform Series Formulas 

Given 

F = $1,259.71 

The uniform Series or Annuity formulas are used to determine the 
equivalent uniform series corresponding to either present or future sums 
or determine the present or future sum equivalent to a uniform series or 
tmiform "cash flows". The uniform series cash flow amounts are assumed 
to be at the end of each compounding period and continue from the first 
to the last period. Details of the four uniform series formulas follows: 

Uniform Series Compound Amount Factor 

This factor is used to determine the future single sum occurring at 
the end of the last compounding period that is equivalent to a given 
uniform series occurring at the end of each of the N compounding periods. 
That is 

F = A (F/A, i%, N) 

or 

F = A [(Hi): - ~ 
To illustrate this cash flow diagrams corresponding to the uniform

series calculations consider a situation where the uniform-series consists 
of $1,000.00 at the end of each compounding period ~or four periods. The 
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effective interest rat~ for each compounding period is 8%. 

The cash-flow diagram £Vom a disbursement point of view would be 

1 1_ 2 _ 1_ 3 _1 _ 4-

-l-A Given 
= $1,000.00 

1 To Find 
-F = $4-,506.00' 

(F/A, 8, 4-) 

F = $1,000.00 (4-.506 ) 

F = $4-,506.00 

Uniform Series Present Worth Factor 

This factor is used to determine the single present sum occurring 
at time zero that is equivalent to a uniform series amount occurring at 
the end of each compounding period for N periods. That is 

P = A (PIA, i%, N) 

or 

P = A 

The cash-flow diagram from the standpoint of how much one would 
have to deposit today to be able to withdraw $1,000.00 at the end of 
each year for the next four years would be 

11- - - - - - - - - - - -~- - - - - -~ 
Given 
A = $1,000.00 

To find 
P = $3,312.00 

P = A (PIA, S, 4-) 

P = $1,000.00 (3.312) 

P = $3,312.00 
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Sinking Fund Factor 

The sinking :fund factor is used to determine a uniform series that 
is equivalent to a future sum occurring at the end of the Nth compounding 
period. That is 

A:= F (AlF, i%, N) 

or 

A = F 

The factor may be used in calculating depreciation for income tax 
purposes, where one is determining the amount to depreciate or to be 
set aside as deposits in a sinking :fund at the end of each annual com
pounding period so that one will have recovered the entire cost of the 
asset at the end of the Nth period. As an example let us determine the 
amount we would have to deposit so that $10,000 may be withdrawn at the 
end of the fourth year. Again assume interest. at 8% 

Given r " $10,000.00 

---1--L JTO Find 
- A:= $2,219.20 

3 1 

A:= F (A/F, i%, N) 

:= $10,000.00 (.22192) 

= $2,219.20 

Capital Recovery Factor 

The capital recovery factor is used to determine a uniform series 
that is equivalent to a present sum occurring at time zero. That is 

A := P (A/P, i%, N) 

or 

A = P 

To illustrate the use of this factor assume that one invests 
$10,000.00 today in a particular machine. Then, how much income this 
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machine would have to provide for the next four years in order that at 
the end of the fourth year all of the capital invested in the machine 
would be recovered? The cash-flow diagram and calculations for an 
interest rate of 8% are 

J-____ -'f_-_-_-_-_-_1..1--_-_-_-_-_l!--_-_-_-_-...."t -ro = F~~~019. 20 

-Given 
P = $10,000.00 

A = P (A/P, 8, 4) 

A = $10,000.00 (0.30192) 

A = $ 3,019.20 

When the cash flows are not uniform i.e. if the series are non-uniform, 
then there are three common approaches that can be used. 

1. Gradient Series 

If the ch&'ge in the per-period amount is linear the pro
gression is arithmetic and the gradient interest factor 
values of Appendix D may be used in equivalence calcula
tions. A general cash-flow diagram representing this 
situation is: 

.,...p 

1 
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To convert this cash flow diagram to an equivalent uniform 
series, the following relationship is used. 

A = Al + G(A/G, i%, N) 

Note that interest factor (A/G, i%, N) converts a linearly increas
ing series, increasing by G each period beginning at the end :Jf the 
second period, into a uniform series which begins at the ;nd of 
first period. Appendix B gives the interest factor values of 
(r/G, i%, N); (P/G, i%, N) and (A/G, i%, N) for various i%'s and 
N's. 

Expunential Series 

If the change in the per-period amount is E'Nponential, the 
progression is geometric and with modifications the interest 
faotor values of Appendix B may be used in equivalence cal
cUlations. As an example consider the situation in which 
the increase is at a constant rate of increase say c%. Thus 
if X is the sum at the end of the first period the cash-flow 
representation would be. 

, P 

1 2 N-1 N 

~----f-----I-----------
~'r '-----f-----------• 

-L--i- -~-1 
~----~ 

-x 
- X(1+c) 

_ X(1+c)N-3 

. ( N-2 
- X 1+c) 

, N 1 
- X(l+o) -

To find P of this series the interest factor values of Appendix 
C may be used. Thus 

P = xG!s) + x~~:~)~ 
This can be multiplied and,divided by (1+c) so that 

~~ X (Hc) 
1+c .. (l+i)2 + 

X ••• + -'"'--
(He) 

or 

P = [~!V + 0+c\ 2 
\J+i/ 

+ • • • 
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For the situation where c > i let 

l+y 

whereby P = ~ [(l+y) + (1+y)2 + ••• + (l+y)N] 
.L+C 

or (F/A, i%; N). 

Then 
P = X (i!~) (F/A, y%, N) 

X , 
- Hi (F/A, y%, N). 

For the situation c < i let 

Then 

But 

l+c 1 
= 

Hi l+y 

P = [l:J ~~y + ~~~2 + ••• 

+ (i!i ) + •• +( l!~N-~ = 

or (PIA, i%, N). 

Therefore p=(X:\ (P/A,y%,N) 
\l+c) 

When c = i then 

p:: X 
I+c eN) =NX 

Hc 

(Hi)N_l 

iCl+i)N 

Thus with slight modifications one may use the interest factors 
of Appendix C to convert end of period sums incI'6;'lsing at a con
stant rate into an equivalent present worth. 

Variable end-of-period Sums 

For variable end-of-period amounts each sum must be treated 
individually using Appendix C formulas. That is, to find 
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the present-worth of a non-uniform series each individual 
sum would be discounted to the present and summed to form 
the total present-worth. This total present-worth could 
then be made equivalent to an equal annual series if that 
information was desired. 

Examples of each of these non-uniform series calculations follows: 
Example -- Gradient Series 

Consider a situation in which the operating costs of a particular 
machine is estimated to be $10,000 for the first year and increases by 
$500 per year for the next four years. 

a. Determine the equivalent present-worth of this series 
of operating costs. 

b. Determine the equivalent tmiform annual cost of this 
series of operating costs. 

Assume the cost of capital is 10%. 

The cash-flow diagram would be: 

'\ '7 

'\ 7 

'i 7_ 

'i7 a) To find P 
b) To find A 

a) P = Al(P/A, i%, N) + G(P/G, i%, .N) 

P = $10,000 (3.791) + $500 (6.·862) 

= $37,910.00 + $3,1+31. 00 

= $1+1,31+1. 00 

b) A = Al + G(A/G, i%, N) 

A = $10,000.00 + $ 50Q (1. 810) 

= $10,000.00 + $ 905.00 

= $10,905.00 
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One might check this with a rounding error to be 

P = A(P/A, i%, N) 

= $10,905.00 (3.791) 

= $1+1,31+0. 86 

Example -- Exponential Series 

Consider a situation in ,.hich the ope,. ating costs of a particular 
machine is estimated to be $10,000 fbr th' first year and increases by 
5% of the previous years operating costs for the next four years. 

Assume the cost of capital is 10%. 

a) Detormine the equivalent present-worth of this series 
of operating costs. 

b) Determine the equivalent annual-cost of this series 
of operating costs. 

The cash-flow diagram would be: 

1 2 3 1+ 5 

7 

a) To find P 
b) To find A 

a) For the situation where c < i% we have 

1 T 0.05 1 
1 T 0.10 = 1 T Y 
(O.9SI+51+)(lTy) = 1 

y = 0.01+76 
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Now P =G~J (P/A, y%, N) 

rio,OOO\ [ (1.01+76)5 l 
=~1.05:; (O.01+76)(l.01+7o)~ 

(9523.81\ rO.26173] = ~.06005J 

= (9523.81) [1+.35853J 

= $1+1,509.81 

b) This p~esent-worth may be converted into an equivalent 
equal annual sum by 

A = P(A/P, i%, N) 

A = $1+1,509,81 (0.26380) 

A = $10,950.29 

Example -- Non-Systematic Series 

Consider the following cash-flow diagram representing costs that 
are estimated to occur during the next five years of a projects life. 

Assume the cost of capital is 1u~ 

$10,000 

$20,000 

a) Determine the equivalent present-worth of this non
systematic series. 

b) Dete~ine the equivalent equal annual series of 
this non-systematic series. 

a) P = PI + A(p/A, i%, N) + Sl(P/S, i%, n1 = 3) 

+ S2(P/S, i%, n2 = 5) 

= $20,000 + $10,000(3.791) + 10,000(0.7513) + 10,000(0.6209) 

= $71 ,632 
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b) A = A + [p 1 + S (P /S, i%, n
l 

= 3) 
1 1 

+ S2(P/S, i%, n2 = 5)](A!P, i~ 0, N) 

= $10,000.00 + [20,000.00 + 10,000.00 (0.7513) 

+ 10,000.00 (0.6209)] (0.26380) 

= $18,895.86 

Using a combination of these methods it is possible to transform 
any series of discrete amounts into a present-worth, an equal annual 
amOlmts ora future worth that will be equivalent to the original series 
at the prescribed rate of interest. 

The discrete interest formulas may also be used for more frequent 
than annual compounding periods as long as the discrete cash flows are 
assumed to coins ide with the end or beginnh)g of a compounding period. 
For instance if the compounding is quarterly (M=4), the nominal or 
annual interest rate is r% and the proiect extends for n years, the 
appropriate interest factor value would be determined using i% = r%/M 
and N = nM. Thus we see that the effective interest rate per interest 
period is the nominal or annual interest rate divided by the number of 
compounding periods per year, where as the number of interest periods 
is determined by multiplying the number of years estimated to be the 
life of the project. 

Continuous Compounding. (Discrete Cash Flow) 

When the length of the compounding period is less than one year 
the interest rate corresponding to an annual interest rate of r% is i% 
= r%/M where M is the number of compounding periods per year. The 
single payment present worth and compound amount factors become 

,.,. ,,""ffi' Worth ~ : ~r 
S. P. Compound Amount ~ + ~J MN 

Let k M = - and substituting in the S.P. Compound Amount factor 
r 

S.P. Compound Amount 
[ 11 rkN 

~ + kJ 
which may be expressed as rN 
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Now as M .... "" k would .... "" and (1 + ~)k > e, NhiC'h is the base of 
the natur>al logarithms (2.71828+). The!'efore Nhen the n1lllll-·ar of com
pounding periods increases the form of the limiting inte~est formulas 
become 

S.P. Compound Amount erN ;F/P, r%, N) 

S.P. Present Worth e -rN (P/F, r% , N) 

rN 1 
U.S. Compound Amount e - (F/A, r%, N) 7'=1 

rN 
U.S. Present Worth e -1 

erN(er -1) 
(pIA, r%, N) 

r 
-1 U.S. Sinking Fund e (AlF, r%, N) 

erN -1 
rN I' 

U.S. Capital Recovery e (e -1) (AlP, r%, N) 
erN -1 

A listing of the values of these factors for certain r% and N is given 
in Appendix E. 

These factors correspond to continuous compounding applied to 
discrete cash flows and would be used in the same situations as the 
formulas and values of Appendix C. AG a comparison of these methods 
let us consider a situation in which the Present llorth of the following 
cash flow diagram is required. Assume the Cost of Capital is 10% per 
annum. 

a Discrete Compounding - (one compounding period per year). 

P = -30,000 + [(10,000 - 20,000) + (20,000 - 10,000) 
(PIA, 10%, ~)J [(P/F, 10%, l)J 

P = -30,000 + [-10,000 + 10,000 (3.1699)] [0.9091] 

P = -10,3l6.8~ 
b Continuous Compounding - (discrete cash flow) • 

P = -30,000 + [(10,000 - 20,000) + (20,000 - 10,000) 
(PIA, 10%, 4)J [(P/F, 10%, 1)] 

= -30,000 + [-10,000 + 10,000 (3.1347)] [0.9048] 

P = -10,685.23 

It is interesting to note that continuous compounding - discrete cash 
flows differ from discrete compounding only in the values of the interest 
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factors - and hence the magnitude of the value of the final present 
Horth determined. 

Continuous Compounding - (Continuous Ca8h FloH) 

It is possible to average out discrete cash floHs into continuous 
cash floHs. This is e~uivalent to saying that there are, a, distinct 
cash flOHS per year. With the nominal interest rate of r% and the, a, 
distinct cash floHs amounting to a total of 1 unit per year, the present 
Horth of this floH of, a, distinct floHS Hould be: 

P = 1 ~l + (f)J a _~ 
a !. [1 + (E.)]a 

a a 
r a 

= [1 + Ca)] -1 

r[k + (!.)]a 
a 

Using the same approach as in the previous section Hhen a + ~ then (1 + ~)a 
+ er as the single payment present worth factor correspcmding to 1 unit 
per year floHing continuously is 

Extending this for more, than one year and using the notation of A to in
dicate ·the amount floHing each year for N years the continuous compounding 
presen't Horth factor for continuous cash flows is 

and letting a + ~ Hould yield 

(PIA, r%, N) 
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The resultant interest faotors ar~ 

Continuous Compounding 
Compound Am~unt Factor 

(concinuous uniform cash flow) 

Continuous Compounding 
Present Worth Factor 

(continuous uniform cash flow) 

Continuous Compounding 
Sinking Fund Factor 

(continuous uniform cash flow) 

Continuous Compounding 
Capital Recovery Fa~tor 

(continuous uniform cash flow) 

(F/A, r%, N) 

(PiA, r%, N) 

r 
(A/F, r%, N) 

(A/P, r%, N) 

listing of these factor values for certain r% and N is given in 
.,ppendix F. 

The general cash flow diagram representing continuous cash flows 
might be represented as 

1\ 
P 

1[\ 

-A 
1-/77/7/ /77/7/ /77/T /l1!17/~/ /17/ /"/17/ /"/'"'/1 ----"V/77/7/ /77/7/ /17/7/ fjm,,7//77.;7/ /77/-;-/ /m// 

1 2 N-l N 

F 

An example of this type of compounding schema would be as follows: 

Determine the single payment present worth (future worth) of 5 
years of uniform, continuous cash flow, flowing at the rate of $~o,ooo 
per year. (A = $10,000, N = 5) Assume the cost of capita;!. is 10%'. 

P = A (P/A, r%, N) 

= $10,000 (3.9347) 

= $39,347 

F = A (F/A, r%, N) 

= $10,000 (6.4872 

= $64,872 
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The cash flow diagram would be 

J~ F=$61+,872 

I~ P=$39, 31+ 7 

~~"~~T777~"77~~"~~T777_~~~~~"<n~TiI __ ~A=$lO,OOO 
111111111111//11111111111/111////111//111111111/11111111111 

1 2 3 5 

Using discrete compounding with discrete cash flows the equiva
lent cash flow diagram of this example would be 

r 
1 F= 

t t J_A=$lO,OOO 

P = A (PIA, r%, N) 

P = $10,000 (3.7908) 

P = $37,908 

F = A (F/A, r%, N) 

F = $10,000 (6.1051) 

F = $61,051 

Although the discrete cash flow models with discrete discounting 
seem to prevail in the practice of the managerial and engineering eco
nomics, nevertheless, considerable flexibility and mathematical 
simplicity could be gained by going to continuous cash flow models with 
continuous discounting [139,11+0]. This latter approach does relate to 
calculus and operational mathematics which are less appreciated by 
conventiona: managers than the usual familiar arithmetic operations 
established Through conventions of the past. 

It seems appropriate now to introduce some important accounting 
conventions in terms of continuous cash flows with continuous discount
ing. The notation will be changed for this purpose as follows: K will 
be the total volume of sacrifice or outlay in dollars; N will be the 
expected total volume of benefit in dollars; n(tD will denote the ex
pected net returns or benefit cash flow in dollars/annum. O{t) is the 
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tmit impulse function. With such a notation the following important 
accotmting a~d investment criteria are introduced: 

1. Payback Period Criterion 

Definition: Payback period is the time period required to 
recover the initial cash outlay from the net re
turns yeilded by the respe ive acquired asset. 

Figure 19 illustrates two ventures each having the same payback period 
but obviously different total impact on profitability. Let net) be the 
net returns cash flow in $/annum, K the initial i',westment in $, and 
Tpb the payback period 

CASE A CASE B 

net) net) 

Tpb time t 

-K oCt) -K oCt) 

Figure 19. Two different net return flows net) for same outlay K and 
identical payback periods Tpb. 

In these examples the shaded areas tmder the net) curve add up to the 
outlay of K dollars at the identical payback period Tpl;l but with obvious
ly different net return flows net). The case B is obv~ously preferable 
to the case A, but the payback period method is incapable to make this 
distinction. Hence, it is not necessarily a "good" method to be used 
in maTlY cases. 

Accotmting Rate of Return Criterion 

Definition: The accounting rate of return is defined as the 
average increase in the annual net income con
tributed by the asset divided by th~ initial or 
average outlay·" the asset. 

Figure 20 illustrates two different cases with identical accounting 
rates of return. 

• 
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Figure 20. Two different net return flows net) for same outlay K and 
same accounting rate of return but different payJ:lack periods 
Tpb. 

CASE A CASE B 

n(tl n(tl 
~---4 

T T 

- K.s (tl 

In this illustration the payback period is shorter for the case B 
than for the case A while the accounting rate of return 

T 
[(liT) f n(t)dt]/K 

o 

is the same for the two alternatives. The accounting rate of return 
criterion is incapable of discriminating between these two alternatives 
while the payback period criterion will do so in favor of the case B. 

3. The Internal Rate of Return Criterion 

Definition: Let K be the net dollar outlay for an asset at 
the time t = O. Let net) be the expected net 
returns flow from the asset over its life T. 
Let J be the residue or junk value of the asset 
at the time t = T. Then the internal rate of 
return r is that discount rate which discounts 
the future net value of the asset to be equal 
to the current outlay: 

T 
K = f net) e -rtdt + J e-rT 

o 

This concept can be generalized to the cases where the investment in 
the asset is distributed over time. The intenal rate of return is an 
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"intrisic" property of the asset performance, revenues and costs. The 
asset must have an internal rate of return equal to or greater than 
the going interest rate or "cost of capital" in the capital markets. 
The higher this internal rate of return is above the going interest 
rate or cost of capital the more desirable is the venture. Therefore, 
this criterion recognizes fully the time value of money. 

4. The Net Present Value Criterion 

Definition: Let net) be the expected net returns flow for a 
venture over its life T, and let J be the residue 
or junk value of this asset. Let r' be prevailing 
interest rate or cost of capital. Then the pre
sent value P of the asset is equal to the r' 
discounted future value of the asset: 

T -r't -r'T 
P = f net) e dt + J e 

o 

Further, let K be the outlay for the asset at the 
time t = O. Then the profitability index of t',is 
asset is de fin"d as follows: 

T 
a = P/K = [ f net) 

o 

_r't. -r'T 
e dt + J e J/K 

In order that the project be acceptable, the profitability index must 
be greater than unity. Further, the higher a is, the more desirable 
is the proj ect. 

So long the outlays and net returns are measured in the same value 
units, these criteria will be applicable. In particular, they apply 
to benefit-cost analysis so long the benefits and costs are measured 
in the same units. In particular, henefits and costs might not be 
measured in terms of dollars. It is also possible to associate with 
a project several different benefit-cost streams so that one ends up 
with a multidi.mensional value system. 

The conventional managerial and engineering economics concepts 
discussed here may not provide an appropriate approach to situations 
where there are a number of different projects which have, however, 
strong interrelationships and synergies. In such cases a broader 
systems approach is needed to analyze all "direct" and "indirect" 
effects. For example, if one takes an overtly "atomistic" approach 
and finds that one of the projects has a zero internal rate of return 
while the other projects have very high rates of returns. But if 
this zero rate of return project is eliminated, its impact on other 
projects may lower their rates of return consider~ly. Benefit-cost 
analysis is likely to encounter these kinds of situations. A particular 
public project may have a very low rate of return, but it could con
ceivably induce benefits on other public and private activities there
by increasing their profitabilities rather considerably. 
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One can develop with continuous cash-flow - continuous discount
ing concepts a pa~amet~ic modeling app~oach to investment and benefit
cost analysis [139,140]. Appendix A p~ovides an app~oach and a nuIDbe~ 
of illust~ations how this is done. Va~ious financial and pe~fo~ance 
pa~amete~s a~e int~oduced to shape the expected sac~ifice and benefit 
flows fo~ a venture. Fo~ example, paramete~s fo~ the fo~ces of 
mortality and renovation o~ innovation fo~ a p~oject could be int~o
duced. Thus the concept of a p~oject life-cycle could be incorpo~ated 
into the venture analysis. Furthe~, the paramete~'3 could be t~eated 
as ~andom va~iables whe~eby unce~tainty and ~isk analysis can also be 
incorpo~ated into such analysis. 

Rema~ks On Decision C~ite~ia 

The va~ious accounting and investment c~ite~ia discussed p~evious
ly a~e commonly used as decision c~ite~ia in conjunction with the volume 
of net benefits o~ the, volume of net sac~ifices in selecting "best 
alternatives" from a set of feasible alternatives. Typically, how
eve~, investment decisions in manage~ial and enginee~ing economics a~e 
mo~e complicated than this kind of an evaluation p~ocess. This is 
particula~ly t~ue if one deals with new technology, new products andl 
o~ new processes with unknown o~ untested market cha~acte~istics and 
ma~ket potential. The planning-decision p~ocess requi~ed he~e is 
typically "multi-disciplinary" involving hopefully an effective systems 
app~oach in sea~ching out the "best alternatives". 

Hall [141] lists five phases of a systems approach: 

Systems Studies 
Exp1o~atory Planning 
Development Planning 
Studies During Development 
CUITent Enginee~ing 

The second phase, Explo~atory Planning, is p~imarily concerned 
with choosing a cause of action from among the possible alte~natives 
unde~ conside~ation. To ope~ationalize the second phase Hall esta
blishes six p~oblem solving functjons which may be applied to the 
study of any problem solving situa'd.on. 

The p~ob1em definition is defined as follows [141]: 

"P~ob1em defj 1 tion is isolating, possibly quantifying, 
and ~e1ating tha· set of ~acto~s which will define the system 
and its envi~onment. Since a p~ob1em is an outward exp~es
sion of an unsatisfied need, the job is to find what the 
need really is. This means gathe~ing and analyzing data to 
desc~ibe the ope~ational situation, custome~ ~equi~ements, 
economic conside~ations, policy, possible system inputs 
and outputs, etc." 

In pa~ticular, it should be noted that ma~keting ~esea~ch must ente~ 
into the planning-decision p~ocess in this stage. 
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The second function is Selecting Objectives: 

"Selecting objectives is the logical end of 
problem definition. The objectives chosen guide 
the search for alternatives, imply the types of 
analyses required of the alternatives, and provide 
the criteria for selecting the optimum system." 

This function genera·tes decision criteria which are going to be used in 
the subsequent decision making processes for the selection of the 
"optimum system". The selection of decision criteria will depend on 
the particular project and objectives chosen. In this discussion con
sideration is given to the economic aspects of a project so that the 
decision criteria will be expressed in monetary terms. If the economic 
aspects o~ the project are known or assumed with certainty, determin
istic criteria such as present worth, annual worth, rate of return, 
pay-out period, capitalized amount or benefit-cost ratio may be used. 
If the economic aspects of the project are not known with certainty, 
but knowledge is available about the possible probability distributions 
of inputs and/or outputs, then expected values in conjunction with the 
respective variances may be used to 'establish above types of criteria. 
If knowledge of the probability distributions of inputs and/or outputs 
are not available, sensitivity analysis may be used to provide infor
mation on how the above decision criteria respond to variation in 
certain input, conversion and/or output parameters. In this regard, 
care must be taken on how parametric modeling is done to describe the 
"real world" situations under consideration. Game theory has also been 
used to establish appropriate input and/or output parameter values if 
knowledge is available concerning the various possible states of the 
parametel's and whether the decision maker is optimistic, pessimis+ic 
<'r so",e combination of these. However, some question must be raised 
about the realism of the usual game-theoretical assumptions in real life 
situations of conflicts involving possibly several interest groups. 

1~e third problem solving function [141J is Systems Synthesis: 

"Systems synthesis entails compiling or inventing 
alternative systems which can satisfy the objectives. 
Each alternative must be worked out in enough detail 
to permit its subsequent evaluation with respect to 
the objectives and to permit a decision as to its rel
ative merits for possible development." 

It is important to realize that this phase exploratory planning of 
systems engineering is a predecision analysis so that the freest 
possible imagination should be used in problem definition and systems 
synthesis. The degree of detail utilized in input-output determina
tion should be such as to allow a meaningful decision-process. Cost 
and time required for this function must be kept under control. 

The fourth problem solving function, System Analysis, is defined 
as follows: 
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"Systems analysis means deducing the consequences of 
the entire list of hypothetical systems. The deductions 
relate to system performance, cost, quality, market, etc." 

The Fifth and sixth functions [141] areas follows: 

"Selecting the best system involves evaluating the 
analyses and comparing these evaluations with the 
objectives to select the smallest possible subset of 
alternative systems which merit further study. 

Communicating results is the final function in 
this phase. The function may call for a formal report 
which draws one of three conclusions: (1) that specific 
development will solve the problem, (2) that exploratory 
development in the laboratory is needed on particular 
alternacives before a sound conclusion can be reached, 
or (3) that no further work is justified at this time." 

The selection of the "best system" will be done in forms of the optimum 
decision criteria value if input-output characteristics are known with 
certainty. Techniques utilizing the calculus of optimization may be 
used under certainty conditions. For conditions of uncertainty there 
is no general method for comparing alternatives. As a special example, 
consider the following procedure outlined in the reference [141]. 

Consider a decision-process that has n alternatives Al ,A2 , •.• ,Au ; 
each one with m components. 01,02, ••. ,Om' For simplicity assume that 
the cost of each component may be expressed in monetary teL~S. However 
the cost is uncertain and follows a particular probability density func
tion, gij(x) that has a finite expected value and variance. For example 
the expected value and the variance of the jth componet of the ith alter
native may be expressed as Eij and cr2i" Assume also that the costs 
associated with each alternat~ve comporlent is independent of all other 
costs. With these assumptiuns the total expected cost of each alterna
tive may be expressed as a linear combinations of the expected componenc 
costs that are present in the alternative. The variance of the total 
cost is also a linear combination of the component variances. In tabular 
form these are: 
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Alter>native 
Mean and Variance 

m 
E2 = r E2l 

j=l . 

~= 

m 
L (j~. 

j=l J 

m 2 l: (j • 
i=l n] 

The probability density function associated with the total cost of 
each alter>native, gi(X) , may be determined from the convolution of the 
linear combination of the component density functions. For large m , g.(x) 
wo~d tend to the normal density function with mean E. and variance ~ 
(ji' For small m and dif.crete probability functions ihe actual convolution 
procedure should. be us~d. This convolution procedure is discussed in the 
references [142,143]. 

This procedure will provide to the decision-maker a set of probabi
lity density functions that may be used for various comparisons of the 
alternatives. These comparisons could be done by ranking the expected 
values, Eii' evaluacing the probability of the costs being less than or 
greater than a particular value, etc. If sequential decisions are re
quired during the life of the project, decision-tree techniques may be 
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used in conjunction with the above procedure. This method would es
tablish a probability density function £Or each of the possible out
comes associated with the project. A simple decision-tree may be 
represented by: 

Decision 
1 

Figure 21. 

Decision 
2 ~ Possible/. h (x) 
~ Outcome.! ill 

~ Possibl~ h () 
Outcome ~ i12 x 

~ 
Possibl~ h () 
outcome-I i21 x 

. 

~ possibl~ h (x) 
Outcome J i22 

The decision-maker would then optimize on the decision criteria for 
each of the n alternatives and then optimize between the n alternatives. 

If independence of the random variables associated with each of 
the component probability density functions cannot be assumed, the prob
lem of convolution becomes more difficult and knowledge of the co-variance 
of the components is required: Such a case is not treated in detail in 
this discussion. This subject is discussed in references [144,145,146J. 

For the previously introduced decision criteria, certain simplify
ing assumptions are in order. These are: 

1. The monetary benefits and cost associated with each of the 
alternatives is flowing discretely at the end of each year 
for the N years of the project life. The N+l benefit and 
cost streams w~ll be represented by Ex: and ~ for k = 0,1,2, 
'" ,N. The i!..- and jth subscript correspondmg to the i tn 
alternative and j~ component have been omitted. 

2. Annual compounding is assumed at r% nominal rate. 
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With these assumptions the decision criteria may be detailed as follows: 

1. Present Worth (P.W.) 

Present worth is defined to be the sum at time zero that is 
equivalent to a particular cash flow of benefits and/or costs. 
Under the assumptions above the P.W. may be represented by: 

a) P.W. of Benefits 

N ~10k P.W. = B + L Bk 1+ 
o k=l r 

b) P.W. of Costs 

P.W. = C + I ~r::l~k 
o k=l ~+:J 

c) P.H. of Net Benefits (benefits minus costs) 

N k 

P.W. = ~o-C~ \~l (~-~>(l!r) 
(1 "f is the discrete compounding pres,ant worth factor (P/F, r%, k) whose 
'Ij+;) 
v~lues are given in Appendix C. 

2. Annual Horth (A.H.) 

Annual worth is defined to be the uniform annual sum that 
alent to a particular cash flow of benf.fits and/or costs. 
worth may be represented by: 

a) A.W. of Benefits 

.... ~ ro • .!,'k(,:l] [~;':")t~ 
b) A.H. 

A.W. 

of Costs 

= b IC'-(l'~rr(l+r)Nl 
[0 \=1 ~~i+~ J L (1 + r)N-iJ 

c) A.H. of Net Benefits 

A.H. 
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In symbolic notation these become 

A.W. = P.W. (AlP, r%, N) 

whepe (AlP, r%, N) is the capital recovery factor whose value is 
found in Appendix C. 

Rate of Return (R.R.) 

Rate of return is defined as the interest rate that results in 
equality between the cash flow of benefits and the cash flow 
of costs. The cash flows may be expressed in their equivalent 
forms such as P.W. or A.W •• The procedure then is to determine 
i% such that 

or 

If the sign associated with.(Bk - Ck ) changes.more th~ once for 
k = 0, 1, 2, ••• , N, there 1S no un1que solut10n for 1. One can 
introduce additional relevant assumptions which, if sufficient 
in number and kind, I~ould allow a unique determination of i. In 
this regard, the continuous benefit-cost flow models with con
tinuous discounting in conjunction with a set of appropriate 
limiting conditions can greatly simplify the problem of finding 
a unique discount rate i [139]. 

The rate of return on the incremented investment requirements 
may be used in choosing which mutually exclusive alternative to 
accept. For example, consider three alternatives AI' A2 and A3 
wi th first costs FCl , FC2 and FC3 such that FCI <FC2<FC3' Estab
lish a minimum acceptable ra·"e of return, say MRR. Then cal
culate RRAI such that 

-C k){l \k = 0 
1 ~+y 

If RRAI > MRR determine the R.R. on the additionai investment 
FC2 - FCI by using the incremental benefits and costs. If the 
Incremental R.R. (IRR(A2 - AI)) thus calcu1.ated is such that 
(IRR(A2 - AI)) ~ MRR, the same procedure would be repeated for 
A3 and A2• That is determine IRR(A3 - A2 ) i'f IRR(A3 - A2 ) ~ MRR 
select A3 for implementation. If IRR(A3 - A2) < MRR select A2 
for implementation. If at step 2 IRR(A2 - AI) < MRR determine 
IRR(A3 - AI)' If IRR(A3 - AI) ~ MRR select A3 for implementation. 
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If IRRCA
3 

- AI) < MRR select Al for implementation. This 
procedure may be represented graphically by 

F:,gure 22. 

Al in this situation may be continuing the present operations 
or the no action alternative. 

Payback Period 

Ch", payback period is defined as the number of years it will 
t.<,<\ to recover the invested capital out of the net benefit 
',;.",:, flow. The number of years required for the payback is 

1(' f •• ""IlIined without considering the time value of money. Thus 
1:h .. payback period calculation would be to determine n such 
that 

As pointed out previously, the payback period as a measure of 
ranking alternatives has serious drawbacks. One is that no 
consideration is given to the time value of money. Another is 
that no consideration is given to benefit-cost streams after 
the initial payback period. The pc ',back period is not usually 
appropriate as a decision criterion. 

Capitalized Amount CC.A.) 

Capitalized 
form annual 
of periods. 

Amount is defined as the present worth of a uni
cash flow that continues for an infinite number 
This may be determined ~y 

A.W· 
C.A. = i 

That is the C.A. is equal to the Annual Worth CA.W.) divided 
by the interest rate. 
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Capitalized Amount (Cost) is used as decision criteria for 
projects that have long lives - such as highways, dams, etc. 

Benefit-Cost Ra"", (B/C) 

The B/C ratio is a dimensionless ratio of benefits to costs 
that may be determined from either the present worths of 
benefit and costs or the Annual Worths of benefits and costs 
- Using the P.W. notation the B/C is: 

B/C = 
Bo + I Bk("l~k 

k=l ~+V 

The BIC ratio has been used extensively in the justification 
of Governmental projects. It has the disadvantage of favor
ing projects with small first costs and minimizing the effects 
of Benefit-Cost streams occurring in the distant future. 

Cost Considerations 

In mOST managerial and =ngineering economics studies estimates and 
predictions of costs are re~tricted to project costs such as: 

Research and Development Costs 
Investment Costs 
Operating Costs 
Maintenance Costs 
Replacement Costs 

In a framework of an extended economic analysis including a variety of 
interaction effects or "externalities" a number of other costs must be 
included. Among them are: 

Opportunity Costs 
Associated Costs 
Social Costs 
Alternative Costs 

Costs here are estimated future costs so that in most situations, 
accounting cost are appropriate only to the extent that they reflect 
in some relevant way these future costs. The types and life cycles of 
various project cost are illustrated in Figure 23. 
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Investment 

Annual Cost 

o Tme 

Typically, Annual Costs include operating, maintenance, and replacement 
costs over the life of the project. At the end of the project there may 
be salvage values and phase-out costs. 

Cost Estimating Relationship (CER) is a technique of estimating 
future project costs. The pro~edure is based on the assumption that 
costs are similar for proj ects '.:hat have similar characteristics. This 
allows one to develop mathematical relationships correlating specific 
costs and certain respective characteristics or parameters for a class 
of projects. This is done utilizing historic data. Estimated costs for 
a proposed project are then computed by inserting the appropriate para
meters of the new project in the CER ma1:hematical function that ,:,elates 
these parameters to the respective costs. CER estimations may turn out 
to be suitable for preliminary long-run forecasting. However, they are 
usually not precise enough for a detailed short-run forecasting. Upper 
and lower bounds of values and costs may be established in a,manner 
similar to the PERT time calculations, where three estimates are obtain
ed: pessirn:.stic, a, optimistic, b, and most likely, m. In PERT cal
CUlations thGse estimates are assumed to be three values of a random 
variable ~om a Beta probability densitv function with mean and standard 
deviatio:l determined by 

Expected Value 

Variance 

1J = (a + 

cr2 = [(b 

!1m + b)/6 

2 - a)/6] 

In PERT analysis the means and variances thus estimated are then combined 
linearly depending on the PERT network relationships in order to achieve 
a total project expected value and standard deviation. With this 
approach the cost estimates are treated as mutually independent random 
variables. In practice, consideration must be given to independence or 
dependence of the cost components in order to justify this linear com
bination. If there exist dependences among the cost components then it 
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may be possible to use Monte Carlo simulation to arrive at the distri
bution of the Total Cost Random Variable. This is illustrated bv the 
follmling schematic. 

Cost 
Components 

1 

2 

k 

Cost 
Probability Density 

Distributions 

Monte Carlo 
Simulation 

Total Cost 
Probability Density 

Distribution 
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I til.!, I J lj Figure 24. I 
I ill Post audits of the relationships between estimated proiect costs and:' 1 

l in actual project costs tend to show that the estimated costs are less than I. .1 

the actual costs. Two possible factors contributing to such a bias may I' I ",' be inflationary effects and various administrative, logistics, etc., lags'; . , II or delays not anticipated ahead of time. Various lag time distributions ' " 

',1

1 

~."'·I could be introduced into CER models. Infationary effects could be \ •.•.•....... 
jJ treated, both, at an aggregated level as well as at a structural level. 

It· Some of these methods are as follows: \'.: .•. '.'. J 
1

1

' n.

1 

'. 1. Resource Analysis: Resource Analysis cO:1siders the project costs i ,'.J' 

II in terms of the resources consumed rather than in monetary terms. f.', -
.1 This approach notes that monetary value of resources are inflated 'i' 
Ij ill but not the resource units themselves. However, at some point in II:' 
'I ~ the analysis resource unit costs must be considered. I\: 
j 2. "Then-Constant" Dollars: "Then-constant" dollars refer to the iT 
I !~ actual dollars at the time the expenditure occurs. Inflationary 11' 

I
I effects can be included in this situation bv adding an estimated I 

'\ ill f 
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inflation rate, i%, to a discount rate, r%, to form an interest 

rate, i% + r%, to be used in the discounting process. 

3. "Constant-Horth" Dollars: "Constant-worth" refers to a fixed 

lease year purchasing power in the dollars of that lease year. 

The effect of inflation is treated by converting the current 

dollars to the dollars of the lease year by utilizing the 

appropriate conversion factor called the implicit price deflator. 

Thereafter, r%, is used in the discounting process. 

In managerial accounting costs can be associated with research and 

development, investment in productive assets, and with operations. 

Figure 25. 

$ 

~~'I Research and 
, '", Development 

g>::~ Investment 

o Annual 

'~~, -t----,---, 

Ii Fiscal 

.~! 
1:, >"" /,' - 1---+ i?'- ~ 1 

j..., .• 

I.' 

Year 

The various cost groupings could be classified as follows [141]: 

Research and Development Costs Arising from: 

Preliminary design and engineering 
Fabrication of test equipment 
Test operations 
Miscellaneous 

Investment Costs associated with: 

Facilities 
Major equipment 
Initial inventories 
Initial training 
Miscellaneous 

Operating Costs (Annual Costs) 

Equipment and facilities replacement 
Maintenance 
Personnel pay and allowances 
Replacement training 
Miscellaneous 
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Cost estimating relationships and cost estimates (detailed estimates) 
would be developed for each of these cost components. 

The life cycle aspects of these costs are important. Research and 
development costs can be largely independent of the life cycle. Invest
ment cost are closely related to the type and size of the project but 
are typically somewhat independent of the life cycle. Operating costs 
however are functions of the type and size of project as well as the 
life cycle. 

The determination of the lif~ cycle of a project is not obvious. 
There are some projects such as roads, bridges, and dams that have very 
long lives. In a technologically dynamic environment the operational 
life span of a project can be seriously affected by obsolescence. Many 
industries will not undertake an investment scheme if its payback period 
is greater than three years. This requirement may serve as a "safety 
factor" in dealing with uncertainty that increases the further one moves 
into the future. When the expectations of project obsolescence rates 
are high, the assumed life cycles are typically around 3 to 5 years. 
When the project obsolescence rates are expected to be small, then the 
operational life (economic life) of the project would determine the 
appropriate life cycle. The justification of large initial costs 
(research-devGl'"pment, investmen1:) tends to become difficult for pro
jects with shor·t life cycles. There are important trade-offs between 
possible obsolescence rates, life cycle dynamics, and capital recovery. 

In recent literature [1~8] the logic of the cost estimation appears 
as follows: 

1. 

2. 

Subdivide a projec:t into its subsystems or compollent parts down 
to the appropriate level of detail consistent with the available 
data base and the available time to do the job. 

Further subdivide the subsystems or component parts into time 
phased implementation and procurement functions to be performed, 
such as research and development, investment, operations, and 
maintenance. 

3. Then determine the total number of appropriate 'Units required. 
This step mayor may not be required depending on the nature of 
the project. However, some kind of evaluation of the size re
quirements of the project must be made. 

4. Thereafter, estimate the system element costs. For this purpose 
an economic data base is required. An essential part of this 
economic data base is a set of "cost-estimating relationships" 
which are to be used to predict the future system costs based 
on past system costs of relate~ systems • 
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The cost estimating and analysis should concentrate on the costs of 
the newer system elements for which one finds the highest degree of 
uncertainty. Further, it should concentrate on determining relative 
cost differences among alternatives rather than striving for highly 
accurate absolute values of costs. 

Rudwick [1~8] illustrates the process of cost estimating by de
tailing the following sequence of interrelated events. 

Step 1. Initialize the system. 

a) Determine operationally the job to be done. 
b) Develop system design model. 

Step 2. Determine System size requirer..lts. For given system 
capability and organization determine: 

a) Number of components required. 
b) Performance characteristic. 
c) System effectivemens 

Step 3. Detail System requirements. 

a) Maintenance requirements; Equipment - Space Parts -
Personnel. 

b) Operational requirements; Equipment Inventories 
Personnel. 

c) Additional Equipment requirements; RDT & E required to 
develop equipment. 

d) Other facility requirements. 

Capital Recovery Costs (C.R.) 

Capital recovery cost for a project is the, equivalent uniform annual 
cost of the capital invested. In managerial and engineering economics 
studies this is used to account for the depreciation of an asset as well 
as the minimum attractive rate of return on the invested capital. As 
an exmmple consider P to be the present worth of all the costs associ
ated with research and development as well as investment. Let F be 
used to indicate the net salvage value of the asset at the end of its 
life cycle of N years. Let r% be the discount rate. Then C.R. is as 
follows: 

C.R. = p(A/P, r%, N) - F(A/F, r%, N) 

Two other relationships that may be used are 

C.R. = (P-F)(A/F, r%, N) P(r) 
or 

C.R. = (P-F)(A/P, r%, N) F(r) 

If one requires an after income tax analysis, the legally required 
method of depreciation must be used to determine the allowable depreci-
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ation costs for each year of the assets life. The various individual 
methods of depreciation will not be discussed here. 

Sunk Costs 

lilien a proposed project is to make a use of assets that are already 
available and for which depreciation schedules have been established, it 
is possible that sunk costs might be present. The sunk cost i~ defined 
as the difference between the book value of the asset and its actual 
value. The book value of the asset is the difference between the first 
costs of the asset and the amount that has been depreciated according 
to the established depreciation schedule. The sunk cost (or the book 
value of the asset) should not be considered in the engineering cost 
analysis although it is very important in income tax analysis. For 
engineering accounting yhe true value of the asset is the real worth of 
the asset. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The p:·evious discussion on managerial and engineering sconomics 
was intended to provide an overview of the basic traditional methods of 
project evaluation and decision criteria that also apply to benefit
cost analysis. It was not intended to be all-inclusive of many of the 
topics found today in this area of discipline. For example, no specific 
discussion was done on depreciation accounting, income tax and after 
tax analysis, replacement and reliability analysis, maintainability and 
logistics analysis, capital budgeting, and a variety of modern methods 
of program evaluation. The areas of risk and uncertainty analysis can 
be expanded greatly, and the techniques of simulation could be treated 
extensively. However, it is hoped that the above discussion provided 
a bridge to a better undel·~>.anding of the powers and limits of benefit
cost analysis to be discussed subsequently. 
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v. MARKETING ORIENTED BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS 

1. THE MARKETING CONCEPT 

Within the spirit of the traditional microeconomic theory the out
puts of a business firm are goods and services sold in a marketplace. 
The goals of a firm are to earn a profit, to acquire and maintain an 
adequate market share to assure specific volumes for its outputs, and 
to be able to survive and grow, these goals being not mutually ex
clusive. The marketing activities of a firm are essential for these 
goals. Especially since the World War II the affluent society has been 
characterized as a "marketing limited economy" in a distinction of the 
"production limited economies" of the third world. In the developed 
world marketing has become the basic and conscious force for the ful
fillment of Say's Law: Production creates its own demand and vice versa. 

In a "marketing limited economy" customer orientation in conjunc
tion with the business goals of survival and growth, maintenance of 
adequate market shares of its products, and the profitabilities of these 
products form the foundation of the marketing concepts. In particular, 
among other criteria, a business firm must consider the benefits and 
costs of its marketing activities in terms of the return on the assets 
employed. This is necessary f~om the point of view of accounting and con
trolling the benefits to the fir-," against the costs to the firm in the 
best possible direction among the alternative ways of employing the 
assets. 

It also suggests that in order to achieve maximum long run return 
on the assets employed the firm must understand the effect of its ac
tivities on the benefits and costs which the consumer desires and incurs, 
respectively, from the acquisition and use of the products generated by 
the firm. In effect, the firm not only must understand the financial 
implications of its own activities. It must also understand what bene
fits and costs the consumer perceives will be available and inrurred, 
respectively for the consumer by the firms activities. The firm must 
probe the minds of the consumers and understand how these consumers 
perceive the activities of the firm. 

Furthermore, the firm must understand the r3nefits and costs which 
society perceives, and how these benefits and co;,ts are affected by the 
firm's activities. The firm must probe the mind of the consumer col
lective known as the society and understand how this society perceives 
the activities of the firm. 

In the same way that the benefit/cost ratio determines the firm's 
behavior, (above a predetermined positive value, go; below that value, 
no go), it is assumed that a consumer's benefit/cost ratio determines 
the consumer's behavior toward the firm (above a predetermined positive 
value, advocate; below that value, indifferent or adversary). 
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The marketing approa,oh focuses on the customer, not the company or 
the product. Everything is based upon a philosophy of customer orien
tation. It is the customer on whom the fi~n focuses. The profit earned 
flows from the fact that the business is run from the point of view of 
the market and the customer [1~9, p. 27]. 

The marketing concept lL a business philosophy stating that the 
customer's want satisfactio., is the economic and social justification 
of the existence of a firm. All company activities such as production, 
engineering, and finance, as well as in marketing, are to be devoted 
first to the determination of the customer's wants and then to satisfy
ing these wants while still making a reasonable profit [150, p. 9J. The 
contemporary "marketing revolution" assumes the rapidly expanding freedom 
of consumer choice among alternative goods and services and among alter
native producers of any chosen good or service [151, p. 2]. 

Th" issue lies in the assumption that freedom of consUmer choice 
however·, is relative rather than absolute. The single most important 
determinant of the "freedom of choice" is the affluence of consumers and 
the society in question. In a production limited subsistence society 
consumer choice is minimal. When the production capability of an 
economy is poorJ.y developed, this society is not able to meet the barest 
needs of its consumers. Consumers have to take whatever they can get. 
Today's Third World is still largely in this state. The productive 
capacity of the developed nations this time exceeds the minimal level 
necessary to satisfy the basic needs of the consumers. At the same 
time, the per capita income of the bulk of consumers in the developed 
world is such that consumers have more than adequate income to buy the 
products and services needed to satisfy their basic needs [151, pp. 1-2]. 

2. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MARKETING CONCEPT 

From the point of view of a firm its benefit-cost analysis refers 
to understanding what effect a particular marketing strategy will have 
on the firm's revenue minus cost flows. j,hi1e business power clearly 
relates to the sales volume and the respective market shares for its 
outputs, the adoption of the marketing concept with its philosophy of 
customer-orientation stresses the implementation of this philosophy 
with optimization of profit, rather than sales volume. 

Presumably. there is no interest in sales volume for volume's sake. 
Management in an operational environment is interested in results which 
it can measure in terms of profit, and, particularly, in terms of re
turn on investment (assets employed). This is basically an :mmediate 
and short-run view. Management likes to measure the performance of 
the marketing function and marketing managers by financial results. 
Executi ves in marketing are viewed as "managers of money" as well as 
"marketers of goods and services". As managers of money they need to 
deal with such financial concepts as return on investment and break-even 
analysis, as well as the related concept of contribution margin, and 
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the applicability of these concepts to such areas as sales territory 

performance, sales force expansion, pricing strategy, the customer mix, 

the product mix, and related variables, all of which affect profit 

achievement [152, pp. 35-37]. 

3. RETURN ON INVESTMENT (ROI) 

Return on investment is used increasingly by companies with a so

phisticated approach to financial mfu,agement of their operations. These 

companies feel that the relative productivity of assets employed in par

ticular activities or projects is a better measure to use than profits 

measured as a percentage of sales volume. Return on investment, or ROI 

is considered preferable, both as a guide in making business decisions 

and as a yardstick for evaluating performance especially in an operation

al environment. 

Return on investment is a function of the percentage of profit on 

sales and the turnover of assets employed, i.e., the rate at which an 

invested dollar is generating sales dollars, as shown below: 

Basic 
Formula: $ Net Profit $ Sales P Net Profit 

$ Sales 
x $ Investment = ~"Investment 

(assets employed) 

Or: (Rate of Frofi t) x (Turnover) (ROI) 

The rate of profit is affected by the volume of sales which is a 

function of price, product mix, factory costs, as well as marketing and 

administra~ive expenses. The turnover component relates investment to 

sales and is independent of costs or profit. This turnO'iTer is the rate 

of utilization of the assets such as plant and equipment, inventories, 

receivables, and cash [152]. 

The Merchandising Efficiency Index, is a special case of return on 

investment. It is a variant that is of interest to retailers and those 

selling to retailer's. A retail merchant usually can do little in ~hort 

run to influence the size of his "fixed" investment, i.e., his store, 

fixtures, etc. B~t he can vary his merchandise inventory investment in 

short run, in response to changing patterns of customer demand. His 

essential desire is to achieve an optinum turnover (velocity of movement) 

of his stock in relation to demand with an optimum rate of profit on his 

sales dollars. The interaction of these two factors will determine the 

rate of return on his inventory investment. The Merchandising Efficiency 

Index is defined as follows: 

$ Profit 
$ Sales x 

$ Sales 
$ Inventory 

(cost) 

= $ Profit 
$ Inventory 

ROI 

(Profit rate) x (Inventory Turnover) = Return on Inventory Investment 
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The principle of using a special form of ROI index as a basis for 
comparing relative performance can be extended to contrast different 
types of retail institutions. In comparing a traditional department 
store to its new low-margin rivals, as represented by the so-called 
disc01mt house and the supermarket, the ROI index is modified so that 
the profit rate is a gross margin. This margin is the spread between 
cost of goods and selling price. ~he turnover figure represents rate 
of stock. In this case the ROI fvrmula is as follows: 

Gross 
Margin x Turnover = ROI Index 

% 

The resulting ROI indices are useful because they reflect the dif
ferences in basic operating philosophies between conventional department 
stores and low-margin retailers. Typically, department stores, char
acterized bv relatively high gross margins and relatively slow merchan
dise turnovers, show a lower ROI index. In contrast, the higher ROI in
dex of low margin retailers is a product of lower gross margins and 
much faster turnovers. By gearing their operations to high volume and 
high velocity, they can afford low margins with increased volume through
put of goods. This produces a lower fixed to variable expense ratio as 
volume expands. The comparative ROI indices point out the impacts of 
operating philosophies between different types of retail institutions. 

The way a retailer and/or manufacturer invests in a brand and takes 
risk in it is illustrated in Figure 26 covering the Processing and Pack
aging, Distributive, and Retailing Subsystems. This brand by brand 
investment-risk impact matrix can indicate specific costs or investments 
per unit of each brand identifying thus how ROI is affected by each 
component of each subsystem in the overall business system. Such an 
item by item analysis provides information for the profitability analysis 
of the retailing businessmen in a detail necessary for a clearly identi
fied managerial control. 

4. BREAK EVEN ANALYSIS 

Break-even analysis deals with volume-cast-profit relationships, 
and helps one to anticipate the results of certain kinds of decisions 
before they are made. It can be a very useful management tool in the 
decision-making processes. 

The first step is to classify all costs into two types: variable 
and fixed. It is. important to distinguish clearly between these nlO 

types of costs. Variable costs vary as sales vary. Examples of 
variable costs include: cost of goods sold, sales commissions, freight, 
delivery, packaging, etc. Fixed costs, on the other hand, remain con
stant as sales volume varies. As sales go up, the percentage of fixed 
costs drops. Conversely, as volume falls of~ the percentage rises. 
Fixed costs includes occupancy costs, certain utilities, insurance, 
executive salaries, and so on. 
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R in the matrix J'epresents retailer's risk and investment for the brand indicated 
in the system. 

M in the matrix represents manufacturer's risk and investment for the brand indicated 
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The general setting of a break even analysis for a particular pro

duct or brand Q produced in a quantity of q units is as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Indentify all mutually exclusive costs Ci allocated to the product 

or brand Q-produced it, a quantity of q units, i = 1,2, •••• ,n. 

Each and all costs C. must be either identified as and/or split 

into a variable cost~component VCi(q), which varies with varying 

q, or a mutually exclusive fixed cost component FCi which does 

not vary with q. 

The total variable cost associated with Q is then 

VC = ~ VCi(q) 
~ 

and the total fixed cost associated with Q is 

FC = ~ FCi ' i = 1,2, .... ,n. 
, 

4. The total cost associated with the product or brand Q is then 

TC = VC + FC 

5. Let p be the unit price of the product or brand Q sold in a 

marketpla~~. Then sales revenue is 

R = pq 

0. Profit from the product or brand Q is then 

P = R - TC 

Figure 27 illustrates this situation. If q is below the break even 

quantity qe the product or brand Q is unprofitable resulting in a loss 

while above this quantity qe tile volume q would generate profits. 

Typically, the accounting rate of return or ROI and the Break Even 

Analysis are based on traditional micro economic analysis for short-run 

operational planning and control. Further, the approach is marginal 

in nature. The change in profit is 

oP = poq + qop - oVC(q) 

Where the first term li~ the right hand side is due to a change in sales 

volume q, the second term is due to "hange in unit pI'ice of the product 

or brand Q, and the third term is due to changes o.n the var.i able cost 

of producing the product or brand Q with a volume q. The b't'eak eVen 

analysis is conducted first in order to find the minimum required sales 

volume for a non-negative profit, thereafter ROI is used to evaluate 

the profitabil:tty impact of various alternatives. 
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The techniques of break-even C'nalysis and return on investment are 
profi tably employed in marketing planning and control, for example, in 
the following cases: 

l. 
2. 
3, 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

the volume-cost-profit relati~ ship; 
sales force expansion; 
sales territory ROI analysis; 
the channel of distribution (customer) mix; 
pricing; 
the product mix: 
the product mix: 

adding a new product; (and) 
shifting promotional emphasis 

5. LONG RUN MARKETING CONSIDERATIONS: PRICING AND PRODUCT LIFE CYCLES 

In .the long run everything is variable. In particular, all costs 
are variable costs. Typically, it is to be expected that for a partic
ular product its volume demanded in the market is a function of its 
price as well as a function of the prices and quantities of all other 
products. In the long run, each product must be viewed in the frame
work of the total business system. It also has to be viewed in a 
dynamic setting where a product is innovated into existence and reno
vated for its survival against forces of its mortality due to techno
logica.l obsolescence, competing products, changing tastes of consumers 
and changing needs of social institutions. In such a setting the short 
run considE,ration based on the traditional microeconomic theory can be 
expected to be inadequate for the evaluation of ~lternatives facing a 
firm. 

Figure 28 illustrates a typical sales volume life cycle and its 
respective profit margins life cycle [152, p. 62J. Its impact on 
marketing and budness planning is we" 1 l"ecognized [153,154,155 J. Ap
pendix G provi...ies an illustration on hml to analyze a particular product 
life cycle utilizing the concept of forces of innovation and renova.ion 
in an interaction with forces of product mort ali ty. 

The typical distribution of cos1,s in successful product innovations 
can be plotted on the ba"ic life cycle curve as costs incurred prior 
to the introductiul of the innovation. The mRrketer treats these costs 
as an investment in the new product. It is the costs incurred after 
the product is introduced that are either variable or fixed, not those 
incurred prior to the products introduction. The fixed cos+ is assumed 
to occur after the product has been introduced. If the new product 
is successful, its net benefit-cost stream is assumed to provide a re
turn on the investment which was defined as the costs incurred prior to 
the introduction of this product. 

The cost of introducing a 
investment in this innovation, 
percentage components [156, p. 

successful innovation, representing the 
can be broken into the following "typical" 
9J: 
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Cost Item 

R&D, Basic Invention 

Engineering & Product Design 

Tooling Up and Getting Ready 
for Manufacturing (e.g. investment 
in a plant) 

Manufacturing Start-Up Expenses 

Marketing Start-Up Expenses 

Percentage of Total Investment 

5 - 10 % 

10 - 20 % 

40 - 60 % 

5 - 15 % 

10 - 25 % 

6. MARKETING CONCEPTS VERSUS CONSUMERS' (USERS') BENEFITS AND COSTS 

Ultimately the use v~ue and fitness for use of a product or a ser
vice is perceived hy the consumer of this product or service. While a 
firm is intereste~ in a marketing approach that provides it benefits 
minus costs as measured, for example, by ROI, it obviously cannot ignore 
the impacts of its products on the consumers' wants. A product affects 
consumers' immediate wants and satisfaction derived from this product. 
But the production and consumption of a product have induced effects 
such as generation of air pollution, solid waste, health hazards, and 
so on. It has been suggested that concept of a consumer-citizen would 
pr·ovide the two perspectives; consumer in regards to the use and sat
isfaction derived from a particular product and a citizen concerned with 
the induced effects of the product upon the ecological environment of 
human beings [151, p. 3]. 

Marketing planning is concerned with the conflicts between its 
prime preoccupation of satisfying consumers' individual needs on one 
hand and the social responsibilities of firms for the preservation and 
betterment of the ecological environment on the other hand. In a setting 
of such a conflict, markets will be evaluated in terms of the consumer
citizen duality where individuals are thought to be not only concerned 
with their immediate self-centered satisfactions but also with an over
all societal well-being. It is, indeed, possible to consider a market 
segmentation approach where both societal and individual benefits be
come important stimu1i~ for responses [157, pp. 61-65]. Such an approach 
could be conceived in terms of a social preference function that in
cludes, also, individual preferences, rather than on the basis of 
the classical preference theory of the individual consumer behavior. 
In fact, the concept of a consumer-citizen is a step in this direction. 
It could be interpreted to be a "behavioral model" where an individual 
behavior can be strongly affected by "externalities" including those 
affecting the overall social welfare; or, better yet, in a contrast to 
the traditional microeconomic theory an "individual" is also a "collec
tive societal homo sapience". 
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As a consequence of these kinds of modifications, marketing seems 

to be increasingly concerned with societal aspects of the direct and 

indirect impacts of consumption and its respective production especially 

on basically limited natural resources [158J. The Western Society has 

had its exploitive characteristics based on an assumption that for' all 

practical purposes natural resources are limitless. To this notion has 

been superimposed that of the consumers 1 "freedom of choice" alld limi t

less pursuit of happiness. The business philosophy has rested, on one 

hand, heavily on the eighteenth century economic liberalism and its 

formalized gospel, the traditional atomistic microeconomic theory. On 

the other hand, it also has been resting over the last few decades on 

the Neo-Keynesian macroeconomic theory that emphasizes consumption as 

the measure of societal and individual welfare. Both of these theories 

are short-run equilibrium theories in a setti3g of a partial analysis. 

Neither one provides an adequate overall system view for the accounting 

of long run consequences of production and consumption patterns eating 

away in an irreversible manner certain basically limited natural re

sources. The whole setting is accentuated by the pattern of a faster 

than exponential growth of the world population. 

7. SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF PRIVATE SECTOR BENEFIT-COST CONSIDERATIONS 

It is recognized now that the private sector firms may not be in 

a position to provide appropriate planning-decision processes with 

regards to social ~)enefit-cost considerations. They cannot judge 

effecti vely the ne': effects of the inclusion of social benefit-cost 

criteria in their marketing planning-decision processes; and if one 

firm decides to include social benefit-cost criteria in its marketing 

considerations, it might be placed at a competitive disadvantage. 

Therefore, the role of the public sector must be assumed in order to 

complement the shortcomings and eliminate the inabilities of the pri

vate sector in adequately including the social benefit-cost criteria 

into the general business planning-decision processes in a total 

societal framework [158J. 

In a sense, then, the concept of " ,~keting must be expanded from 

its traditional lramework at a level of an individual firm to a societal 

setting with some distinct public policy implications. Among these are 

various possible taxation and transfer-payment policies, "environmental 

audit" 0: corporate performance, and so on, in order to compensate for 

or prevent adverse social costs of the private sector activities. 

Among the suggested social and environmental factor!; for the evaluation 

of new products are [159, p. l3J: 

1. Environmental and production compatability. 

2. Environmental and user (consumer) compatabi1ity while product 

is in use. 
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3. Environmental and user (consumer) capatability after the pro
duct is used up or consumed. 

4. Recycling potential. 

5. Social and moral impacts. 

Some marketing experts think that societal dimensions of benefits 
and costs can be incorporated better into the "total marketing" efforts 
if the emphasis is shifted from physical products into services that 
encompass also the necessary factors directly benefiting the society 
[158, p. 59J. It has been suggested that firms need an increasingly 
"total systems approach" to marketing in order to include the societal 
benefit-cost perspectives - a concept of "Social Marketing" [160J. 

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In a relatively "micro economic" environment, private sector firms 
have been very successful in developing effective marketing concepts. 
There remains considerable room of such efforts for institutions in 
the public sector. The desirability of developing the public sector 
marketing efforts relates, among other things, to the identification 
and assessment of the benefits and costs of public projects in com
plex economic, social and political environments with a variety of 
structural perspectives. An examj.>le would be the assessment of a new 
;'!ajor technology with its potential for a multitude of economic, social 
and political impacts which may not be detectable early enough through 
the channels of the usual political processes. A detailed "market 
survey" for public acceptance may turn out to be a useful detector of 
the present and future moods of a populace. 
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VI. TRADITIONAL PUBLIC SECTOR BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a dis'rinction to the "private" goods and services purchased and 
consumed unequally by the consumers, public goods are collective goods 
enjoyed in common by all the members of a society. Public goods can be 
divided into intermediate and final goods, and public investment could 
be thought to be associated with public product life cycles. If it was 
possible to assess all benefits and costs or scarifices associated with 
such a product life cycle, then the usual techniques used in managerial, 
engineering and business economics could be used to provide decision 
criteria for the selection of a best alternative public program from a 
set of possible alternatives. In a methodological sense, public sector 
benefit-cost analysis is an extension of the traditional private sector 
economic analysis in a setting which includes not only the private CAC
tor economics but also the welfare economics. From a systems pC'.i.;,t of 
view, both the private sector and public sector economic analysis should 
be done in the framework of the total societal economic, social and 
political system. Traditionally, this is not quite the case. For ex
ample, the benefit-cost analysis tends to be done typically in a setting 
of a partial analysis utilizing short-run static equilibrium models of 
microeconomics. It tends to be preoccupied with direct costs and benefits 
as such economic models exclude by their very nature the ability to 
account for a variety of "externalities" whose characteristics need to 
be understood for the imputation of "induced" or "secondary" or "indirect" 
benefits ~nd costs. Yet in a dynamic setting of an economic development 
these induced, secondary or indirect effects may far outweigh the 
immediate short-run or static direct effects in generating an impact of 
a net benefit or detriment upon the society by a public project. 

The first task in a benefit-cost analysis is the identification and 
definition of benefits and costs associated with a proposed public pro
ject over its life or life cycle. In this task a serious problem arises 
immediately in that benefits and costs relate to the very economic model 
assumed for the background of the analysis. Is this economic model reI 
evant? Does it portray and predict the actual behavior of the society? 
Is it only an ill-constructed normative model far away from the realities 
of life? Is it a reflection of a value system of a politician or a the
oretician or that of a society? These kinds of questions are obvious Iv 
important at a policy and strategic levels. In practice benefit-cost 
analysis belongs to strategic and operational levels of planning-decision 
processes. At such levels the policy guidelines including the economic 
model to be used as a background for the analysis may have been speci
fied. Therefore, the analyst's problem is reduced to the proper identi
fication and definition of benefits and costs in a framework of a given 
and specified economic model and theory. In a traditional setting this 
theory is derived from the Walrd3-Pareto general equilibrium model and 
its various modifications to account for "imperfections" and "exter
nalities" seemly occurring in "real life". 
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2. A HISTORIC SKETCH OF BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS 

The roots of the evolution of the philosophy of benefit-cost analy
sis lie in the history and progress of welfare economics. Among others, 
Adam Smith was concerned with welfare economics, public finance and 
principles of taxation, and how these affected consumers' benefits and 
sacrifices. The eighteenth century emergence of economic liberalism 
profoundly influenced the way benefits and sacrifices were to be defined 
and related to the theory of consumer behavior. While economic liberal
ism was a reaction to the rigid centralized mercantilistic policies, and 
favored individual freedom of choice and individual enterprise as the 
foundations of value theory, the emerging industrial revolution brought 
back into the picture the necessities of social control of business . 
The role of the public sector became not only that of a protector of the 
private sector and its liberal "rights" but a controller and performer 
in the direction of the overall welfare of the society, augmenting the 
shortcomings of the private sector and keeping its imperfections from 
hurting the society as a whole. 

As the industrial societies grew increasingly interdependent, the 
public sector was recognized as a provider of public goods and services 
necessary for a coherent overall societal operation. Public programs 
became justified by their ability to produce those essential ingredients 
for the society that private sector did not care or could not produce or 
was not allowed to produce because of the concomitant monopolistic im
plications. Thus public programs wer~ supposedly designed to generate 
"external economies" or "social benefits" as well as to keep down "ex
ternal diseconomies" or "social costs" reflected throughout the private 
and public sectors of economy. 

In 1844 Jules Dupuit published his "On the Measurement of the 
Utility of Public Works". Dupuit introduced a measure of net welfare 
gain from a public project: the consumer surplus. This concept was 
later refined by Marshall, Hotelling and Hicks. However, it was not 
until 1950 that the concept of consumer SurpllS emerges again as a key 
concept in the analysis of public investments and projects. During this 
era from Dupuit to 1950 Federal projects in ·lnited States were largely 
justified in terms of direct tangible costs mId benefits. For example, 
the 1902 U. S. River and Harbors Act called for project justifications 
in terms of direct benefits to commerce versus the direct costs of the 
respective projects. The U. S. Flood Control Act of 1936 stated that 
a project is " .. feasible if the benefits, to whomsoever they may accrue, 
are in excess of the estimated costs." The precise interpretation of 
the meaning of "benefits" was left to the dis"retion of a particular 
agency of the U. S. Government. It was not until 1950 when the Inter
Agency Committee on lvater Resources published its "Proposed Practices 
for Economic Analysis of the River Basin Projects". This publication, 
known as the "Green Book", introduces the language of welfare economics 
to the practicp of public project evaluation, analysis and justification. 
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The Department of Budget Arcular A-47 followed in 1952. Both pub
lications discussed social gains in terms of maximizing the gains to the 
national product without regard to social gains and losses that cannot 
be expressed in terms of the National product. The result was that the 
objective of Benefit-Cost Analysis was that of economic efficiency. 

With the publications of Eckstein, McKean and Krutilla in 1958 and 
Maass in 1962 the theory of Benefit-Cost Analysis became definitely in
tegrated with the welfare economies, and benefit-cost analysis began to 
assume a nature of multi-objectives, at least in the areas of water re
source development. The multi-objective benefit-cost analysis introduced 
complications not encountered with considerations for single objective
economic efficiency. That is all of the objectives are not necessarily 
quantifiable in terms of cornmon measures. In a setting of multiple ob
jectives some trade-offs must be developed between the benefits and costs 
associated with each of the different objectives. 

In 1961 Planning-Prograrnming-Budgeting (PPB) was introduced in the 
Department of Defense and by 1968 had spread to the entire Federal Govern
ment. One of the features of PPB was the quantitative evaluation of al
ternatives by benefit-cost or by cost-effectiveness analysis. By 1968 
most Federal Governmental Agencies and some state governments where pre
forming their own benefit-cost analysis for their project justifications. 
The spread was from water resource projects to transportation projects, 
defense projects, income maintenance programs retraining programs, pro
posed research and development projects, health programs, recreational 
facilities, public utility projects and law enforcement. The bibliog
raphy provided with this report contains references of publications in 
each of these fields. Henrichs and Taylor '1969) categorizes their 
bibliography into Background Material; General; Community Development 
and Services; Health, Education and Welfare; Highways; National Defense; 
Research and Development; Resource Development and Transportation. 

The applications of benefit-cost analysis ,are still expanding into 
new fields. There are many unsettled problems challenging the analyst. 
The difficulties of benefit-cost analysis are divided by Hender in 
Institute of Municipal Treasures and Accountants (1971) " ..• into two 
broad groups -- technical difficulties of using the teChnique and dif
ficulties jn its practical application". These groups are not mutually 
exclusive. The listing of the difficulties may be associated with one 
or the other or both groups. 

It should be again noted that the Planning Programming Budgeting 
System was retired as a practice in Federal Government around 1970; and 
that there are several serious questions conc6~ing the nature of bene
fits and costs in modern highly interdependent e~onomies in which econ
omies are not necessarily portrayed very well by various conventional 
economic theories. One of the most serious quections relates to the 
desirable nature of income distribution versu~ such conventional notions 
as Pareto optimality; and another question l'elates to the theory of state 
and the respective role of public sector versus private sector. 
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3. THE STATE-OF-THE-ART OF BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS AND EXAMPLE 

The basic idea of benefit-cost analysis is to determine the worth 
of a public project by weighing the advantages and disadvantages of such 
a project to the society as a whole. It would be desirable that the ad
vantages and disadvantages of the project be evaluated in terms of some 
overall social gains and losses. That is the economic, social, political 
and environmental impacts of a Droject should be determined as well as 
the technological and economic ±~'asibility. Cost-benefit analysis at
tempts to be a way of deciding what society prefers. If only one option 
can be chosen from a set of options, benefit-cost analysis should help 
the decision-maker to select the socially most preferred option. Bene
fit-Cost Analysis is a part of the decision-making process. It helps 
the decision-maker in his evaluation of the relative merits of public 
projects in terms of their various economic, social, political, environ
mental, technological, etc., feasibility. 

The practice of benefit-cost analysis has considered mainly the 
aspects of economic and technological feasibility. Whenever the social, 
political or environmental impacts have been considered no adequate method 
of presentation of the information to the decision-maker has resulted. 
To treat benefit-cost analysis as an arithmetic exercise from »hich a 
single numerical value is obtained is at best narrow if not unrealistic. 
In practice, benefit-cost analysis is often used to substantiate prior 
decisions or to support a previously selected decision outcome. When 
the analysis is used in this manner biases may be introduced and mishand
ling of benefits, cost, intangibles, discount-rates etc. can occur. 

Another problem an~ source of abuse associated with benefit-cost 
analysis is the es+ablishment of a suitable basis of measurement so that 
a comparable rankir~ with other projects may be obtained. It is impor
tant to realize tho.t not all gains and losses associated with a project 
can be measured in terms that clearly indicate their relative values in 
relation to identifiable societal preferences. In such cases the de
cision-maker must decide what weights to apply to these kinds of measures. 
Typically, the decision-maker has an objective function which he is try
ing to maximize or minim'.ze or perhaps he has a multiple objective func
tion which he is trying to optimize thru some weighing or trade-off 
procedure. 

The extent that individuals or groups of individuals are used in 
assessing the preferences of a society is a fundamental problem of bene
fit cost analysis. In a G~cision-making-process how are individual and 
group preferences related? Further, what a society prefers is nnt nec
essarily always in the long run best for the society. Should the decision
making-process concerning public investments be accomplished by politicians 
with their vested interest approach? What weighing procedure should be 
used for the various groupings on individuals of society? Should a unit 
of benefit or cost be valued the same for one individual as for another 
one? What time period should be considered for the analysis? What dis
count-rate? What should be the point of view of the benefit-cost analyst, 
or the decision-maker? 
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Let us conside~ an example presented in the litereture that show some 
of the approaches that are being considered to solve some of the before 
mentioned problems. 

Example 

This example is taken from the work C. H. Oglesby, B. Bishop and G. E. 
Willebe - "A Method fo~ Decisions Among Freeway Location Alternatives Based 
on Use~ and Community Consequences" published in Highway Research Record -
"Socioeconomic Conside~ations in Transpo~tation Planning". [341] The quo
tations and tables that follow are taken from this publication with the 
consent of the authors. 

"To carry out an engineering, economic, and social analysis of the ef
fects of freeway location requires that a basis be established fo~ evaluat
ing both use~ and community consequences when comprehensive comparisons are 
made of the differences among alternatives. To accomplish this requires 
that 3 impo~tant aspects of the problem be considered: (a) quantification 
and sepa~ation of user and community factors, (b) viewpoint decision makers, 
and (c) time period of analysis. Decision-makers should include all of 
these in thei~ and~ysis if optimal decisions are to be made." 

In this a~ticle two p~inciples of decision-making are recognized: (1) 
Decisions are to be based on the differences between the alterl>atives, and 
(2) Moneta~y aspects must be sepa~ated from aspects that are not quanti
fiable in monetary terms, and that the non-monetary terms must then be 
weighted against the monetary aspects by the decision-maker. The success 
of the decision-making-process depends on the analyst's ability to define 
and measure the facto~s that measure the relative merits of the alterna
tives. To achieve this the authors divided the consequences of a project 
inTO direct and indirect effects. These are presented in Table 1 and 2. 
Table 1 shows the direct effects that are associated with highway con
struction and use, while Table 2 gives an indication of the indirect ef
fects that are associated with the non-user and community. These tables 
as presented in the above reference are given below. 

TABLE 1 

DIRECT EFFECTS OF FREEWAY CONSTRUCTlON AND USE 

Factor 

Quant1fiabl~ mukel: values 
1. COlt of highway 
a.P_ 
b. Right-of-way 
Co Construction 
d. Jbintenatlcl! 
t!. Opention 

2. Costs (benefits) to hlghway user 
a. Vehicle operating cost, 

includIng congestion costs 
b. Travel Ume saving., camM 

merdal 

c. Motodst safety, economic 
C:Ol5t of accidents 

QuantUiable nonmuket values 
3, Costs (benefits) to highway user 

Travel Ume s:LVUlgS. 
noncommercial 

Nonqu:tnWbble nonmat.Ket "",lues 
-t. Costs (benefits) to hJghway user 

a. Motorllit s;t{ety 
h. Motoriat comfort:locl. coD.~ 

vettieace 
Co AestheUca frOtll driver 

TiewpaiD.t 

Description 

Capl1:z.J.CDst and 2.Mual cost ol planning, con-/ 
IItruCtlng. m2lntuning, and operating the 
freeway 

Net increase (decrease) in COtlta of vehicle 
operation per yenr 

Net iD.crcase (decrense) in travel time mulU
plied by dollar value of commercral mvel 
time 

Net cholnge in expectecl number of accidents mulU
plied by average cost per accident 

Minutes saved per vehlcle trip 

Accident costs of pam, suHertng, and deprlv:a.UOQ 
Discomfort, inconvenience, aJrl strain DC 

driving 
Benefit of pInalog Yiews and scenery from the 

road 
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Unlta 

DoIl2..r. 
Dollars 
Dollurs 
Dollars 
00l1ara 

Dollar. 

Dollar. 

Dollar. 

Minutes 
or bounc 

? 
? 

? 

Time Period, Yura 

N.A. 
20 to <to 

'D 
AnnoW 
AnnoW 

AnnoW 

Annual 

Annual 

Annual 

AnnoW 
lulnual 

AnnoW 
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TABU: 2 

COMMUNITY EFFECTS OF FREEWAY LOCATION AND USE 

Meuuru and Suggested Me2S1lrts Time Penod 

Factor 
Long Short Descript10ll UnJi. R .. R .. 

Local Transportation Enter. 
TrU11c lervice to commuruty by 1. Percent reducuon ollhrough ln1flc on City Percent • 
IrHn,-highway capacity, 0-0 streets ((nhicles before - vehu:les altcT V 
ot triPI, majo r lr1!lIC generators vetudes before j 

2. Dist:.lJ\ce of freeway acee •• fr om ma,or Mill" • 
I traUic g"neratan (e. C., ;u:ac1emic. bUllne .. , 

cultunJ, admlrustraove centers) or as mea-

l 
. ured by road Wier or tnnsporUtion COlts 

•• Corridor alilu c0f!l~Uble With pruent or M.\lts • 
fut ur e public tranlporUuon dne lopment 

rUed on Ioca.l tran.porutiOIl: 1. Coat. (.awing.) tor Improvement tu city Dollar. • cUy . lrHt circwatioa and SUl!eta to pro¥1de for proJKted tra1f1c 

- ,'UbUe tn.nal t volumes II frHw2y is DOt bwU 
2. Net ch1nge Ul parlung .pace anHable :u No. spaces • re.ult Ollreeway ....... • •• Number ofLDtuch.;t.ngu with the commwtity Hu.mber • 

Ie .. slzeets closed 
Accus to regional facWtiH : L Truel time saVingS ttl reilona.!. activit, M.Ullrtes per • • recruUoa , educatioo , culture, centers ((minutes per velticle) It (vehicles day 

baLDe .. , aDd employment pe r day )} for euh faCIli ty 
2. Number ollrlps to commwuty cuerater;l Vehicle. per • • •• (rom oulslde da, 

Hllbn,. design standarda : L Miles Ie., than x perceot grade lilies • 
rndes, a.lignment, and 2. Mlles 01 curvature leu than y radius Mi'" • Ulterchatl.ge locatloQ 3. Aver3ic dis taace between interchanges Miles • 

CommWllty Planning and Enironment 
•• LuId uu : 1. ~ lor poCffluaJ developm ent to wtuch acec .. Acre. " 1aJld. deyelopmcnt , change. to Wle, is created 

multiple usc, separatioo of u es 2. Mil~. offree .... y aepar.ltulclncompaUble Land Miles • 
Wle mirlus mile. dlvid.J.nl{ compatlble uses 

S. MUes adjacent to or through 1aru1 u.ndergoLng Milcs per • 
~ 

cb.an8:e in uae acre 
Authec.1c lmpact 01 Ireewa,. oa L Mllu depreutd 1n reatdentfaJ areas plu. Mila • 

coaunWLI ty : mi lH e levated irl commercw areas less mllu 

'i deprHsed or elented, luId- at grade 
, s capiq, .c.rueturu 2. AddlUooal cosls 01 autheUc lmpl'1)ycment IA Dollar. • 

.j' .lZuctures and lardscaptng ,.,la. L lDcreaac lJ:r. dB level weighted by miles dB (weighted) • 
rHldcotial, and nwnbus 01 achoola , chu rches, 
&.tid almllar bulldlngs adjacent to freeway -. 2. AddiUow ~st Of noiJe ba.rrle rs in 1'I0ile Dollar. • , 
problem anu , ... Air polluUoo L Het cha.nge 10 aox.iou. exnau.&t cmls&lon. for Perceat • 
projected lr.Ltflc with and. Without the Ireen,. 

Ik1Pborbood aDd Soclal Struchl,.. 
PTcperly nJuu: L IDc:reue or decreue (net) OYet normal t.rflld . DoUar. • 

cbaJlc" 10 r esale nluu 10 property nlue eiusLiied by type Of uae 
and cU.t.aoce Irarn Ireeway 

If'fcbborbood impacta : L Number of houaing umta displaced (or) Numb" • .. 
dJ..IpLaccmeot and relOCU1oa of number dlSp1a.ced u percent of commwtity'. Percent • • 
people, uviron.m£nta l qu.alltles, total sto(:k 
odibborbood cohuivCl'le .. LI'Id 2. Number 01 people cU,p12ced (or) nwnber cU, · Number • • 
stabWtJ placed as percent of cornmuruty's population Percent • • .. S. Net 10 .. 01 hou'!.n&-unill t.Uen leIS vaC!ll!.t No, unl ta • 

replacement hOWling 10 same prlee range wlm - companble flA::t.nclnc leas new CUaSlru.cuon 
planIled on nC2Dt land .... IUI hn.anclDg .. Cohuln neighborhoods severed by fr eewa, No. ~le • • 

\ - (aa det.ermlned by In2PPlnl nellhborhood 
bowxlarle. and socia! charactens uc.) 

!L Neighborhood st.abllity (!i, pp. 33--42) Index No. • • 

I 
'P'ub &ocI reereattoa&l fa.cWU.- 1. Acru al park.llOIl ("lined) as percw ol Percent • 

touJ. anJlabl. :acres 
2. COIK 01 plJ'k uplaccment leu compen.aat1oo Dollar. • 

! 
•• Number 01 ~rQ il.Uected Number • • 

c.ttu.nl ud rdlpOYa lMt1bII1oos L Number 01 churches t.Uen (or ) No.. churc.bes • 
toU.l a UeDd.aDcc alfected Na. ,*,ple • 

2. AdcUUOGal co.t 01 r elocation, exc •• s o.,er Dollar. • 
tak1n.( prlc. 

2. lmprowed acc ... or locaLIoo (or new cburdl ........ • 
bcW Uu 

I 1UIloric.al .tte. aJJd Wlique UI!iU L Nwnber 0( historical areas 108t (tow ......... • 
aUected Ie .. thOle reloc.!.ted) 

2. VaJ,ue almDnumel11 meuured by aonuaJ VI.ita per • 
'f1.I.iU pu ,IIU' ,-
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TABLE 2 (ConUmledJ 

COt4MUNlTY EFFECTS OF FREEWAY LOCATION AF.D USE 

SchoolsY6tem: 
attendance boundaries, 
school env1raunent 

Measures and Suggested Measures 

DescrlpUao. 

1. Net loss (gain) in tax base [or schoolS)'stem 
2. Number of schools totally or partially bken 

(or afiedcd) 
3. Number o[ school attcndance areas with 

2.ceess to school scriously 1Inpaired where 
bOl.Ulwies c:umot be :tdjusted 

4. Increase (decrease) in cost of providing 
IIchool services because o[ changes in bUtJ,iDg 

5. Net additional cost to the cOffimunJty 01 
relocatiIlg schools aHected by freeway (Plus) 
cost of noise reduction In SChools a.djacent to 
freeway 

Community Economlc:md Fiscal Structure 
1. Loss of :tsseslled vozjuationin rlght-oC-way all Ellect on tax base: 

Net change in assessed value percent of community total 
-.. Loss of assessed valuation in rlght-of--w2Y of property on l:lX rolls 

lessincreasc of l:tnd ruues (assessed) cauaed 
by freeway impact 

3. Net lOllS (gain) in bX revenue !::lUBed !::Iy free-
way1Inpad 

Community serviceD: 1. Net increase (dec ..mse) in costs of providing 
pollee and fire protection, fire and poUcp ~ .... otecUon and water, sewerage, 
utility lI"ervices, ~ter and and garbage uerviee 
guba.ge servicea 

1. Net increase (decrease) over normal trend in COClClerc1al activity: 
wboleaale, retail gross wholesale and ret2.U salee 

2. Net nwnbcr of businesses located (dlspl2.Ced) 
by fre!!Way 

Employment: L Net number of lebs located (displaced) 2tJ :t 

creation of Jobs, result of freeway 
db:plaeem.ent or joba 2. Net gain (loss) in gross earnings from joba 

loc2.ted Or dJsplaced by the freeway 
3. Net increase (dccre2.sc) in job opportunities 

caused by expanded commuting area less Jeb. 
available to outside commutIng 

Units 

Doll2rs 

Dollar. 

Percent 

Dollar. 

Dollar. 

Dollars 

DollarD 

Number 

N_er 

Doll2r. 

Number 

! --. 

Time Period 

Long Short 

""" """ 
x x 

: 

x x 

x x 

x 

• 
x • 
x x 

x 

x 

• 
x x 

• x 

The factors of Table 1 have been divided into quantifiable market 
values, quantifiable non-market values and non-quantifiable non-market 
values. The authors recommend that only quantifiable market values stated 
in monetary terms should be included in the economic analysis. These 
factors affect those that are not quantifiable in monetary market values 
such as non-corrnnerical savings in travel time, discomfort, inconvenience, 
aesthetic considerations should not be included in the economic analysis. 

Table 2 list factors and measures that may be useful in evaluating 
the differences in the community impact of various alternatives. These 
factors are classified according to: local transportation effects, 
community planning and environmental land use, neighborhood and social 
structure property values, and community economic and fiscal structure. 
The authors point out that even though some of the effects of Table 2 
are quantifiable in monetary terms, they are not terms compatible with 
the market value terms of Table 1 hence should not be included in the 
economic analysis. 

The benefit-cost analysis as proposed by these authors is to have 
the analysis consist of two parts: " ••. (a) an economic study that in
cludes all items that can be reduced to money terms and (b) an analysis 
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of all items that cannot be stated in terms of money but that must be 

weighed in the decision. The approach propcsed for analyzing the in

direct and community effects of the second part is called a community 

factor profile ." 

The community factor profile represents for each alternative the 

negative or positive percentage of the maximum absolute value of the meas

ure determined for each factor . Figure 29 presented by Oglesby et . al . 

presents a simp lified version of a community factor profil~ . 

'''''' 
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Figure 29. 
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Community factor profil.: Numbers in circles indicatt the 4 alternatives. 

The factors used to develop the profile should describe all of the 

im»ortant elements associated with the community impact . It is impor

tant to make sure that in defining the factor measures that the same 

consequences are not measured more than once . The concept of doubt count

ing will be discussed in a later section . The authors suggest that the 

full set of community factors should be reduced whenever possible by e

liminating all factors that are not relevant and by eliminating all fac

tors that have substantially the same value for all alternatives . They 

also suggest that profiles be prepared for each alternative from the 

viewpoint of each community interest group as well as a composite profile 

that would show the total community effect for each factor . 

Different alternatives affect various levels of government, com

munities and groups in different ways so that it is important for the 

decision-maker to have some insight i nto how various groups view the 

factors associated wi th a proposed project . A survey was conducted using 

three groups: (1) Highway engineers and planners (2) Community officials 

and (3) community citizens . Table 3 shows the results of this study . 
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TADLE 3 

IMPORTANCE OF FACi~~JNftti.~~J ~~;citfrs.~~ ~3G~fr~~E:GINEERS AND PLANNERS. 

'Percent of Percent of Percent of 
Rlgbw.:!, Engtneera Community 

!'actor 3r.d Pl:l.nni:!'1i O£!tc~ 
Clt1%ens 

Major MInor No Major lI-Unor No Major L-Unor No 

Direct CCfJts :ud benaits 
III freeway 

Cost of highway 95 ~ 1 as 12 1 51 10 1 
Motorist safety and comfort a5 13 • ~ 12 2 07 8 1 
Travel Ume savings 52 .3 S '5 .0 2 61 31 7 
Vehicle operating cost .. .. 5 .9 tB 21 19 50 2. 

Local tr:tnSportntton effects 
Tr.I.f!lc Service to City 96 • 0 a, 8 1 77 20 1 
Local transpoltltion 7< 20 6 91 7 2 63 31 • 
Regional Itccess 50 <5 5 65 " • 55 37 7 
R!ghway design standards 93 5 • 07 11 2 81 16 I 

Commwtity planning :Lnd 
environment 

La.rd. use pbUi5 65 32 3 7' 17 • •• 37 • 
Aesthetics or freeway 69 20 S 75 21 1 4. 51 2 
Noille .. 57 • 67 2a 3 51 ~2 ~ 

Air pollution 13 52 35 .. 33 a 72 22 • 
He1i:hborhood and aocial 

structure 
Property valuca 65 2B 7 'i2 22 2 59 33 0 
Neighborhood impact 54 U 5 59 33 5 ,. .. 17 
Park~ and recreation B2 I. • 58 34 0 37 51 8 
Cultural and religious centers 5. 43 3 36 57 • 17 81 18 

R1storical :tnd untque arellll 69 30 1 ~ 32 2 37 '8 11 

School system 5a 37 7 51 .. 5 ,3 .. 13 

C:Jmmunity economic and fiscal 
ut111Cture 

EUect on t2x base 3. 01 • '8 42 7 " " 7 

Community IIrYicen .. 65 3 71 25 • 61 34 3 
Commercial activity 37 50 13 58 39 3 47 .. • 
£mploymout 41 ~, 1< 58 3' a 60 35 ~ 

This table illustrates, in this survey at least, that there is dis

crepancies between I<hat highl<ay engineers and planners consider important 

and I<hat the other groups consider important. For example: 

(a) Vehicle Operating Costs - Considered important b~' planners 

and not important by community officials or community 

citizens. 

(b) Air Pollution - Considered very minor by highl<ay planners 

but quite important by community citizens. 

These types of comparisons may be continued to indicate the relative 

importance that each group place on the various factors. It should be 

poir-ted out that this does not result in a factor I<eighing procedure for 

the evaluation of alternatives. 

The time period on I<hich the affects of the factors is likely to be 

felt is very important and is included in each of the tables present. 

This time span gives the decision-maker the information necessary to dis

count the effects of the various factors and to arrive at an effective 

planning schedule. 
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Table 4 indicates the summary of the benefits and costs associated 
with the four alternatives considered in this paper. 

TABLE .( 
COSTS AND BEN'E.:FlTS OF LOCATION ALTERNATIVES 

Alternative 
Itom 

1 2 3 , 
AnnU2l COlt, $ 650,000 750,000 850,000 700,000 
Annual rOild I.,scr 52.Vinss, :$ 1,000,000 1,200,000 1,150,000 1,000,000 
Net benefits, ~ 350,000 <450,000 300,000 300,000 
BeN"Ut·ocu'.t raUo LS4 1.60 1.35 L<3 

----

Table 5 gives the incremental analysis associated with this paper. 
For more detail on this type of incremental analysis consider the mu~ 
tually exclusive alternative analysis section of engineerin~ economy. 

TABLE 5 
mCREMEIttAL ANALYSIS 

Inc:rcment:ll Benl!!1t~ 
lm:remental 

Alter~tlve Cost 
Net 

Benefit (Cost), 
Cost, $ Benefit, $ ""00 S 

.. over 1 50,000 0 0 (50,000) 
2 over 1 100,000 200,000 .. 2.0 100,000 
3 over 1 200,000 150,000 +D.H (50,000) 
2 over" 50,000 200,000 "',0 150,000 
3 over .. 150,000 150,000 +1.0 0 
S over:: 100,000 (50,000) ~O.5 (150,000) 

To complete the analysis comparisons must be made between the economic 
and community effects. From the economic analysis (Tables 4 and 5) 
it is apparent that alternative 2 is preferred. From the community factor 
analysis alternative 4 elininates alternatives 1 and 3 therefore the com~ 
parisons would begin with alternatives 2 and 4 for each of the factors of 
the community profile. The decision~maker would then weigh each alterna
tive with respect to the economics, and all factors associated with the 
community profile to arrive at an optimum decision. 

The steps proposed by the authors to accomplish the economic and com
munity impact analysis are: 

Step 1: Engine~ring Economic Analysis--Rank the alternatives in 
order of preference as determined by the economic analysis. 
This may be done on the basis of maximum net benefits over 
cost or total and incrementu~ benefit-cost ratios or rates 
of return. Tabulate the net benefits over costs for each 
alternative. 
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Step 2: Factor Profiles-Prepare factor profi_.s from the view
point of each interest group showing the freeway's im
pact on each relevant factor for that group. Prepare a 
factor profile also that shows the total or aggregate 
effect of each alte£native over all communities and 
groups. 

Step 3: Economic and Factor Profile Analysis-Compare alter
natives on the basis of the economic analysis and the 
factor profiles. Eliminate from the set of feasible 
alternatives any alternative that is dominated by an
other from the standpoint of both the economic analy
sis and the factor profile. One alternative is strict
ly dominant over another if all percentage values of 
the factor profile of the dominant alternative are 
greater than that of the alternative. This implies 
that there are no crossovers in the lines of the factor 
profiles for the 2 alternatives. 

Step 4: Paired Comparisons of Alternatives-Paired comparisons 
are made for each viewpoint on the basis of the incre
mental differences in community effects from the factor 
profiles and these are then compared with the incre
mental differences in costs from the economic analysis. 
Any 2 alternatives can be paired, but a reasonable begin
ning would be to pair one of the alternatives having a 
good factor profile with the preferred a~ternative from 
the economic analysis. (a) Determine the differences 
between the alternatives for the community factors, and 
compare the increments of values gained with the incre
ments of values lost. (b) State a preference between 
the 2 alternatives based on the importance to the de
cision-makers of the trade-offs among the factors. (c) 
Check the preference statement against the ranking from 
the economic a.'1alysis. This resolves the question, "Is 
the alternative preferred in (a) also superior from the 
standpoint of the economic analysis?" If the answer is 
yes, then the preferred alternative is paired with the 
next alternative selected for analysis. If no, then 
the analysis proceeds to (d). (d) Test the differences 
in community factors against the excess of costs over 
benefits. The decision-maker is asking the question, 
"Are the gains in community factors worth the additional 
incremental costs of this alternative?" If +he answer 
is yes, the alternative of higher cost is preferred from 
the economic analysis is selected and paired agai~st the 
next alternative for analysis. 

Step 5: Continue r::dred Compal'ison Procedure-Continue procedure 
(a) through (d) in step 4 until all feasible alternatives 
have been included in comparisons. The paired comparisons 
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among the feasible alternatives produce a preferred 
alternative, and also a preference ranking among all 
alternatives for each viewpoint if this is desired. [341J 

This example has presented one approach to the solution of some of 
the problems associated with a benefit-cof;t analysis where social, polit
ical, environmental as well as the economic impacts are considered for 
each of the alternatives, with benefit-cost and are vulnerable to bias. 

The example shows that a benefit-cost analysis can force out a de
tailed structure for each and all the relevant alternatives. But it also 
has very much room for an inbuilt bias favoring or disfavoring particular 
decisions. In particular, it does not necessarily correlate to the in
terests of various different socioeconomic and political groups especially 
if these groups have limited access to the resources of the society. 

4. A PERSPECTIVE FOR AN ANALYST IN BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS 

In the typical managerial and engineering economics applications the 
perspective for an analyst is that of the private sector market oriented 
economics in a basically microeconomlc setting although several macro
economic factors can be included. The benefit and cost streams are given 
in the units of dollars over a unit period or dollars per unit period, 
and are related to the measures of the various internal and external 
accounting costs and revenues and market prices of factors of production 
and goods sold. In a managerial decision making environment the alter
natives, including the present situation, are compared in those terms 
that are more or less under the decision maker's control, i.e. in terms 
of those to him relevant costs and revenues that he can affect in some 
manner as a decision maker in some more or less fixed decision background 
environment. That is, to him his relevant controllable "variable fore
ground" is extracted out from a total decision making setting leaving 
behind this "fixed residue" or background environment. 

In a managerial and engineering economics study the point-of-vie,,: 
that the analyst assumes will dictate the development of each flow. For 
example if the view taken is that of a lender or a seller, the cash flow 
developed would be the inverse of the cash flow developed if the view 
taken was that of a borrower or a buyer. In these situations the point
of-view taken by the analyst would be determined by the owner of the 
funds used to estal .ish the project. For replacement studies the point
of-view of the analyst would be that of an outsider. Here the analyst 
considers all alternatives, including the alternative to keep the present 
facilities, as if they were to be purchased by the outsider. The point
of-view of the analyst is again concerned "ith the ownership of the 
facilities as viewed from the outsiders. 

In benefit-cost analysis the analyst deals with a decision environ
ment which includes the public sector over and above the private sector 
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considerations. Further, it may include a variety of public policy 
considerations not clearly defined in purely economic terms. The ana
lyst associated with benefit-cost studies is usually working for a local, 
state or federal governmental agency. However, if tax funds are involved 
in financing the project, the general public should be considered the 
owners of the project, not the governmental agency involved. Thus the 
benefit-cost analyst should consider himself as a representative of the 
general public and establish the benefits and costs, both economic and 
social, as they accrue to the various subgroups of the general public. 
Thus the analysis will show how the various subgroups of the general pub
lic might be affected by the project if it is implemented. It must be 
noted that the benefits and costs are determined under the consideration 
with and without the new project, not before and after this project. 
That is, it is important to realize that there are certain changes that 
might occur after the implementation of a project that should not be 
attributed in their entirety to the implementation of the project. For 
example, if growth is present before a project is implemented and con
tinues after implementation, but at an increased rate, not all of the after 
project rate may be attributed to the project. Viewing the situation with 
and without the project will eliminate this type of error or over account 
for the benefits of the project. 

The benefit-cost analyst must also be aware of the possibility of 
biases that may be introduced into the analysis and vested interests that 
might influence the decision process. Knowledge of the possibility of 
biases and/or vested interests should be indicated in the analysis struc
ture even though the analyst might not be able to apply corrective measures. 

The econom;.c portion of the analysis will include the determination 
of public subgroups and their benefits and costs from the implementation. 
The social portion of the analysis will consist of an identification of 
values and preferences of various groups associated with the changes re
sulting from the implementation of the proposed project. Estaolishing 
values and value preferences of the individuals or public subgroups pr,,
sents problems due to the different ways that various individu.als and sub
groups view the inputs required for project implementation andtr.° 011CpU.ts 
associated with the established project. The pI'evious example illustrates 
that in certain situations ~oups viewed factors associated with deter
ming highway location differently with regard to this importance. In this 
example the three groups surveyed were; (1) highway engineers and planners, 
(2) local governmental officals such as commissioners, etc., and (3) local 
pUblic citizens. This survey showed that these p;roups viewed the impor
tance of factors such as: vehicle operating costs and air pollution, to 
name a few, differently. It does not follow, that what the public prefers 
is best for the public; nor do"s it follow that what the governmental 
planners consider important in ~r()ject appraisal is always best for the 
public. The analyst, however, must make the decision-maker aware of the 
different preference structures C'f the v'lrious subgroups so that hopef1.'.llv 
a better decision would be made than without any knowledge of various 
preference structures. 
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The analyst associated wi t'l1 a benefit-cost study should be aware of 
the accounting perspective established for the project. For example, 
should the analysis be restricted to local, regional, national or inter
national considerations? It seems to be accepted that if federal funds 
are to be used for the project, national accounting should be employed. 
This requires that the benefits and costs associatea w~~h the projects 
be dete!'mined for the entire nation. If the analyst chooses to limit 
the scope of the analysis this fact should be clearly pointed out. When 
regional or local analysis is preferred it is important to realize that 
a benefit to one region might be a disbenefit to another region. There
fore if a larger accounting perspective was used the net overall benefit 
might be zero. 

In a summary the benefit-cost analyst should: 

1. View himself as the respresentative of the general public 
rather than the employee of a governmental agency. 

2. View the analysis as if it is providing the decision maker 
with valuable information concerning the economic, social 
and political impacts upon the various subgroups of the 
general public. 

3. View the analysis from the widest feasible accounting per
spective required to establish overall benefits and costs. 

4. View the analysis from the standpoint of possible biases 
and/or vested interests that might affect the decision 
process and thereby potentially distort the intentions of 
the analysis toward the greatest possible net benefits to 
a society. 

5, TRADITIONAL BENEFIT-COST DECISION CRITERIA 

A. Remarks on Welfare Maximization 

The philosophical foundations of the traditional benefit cost analy
sis rest on a welfare economics developed from the Walras-Pareto Perfe(,t 
Competitive General Equilibrium model and its modifications. The basic 
measure of welfar~ in this setting is a pattern of consumption which 
maximizes the satisfaction or utility of each consumer and all consumer, 
in a society, however in a manner where any interpersonal comparisons of 
individual preferences are denied, a priori. It will be shown later that 
this is a very strange one-way justification of welfare which denies a 
unique de-aggregation of a total demand to individual demands based on 
any criteria requiring interpersonal knowledge of social needs. 

In the traditional benefit-cost analysis the main philosophical 
concepts of welfare are consumption and its aggregated demand function, 
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"onsumer surplus, and the Pareto Optimality and its modifications. The 
aggregated demand function is obtained by summing all individual quan
tities demanded for each and all given prices. The price-quantity re
lationship for each individual - or each individual demand function - is 
assumed to reflect a maximal utility behavior of the respective indi·r.ldual 
under the constraint of his own individual limited income. However, in
dividual preferences cannot be compared on an interpersonal basis. Thus, 
while individual demands are aggregated to a total demand there can be no 
interpersonal criteria to guide the de-aggregation of the total demand to 
inaividual demands. Among others, there can be r.0 social, interpersonal 
income distribution criteria - such as interperS01;3.11y comparable minimum 
subsistence requirement criteria for each and all individuals - that would 
be allowed to set a minimum income requirement for the survival of each 
consumer. This is obviously an absurd situation. 

In the Walras-Pareto model the allocation of limited resources is 
thought to be determined by the individualistic (atomistic) consumption 
levels of all the consumers and by input and output levels by each and 
all producers or firms. This allocation is Pareto Optimal if the produc
tion and distribution activities cannot be reorganized in any manner to 
increase the utility of anyone or more individuals without decreasing 
the utility of other individuals. This property is constructed into the 
Walras-Pareto model which is - as discussed previously - totally atomistic, 
and, a priori, assumes no "externalities" between any two or more consmners, 
any two or more firms, and anyone or more pairs or combinations of con
sumers and firms. In a world of highly interdependent industries, consumer 
groups, markets, and social and political interactions such exclusion of 
"externalities" is at best highly unrealisitc. J:, particular, Pareto 
Optimality fails if any "externalities" are introduced. Walras-Pareto 
model denies the science of social psychology, sociolOgy and political 
science insofar these deal with behavioral interactions between two or 
more people in regards to their preferences and the influences of kinds 
of products on these preferences. 

It is only under the highly unrealistic conditions of perfect com
petition with no "externalities" that market prices reflect "true" in
dividual utility maximization and thereby "true" undistorted individual 
welfare maximization in the restricted sense of Pareto optimality. Even 
under such conditions, if the society's resources are so scarce as not 
to meet the minimal subsistence requirements of each and all of its 
consumers, some consumers have the "freedom" to exit out of the system 
by starving to death. 

The role of public sector in welfare economics is to introduce bene
ficial "externalities" and to provide a generation and redistribution of 
income so that consumers are able to express and assert their preferences. 
The role of the public sector is to counteract the "imperfections" of the 
private sector and to complement it in a manner where the total societal 
benefits are maximized under those constraints and "externalities" that 
have destroyed the state of the perfect competition. 
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In a perfect state of a pure Walras-Pareto equilibrium Pareto 
Optimality provides ~ standard for economic efficiency. In an imperfect 
state with externalities this standard can never be reached but supposed
ly it can still be approached as much as possible under the prevailing 
private sector externalities or constraints which supposedly could ~e 
relaxed by some appropriate counteracting externalities introduced by a 
public sector. The economic efficiency of a public project can then be 
viewed i.n such a total. setting where the society's total welfare is mea
sured against the highly unrealistic standards of the perfect competitive 
model. Such a model, in fact, sets forth a norm regardless how valueless 
the 8,~ience of economics is supposed to be. --

B. Specific Benefit-Cost Decision Criteria 

For a traditional economic benefit-cost analysis of a public project 
specific indicators of "economic efficiency" are introduced. Such measures 
or indicators provide typically a cardinal number that allows at least an 
ordinal ranking of the various alternatives in an order of their desir
ability in terms of their "economic efficiency". 

Examples of measures or indicators that are traditionally used are: 

1. Benefit-Cost Ratio. 
2. Internal Rate of Return. 
3. Maximize Benefits for given·Cost. 
4. Minimize Costs for given Benefits. 
5. Maximize Net Benefits (benefits minus costs). 

The evaluating of these indicators requires the manipulation of 
benefits and costs which are expected to occur throughout the life of the 
project. To ac~omplish this, the equivalent present worth of these bene
fit and cost flows must be determined. 

To determine the present worth of a benefit or cost cash-flow, it 
is necessary to determine or assume: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The life of the project or at least the number of years 
that are to be considered in the analysis. 

The amount and time of the occurrence of benefits and/ 
or costs. 

The discount rate. 

Whether discrete or continuous compounding principles 
are to be used. 

Assume that these four requirements have been fulfilled: The life 
of the project is for N years, ·the rate of discount is r% with an annual 
compounding period, and the benefits and costs are assumed to occur at 
the ends of the respective years. Here Bn and Cn are the Benefit and Cost 
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lump sums occurring respectively during the nth year. The subscript n = 
0,1,2, ••• , N refers to the discrete points in time at which the benefits 
and costs occur. When n = 0 the time is consiiered to be present, for 
n ~ 0 the time is considered to be the end or the nth period or year. 

Benefit-Cost Ratio 

! form of the B/C Ratio is as follows: 

N 

L Bn (l+r)-n 

B/C Ratio n=O 
= N 

L en(l+r)-n 
n=O 

En is the net benefit to the public expressed as the difference between 
the respefitive gross benefit and the respective di~-benefit at the end 
of the n.!... year. The net cost term, Cu, is the cost to the public ex
pressed as the respective project cost minus any respective gpin re
sulting from the project at the end of the nth year. 1':.8 term (1+r)-n 
is the present worth factor for n years at r% discount rate. 

There are certain disadvantages associated with using the B/C ratio 
as a decision criterion. Some of these are: 

1. There can be problems in the classification of benefits, 
dis-benefits, costs and gains: Since both En and en are 
different terms it is important to realize that sub
tracting from the numerator is not equivalent to adding 
the same quantity to the denominator. Thus a misc1ass
ification of a dis-benefit as a cost could be extremely 
important. 

2. The B/C Ratio tends to favor projects with relatively 
smaller first net cost. This results from the nature 
of discounting. With a large positive r%, future net 
benefit and net cost streams tend to playa minor role 
in the B/C ratio. Therefore, the net benefits and net 
costs that occur early in a projects life are most 
important. 

3. All net benefits and net costs must be measured in the 
same units (usually dollars). It is conceivable that 
this may not be, in genera.1., possible. 

Internal Rate of Return 

The internal rate of return is the interest rate at which the pre
sent worth of a series of net receipts is just equal to the present worth 
of a series of net disbursements. In B/C analysis this is the analogous 
to the determinates of r such that 
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I 
n=O 

N 
Rn(l+r)-n = I 

n=O 

The r determined would then be compared with some ~nlmum required 
rate of return or cost of capital and/or with the r's determined for the 
other alternatives. 

There are problems associated with the use of the internal rate of 
return for ranking alternatives. In some situations the rate of return 
is not uniquely determined. Depending on the nc,ture of the net benefit
cost streams there can be more than one positive real value of r that 
will satisfy the above equality. It will suffice to say here that there 
are ways to overcome this pr, ,lem. However, no satisfactory solution 
would exist for ranking alternatives by internal rate of return alone. 
All alternatives should have net costs or net benefits of about the same 
order of magnitude. The rate of return gives no indication of the ab
solute size of the net costs or net benefits. Therefore, it is important 
to restrict the internal rate of return analysis to alternatives with 
nearly the same net costs or net benefits volumes. 

Cost-Effectiveness Criteria: Maximize Benefit for Given Cost or Minimize 
Cost for given Benefit. These two cost effectiveness criteria are used 
extensively. They may be used when the measure of net benefits is not 
necessarily monetary. That is, the units of measure for the net benefits 
and net costs do not have to be the same. 

The cost-effectiveness criteria can be used for the selection of a 
best alternative only if the net benefits from all the alternatives can 
be given in the same units; and, further, if the net costs for each and 
all alternatives are also given in the same units "hich need not be the 
units used to measure the benefits. 

Maximization of the Net Benefits Minus Net Costs 

The present worth of the Net Benefits minus Net Costs flow is as 
follows: 

N 
NB = I (Bn-Cu)(l+r)-n. 

n=O 

The project with the largest NB would be "most desirable". It is apparent 
that this criterion overcomes the classification problem associated wit~ 
the B/C Ratio. In other words, whether a particular impact was classified 
as a dis-benefit or a cost would be immaterial in the NB determination. 
Thus NB really can be considered as the present value of a Net Benefit. 

The net benefits criterion is not without disadvantages. For ex
ample, the size or volume of the projects (n or Bn) is not considered. 
The net bpnefit method tends to favor large projects. These disadvantages 
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are not serious especially in the cases where budget restrictions and con, 
straints are determining factors setting thereby limits to the size of the 
projects. 

All the above mentioned benefit-cost criteria have been used in 
practice. However, the maximization of the present value of net bene
fits or NB seems to be in many cases the least objectionable decision 
criterion, provided that benefits and costs can, indeed, be measured in 
the same units. 

6. FORMULATION OF A BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS 

A traditional benefit-cost evaluation rests on a supposedly relevant 
economic theory. In particular, this economic theory may be only norma
tive and does not necessarily reflect the realities of actual economic 
behavior. These aspects of the foundations of benefit-cost analysis have 
been discussed previously. Assuming now that an economic foundation for 
a benefit-cost analysis has been given, to the better or worse, then for 
each alternative public project under consideration there is a number of 
factors that have to be considered conjointly. 

Steps in the Analysis 

For a traditional benefit-cost analysis problem the following two 
steps are essential: (1) Estimate the benefits and costs for each year 
of each project; (2) From these estimates evaluate the decision-criteria 
chosen to represent the economic desirability of the project under con
sideration. Prior to the estimation of benefits and costs, consideration 
must be given to questions such as the following ones: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Imat accounting stance should be associated with the analysis? 
Does the impact of the project relate to an individual, local, 
state, national or international government or organization? 
The answer to this question would be determined from the size 
of the project, the governmental agencies affected and the type 
of funds used for financing. 

What time interval should be considered in evaluating the im
pacts of the project? When should this time interval start? 

Imat decision criteria are to be used to determine the feasi
bility of this project or rank this project against other alter
native projects? 

What discount rate or rates shoUld be used to generate and 
evaluate the decision criteria? 

5. What benefits, disbenefits, costs and incomes are to be con
sidered in the analysis? 
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Once questions such as these have been answered the analysis may 
proceed in the two stages indicated earlier and restated here as: (1) 
Estimate the benefits and costs for each year of the project. Determine 
to whom and how these benefits and costs are distributed; (2) From these 
benefit and cost streams evaluate the decision criteria selected to 
represent the economic desirability of this project. 

Time Considerations 

In the development of the decision criteria it was assumed that the 
duration of the project w~s N years. It is assumed that there is some 
finite length of time for which all the relevant benefits and costs of 
a particular project aI'>.' k.lOwn with some degree of certainty. If the 
analysi s is e~"tcIid~d l>eyo~d this dUl"ation of time, the knowledge a f the 
relevant benefits and costs be~0mes increasingly lli,certain and can be 
discounted with high enough discount rate to be negligible in their con
tribution to the present values of costs and benefits. 

The duration of the project given by N will depend on the type of 
project under consideration. For instance a dam, highway or recreation 
facility would be expected to provide useful service for a long period 
of time, ',hile a communication satellite would be expected to provide 
useful s~rvice for a relatively short period of time. It is reasonable 
then to equate N to the economic or service life of the project. If the 
project consists of elements that have different service lives, then re
placement of various elements is assumed so that the project is able to 
provide its intended function for its required or estima'ted N years of 
life. This life may be equal to the life of its most expensive and/or 
durable element. 

Determining the economic or useful life requires the predictions 
and/or estimations concerning the lives and costs of the elements of the 
project. Consideration must be given to the various forms of obsolescence 
such as those due to 

1. Technological change. 
2. C:Janges in demand requirements. 
3. Changes in physical and economic operating requirements . 
4. Reliability, availability, administrative and logistics 

requirements, including 

i. Maintenance 
ii. Replacement 

It is obvious that using an estimate for N introduces an element of un
certainty into the analysis. It is also obvious that if the analysis 
employs the discounting technique, then the present worth of a net bene
fit stream for 100 years would be only slightJ.y higher 'than the same net 
benefit stream discounted over 50 years at -fo", example .. B% discount rate. 
To illustrate this consider a net benefit annually for N = 10, 20, 30, 40, 
50, 100 years at r%=B%. The present worth of this net benefit stream NB 
is: 
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N (P fA ,r% ,N) A NB 

10 6.710 $10,000 $ 67,100 

20 9.818 10,000 98,180 

30 11.258 10,000 112,580 

40 11. 925 10,000 119,250 

50 12.233 10,000 122,330 

100 12.494 10,000 124,940 

It is apparent from this that precise knowledge of N is importC',nt 
for projects with rather short lives. It is also true that these short 
run projects tend to enjoy relatively greater accuracy in predictive 
techniques, so that errors in prediction or estimation could conceivably 
be reduced. If a criterion uses annual cost calculations rather than 
present worth, then the determination of N is critical for all projects. 

The present time, N=O, is the beginning of the first compounding 
period. This time should coincide wi~h the date when the project re
ceives approval. 

Discount Rate 

The present worth of a stream of net benefits is very sensitive to 
the discount rate chosen. The discount rate selected may make the dif
ference in the selection 0' a particular project, i.e. whether it is 
economically feasible or not. Low discount rates tend to favor public 
investment, whereas high discount rates tend to make such investment 
harder to justify. The selection of an appropriate discount rate is not 
obvious and there is no agreement among or within the governmental agen
cies on what discount rates to use. Table 6 presents a listing of several 
benefit-cost studies and their respective discount rates used. 

Issuing 
Agency 

Dept. of 
Agriculture 

Corps. of 
Engineers 

TABLE 6 

DISCOUNT RATES USED IN BENEFIT COST STUDIES 

Project 

"Benefit-Cost Analysis 
of Research on Live 
Poultry Handlin~" 

Chanp1in Waterway 
(St. Lawrence Seaway) 
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Discoun~ 

Rate 

5.0 

3.125 
2.625 

Date 

1967 

1965 
1962 
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Transportation 

Defense 

FAA 

TVA 
Office of 
Economic 
Opportunity 

Agency for 
International 
Development 

State of Calif. 
Dept. of Water 
Resources 

Urban Commutation 
Alternatives: Special 
Study 

Shipyard 

Radar Components 

Hydroelectric Power 
Job Corp. 
Upward Bound 

Bolivian Highway 

California Aquedu.:t 

lO.O 1968 

10.0 1968 

4.2 1969 

4. f, to 5.5 1969 
3.0 to 5.0 1969 
3.0 to 5.0 1969 

12.0 1969 

3.5 1959 

This table indicates that there are considerable variations of dis
count rates over time reflecting, among others, cha~ges in the policies 
of agencies in selecting such rates. In 1962 Senate document 97 suggest
ed the use of a discount rate equal to the interst rate paid by the U.S. 
Treasury on commitments extending over 15 years. Document 97 also suggests 
that the discount rate be adjusted as the cost of borrowing changed. 

In 1968 the Joint Economic Committee published a report which asserts 
that the appropriate discount rate is the opportunity cost of displac€d 
private spending. To arrive at this conclusion they investigated 1-;,e 
following three discount rate concepts: [342J 

1. The social rate of time preference. 
2. The cost of Treasury Borrowing. 
3. The Opportunity Cost of displaced private spending. 

1. The Social Rate of Time Preference 

The proponents of this criterion for the determination of the dis
count rate argue that the observed interest rates in the pri va.-e sector 
of econOlny give no indication of the appropriate public discoun" rate. 
They reason that there are imperfections in the capital market, and this 
market does not necessarily reflect the desires of the publi~ co provide 
long run needs for future generations. It is suggested that for such 
needs the social discount rate be low which would result in the justifi
cation of more long-run public investments. The committee noted three 
shortcomings of this concept: 

a. It is not necessarily clear that there is a collective 
willingness to transfer income from the present to 
future generationR. 
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b, A better way to aid future generations could be through 
a more rapid rate of economic growth. This might favor 
higher discount rates also for public projects. 

c. A low social discount rate would apply only to the pub
lic sector, thereby lm-lering the rate of national economic 
growth (in terms of the conventional economic theory). 

2. The Cost To The Treasury of Borrowing 

This criterion in one or another form has been employed by some 
agencies since 1962. In 1965 the Secretary of Treasury pointed out that 
this approach was, perhaps, misleading due to the methods of calculating 
the cost of borrowing. The government does not act as a private in
vestor, since it is assumed that it should act as an investor to sustain 
and complement the private sector rather than to "exploit" the private 
citizens restricting thereby their free c~,oices for investment oppor
tunities. 

3. The Opportunity Cost of Displaced Private Spending 

This criterion was selected as being the most desirable approach for 
the determination of the discount rate for B/C Analysis. The proponents 
of this criterion argue that the objective of the government as an in
vestor should be the maximization of the overall welfare of the nation as 
a whole, this welfare being reflected by the national income. Therefore, 
no public investment should be undertaken if it earns a rate of return 
th&t is less than the alternative use of the funds consumed by the p:'o
ject. Thus, if funds are taken from the private sector for the public 
use they must earn at least as high of a return as they wo~d earn in the 
private sector. 

Even though the committee recommended this concept they realized 
the difficulties associated with its implementation. They did suggest 
certain questions that need to be answered and three methods that maybe 
used to determine the appropriate discount rate. These questions to be 
answered are: [342] 

"In examining. • foregone opportunities, and then identifying 
che opportunity costs, one must ask these questions: 

a. Where would the resources have been used in the absence 
of the particular public investment--in the public sec
tor or in the private sector? 

b. If the resources are drawn from the public sector, that 
is, if the particular public investment is at the ex
pense of other public expenditures within a fixed budget, 
what return would have been earned? 
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c. If the resources are drawn from the private sector, are 
they obtained through taxation or through additional 
government borrowing? If general fiscal policy consider
ations require that the additional resources be obtained 
through taxation, one must postualte a specific set of 
tax changes in order to identify what private expenditures 
a~e foregone, and one must then measure the returns in 
those alternative uses. If general fiscal policy permits 
the public investment to be financed by public borrowing, 
one must trace what private investmel.ts are foregone be
cause of this particular government claim in the capital 
market. 

d. Does the public investment preempt a private opportunity 
at the physical site, OT in the same product market, or 
in utilizing a scarce natural resouI'ce? If there is pre
emption of privatd investment, an additional test must be 
performed to assure that the public investment is superior 
to the preempted private opportunity." 

In opting for this conceptual basis, however, t~e subcommittee rec
ognizes that the estimation of an interest rate repr'"senting the cost of 
displaced private spending is not a settled matter. In testimony before 
the subcommittee, three distinct methods for estima~ing this rate were 
suggested. Each of these procedures assumes a different method of fin
ancing Federal investment and, consequently, each finds a different 
pattern of private spending displaced. These positions are summarized 
as follows: 

"a. The opportunity rate of return on private investments.-
In this approach, the public sector would look to the 
before-tax rate of return on private investment for 
guidance on interest rate policy. This position pre
sumes that any holder of funds in the private sector 
has access to investments with this high rate of re-
turn and, therefore, this rate has normative si~lificance 
for social interest rate pOlicy • 

b. The opportunity cost of tax-financed investments.--This 
approach to interest rate estimation assumes that the 
Federal Government finances its spending by withdrawing 
funds from the private sector through taxes. Because 
the imposition of taxes forces some individuals to fore
go consumption and other indi vi duals to fOl'ego invest
ment, the opportunity cost must reflect some conmination 
of both types of sacrifice. To calculate this rate then 
requires that dollars raised in taxes be traced to their 
Ultimate source so that the social returns foregone in 
these sectors can be estimated. A carefully worked out 
model for calculating this rate under various taxation 
assumptio~s was presented to the subcommittee. 
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c. The opportunity cost of public investments financed by 
borl'owing.--Instead of presuming that the Federa'- Govern
ment obtains investment funds through the tax mechanism, 
this approach assumes that public investments like some 
pri vate investments, are f.~nanced through the capital 
market. The estimation task in this case requires that 
the dollars borrowed be traced through the economy to 
ascertain the private activities which are displaced. 
This approach to opportunity cost estimation was de
scribed to the subcommittee as follows: 

[To] use private sector rates of return to 
obtain the opportunity cost of public funds, what 
is clearly called for, at least under present 
institutional arrangements in the capital market, 
is a weighted average of the rates of return 
applying in all relevant sectors of the private 
economy, the weights reflecting the degree to 
whicr: investments in each sector is estimated to 
be displayed by public-sector borrowing." 

It must be noted that the members of the committ8e were not unani
mous in their endorsement of this concept. Of a particular note is the 
view of Representative Patman who ends with the following comment: 

"I must, therefore, disagree with the conclusions ex
pressed in this committee report with respect to the appro
priate discount rate for eva:.uating Government investments. 
Our society has many obje,::~ives which could never be shown 
on a profi t-and-loss statemE' ,., and our Government has ob
ligations to its citizens 1·:1.0.~h cannot be dismissed by ref
erence to a profit-maximizing ;oate of return." 

It is apparent that the evaluation of the economic feasillHity of 
a Governmental investment is only one aspect of the overall an~lysis of 
public projects with possible social and political impacts beyond the 
realm of conventionally accepted economic impacts. A total assessment 
of a public project oan conceivably be far more complex than suggested 
by the conventional economic theory. 

In 1970 The Bureau of Budget suggested that a m~n~mum discount rate 
of 4 7/8 percent be used. They also concluded that the opportunity cost 
of public investments was 7.8 percent. In taking into account inflation 
of 1970 The Bureau of the Budget ordered all agencies to use a discount 
rate of 10 percent. However the Water Resources Agenoies were able to 
maintain the 4 7/8 percent rate. 

A minimum acceptable discount rate provides a base from which one 
can build up to a discount rate that will reflect the opportunity cost 
of the Governmental investment, the inflation rate, and if desired, the 
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economic growth rate. With certain restrictions the present policy 
allows the agencies to justify and use a discount rate other than that 
set forth by the Bureau of Budget, as in the case of Water Resources. 
This policy, it seems, places an undue burden on those agencies that are 
subjected to the higher discount rates. 

7 . SELECTING BENEFITS 

The selection of benefits depends naturally on the nature of a par
ticular project. Some examples are given below: 

a. Flood Control. 

b. 

Possible benefits that might result from flood control 
measures are: 

1. Savings resulting from the elimination of costs 
required to handle flood emergencies. 

2. Increase in income resulting from more intensive 
use or change in use of flood plane lands. 

3. Income resulting from recreatior.al, irrigation 
,~nd hydroelectric facilHies created by the flood 
~ontrol project. 

4. Reduction in the costs of damages prevented by 
reduced flooding. 

5. Reduction in loss of life. 

Human Resources. 

Expenditures in the areas of health and education are 
considered investments in human capital. Possible bene
fits resulting from such expenditures are: 

1. Increase in expected personal income over the life 
of an individual taking advantage of the program. 

2. Improvement in the quality of personal and com
munHy life etc. 

Benefits derived from expenditures on health project are: 

1. Expected personal income over the life of an in
dividual. 

:2. Reduction in the cost of t.eal th and medical treat
ments. 
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3. Reduction in suffering, loss of lives and dis
ability. 

Transportation 

Some of the more general benefits derived from invest
ments in transportation projects are as follow_: 

1. Cost savings over the present system resulting 
from reduced travel time, reduced travel costs 
etc. 

2. Reduction in injuries and loss of lifE' due to 
improved safety. 

3. Increase in the value of _.TId. 

4. Improvement in aesthetic val '1es. 

d. Weather monitoring and disaster warning systems. 

Benefits resulting from expenditures to improve 
weather monitoring and forecasting as well as nat
ural disaster wa~nin~ capabilities are: 

1. Added reduction in injuries and loss of life. 

2. Added reduction in property loss and damages. 

3. Added decrease in the costs required to handle 
temporary emergencies. 

4. Added reduction in mental an" physical stress 
resulting from increased reI: illility of the 
forecasting and warning system. 

In general benefits result when implementation of the project 
in additions to real resources. They may be classified as: 

Direct - Indirect (external) 
Primary - Secondary 
Tangible - Intangible 
Efficiency - Non-effidency 

ults 

The objectives established for the project will provide basis of the 
s~~ection of particular benefits and then measurement. In the past many 
benefit-cost studies considered 0nly the efficiency objectives, i.e. the 
maximization of the economic welfare measured as a change in gross na
tional product. More recently a variety of public policy objectives such 
as equitable distribut.i.on of income, national security, national defense, 
stabiliza tion of the economy and balance of international payment have 
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been considered in the evaluation of the desirability of public expend
itures. Not all of the bp.nefits selected under each of these objectives 
can he l~uantified to show' a change in the gross national product. There
fore, a problem exists when several objectives are considered relevant 
to the same project. To overcome this problem the measures for each 
objective must be made commensurable. For example when the efficiency 
objective and the equity objective are present in the same project, then 
a rate of exchange or trade off between the two types of objectives must 
be established. Work has been done by Weisbrod, and presented in Chase 
[343], which divided the population into four groups according to income 
and race. That is white, non-white with income under and over $3,000. 
Weisbord establishes weights for each group's net benefits which was then 
added to a total net benefit. The establishment of weights such as these 
is highly controversial and it is unlikely that any announcement of spe
cific weights tied closely with social economic groups would he acceptable. 
The problem of weighing and trading off between economic and non-economic 
objectives continues to plague decision-makers, and is one which requires 
extensive research • 

8. SELECTION OF 'COSTS 

The selection of costs to include in a benefit-cost study aepend 
in some measure on the type of project under consideration. They should 
include, however, all items that consume real resources. In general they 
may be classified into: 

1. Non-recurring Costs (Initial) 
2. Recw:·.ing Costs (Annual) 
3. Opportunity Costs 
4. Associated Costs 
5. Social Costs 

Non-recurring costs include the costs 1,ecessary to conduct the re
search and development, to provide the equipment and the services that 
are essential to the project. The costs associated with the initial in
vestment in equipment, building, land and construction are also consider
ed non-recurring costs. Non-recurring costs may be expanded over several 
years. However, once they are expanded they do not occur again throughout 
the life of the project. These costs are important i:a establishing budg
etary figures, and are often considered as the initi.al investment. 

Recurring costs are annual operating, annual maintenance and equiv
alent annual replacement costs. These are costs that are considered to 
oCCur annually throughout the life of the project. They are not neceS
sarily equal annual cost. However they may be converted to equivalent 
equal annual cost. 

Remaining costs are discussed under item 10 on page 182. 
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9. BENEFIT MEASURES 

A. S,onsumer Surplus 

~ 
The Marshallian consumer surplus :~n a perfect competitive case and 

in a situation of partial analysis is often considered as a measure of 

benefits. This measure is meaningful only if consumption uniquely meas

ures welfare and if the highly unrealistlc Walras-Pareto equilibrium 

exists so that the consumers' aggregated demand would truly reflect their 

utility maximization and thereby actual p'references in the setting of a 

partial analysis and with no "externalit,'.es" present. 

= D(q) 

I 
-l-' /! 
'§ / I 
../ Iq 
~~~ ________ ~o ____ ~ __ ~~~ __ ~~ __________ ~ 

ql quantity of commodity demanded per year 

Figure 30. Consull\P.r Surplus 

Then, if p x is the top price the consumers want to pay for the commod

ity and ifm~o is the prevailing market price, then the respective con

sumers' surplus C.S. is as follows: 

qo 
C.S. = f D(q)dq - poqo 

o 

Where p = D(q) is the consumer demand function. Further, the consumers 

would receive a market value poqo if they purchase qo units at a ma~ket 

price of Po' Therefore, the total value T. V. or benefit to the consumers 

would be 
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qo 
T.V. = C.S.·+ poqo = f D(q)dq 

o 

As was pointed out above, in the development of the consumer surplus 
the condition of perfect competition, was necessary. In a perfect market 
economy the market price is supposed to reflect the consumers' marginal 
valuation, the producers marginal costs reflect the amount of additional 
resources that must be sacrificed in order to produce an additional unit 
of good; and the Pareto-optimal allocation requires that the market price 
is the same as the producer's marginal cost. 

Even if perfect market conditions are assumed to apply and the na
ture of the projects and objectives of the project are such that market 
prices are available for the evaluation of the project outputs, it is 
still difficult to obtain the total value of the project's output. If 
price differentials are used in an effOrt to establish the consumers' 
surplus portion of the total benefit, care must be taken because not 
all consumers value the good to the same extent. In fact the aggregated 
demand funct5~ns cannot be appropriately de-aggregated if interpersonal 
comparisons of individual preferences are denied, a priori. If direct 
sU1'veys are made in an effort to determine individual's willingness to 
pay, care must be used because their assumed willingness to pay might 
not be the same as their actual willingness to pay. The market price -
if one exists - may be used as an approximation to the ·total willingness 
to pay. If the respective approximation of benefits exceuds the costs, 
then it would appear that any hypothetical price used tc represent the 
total willingness "co pay will serve only to increase the value of the 
benefit, being uE'eful only when comparing competing alternatives. 

B. Shadow Prices 

When no markt"t price is available to evaluate the output of a proj
ect it may be posdble to determine in certain situations th', willingness 
to pay by indirect means. For example, it is possible to approximate the 
value individuals place on travel time by examining their travel behavior. 
That is, hypothetical or actual demand curves are developed for more ex
pensive modes of transportation and the time savings are related to the 
increased cost of transportation. Another example is that of evaluating 
the benefits from a recreation facility. Benefits from a recreational 
facility have been related to the amount that individuals pay to travel 
to and from the facility. Prices determined by indirect methods or by 
methods not directly related to the assumed market mechanisms of the 
Walras-Pareto system are called shadow prices. A shadow price is neces
sary in economic calculations when a market price does not exist or does 
not reflect the IItruell consumer preferences. 

In the two above examples the methods of using shadow prices to 
evaluate benefits that have no market price have been considered success
ful. Attempts to use shadm, prices to evaluate benefits such as re
duction of nr,ise level, aesthetic values, reduction in air pollution 
and reduction in loss of life have been considered less successful. 
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C. Intangible Benefits 

Intangibl~ benefits are considered to be benefits that cannot be 
measured in physical terms. Most of the analytical development of bene
fit-cost analysis has been in the area of·finding suitable measurement 
techniques for intangible benefits. This has resulted in various attempts 
to translate intangible benefits into tangible benefits in a framework 
of the tr>adi.tional economics. It seems that research is continuing for 
the inventions of suitable measures of intangible benefits within and 
wi thout an economic theory. 

It seems very desirable that the benefit-cost analyst should in-
clude all relevant intangible benefits in the analysis because even 
crude measures of value can be useful indicators for the decision-maker. 
However indiscriminate subjective evaluations of intangible benefits should 
be approached with caution, especially in regards to possible influences 
of biases. 

In developing the demand curve and costs associated with the project 
it is important to recognize the intern~~endence of various aspects of 
the project. For example if the proj,·ct .:.s to improve port facilities 
at one location, the result might be increased shipping activity at that 
location while adjacent locations might suffer a reduction of shipping 
activities. This requires the utilization of the systems approa~h to 
the entire nation as opposed to a regional or sub-optimization approach. 

D. Double Counting 

A potentially serious problem associated with regional stili-optimiza
tion is that of double counting. McKean [344] gives several examples of 
double counting one of which occurs in the case of an irrigation project. 
In this situation McKean asserts that double counting occurs when the 
" ••• Value of the water (that is the amount the farmers would pay for the 
water), the value of the crops made possible by the water, the value of 
the livestock made possible by the crops, and the value of the milk prod
ucts made possible by livestock", are all included in the analysis. It 
may be argued tbat if these benefits produce an increase in the national 
income then they should be counted. This leads to the controversy of 
secondary benefits. 

E. Secondary Benefits 

Secondary benefits may be defined as benefits that are induced or 
stem from the project. In the irrigation project several examples of 
secondary benefits, such as benefits occurring to industries using the 
outputs of the project, were given. Secondary benefits may also be in
duced by the project such as money spent on the project that is respent 
in the region with its possible multiplier effects. There has been much 
controversy concerning the inclusion of secondary benefits in a B/C 
analysis. This controversy ranges from excluding them totally from the 
analysis to such claims as that by Maass stating that no benefit is 
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secondary. Recently secondary benefits have become known as "Regional 

Development Benefits", and whether they are included in the analysis or 

not seems to be at the discretion of the agency performing the study. 

It does seem logical that if the secondary benefits produce an increase 

in the regional or national income, then they should be included. It 

must be cautioned here that these secondary benefits are determined as 

a net income of productiv9 factors associated with the project.minus 

the net income of the productive factors without the project. Thus the 

analysis is a with and without project analysis rather than a before and 

after project analysis. 

F. Spillover Effects 

Anothe~ type of benefit that does not directly accrue to thq de

cision-making agency is that of spillover. In economics these kiClds of 

benefits are called external economies or diseconomies and may include 

costs as well as benefits. McKean [344] indicates that there are two 

types of spillovers: the "Technological Spillovers" and the "Pecuniary 

Spillovers" • 

Technology or "rl?al" spillovers should be included in the analysis 

because they represenc impacts that affect the physical inputs or outputs 

of individuals or agencies ocher than the decision-maker's. An example 

of a technology spillover would be a project that pollutes the air or 

stream. This would result in a real cost to the local residents hence 

should be accounted for. According to McKean, pecuniary spillovers, on 

the other hand, are impacts that do not affect the physical inputs or 

outputs of individuals or ager.cies that are outside the decision-making 

unit and hence should not be included in a B/C analysis. 

McKean [344] discusses four types of pecuniary spillovers: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Bidding up factors rates of hire 
Cutting down prices of substitute products 
Raising prices of complementary products 

Lowering the price of the outputs 

These types of pecuniary spillovers are all occasioned by shifts 

in prices as a result of the project implementation by the decision

lnaker with the result that these spillovers affect individuals or 

agencies other than the decision-maker. McKean argues in support of ex

clusion of pecuniary spillovers by noting that the " ••. resources are 

being reallocated to uses where they are more valuable, and rents are 

being transferred", He indicates that as far as the efficiency of the 

economy is concerned the decision-maker shOUld not have to account for 

the non-decision-maker losses in a B/C analysis. The contention is that 

to include pecuniary spillovers in a B/C analysis is double counting. 

for example if a tran3portation project improves accessibility then the 

savings in time to commuters should be counted, whereas the increase in 

land values should not be inCluded as this would be double counting. 
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10. COST MEASURES 

The estimation or prediction of costs are usually much more easy 
'than the estimation or prediction of benefits. This is especially true 
when the costs are those associated with the project outlays or direct 
costs. 

a. Direct Costs. 

Direct costs associated with a project are those of: 

1. Research, Development and Testing 
2 • Investment 
3. Operations 
4. Maintenance 
f.. Replacement 

These are typically the kinds of costs usually treated in managerial 
and engineering economics. 

b. Other Costs. 

There are other costs or disbenefits that must be con
sidered in establishing the total cost associated with a 
p,'oject. In benefit-cost analysis the :"-ollowing costs 
are important: 

1. Opportunity Costs - opportunity costs are the gains 
foregone by the funds that are committed for in
vestment in the project tmder consideration. To 
determine opportunity costs, knowledge cf the other 
relevant existing opportunities must be obtained. 

2. 

It is important to note that opportunity costs 
exists for resources other than capital. The de
termination cf opportunity costs is a complex matter 
and, as indicated in the discussion of the deter
mination of an appropriate discount rate, subject 
to a great deal of uncertainty. 

Associated Costs - associated costs are costs in
curred by beneficiaries in utilizine the outp,!-: U.L 
the project. Associated costs have, as ir. the case 
of recreational facilities, been used as an indica
tion of the willingness to pay. Thus travel costs, 
admission costs and other costs related to getting 
to and using a recreational facility have been used 
to assess the amount that individuals are willing 
to pay for the facili ty . 
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3. Social Costs - social costs may be viewed as the 

amount of payment to persons who suffer from the 

implementation of the project so that they would 

be indifferent between having the payment and the 

project or no payment and no project, Social costs 

include opportunity and external costs. 

4. External Costs - external costs are costs or dis

benefits resulting from the project and are external 

to some institution or group of individuals. They 

are usually defined to be external to the govern

mental investing agency so that the costs to the 

agency would not refle.ct these external costs. 

They may be classified as in the cost of benefits 

into technological and pecuniary costs • 

A technology externaEty exist when there is possibility of reducing 

the output for a given input as a result of the action of an agency that 

is external to the agent associated with the input and output activity. 

A pecuniary externality results from the reduction in output of a third 

party due to changes in demand brought about by the project. It is uslla11y 

accepted that technology externalities should be included since they re

flect r&al gains or losses. While pecuniary externalities should not be 

included because they reflect transfer from one section to another through 

price changes, thus to include them could be desirable counting . 

11. UNCERTAINTY 

In assigning monetary values to the benefits and costs as they are 

expected to occur over the life of the project, an analyst must predict 

the future. The use of forecasts introduces uncertainty into the analy

sis. A basic problem is how to compensate for the respective induced 

uncertainty associated >Iith the prediction and forecasting of a possible 

future. 

It is important to realize where uncertainty may enter the analysis. 

The uncertainty introduced by the estimation of N the length of time o~ 

the project has already been discussed. The problems encountered with 

selecting a discount rate to use in the analy>is have also been consider

bd. The other major area for introducing uncertainty into the analysis 

is that of forecasting the occurrence and amounts of the future benefits 

and costs. 

The treatment of uncertainty and decision making under risk is tra

ditionally treated in the framework of statistical decision theory and 

its extensions into game theory. Typically, a far more serious problem 

than the uncertainty and risk is the ,,'!'oblem of ignorance associated with 

the future and the ignorance related to problem definition and formula

tion for decision making. 
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12. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

In a sensitivity analysis a range of possible values are assigned 
to the uncertain factors and then the decision criteria are evaluated 
for all possible combinations of the uncertain factors. This could re
quire an extensive number of determinations of criteria. ,It appears 
possible to limit the number of determination of criteria by the branch 
and bound method or grid search method. If the factors can be considered 
independent so that no interaction ;,ould exist between them, the deter
minations may be ~'educed by optimizing each factor individually. 

It is important to realize that information gained in obtaining the 
data shmud be used whenever possible to reduce the effort required ill 
coping Hith uncertainty in a benefit-cost analysis. 

VII. EVALUATIONS OF ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

1. INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS 

The traditional benefit-cost analysis is based on a static and ex
ceedingly idealized economic theory ill-fitted to account for a multitude 
of economic, social and political interactions over time and over space 
in a political ann geographic setting. This static traditional economic 
theory ignores demographic dynamics, teChnological progress and institu
tional changes as well as the various limits to economic activity and 
its growth induced by various finite natural resources such as space for 
the "lebensraum" in a world wheY'e the various impacts of such changes 
over time and space seem rather OL>vious. The Walras-Pareto ""del and 
several of its modifications are idealizations growing out 0,: an 18th 
and 19th century "old economics" whicf' is ill-fitted to portray the 20th 
and 21st century worlds with global interdependences and interactions in 
str·agetic and economic arenas. Ilhile the world is still polithally 
divided it is fast becoming economically integrated. The transformations 
from hunting and pastoral societies to agricultural societies then to 
technological industrial urban societies is now thought to progress to
ward a global "super industrial" society with a mesh of superimposed 
global interdependences of economic, social and political nature. In 
such a setting the various traditional and basically short-run static 
micro and macroeconomic models can harely be expected to serve a useful 
purpose for policy, strategic and operational considerations and needs. 
In particular, the traditional welfare economics and benefit-cost analy
sis do not provide, even philosophically, and adequate, relevant, and 
meaningful base for economic impact analysis, which clearly must belong 
to a realm of considerations of economic development 'over time and space. 

Further, economic development should be understood i:l a social, in
stitutional, political and historic perspective with the full understandir:g 
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that economic development, indeed, deals with open systems rather than 
with such artificially closed systems as the Kalras-Pareto General Equi
librium model. This would suggest that an economic impact evaluation 
may have to be augmented by social, institutional and political impact 
evaluations. ~fuile traditional micro and macroeconomic theories have 
often been short-run oriented and highly exchange m~rket oriented, eco
nomic development models, in a contrast, attempt to 5nclude population, 
technological and institutionaJ dimensions and their influences on total 
real economic activity in the l'png-~. 

2. SPATIAL AND GLOBAL MACROECl'NOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS 

The long-run effects of fisca~. policy and public programs can be 
expected to be reflected over time and a geographical space not just in 
a local region, but eventually globally. Such effects cannot be analyzed 
just in terms of short-run static exchange market mechanisms typically 
assumed for traditional economic analysis. Besides exchange market effects, 
public programs can have direct or indirect "exogenous" impacts or "external" 
effects on political, social, institutional, technological and economic 
activities not restricted just into a specified region but having eventual
ly also global impacts. 

Relatively recently economic development theories have evolved also 
in the direction of regional, interregional and spatial settings of macro
,"conomic development [161,162,163,164,165J. I1hile at the present account
ing schemes for space-time economic development are still in their infancy, 
several indirect measures such as demographic dynamics and agglomeration 
(e.g. - urbanization and suburbanization patterns over time), technological 
changes affecting for example, production, transportation and communication 
as well as consumption activities, and consequent institutional and polit
ical changes, do provide indicators that cOlud be used to make at least 
some meaningful assessments of actual and possible impacts of public proj
ects . 

It ".'R been pointed out previously that aggregation has certain ad
vantages and tlisadvantages in economic analyr:.is. One of the disadvantages 
is that overt aggregation can assume away important economic, institutional, 
social and political structural effects without which the understanding of 
the processes of economic development may be exceedingly inadequate. While 
traditionally macroeconomic theories have been decomposed into inter
industry and interregional input-output models, very little has been done 
to vie", the consumers' sector from a structural point of view emphasizing 
differing social, psychological, economic and political groups with cer
tain spatial or geographic distribution patterns. 

It is interesting to note that private sector firms have found the 
traditional Walras-Pareto Theory of consumer behavior operationally un
successful, and have resorted to socioeconomic, cultural, political, psy
chological, anthror;logical, etc. studies in order to segment a marketplace 
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for particular products that match particular social groups with their 
peculiar and measurable characteristics. This, indeed, is an approach 
recognizing group preferences in terms of operational, empirically measur
able characteristics. While political scientists point out similar 
approaches ara also trneful in analyzing prospective election results, the 
public sector benefit-cost analysis has been blind to the practical markec
ing approach now evolving in the private sector. Since citizens are not 
a homogeneous group with homogeneous patterns of desires and equal access 
to social, economic and politi~al activities and, thereby, to socIety's 
scarce resources and enjoyment thereof, all public projects must be ex
pected to have respectively different impacts on these different social 
groups. The traditional micro and macroeconomic theories are ill-fitted 
to treat such different impacts on the respective different social groups. 
It appears only sensible to ask a question whether a segmentation of the 
total citizen's group into some specific social group would yield to the 
planners and decision makers of public programs an approach for differential 
impact analysis in a practical operational manner as indicated by the mar
keting and market segmentation activities of the private sector. 

It should be noted that a segmentation "f public into specific groups 
of citizen-consumers is an empirical matter leading potentially to an 
"input-output" structure of the consumers' sector, interacting -for example
with an input-output structure of the industry. Further, such structures 
also can be extended into interregional input-output structures. In a 
contrast to the traditional welfare economics and benefit-cost analysis, 
all this structural IlIvdeling and accounting can be done in a framework of 
economic development. 

The traditional neo-classical economic devel~pment theories have not 
been very successful as policy scienc~s in the care of the so-called de
veloping or "third" world. A part of the problem seems to relate to in
stitutional, social, political, cultural and historic processes that such 
models are ill-fitted to portray. This would suggest that these "exogenous" 
processes cannot, indeed, be ignored in an economic impact analysis; and, 
more explicitly, socio-political impact analysis should be considered as 
a necessary complementation of the eC'momic impact analysis. This is 
merely an admission that economic development systems remain open to socio
political and institutional aspects of a society not only in a regional 
but also in a global setting. 

3, REMARKS ON TOTAL ASSESSMENT OF PUBi,IC PROJECTS 

It has been suggested above that the impacts of public pro~ccts can 
occur in several dimensions many of which cannot be accounted for in terms 
of the traditional benefit-cost analysis. This in turn suggests that the 
assessment of the public projects must include all the releVRnt and im
portant institutional, social and political dimensions affecting and 
impacting a society outside of the realm of a short-run exchange market 
oriented economics. An assessment profile for the evaluation of a public 
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project can be expected to consist 9f factors and measures not necessarily 
reducible to any meaningful monetary terms. A way of deve~oping a Total 
Assessment Profile (TAP) for the purposes of evaluating public projects 
will be discussed subsequently. 
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VIII. THE SOCIAL SCIENCES IN PERSPECTIVE 

1. INTRODUCTION TO THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 

The majo~ function of the social sciences is to help us unde~s~&la how 
societies wo~k. By societies we usually mean two o~ mo~e people inte~acting 
in a patterned manne~. In a very b~oad sense, society can consist of as 
few as two people o~ as many as exist on ea~th. 

The study of social science is not usually thought of as just one 
field, but ~athe~ is divided into a se~ies of ~eas o~ disciplines. Gen
e~ally social scien6ds a~e felt to include seven such d~sciplines: sociology 
economics, political science, anth~opology, human geo~aphy, psychology and 
histo~y. Othe~ schemes also include philosophy. 

Sociology, economics, and political science ~e gene~ally held to be 
the cent~al o~ co~e disciplines. At one time o~ anothe~ all th~ee of these 
disciplines p~oclaimed themselves to be ":f~" of the social sciences. 
While none claims this distinction any longe~, sociology does claim to be 
synoptic. This pe~haps stems in pa~t from the e~ly development of sociology. 

2. SOCIOLOGY 

Gene~ally, Sociology developed out of political philosophy, histo~y, 
social and political ~efo~ movements, and the biological theo~ies of 
evolution. The history of this discipline can, fo~ example, be t~aced 
th~ough the wo~ks of D~kheim, Webe~, Marx and Comte to the writings of 
Hegel and Saint-Simon. While these w~itings tend to be philosophical they 
also contained important notions of development and p~o~ess. Additionally, 
they focused on social institutions, the natwe of society, population, 
stratification, and the social system. The development of methodology de
signed to get at regularity and p~ediction also constituted an important 
developmental step in Sociology. A still later development consisted of 
applying the methods arid theories of the discipline to the analysis and 
solution of social problems. The social s~vey became an impo~tant tool 
to this applied type social science. This era led to considerable revolt 
against Sociology which in turn led to a more precise specification of the 
discipline and the emergence of many specialty orienta.ions. 

Perhaps the strong contribution Sociology has to make to modern day 
social science lies in its concern explicitly with social life as a 
totality. It is concerned with the whole intricate netwo~k of social in
stitutions and ~oups which make up a society. T. B. Bottomo~e [166J 
summa~izes the basic conception or guiding idea of Sociology as: 

" ••• social structure: the systematic inter~elation of fo~s of 
behavio~ o~ action in particula~ societies. II 
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However, Bottomore points out one rather serious problem with regard 
to this major conception and that is, there are several aspec,s of social 
life subsumed under this general directing idea. For example, the family, 
kinship systems, religion, deviant behavior, social stratification and, 
urban life, are all foci subsumed under this general conception. Botto
more notes, "the preoccupation with some of these 'residual' subjects 
may be carried to excess, but the study of such phenomena is an important 
part of sociology, and properly considered, it is inseparable from the 
study of economic and political institutions." 

3. ANTHROPOWGY 

The problem of over emphasizing the more residual aspects of social 
structure has be~n more appropriately considered in the works of the social
anthropnloo,ist according to Bottomore. This stems in part from their deal
ings with small-tribal societies. They have been able to view them as 
totalities and, as Buch, investigate every aspect of behavior. However, 
Bottomore further notes, "they have tended to ignore the historical deve
lopment of societies, and to reject comparative studies in order to con
centrate upon giving a very full account of the social life of particular 
communities." [166] The major difference between sociology and social 
a'lthropology appears then, to lie in the more "holistic" approach the an
thropologist brings to the analysis. 

4. ECONOMICS 

Economics is that branch of social sciences which deals with society's 
allocation of scarce , .. esources for alternative end uses such as production, 
distribution and consumption of se'vices and goods; and the interaction of 
this society with other societies t'hrough imports and exports of raw 
materials, finished and semifinished goods, people and technological know
how. It is emphasized that economics is not an isolated science but re
lates very essentially to all other social sciences mentioned here. 

The various social groups in a society access more or less differen
tially through various institutions the control and utilization of scarce 
economic resources and activities such as production, distribution and 
c,,,,;~umption of goods and services. For example, income distribution is 
a measure of such a differential ability. Preferences, values, and norms 
are assumed to be behind the concept of economic value. For example, 
the bare human survival requires a minimal set of economic necessities, 
survival then being a basic fundamental necessary value of human life. 
In an affluent society the urgency of survival moves into the background, 
and various needs for self-actualization move into the foreground. This 
requires an economic per capita surplus over and above a level of mere 
subsistence of human life. 
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Directly or indirectly economics deals with institutions and social 

groups such as consumers, producers, exporters, importers, investors, 

savers, and so on. It deals with economic power and hence political 

power. It deals with cooperation and conflict; for examp:e that between 

lebor and management. Clearly, economics has cultural and historic dimen

sions such as the evolution of capitalism versus socialism. Anthropology, 

demography, technological evolution and power politics are necessary for 

the tmderstanding of the dynamic long-run ec'onomic developments and their 

differences: the "developing world" versus ·the "developed" world is a 

primF- example. 

As a reference to this outline,various aspects of economics and 

economic theory were discussed previously in the connection of the eco

nomic foundations of benefit-cost analysis. 

Microeconomics deals primarily with the economic behavior of individ

ual economic tmits such as "households" and firms", and then relates and 

aggregates upward to total economic behavior. An example of this would 

be the Walras-Pareto General Equilibrium model. 

Macroeconomics deals with the economic behavior of social aggregates 

such as "industry", "consumers", "investors" and Ttgovernment". Macro

economics can have important institutional and political implications. 

Economic development deals ,·,ith spreading and growth of economic 

activity over time and space in the long-run. Typically, history, popu

lation dynamics, technological evolution and diffusion, power politics, 

geography of natural resources, and political geography -among others- are 

important dimensions of theories of economic development. 

Institutional and historic economics deals with the social psychol-

ogy and historic evolution of economic institutions and their interrelation-

3hips in accessing and utilizing economic resources. It is an essential 

dimens;.-:m of political economics which examines political power relation

ships between social groups in their relations to accessing and control

ling scarce economic resources. 

5. POLITICAL SCIENCE 

No one word or phrase can capture the many meanings of politics or 

of political science. With regard to politics, there are several guiding 

ideas or basic connotations. First, there is politics in the applied or 

"practical" sense that sees it as the "art of the possible". Emphasis 

here is upon obtaining mutual agreement among widely different sets of 

needs and attitudes, with the politician at the center of activity. 

This idea stresses politics as art rather than as science. The need to 

act takes precedence over the need to understand. A second fundamental 

meaning emphasizes the decisional aspect of politics. Decisions taken 

by and vested with the authority of the State are regarded as a process 

of social steering toward societal goals. A third approach sees politics 
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as power, coercion or force. Emphasized here is the idea of politics as 
control over the attitudes, behaviors and cognitions present within the 
social system. In international politics, military force is an obvious 
model for the exercise of power. The force conceptualization is emphasized 
also in the thinking of those who see the police as armies of occupation 
in ghetto communities. Fourth, there is the approach that emanates from 
the historic nexus of politics and economics in political economy. The 
principle of scarcity governs this approach, and politics is seen as the 
"authoritative allocation of values". This suggests a process of divid
ing among inai vi duals the various economic and non-economic II somethings II 
that are important to them all, and of supporting this apportionment with 
the ultimate authority of the State. Its most useful expression is in 
the definition of politics as "who gets what, when, how?". 

Turning to political science, we see again that no single definition 
suffices. It is obvious that the discipline should center on the study 
of politics, but disagreement exists as to whether the practice of 
politics will interfere with unbiased analysid. Again, while there is 
general agreement among political scientists to study public politics 
rather than allocations of values among private, non-governmental systems, 
there is disagreement about which aspects of private behav~or are without 
public importance. Political scientists are also divided over the rela
tive importance to be given to art, to systematic study, and the theo
retically-directed science in examining core phenomena. This generally 
reflects the lingering effects of the traditionalist-versus-behavioralist 
controversies of the last twenty-five years. 

In summary, political scientists are likely to investigate any 
phenomenon associated with government, decision-making, power, or the 
authoritative allocation of values. They may do so with empirical theory 
as a goal or as a guide--or they may pursue their work quite theo~etical
ly. The techniques of analysis to be used would include, among others, 
historical narrative, normative evaluation, legal research, or statistical 
and mathematical approaches. Some would say simply that political science 
is what political scientists do. This suggests an intellectual anaI~hy 
that denies the meaning of "discipline". Yet, it shows also the hete~o
geniety of subject and methodology that exiEts in the area today. 

6 • HUMAN GEOGRAPHY 

Geography is a science which studies the location of human and 
physical phenomena on the earth's surface. It is a field of study which 
integrates both physical and cultural features in its quest to under
stand the relationship between man and his envirc.nment. Questions of 
where things are located, why they reveal specific locational patterns, 
and how they may be better located to serve man are central to the task 
of the geographer. 

Human geography's primary orientation is with tlle social sciences. 
Unlike most social sciences it does not concentrate cn a particular 
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social phenomena, but rather represents an integrated viewpoint of all 
social science phenomena. The nature of that viewpoint reflects both 
past and contemporary philosophical biases and assumptions. 

Traditionally, geography has concentrated on the unique aspects of 
human phenomena in relation to their distribution and locations on the 
earth's surface. Regional geography, for example, represents this unique 
spatial viewpoint. Political, social, and economic phenomena have tra
ditionally been studied from the perspective of their areal differences. 

Contemporary geography represents a holistic viewpoint based on the 
premises of general systems theory. Under this viewpoint, the emphasis 
is placed on the interactions and distributional interfaces of social 
phenomena. The systematic approach concentrates on defining interconnec
tions and functions of spatial systems. Among the major areas considered 
in the systematic approach are economic, political, social, and environ
mental subsystems. The spatial interrelationships between these systems 
provide the major thrusts to the analysis and the solution of problems 
having complex human and institutional interrelationships. Geography, 
functions in this sense, as a bridge Hi thin and among social and natural 
sciences. It is an integrative discipline Hhich provides a comprehensive 
perspective not found in the more specialized social science areas. 

Research orientations have demcnstrated substantial shifts Hith the 
change from an areal difference approach to a systems or spatial inter
action base. The initial emphasis in the systematic areas Has on the 
geometric structure of space. Traditional location theory, for example, 
illustrated geometric orientation in space founded on partial equilibrium 
and normative models for the space economy. Included Hithin this approach 
are the issues of defining optimal allocation patterns for spatial re
sources and resource imbalances on the earth's surface. The optimal lo
cation of manUfacturing industries, service centers, resource management, 
and comprehensive regional and urban planning are central areas of c(,n
cern under this approach. Coupled Hith this movement Has a strong shire 
from qualitative approaches to computer based quantitative techniques. 

More recently, the spatial interaction approach has experienced a 
shift from the earlier normative to a behavioral based orientation. With
in this approach both overt and covert spatial behavior is of primary 
consideration. The approach stresses the notion of perception of objec
tive reality and its associated behavior based on that perception. The 
geometry and locational structure of the earth's surface is studied as 
a series of cognitive or mental constructs. The behavioral approach 
represents a direction found throughout the social sciences and Hithin 
the research of this contrdct becomes the primary point of interdisci
plinary interfaces. 

7. SUMMARY 

The major thrust of this section is to provide a theoretical basis 
for inclusion of the social science impacts in a benefit-cost technology. 
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To avoid the potential b;~3es of a too molecular approach, the inputs 
from all the social science approaches are considered. We will not try 
to summarize the content of each of the separate disciplines and sub
sequently integrate them in their existing forms. Rather, we will focus 
on the common ingredients of these disciplines. We will throughout the 
course of this work be introducing the kinds of things studied by soc
iology, anthropology, geography, economics and political science in an 
attempt to provide a basi~ for understanding real societies and sub
sequently relate them in a more advanced benefit-cost technology. 

It is our opinion that existing approaches to benefit cost analysis 
suffer in that they have taken a molecular approach focusing too narrow
lyon the economic aspects of man's social life and excluding other 
relevant and critical components. The assumption underlying existing 
economically oriented benefit cost approaches is that economics provides 
an accurate view of man's social reality. Our position is that'this 
assumption iSih:fghly unwarranted and that, in fact, the economic-vIew 
is ~ highly distorted one. -- --- -- --- --

IX. THE SYSTEM: A BASIS FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY INTEGRATION 

Our first and primary focus is on the nature of man as an inter
active being. That is, we will be studying person to person inter<lctions 
as they occur in, and are affected by the enyironment. In this view we 
lVill be extrapolating those elements of human interaction which :ire 
common to all men. The taxonomic approach utilized in accomplishing 
this process is systems theory. Hence, our first task is to view man as 
an interacting system. 0f necessity, this view is psychologically oriented. 
However, our focus is on those common human traits which are useful to 
social science. In addition to being psychologically oriented, our vielV 
utilizes the notions of systems theory. One of the reasons for the kind 
of molecular benefit-cost approach currently utilized is felt to be in 
the failure to include all levels of huma~ social life and for provid-
ing a level of analysis or analytical model capable of addressing both 
the relatedness and complexity of that social organiZation. Systems 
theory provides just such a model. 

We are not going to delve deeply into the implications of the systems 
approach except to say the focus is on an open system. In light of the 
previous discussions of micro and macroeconomic approaches and especially 
of 'the handling of "externalities", such an open systems view is critical 
since it allows for the consideration of such externalities. 

1. SOCIAL MAN 

Social man is unique in that he i~ the product of unlearned and 
learned aspects. Initially, there id a biological being lVith capacities 
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and equipment which allow him to interact with his environment. Hence, 

to know something of man demands knowledge of his creation, his major 

parts, and how these parts relate overall. Additionally, since man also 

has learned capacities, this view demands knowledge of the interaction 

process. What is the effect of the environment on this process; what does 

man do; where does he go; how does he interact with other human beings? 

The answers to this first set of questions will be treated as intra

system aspects of human nature; the latter as intersystem aspects. 

In presenting a model of social man we will closely follow the work 

of Alfred Kuhn who has treated man from an intrasystems perspective. In 

this view he sees man as, "a highly developed self-preserving system, 

with a self-organizing, high capacity information processing center in the 

brain. A self-preserving system is one that so adapts to its environment 

as to increase significantly its chances of surviving. The high-capacity 

information processing means that man can engage in complex, varied, and 

sometimes highly roundabout adaptations, which Vie can also describe as 

creative and imaginative". [167] 

Kuhn sees this ability to give creative and imaginative responses 

as the basis for mans adaptivity. The notion of adaptivity is important 

in that it points to a kind of tough persistence to survive under widely 

differenT environmental conditions. 

This adaptive behavior means the organism responds differently to 

di fferent circumstances. Such adaptation is generally oY'iented toward 

"successful adaptation" which means the system is in some way Dstter off • 

However, at times systems do engage in dysfunctional adaptations. From 

the point of view of man as system, Kuhn proposes three necessary in

gredients: " ... a system, giving a response, in and to its environment. 

To put the three in the simplest order of occurrence, (1) the environment 

(2) acts on the system, (3) which engages in adaptive behavior ..•• In the 

language of the controlled, or adaptive, system these functions are per

formed respectively by the detector, the selector, and the effector." [167] 

In an operational sense this system may be diagrammed as on the fol

lowing page. While this model is basic to all controlled systems, the 

model of social man is considerably more complex. For example, in the 

human being there is a maintenance system concerned with the biological 

functions, such as, eating, drinking and sleeping. While this system is 

important, especially to the biologist, the social scientist is more tra

ditionally concernad with what Kuhn calls the control system since it is 

this system Vlhich does the actual guiding, directing or controlling of 

the controlled system. To this controlling system, Kuhn gives the label 

the behavioral systems, [167] 

The next important consideration for understanding social man is ~lhat 

are the inborn components of the system? It appears that there dre no 

inborn components of significance for directed behavior in human beings. 

This means that all social behavior is learned behavior. A second major 

aspect of the inborn components of man is that he does not inherit pat

terns of explicit behavior, but rather, inherits behavi~selecting 
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Figure 31. Diagram of the DSE Subsystem of Any eontrolled System [167] 

mechanisms usually in the form of preferences, e.g., pain avoidance. A 
succinct summary of the inborn components of the detector, selector, and 
~ffector aspects of man are presented in Kuhn's summary table on page 198, 
Figure 33. 

The complexity of social man as a system is much more evident when 
each of the detector, selector and effector subsystems are viewed. Kuhn 
notes that each of these subsystems are functions and that the detector 
function deals with how man knows about his physical environment, other 
people, himself. He points out that this function deals with what is, 
and not what is preferred. Two major problems are presented to humans 
in this regard: (1) creation of models that correspond in useful ways 
with some aspects of reality and (2) learning the rules of identiHcation 
by which one reliably relates the parts of reality to the parts of the 
model. This process has been treated by psychologists as a cognitive 
mapping process. This process can be further refined in terms of the 
imaging process, patterning of the images, and so forth. However, we 
I~ill not delve into these aspects as they are not necessary to our purpose. 
However, it should be noted that these processes are important and fun
damental for social science. The vast majority of images in people's 
heads are learned from society. Hence, since you cannot perceive some
thing in our environment unless an image of it has already been learned 
and stored in our head 167 it means that, for the most part, a person 
perceives only those aspects or conditions of society that the society 
has taught them to perceive. 
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In considering the selector component of the social man system, 

Kuhn notes that the major components consist of the primary motives and 

with the learned components of selector or the secondary motives. In 

Kuhn's modf:. the primary motives consist of pleasant or unpleasant va

lences thac are activated by selective sensations and emotions. The 

"secondary motives consist of a conditional connection between a valence 

and a concept -- the learned motive is a concept (image) with a valence 

attached" [167]. The process of acquiring these motives (pattern learn

ing) involves both (1) learning the image in th,: ·'etector and (2) attach

ing a valence to it in the selector. 

In the present benefit-cost model this aspect of the social man system 

is the locus of the preference structure. In this sense, we use learned 

patterns of likes and dislikes whenever we make choices that reflec'': them. 

The effector is the process of translating the preferences into ac

tual performance. This translation involves the motor responses or actual 

behavior. 

The next task in terms of completing the model is to examine the in

terrelations among the detector, selector an,l effector components. Kuhn 

notes that one of the more important aspe~ts of these interrelations is 

that the learned aspects of selector and clffector depenu on the detector. 

However, the three components also modify one another. Kuhn illustrates 

this via the following example of modification of detector by selector. 

"We often see what we want to see, hear what we want to hear, and believe 

what we want to believe, despite evidence to the contrary." [167] 

Another notion of system theory that contributes more complete under

standing to the social man system is that almost all systems have some 

optimum level of operation. Below that level it is rela~'vely inefficient 

and above the level it comes under strain. In the human system Kuhn de

fines self-actualization as the sense of satisfaction resulting from 

optimal operation. In terms of the three subsystems this means formation 

of patterns in the detector; derivation of satisfaction in the selector; 

and, acquisition of rewards in the effector. 

When one takes into account th·."c interrelationship between the sub

systems the processeral character of self-actualization is seen. That is, 

one of the cunsequences of externalizing the inner patterns is that we 

observe them and consider them and in this sense, they modify tlje orig

inal stEte. 

The final step in completing this systems view of man is accomplished 

by Kuhn through introduction of main level and sub-level detector, selector 

and effector components. That is, within each of these con~onents, Kuhn 

introduces a sub-detector, sub-selector, and sub-effector. Kuhn's follow

ing model illilstrates this process • 

In this expanded system "the effectiveness of the whole system can 

be analyzed in terms of thp effectiveness of its three subsystems, taken 

separately and jointly" [lC"]. The following outline summarizes the total 

model. 
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Figure 32. The Behavior·al System in an Environment 
(including DSE subsystems) [167] 

The various aspects of this model of social man deal with the nature 

and direction of behavior. It also provides a basis for assessing the 

magni tude of its effect which Kuhn 'JaIls power. "The amount of one's 

power depends on how well he sizes up the situations he must deal with 

(detector), how strongly he is motivated (selector), and how skilled he 

is at producing results (effector), along wIth the conditions in the 

environment that assist or provide obstacles to achievement" [167]. 
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Learned Components 

Unlearned, Inborn Components Pattern Learning Pattern Using 

Sensations (primary information) Concept Formation and Attainment Perception (Deduction) 

On an inborn basis, light, sound, (learning secondary information) Sensation currently re-
odors, tastes, pressure, heat, etc. (induction ) ceived serve as ones which 
actuate different nerves and enter identify already learned 
the brain through different channels. The brain organizes sensory inputs patterns. Image using and 

into patterns and patterns of pat- identification (detecting 
terns. Image learning and testing. plus decoding). 

Valences (Primary Motives) Secondary Motives Making Choi,,'Os 

On an inborn basis certain -tastes, The brain connects the inborn Choices are made on the 
odors, and other sensations are valences to new or different sen- basis of secondary motives, 
pleasant, others unpleasant. These sory inputs, and to concepts. which are mostly valenced 
sensations, along with some emotions, concepts. 
guide the learning of more complex 
approach or avoidance behaviors. 

Motor Connections Motor Skills Motor Performance 

Each muscle has an inborn connec- Through practice the brain connects Motor skills already learn-
tion to a particular point in the muscle responses into groups and ed are executed. 
brain, so that different muscles sequences that copstitute perfor-
are actuated by different channels mance skills. 

I from the brain. 
- - ------ - ---------

Figure 33. Ou·tline of the Model of Man [167J 
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2. OTHER LEVELS IN THE S',3TEM 

Now that a basis has been laid for viewing man from a systems per
spective, the next task is to determine how he is integrated into a 
society. In this view both a person and a society of persons are acting 
systems. The society is defined as any group of people having the same 
body and process of culture. 

This definition by Kuhn does not specify its size and he further 
notes that dependIng on circumstances, as few as two and as many as the 
human race could be a society [167J. That is, i'my set of people who 
tend to develop some degree of consensus can be viewed and analyzed as 
a society. However, this process definition doesn't bring out some of 
the more traditional sociological notions associated with a society. 
Most sociologists agree that the crucial criteria involved in creation 
of a society are: (1) relative self-sufficiency, (2) continuity of ex
istence from generation to generation, and (3) relatively large size. 
In this sense, a society is a social group that manages to meet most of 
its own needs, maintains a system of social interaction across generations, 
and has a discernible internal organization. Aberle and others argued in 
an article on the functional prerequisites of a society that nine aspects 
are involved including; (1) provision for adequate relation"hip to the 
environment and for sexual recruitment, (2) role differentiation and rol? 
assignment, (3) a system of communication, (4) shared cognitive orienta
tions, (5) a shared, articulated set of goals, (6) prescription of the 
means for attaining the socially formulated goals, (7) the regulations 
of affective expression, (8) a system of socialization, and (9) effective 
means for controlling jisruptive forms of behavior. 

While a definition based on these prerequisites would appear to be 
perhaps one of the broadest units cf so'~ial organization, this is not 
the case. Culture is an even broader concept. It is also a more diffi
cult concept to define. Early definitions, for example, that of Edward 
Tylor, stressed culture as a complex whole. This complex whole included 
knowledge, belief, art, morals, custom, and any other capabilities and 
habits acquired by man as a member of society. Since this time, however, 
several other definitions have emerged each stressing a slightly dif
ferent fact, for example, many saw culture as social heritage, still 
others as norms, or adaptive mechanisms. In any case, it is generally 
considered to be a broader concept than societies. 

In order to help clarity this issue further the following diagram 
is offered. In this view, culture is seen as the broadest principle of 
organization of the humffi1 race. Each of the smaller inner circles rep
resents a smaller unit of organization. Hence, it is possible for more 
than one social system or society to share in many aspects of cu11:ure and 
yet remain as a distinct society. Institutions are some~That smaller units 
of organization though many argue that institutions, such as the family, 
are common to all cultures. We do not deny this, but rather point to 
the fact that it involves less of man's total social reality than does 
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either culture or society , This s ame principle of organization is held 
for all the other remaining circles . Perhaps, however , the followin g ex
ample wi 11 be he l pful. Education is an American institution, ·.hile the 
University of Notre Dame is an or ganization within t~e larger ~ducational 
insti tution . 

CULTURE 

{SOCIETY} SOCIAL SYSTEM 

INSTITUTIONS 

ORGANIZATIONS 

{GROUPS} I NDIVIDUAL NETWORKS 

INDIVIDUALS 

To this point we have discussed the individual and now briefly soci 
ety {without including the social systems notions} and culture . The 
remainder of this 3ection is devoted to discussing institutions , organ 
izations , and individual interactive networks . However, a good under
s tanding of institutional behavior is felt to be dependent on a better 
understanding between social structure and institutions , In the develop
ment of the notion of social structure sociologi sts jnitially focused on 
the biological structure and created an Ol'ganic analogy in terms of social 
relationships . These analogie s while giving insight into '~he structnre of 
society did not provide the kind of precise conceptualization n~eded to 
understand complex social relationships . In attempting to provide a more 
precise meaning Radcliffe- Brown defined the social structure as including 
all person to person re l at ionships [168] . Ey.:;mination of concrete social 
reali ty in this conception is concerned with examining t:,e set of actual
ly existing relationships at a given time which link persons to each 
other in an org~ized manner. The general aim of this approach is to 
determine and analyze the structural form of these relationships. Crit
ics have noted that such a conception fails to discriminate between 
transitory short-range relationships and the more enduring elements of 
social action . 

Other ,;cientists have tried to make this definition more permanent 
by introducing the notivns of groups and institutions which constitute 
a society . This approach is at one and the same time abstract and con
crete . By observing social groups one derives the concrete ba~is of 
social action. The abstract part of this approach inheres in the process 
of examinin g institutional arrangements or other intergroup relational 
processes . Among the scientists espousing this procedure is Raymond 
Firth [169] "ho proposes restricting the term social str ucture to r efer 
to the more permanent and important social activities . In his view the 
term Rocial organization means the systematic ordering of social relations 
by acts of choice and decision . This view is felt to account for the 
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continuity principle in a society while the organizational level is felt 
to account for the variation or change principle. 

Anothel' way of looking at social structure is by introducing the 
notion of a social role. S. Nadel, J.u addressing this conception focuses 
on the population and ~~stracting there from the patterns of regularized 
behavior. The result of this view is social structure viewed as a net
work or system of relationships existing between actors. Gerth and Mills 
[170] use role as a central notion in their definition of institution. 
Roles are the primary building units in institutions, while institutions 
are the primery building blocks of social structure. There is consider
able discussion within the field of Sociology as to whether introduction 
of the notion "role" doesn't make the study of social structures too 
individualistic. These scientists propose that social groups within a 
society should be the basic building blocks. Perhaps, however, no one 
has summarized the problem more accurately thary T. B. Bottomore [166J 
who in discussing the various theories of social structure notes: 

"Of the different conceptions ••• the most useful seems to me that 
which regards social structure as the complex of the major institutions 
end groups in society. There is no great difficulty in identifying these 
institutions and groups. It can be shown that the existence of human 
society requires certain arrangement or processes; or, as has been said, 
that there are 'functional prerequisites of a society fI' [166 J. 

The relative ease of identification Bottomore speaks about with 
respect to identifying the institutions is felt to lie in the fact that 
institutions center around basic social functions such as marriage, govern
ment, or education. The institutions provide social norms which give 
direction to human behavior through provision of proscribed forms of 
acti vi ties. In this sense, they consist of an enduring complex of inte
grated and organized behavioral patterns through which social control is 
exerted and ~y means of which the fundamental desires or needs are met. 

The most striking difference noted when movement is made from the 
wider- institutional circle to the smaller organizational circle is that 
organizations are less encompassing in terms of human involvement. That 
is, the institutional level prescribes a set of values and relationships 
addressed to all people who operate within the institution. The organ
ization on the other hand, is more specifically oriented toward struc
turing aspects of these institutional requirements in relation to a 
particular set of goals. For example, health is an institution in Amer
ican society. The delivery of health is accomplished through public 
health officials, nurses, M.D.'s, Osteopathic Physicians, Chiropractors, 
f?ith healers, clinics, hospitals, etc. Using the hospital as an example, 
the study of its social organization Nould include the functioning of a 
particular hospital (organization) and the ways in which various aspects 
of the institutional structure, such as the hierarchical ordering of the 
staff, maintains this structure. Within this structure there are cer
tain rules of conduct Nhich are understood by all members of the organ
ization and are maintained through various means. Perhaps the most 
basic aspect of social organization is a common understanding among 
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members of the organization as to the interpretation of certain aspects 
of social reality. This may be illustrated through the same hospital 
example. For instance, wi thin the i,ospi tal there usually exists, wi thin 
broad limits, a shared understanding among the staff as to pow the real
ity of certain situations, such as deaths, different kinds of operations, 
and other crises and everyday acti vi ties, are to be thought of. There 
will also be an unstated agreement as to what action is called for relative 
to these situations, and inappropriate action will immediately be rec
ognized as such. The greatest portion of man's life is lived within such 
structural arrangements. 

The next smalle~ ci~cle is labeled inte~active nenlo~ks. The major 
difference at this level is that the degree of structure is considerably 
less than that found at the orEanizational level. In this sense, there 
is some resemblence to groups. However, the following differences do 
pertai~. The interactive networks are concerned with the wide number of 
structures and the way the individual is integrated in them. This level 
is seen as an important one since it helps to determine the individuals 
interpretation of social reality. From a personality perspective, the 
influences of the interactive networks are important involving such proc
esses as, identification, imitation, modeling, consciousness of kind, 
reference concepts, the development of learned and moral concepts. In 
addition, the content of the socialization process is to a great extent 
conditioned by the networks. That is, the values, the norms, the roles, 
and type identity acquired, are pretty much affected by exposure to the 
interactive network. 

The next question to be answered, therefore, is, what do all these 
levels of organization have in common? The most obvious answer is that 
people are involved at all levels. Hence, the question becomes; what is 
similar in the way people relate or are integrated into the various levels 
of social organization? The answer to this question is found in a body 
of theory called, "social action theory:t. 

3. A THEORY OF SOCIAL ACTION 

After reviewing several approaches to a general theory of social 
action, the work of Smelser [171] has been selected for providing a basic 
guideline. This selection is based on the fact that he has created the 
approach by summarizing the works of Parsons [172], Shils [173], Bales 
[174] and indirectly through these works he has incorporated the ideas 
of Pareto [175]. 

The collective efforts of these persons has led to the following 
definition of social action: 

[The theory of action] conceives of [the behavior of living 
organisms] as oriented to the attainment of ends in situa
tions, by means of the normatively regulated expenditure of 
energy. There are four points to be noted in this conceptual-
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ization of behavior: (1) Behavior 1.s oriented to the attain
ment of ends or goals or other ant. cipated states of affairs. 
(2) It takes place in situations. (3) It is normatively 
regulated. (4) It involves expenditure of energy or effort 
in "motivation" (which may be more or less organized in
dependently of its involvement in action) [171J. 

This leads Smelser to conclude that certain basic elements must be 
known prior to the description of action. These are referred to as the 
four basic components of social action and include the following: 

(1) the generalized ends, or values, wh:i.ch provide the broad
est guides to purposive social behavior; (2) the regulatory 
rules governing the pursuit of these gc~ls, rules which are 
to be found in norms; (3) the mobilization of individual 
energy to achieve the defined ends within the normative 
framework. If we consider the individual person as actor, 
we ask how he is motivated; if we move to the social-system 
level, we ask how motivated individuals are organized into 
roles and organizations; (~) the available s~tIOTha1 facili
ties which the actor uti1izeG as means; these include know
ledge of the environment, predictability of consequences of 
action, and tools and skills [171J. 

There is, of course, a relationship between the components of social 
action - a hierarchical relationship which is illustrated in the following 
diagram. 

va1Jes 

Norms 

MObi1iz~ion into 
organized roles 

l 
Situational 
facilities 

In this scheme values are seen as "standards of desirability" (de:lirab1e 
end states) and hence are "general guides to action". In this sense 
they are not very spec~fic. However, as they are incorporated into 
human behavior in a social action sense, they must be both narrowed and 
regularized. (To the extent this process occurs, they also provide a ' 
greater degree of predictability.) This regularization is accomplished 
in the patterning and institutionalizing of the values at the normative 
level. The fitting of humans into the organized s"quence occurs at the 
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next level - mobilization of energies. The subsequent expression of 
this organization is found at the lowest level - situational facilities • 
This level is viewed as a resource level. 

The operation of humans within such a scheme is well summed in a 
statement by Harold Lasswell: "Men seek values through institutions 
utilizing resources." [176] In otherwords, the instittltions in a social 
group are a reflection of the value system of that group. However, there 
are some problems with this axiom which are discussed in a later section. 

There are also some other important relationships between the com
ponents of social action which must be noted. For example, as movement 
is made progressively from values to situational facilities there is both 
an increasing specification of the value and a proliferation of applica
tions of the same value. Smelser [171] notes that this movement expands 
so as to include components of action which are progressively less central 
to the integration of the social order. He also notes that there is a one 
way influence relationsl1ip among the components of social action which has 
important consequences for social change. That is, if you alter a value, 
then change is introduced all the way down through situational facilities. 
However. a change at a lower level doesn't necessarily affect the higher 
levels. 

Smelser [171] also notes that complete understanding of a theory of 
social action is dependent on determining not only the relationship be
tween the components of social action but within each component. We have 
already discussed the "between" aspects of this scheme. In accomplishing 
the within analysis, Smelser addresses seven specific levels at which each 
of the components of social action can be viewed and assessed. Once again, 
there is a diffusion and specificity function incorporated. That is, as 
one moves from the most general level to the least general level the com
ponent of social action becomes progressively more specific and circum
scribed. Table 7 from Smelser's [171] work is included in its entirety 
to help illustrate this process for all four components of social action. 
However, the following narrative is also offered in order to help clarify 
the table (see next page). 

Values are used in presenting this narrative. At their most general 
level values are the major premises of social order in that they set ends 
or goals and legitimize them by a particular view of man, nature, and 
society. At this level the value system is contained in the general be
lief system of all humans. The translation of these generalized beliefs 
(values) into social action begins at the second level wherein they are 
specified in relation to the different institutional sectors of a society. 
The third level specifies what kinds of activities and rewards are to be 
legitimately pursued within these institutional sectors. Thus, it becomes 
evident that as we move toward the more specific levels we learn more 
about how the value applies in a definite social context. On the other 
hand, moving from the more to the less specific, we learn what the bases 
of legitimacy are for these lower level specifications. 
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TABLE 7 

LEVELS OF SPECIFICITY OF THE COMPONENTS OF SOCIAL ACTION 

Level Values 

1 

2 

3 

6 

7 

Societal values 

Legitimization 
of values for 
institutional-
ized sectors 

Legitimization 
of rewards 

Legitimization 
of values for 
realizing or
ganizational 
roles 

Legitimization 
of values for 
expe.lditure of 
effort 

N01"lms 

General 
conformity 

Specification of 
norms according 
to institutional 
sectors 

Specification 
of norms accord
ing to types of 
roles and organ-
izations 

Mobilization of 
motivation for 
organized action 

Socialized 
motivation 

Generalized per
formance capacity 

Trained capacity 

Specification of Transition to 
requirements for adult-role assump
individual ob- tion 
servation of 
norms 

Specification of Allocation to 
norms of compet- sector of society 
ing institution-
al sectors 

Specification of Allocation to 
rules of cooper- specific roles 
ation and co- organizations 
ordination with-
in organization 

Specification of Allocation to 
schedules and roles and tasks 

or 

programs to reg- within organiza
ulate activity tion 

More specific 
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Situational 
facilities 

Preconceptions 
concerning 
causality 

Codification 
of knowledge 

Technology of 
specification 
of knowledge 
in situational 
terms 

Procurement of 
wealth, power, 
or prestige to 
activate Level 
3 

Allocation of 
effective tech
nology to sec
tor of society 

Allocation of 
effective tech
nology to roles 
or organization 

Allocation of 
facilities with
in organization 
to attain con
crete goals 
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The fourth level specifies what is appropriate in terms of the kind 
of commitment for the individual actor at the role level, while th~ fifth 
limits the scope of a given value activity by viewing it in relation to 
competing values which must also be respected. At tbe sixth level the 
values specify the kinds of commitments that are necessary at .:he oper
ative level if the organizational ends (ena state values) are to bp. re
alized. Finally, at the seventh level, there is the personal commitment 
to implement the higher level values of the organization. [171] 

A similar procedure is followed by Smelser for outlining all four 
components of social action and while complete and detailed understanding 
demands such detail, it is felt that the sche~e can be greatly simplified 
without sacrificing overall comprehension. The first step in accomplish
ing this simplification is found in reduction of the number of levels in 
the following manner. Smelser notes that levels one through four are 
concerned with very general commitments to values while levels five 
through seven redefine or restrict the meaning within specific crganiza
tional contexts or operations. We prefer to refer to the general levels 
(1 through 4) as the axiomatic level and those at the specific levels 
as integrative operatives. By axiomatic values, for example, we mean 
those values which tend to be universally recognized and accepted as 
self-evident or true and do not require proof. For example, that all 
human beings have the right to be. The integrated operative values re
fer to those which govern specific operations associated with man's day 
to day activities. 

The reduction from seven to D~O levels produces the following con
sequences for the theory of social action. In the realm of values 
those general societal values including the legitimization of institutions, 
rewards and individual commitment are now contained in level one (axio
matic values). Level 2 contains the legitimization of competing values, 
organizational ends, and personal expenditure of effort in the realiza
tion of ends. The norms component of social action is roughly divided 
into those norms ci~cumscribing activity in the various sectors of soci
ety (Levell) and thob~ guiding activities at the institutional level 
(Level 2). The third component of social action, mobilizing motivation 
for organized action addresses the socialization process concerned with 
general social participation at level one and the mobilization of par·· 
ticular motives associated with activities in individual organization, 
(Level 2). Finally, the fourth component reduces to a generalized bel~ef 
regarding the distribution of resources as they affect society (Levell) 
an~ the allocation of resources to specific sectors and institutions in 
society (Level 2). The major effect of this reduction is the creation 
of a manageable scheme without sacrificing the essence of the hierarchi
cal arrangement necessary to a complete understanding of the individual 
components. 
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4. THE SOCIAL SYSTEM: INTEGRATING PEOPLE AND SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

The goal of this section of the presentation on social sciences has 
presented an integrated view of man and provides a better basis for 
illlderstanding his social behavior. To this end we have presented a model 
of man as social being. We further noted that man's behavior is oriented 
toward values which he seeks through organized behavior (in',titutions) 
utilizing the resources he can command. This organizationul process was 
shown to involve many levels and yet man's participation in each of these 
organizational levels is governed by common elcmen ts ",hich ",ere discussed 
as the elements of social action (values, norms, mobilization of motiva
tion, and resOUrce utilization). 

Our next task is to discuss the level of organization at which all 
these elements coalesce into patterned activity oriented toward preser
vation of the social group. This level itS referred to as the social 
system. While several authors have written on social systems OUr pre
sentation will revolve primarily aroillld the works of Pareto [175J and 
Parsons [l72J. 

In Pareto's vie", the concern was ",ith predicting the form a society 
takes and in discovering the forces and principles operating which help 
determine that form. He saw this study as involving a better understand
ing the common hard-core sentiments which persist in a society under a 
variety of forms. These sentiments as manifested in ",hat Pareto called 
residues are complemented by appetites and inclinations. HO>1ever, to 
illlderstand the full implication of Pareto's work one must vie", the mul
titude of elements which comprise his theory. These elements are grouped 
into four principal categories, 

"1. Interests. These are largely the logical, goal-oriented 
elements of conduct that provide the basic data for the 
science of economics. 
2. Social heterogeneity and circulation. Today we might 
refer to this category as 'class dynamics'. Broadly speaking, 

'i it is concerned with social stratification and mobility, but 

I
i,',', ls Pareto deals with it in terms simplifier[ enough to permit him 

to specify the basic mechanisms of equilibrium in the political 
.1 ~'C structure. 
i lfi 3. Derivations. Pareto lists seventeen derivations, which 
.l • he groups in foUr> classes. (These appear in Appendix L • ) 
I They are the verbal utterances, assertions, appeals to au-
i I~ thori ty, and rationalizations that represent man's hilllger for 
1 ." logical explanations of his actions. Howevel', given the 
j overbearing force of 'sentiments' (the non-logical, unpremedi-
I jf tated, self-acting, moral forces of human behavior), the I JU explanations in fact turn out to be mostly pseudo-logical. 
I ~. Residues. Of these Pareto enumerates a total of fifty-
!I '"."" ... n.' ... ,l one basic ones, which he organizes into six classes. They 
~ are the manifestations of the fillldamental action predispo-

,I sitions of men, that[ is J' the sentiments or illlderlying forces 
I of human conduct." 175 
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In determing the course of human action within his scheme Pareto 
concludes that social scientists have gone astray by failing to dis
tinguish between the logical and non-logical bases of conduct. This 
conduct is a function of a constant non-logical element and a d8ductive 
element designed to explain, justify and demonstrate the constant ele
ment. It is the non-logical conduct which is given credit by Pareto 
for the major part of man's social relationships. He sees human laws 
as being deduced from certain principles of non-logical conduct. These 
principles of non-logical conduct are correlated with the conditions 
under which humans live and change. As for the importance of the ra
tional element in this scheme Pareto sees reasoning as having; 

" ••• so little force as motive power that one might also say 
it must be changed into sentiment in order effectively to 
determine conduct. Behavior (B) depends upon the unknown 
psychic state (A) but is justified by a theory (C), which 
is usually not strictly logical in its connection with (B) • 
Magic in the ancient and Christian eras provides many ex
amples of entirely non-logical action, for which sometimes 
theological, sometimes logico-experimental, explanations are 
provided. Such examples show a kernel of acts and words 
more or less constant, while the logical interpretations 
tacked on to them are quite secondary and change with fads 
in thinking." [175J 

The conclusion Pareto arrives at with respect to human conduct is 
that it can either be logical (rational), using means appropriate to ends, 
or non-logical (irrational) inappropriate means-end relationship. He 
considers the non-logical conduct to be more imoortant from the objective 
viewpoint of determining the form of human society and its development. 

In this 
is evident. 
used and the 
The constant 

RESIDUES 

distinction a constant and variable part of Pareto's theory 
The variable part, which comprises the detailed methods 
reasons advanced for their use, he terms "derivations". 
part he calls "residues". 

This most impr ~ant aspect of Pareto's theory is, in his formula
tion, the forces wh" , explain social equilibrium. Pareto discusses 
fifty some residues: ~ they all fall into six classes. These classes 
are as follows: 

" I. 
II. 

III. 

IV. 
V. 

VI. 

Residues of combinations (889-990) 12. 
Residues of Persistence of aggregates (991-1088) 
Residues (or needs) of the manifestation of senti
ments through overt acts (1089-1112) 
Residues in regard to sociability (1113-1206) 
Residues of the integrity of the individual (1207-1323) 
Sexual Residues (1324-96) 
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While the strength and proportions of these residues 
vary from time to time and from social group to social group, 
they are the constant elements of any social system." [175] 

A proper understanding of just what residues are, is essential to a 
correct understanding of Pareto's theory. He warns that we should be
ware of ascribing any objective existence to residues or even to senti
ments. For what is ovserved in reality is a group of human beings in a 
mental condition indicated by what is called sentiments. In a further 
clarification Pareto states the proposition, "that the sentiments mani
fested by residues are among the elements which stand toward the social 
equilibrium in a relationship of reciprocal determination." He ful"ther 
clarifies this in the following manner. "The mental states that are 
indicated by the sentiments expressed in residues ••.• " However, even 
further clarification is needed, for what are the "mental states?" His 
answer is, "they are abstractions." This in turn obliges us to say: 

"The actions of hUTI.'3Il beings are among the elements that 
stand in a relationship of reciprocal determination with the 
social equilibrium. Among such actions are certain manifesta
tions that we designate by the term 'residues' and which are 
closely correlated with other acts so that once we know the 
residues we may, under certain circumstances, know the actions. 
Therefore we shall say that residues are among the elements 
that stand in a relation of reciprocal determination with the 
social equilibrium." [175] 

Each of the residues point to an important element in the total 
social system and in the organization of human behavior and, as such, 
are discussed clasb by class . 

The first class is the instinct for combinations. Basically, Pareto 
feels, there is an instinct that prompts combinations in general, for 
reasons which are fleeting, momentary and m:detectable. He uses the 
scientist and the ignorant person to point out the logical and non
logical aspects of combination. 

"The scientist in his laboratory makes combinations 
according to certain norms, certain hypotheses, for the 
most part rational (at times he combines at random). His 
activity is primarily logical. The ignorant person makes 
combinations in view of analogies that are mostly fantastic, 
absurd, childish (and often by chance). In any event they 
are in large part non-logical acts." [175] 

It is this non-logical aspect that brings about the reasons for 
Pareto 1 s reference to an "instinct" for combination and which later leads 
him to conclude that most human action is non-logical. Pareto also 
states that similar things are more often combined than opposites and 
that human beings feel a need for combining various residues. What is 
most interestingly noted by Pareto is that there is a more keenly felt 
need among higher civilized people to cloak acts that are in themselves 
non-logical with a logical veneer. 
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In summary, then, the first class results in our combining certain 
things, usually similar. One also notes a search for the combinations 
that are deemed best and a propensity to believe that they actually do 
what is expected of them. 

Class II. Residues for the parsistence of Aggregates. This in
cludes any manifestation of a tendency to preserve social relationships. 
It implies that, 

" •.• by a sort of inertia, aggregates once constituted or per
sonified tend to persist ••• attempts at • neir disunion enc :'"JIlter 
powerful opposition. All the survival Jf customs persisting 
after their causes have disappeared i' .ustrate residues of this 
class, as does the persecution of sexual 'heretics', which is a 
manifestation of attitudes similar to those of the Inquisition 
••• Bven abstractions like progress, socialism, or pacificism are 
dynamic ~ggregates, lacking only personification. As the resi
dues of Class I may be said to account for innovation, so the 
residues of Class II account for conservation of things as they 
are. II [175] 

If it were not for the persistence found in 
binations in Class I would be mostly ephemeral. 
that these first two classes seem to be the most 
theory. 

Class II then the com
It should also be noted 
important in rareto's 

Class III. Need for expressing sentiments by external action. 
Pareto enters very closely into the field of psychology' in this class. 
He states; 

"Powerful sentiments are for the most part accompanied by cer
tain acts that may have no direct relation to the sentiments 
but do satisfy a need for action. '~mething similar is ob
servable in animals. A cat moves its jaws at the sight of a 
bird; the dog twists and turns and wags its tail at sight of 
its master; the parrot flaps its wings. 

Says Lyall further: 'The present writer knew a hindu ••• who 
devoted several hours daily to the elaborate worship of five 
round pebbles which he had appointed to be his symbol of 
Omnipotence .•• ' Notable in that is not merely the need for 
the symbol, but the need for 'doing something' .•• 

.•• It may be further evidenced that the residues of this 
class stand conjoined with emotions, sentiments and passions 
in complex concatenation of actions and reactions. II [175] 

Class IV is made up of residues connected with life in society. 
Pareto observed thCl,t, with the exception of the cat, all domestic 
animals live In g"i'oups. He also includes disciplinary residues in 
this class and sees them as indispensable to SOC~dty. This may best 
be seen iT. man's social conduct. 
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"The conduct to which they lead may be seen in the 
necessity of being just like everybody else which a style 
imposes and in ",very sort of standardizat-icm, making in-
di viduals take the mold of some social group, large or 
small, to which they belong. Pity and cruelty and nephobia 
or the fear of innovations as upsetting established uni
formity, are discussed in this connection. One of the most 
interesting: subdivisions is asceticism, a sort of renunci
ation characterized by great intensity and slight social 
utility and found far beyond the limits of medieval Chris
tianity, for Christian doctrine is only one of the (plausible) 
derivations employed to give a color of reasonableness to 
this class of residues." [175] 

Class V is entitled, Integrity of the individual and his appurte
nances and possessions. Pareto finds this class as complimentary to 
Class IV. 

The first illustration Pareto presents follows: 

"To defend one I s own things and strive to increase 
their quantity are two operations that frequently merge. 
So defense of integrity and development of personality 
are two operations that may differ little or even be one 
and the same .•• " [175] 

Thus it is also Class V that manifests those sentiments opposed to 
alteration of the social equilibrium. He uses the terms "just" and "un
just" to illustrate a maintenance or disturbance of social equilibrium. 
And th~ residue or kernel of the restorative act is the Integrity of 
the indl vidual. 

Class VI is the sex residue. Pareto is not concerned here with mere 
sexual appetite but rather with its influence upon theories and modes of 
thinking as a residue. In respp.ct to this residue, there comes into play 
m3TIY combi~ations as the residueb unite in complex forms. An example of 
this is the union of asceticism with the sexual residue which produces 
a "sexual religion", with taboos that are never observed and which in 
their rigidity serve to generate perversion anu hypocrisy. [175] 

Pareto lists no specific subdivisions under the sex residue and it 
is generally assumed he would include anything that could be considered 
a manifestation of sex. 

It should be noted that it is precisely in the varying strength of 
residues that Pareto finds the explanation or movements of social phenom
ena. He points out that the residues of Class I vary little and slowly, 
those of Class V scarcely at all, while Some of the subgenera vary con
siderably. From this it can be derived that the best index of the social 
state of a people is the proportion of the various classes of residues. 
[175] 
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DERIVATIONS 

According to Pareto the residues just discussed are verbally ration
alized, and snch verbal rationalizations of residues he denoted as 
derivations. 

"A derivation, he said, is a failure to use means appro
priate to ends. It is a nonlogical argument, explanation, 
assertion, verbal proof, or appeal to authority, in accord 
with the sentiments. Under the category of the~e irrational 
'derivations' he examined historical and contemporary philoso
phies, ideologies, theories, ethical discussions, and religious 
ideas." [175J 

The derivations are considerations from a "subjective" standpoint, 
that is, in humru: action the main persuasion is accorded by residues, 
which are the ob~eccive forces, while the derivations are the sub
jective colorations of the residues. 

He considers human actions as being influenced by derivations and 
that these derivations are accepted or rejected by what the person 
imagines to be logico-experimental grounds. 

"He does not notice that he ordinarily makes up his 
mind in deference to sentiments and that the accord (or 
conflict) of two derivations is an accord (or conflict) of 
residues. When, then, a person sets out to st"dy social 
phenomena, he halts at manifestations of social activity, 
that is to say, at derivations, and does not carry his in
quiry into the causes of activity, that is to say, into 
residues." [175J 

Pareto notes that derivations are things that everybody uses. But 
he notes that many of the contemporary writers of his day ascribe an 
intrinsic value to derivations and regard them as functioning directly 
as determinants of the social equilibrium. Pareto, on the other hand, 
sees them only as manifestations, as indicati~ns, of other forces that 
are the forces which really determine the social equilibrium. 

Several extremely important insights are provided by this view of 
the social system. Initially, Pareto points to the role of beliefs or 
sentiments in governing man's view of and subsequent action in the 
social system. He points to the fact that man tends to maximize his 
behavior in relation to these sentiments which may have no relationship 
to the realities involved. At the same time, -hOW;:;-ver, Pareto sees man 
as needing a "logical" or "rational" explanation for such behavior to 
cover over or justifY his position. He presents a listing of seventeen 
such justifications or rationalizations. At this point we would like 
to interject the notion that traditional benefit-cost analyses for the 
most part constitute one such elaborate attempt to explain, justifY and 
often rationalize a position which is either out of line with the real 
needs of man or serves the vested interests of a subgroup of persons. 
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Pareto also concludes that there are indeed behd<rioral manifesta
tions of the ·real underlying sentiments or action pr"d5 sposi tions of man. 
Hence, prediction of man's social behavior lies in ""certaining the 
direction and forces of the sentiments as they are expressed in his be
havior. In this regard, Pareto has also furnished us with an important 
insight into mffil's social behavior -- the persistence of ag~egates. 
Once man groups form and "sentiments" with "explanations" to justify 
them are atta-:hed, they tend to pe!'sist and act as determinants of man's 
social behavio!'. As we shall be noting later on, the predictability of 
man's behavior is contained in this very propensity. That is, man is 
socialized into this position and he by nature tends to over conform to 
these sentiments and the. "explanations" thereof. 

Another vie" of the social system is presented by Talcott Parsons. 
This view is important to thp. social science study of man becausp. it 
focuses more clearly on the functional aspects of the system and on the 
processes articulating those subsystems. 

G. PARSONS' VIEW OF THE SOCIAL SYSTEM 

The social system, personality system and the cultural systems are 
all part and parcel of the object world according to Parsons. Thus, 
to truly start to assess the impacts of new innovations in a society one 
would have to concentrate on all three aspects of the object world. In 
the present systematization of a benefit-cost approach, all these 
elements of the object world are included. However, the primary focus 
is on the social system. This view is felt to be quite important in 
that it prov:.des further olarification of -the complex aspects involved. 
That is, the social systems model focuses attention on the four major 
subsystems comprising any social system. Furtt~r, it direots attention 
to the communioations processes articulating those systems. Thus, the 
purpose of this view is to elucidate those areas or- subsystems in which 
social action is involved. In this model by Parsons there are four major 
subsystems including the adaptive, goal attainment, integrative, and 
pattern maint8nance. --

These subsystems are distinct according to Parsons because of the 
primacy of the function of structurdl units. In clarifying this he 
notes, for example, "there is an important structural difference between 
a private business firm, an administrative agency of government and a 
court of law". [178] However, each of these structural units are in
volved in a mUltiplicity of interchange relations with respect to most 
of its functional requirements from its situation and the conditions of 
its contribl,ltions to the other units. Parsons concludes that this 
differentiation is the basis for requiring double interchanges between 
all the structural units of a system. The "inputs/outputs" notions in
volved here demand the development of a generalized symbolic media to 
articulate and govern the interchange process. Parsons considers such 
media to include money, power and influence. Though he doesn't limit 
the media to these three forms. 
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In ex~n~ng further the subsystems of the Parsonian model the fol
~owing clarifications are helpful. The adaptive subsystem is roughly 
equatable with the economy. The goal-attainment subsystem refers to the 
"polity" and their programmed end states. The integrati va subsystem i. s 
concerned with the law and social control while the pattern maintenance 
subsystem is the locus of cultural ffild motivational commitments. 

Parsons CT-eates a paradigm to illustrate these complex relationships. 
It will also be noted in this paradigm (Figure 34) that the functional 
interchanges between the subsystems are specified in terms of the ma~or 
content of these exchanges. 

Figure 34. 
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In the present benefit-cost approach each of these subsystems, the 
processes of social action, and the ~nstitutions of each of the subsystems 
are included. In this sense, the social systems model is seen as provid
ing orientation in a benefit-cost sense. The operationalization, which is 
addressed later, is dependent on the processes binding people into the 
subsystems. 

Parsons addresses another important facet associated with benefit-cost 
from a systems point of view, that is, vested interests. He also presents 
a rather succinct analysis of the operation of the social system in a some
what lengthy, but important, discussion of the social system paradigm. 
This discussion is presented in its entirety below. 

For the benefit of readers with more technical interests in 
social system theory it has seemed advisable to present a very 
brief outline of the most directly relevant parts of the general 
paradigm here, with a brief elucidation of its relevance to the 
above discussion. 

The structural reference points are essentially two, namely 
first that at a sufficiently high level of differentiation of a 
societ;' economy, po Ii ty and integrative system become empirical
ly distinct in terms of the primacy of function of structural 
ill1its e.g. there is an important structural difference between 
a private business firm, an administrative agency of government 
and a court of law. Secondly, every such ill1it is involved in 
plural interchange relations with other units with respect to 
most of its fill1ctional requirements from its situation -- i.e., 
for factor inputs -- and the conditions of making its contri
butions to other units in the "division of labor" -- Le., 
disposal of "product outputs". This order of differentiation 
requires double intel'changes between all the structural compo
nents beJ,onging to each category-pair, e.g. firms and households, 
firms and political agencies (not necessarily governmental, it 
should be remember~d) etc. The double interchange situation 
precludes mediation of processes in terms either of ascriptive 
expectations or barter arrangements, or a comb~nation of the two. 
It necessitates the development of generalized sy.mbolic media, 
of which we have treated money, power, and influence as cases. 

At a sufficiently high level of generalized developmer.t 
the "governing" interchanges (in the sense of cybernetic hier
archy) t",.1':2 place between the media which are anchored in the 
various fill1ctional subsystems -- as power is anchored in the 
polity. These media in turn serve as instrumentalities of 
ga~n~ng control of "lower-order" resources which are necessary 
for fulfillment of expectations. Thus the expenditure of 
money for "goods" is not, at the system or "aggregate" level 
(as analyzed by Keynes), acquisition of the possession of 
particular commod;.ties, but consists in the generalized ex
pectation of availability of goods on "satisfactory" market 
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terms. This is the primary output of the economy to consumers. 
Similarly, \~hen we speak of control of productivity as a fac
tor of effectiveness, it is not managerial control of particu
lar plants which is meant, but control of a share of general 
productivity of the economy through market mechanisms, without 
specification of particulars. 

The paradigm of interchange betw( <on general media of com
mun~cation is presented in Figures 34 and 35. Figure 34 (re
;;i·oduced earlier) simply designates the format in which this 
part of the paradigm is conceived. The assumptions of this 
format are three, none of which can be grounded or justified 
within the limits of the present exposition. These are (1) 
that the patterns of differentiation of social system can be 
analyzed in terms of four primary functional categories, each 
of which is the focus of a primary functional subsystem of 
the society. As noted in the body of the essay, economy and 
polity are conceived to be subsystems; (2) The primary inter
change processes through which these subsystems are integrated 
with each other operate through generalized symbolic media of 
the type which I have assumed money and power to be, and (3) 
at the level of differentiation of interest here, each inter
change system is a double interchange, implying both the 
"alienation" of resources and products from their system of 
origin and the transcending of the barter level of exchange. 
Under these assumptions all Figure 34 does is to portray a 
system of six double interchanges operating between each log
ically given pair among the four primary functional subsystems 
of a society. For convenience tentative names are given to 
each of these six double interchange systems. 

Figure 35, then, places each of the six interchange systems 
on a horizontal axis, simply because they are easier to read 
that way. It adds to Figure 34 only by introducing names of 
cat~gories, directions of flow and designations as to medium 
(money, power, etc.) for each of the four places in each of 
the six interchange systems, thus presenting twenty-four cat
egories, each of the four basic media appearing in four "forma" . 

Among the six interchange sets, p01~er as a medium is in
volved, by our analyois, iT. only three, namely the inter
changes of the polity (G) with each of the other three. These 
are the system of "resource mobilization", vis-a-vis the econ
·omy, the support system which involves the input of political 
support and the output of decisions (vis-a-vis the integrative 
system) and the system of legitimation, as I have called it, 
vis-a-vis the value aspect of the pattern-maintenance system. 
The la&t of the,se '~hree is a special case which does not in
volve power as a medium, but rather the structure of the code 
governing authority as defining the institutionalized uses of 
power, hence the legitimation of authority. Primary attention 
can thus be given to the other two. 
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The categories included in the A-G (economy-polity, or 
rHsource mobilization) interchange can be described as "forms" 
of power and of money (or wealth) 1"1spectively. They will be 
se~n to be the categories which have been used in the appro
priate parts of the discursive exposition of the body of the 
paper. The double interchange here, as in the classic economy 
-- or labor consumption case, inv( - ves first one-faetor-inter
change, namely control of productivity as factor of effective
ness exchanged for opportunity for effectiveness (in the par
ticular case of capital, as a factor of production). Pro
ductivity is a monetary factor because it is a pool of resources 
controlled through monetary funds -- which of course in turn 
can be exchanged for the particular fac'ilities needed, notably 
goods and services. Opportunity, however, is a form of power 
in the sense discussed. 

The second part of the double jnterchange is one of "pro
duct" outputs_ This takes place between commitment of services 
to organization -- typically through employment -- which I have 
interpreted to be a form of power, and the allocation of fluid 
resources to the purveyors of service as facilities essential 
to the performance of their obligations -- typically the con
trol of budgeted funds, though often generalization does not 
extend as high as this. Thus fluid resources in the ideal 
type case take the form of money funds. 

The second primary interchange system, which for conven
ience I shall call the support system, is that between polity 
and integrative system (G-I), which later involves the asso
ciation aspect of group structure and solidarity in relation 
to the system of norms (legal and informal) -- as distinguished 
from values. The basic difference lies in the fact that power 
here is interchanged not with money but with influence, and 
that whereas vis-a-vis money it was the "controlling" medium, 
vis-a-vis influence it is controlled_ This difference is 
symbolized by the placing of the power categories here in the 
outside positions whereas in the A-G case they were placed 
inside (as the monetary Gategories were in L-A). 

The relevant factor interchange here is between policy 
decisions as a "factor of SOlidarity" and interest-demands as 
a factor of effectiveness, in the senses in which these con
cepts were used above_ Essentially we may SdY that interest
demands "define the situation" for political decision-making 
-- which of course is by no means to say that demands in their 
initial form are or should be simply "granted" without modi
fication. Like other fa~tors they are typically transformed 
in the course of the political ?rocess. Correspondingly 
policy decisions are a factor in solidarity in that they con
stitute commitments for collective action on which "interest
ed parties" within limits can count. 
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FIGURE 35 

The Categories of Societal Interchange 
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FIGURE 35 - Continued 

In to L Operative Responsibility P3a 
FACTORS 

In to G Legitimation of Authority C3a 
L 

Out to L Moral Responsibility for 
Collective Interest C3b 

PRODUCTS 
Out to G Legalit:y of Powers of 

Office P3b 

M = Money P = Power 

I = Influence C '= Commitments 

1, 2, 3 = Order of hiearchical control as between media. 

a, b = Order of hiearchical control within interchange systems. 

"In" means Input of category of resources to the subsystem indicated 
from the other membAr of the pair. 

"Out" means Output of a category of "product" from the indicated source 
to the relevant destination. 

Every double interchange consists of one input (factor) interchange and 
one output (product) interchange. 
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The interchange of "product" outputs then consists of 

leadership responsibility as output of the polity (a form of 

influence, note not of power), and political support as an 

output of the "aSsOciational" system - in the governmental 

case e.g. the electorate, which is a sourc" of the political 

"income" of power. It will of course be noted that the units 

involved in any particular case of these two interchanges 

typically are not the same - thus party leaders may bid for 

support whereas administrative officials make certain policy 

decisions. This type of "split" (carried out to varying de

grees) is characteristic of any highly differentiated system. 

Figure 36 attempts to look at the generalized media from 

the point of view not only of their hierarchical ordering, 

but of the relation between the code and message components, 

and the position of the latter as sanctions controlling on 

the one hand factors essential to the various functional sub

systems, on the other hand product outputs from these sub

systems. The rows are arranged from top to bottom in terms 

of the familiar hierarchy of control - each row designating 

one of the four media. The columns, on the other hand, 

designate components into which each medium needs to be bro

ken down if some of the basic conditions of its operation in 

mediating interaction are to be understood. 

In the body of the paper I have discussed the reasons 

for which it seems necessary to dist:tnguish two components 

in the code aspect of each medium, namely what have been 

called the relevant value principle on the one hand, the 

"coordinative standard" on the other. The most familiar ex

ample concerns the paradigmatic economic case. Here the 

famous concept of utility seems to be the relevant value 

principle whereas that of solvency is the coordinative stand

ard. Utility is the basic "measure" of value in the economic 

sense, wher.,as the imperative to maintain solvency is a cat

egory of norm for the guidance of units in economic action. 

For the political case I have adopted the concept of effec

tiveness in Barnard's sense as the parallel to the economist's 

utility. Success, for the unit in question, notably the 

collective ease, seems to be the best available term for the 

corresponding coordinative standard. (Possibly, used with 

proper qualificatiC'·.s, 'the term sovereignty might be still 

more appropriate' Jr this standard.) 

At the other most important direct boundary of the polity, 

SOlidarity in Durkheim's sense seems to be the value-principle 

of integration which is parallel to utility and effectiveness, 

whereas the very important (to political theory) concept of 

consensus seems adequately to formulate the relevant integra- • 

tive coordinative standard. Since they are not directly involved 

the interchange systems of immediate concern here, I merely 
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call atte~tion to the designation of the value-principle of 
the pattern-maintenance system as integr~ty and the corre
sponding coordinative standard as pattern consistency. 

The A and G columns of Figure 36 then designate contexts 
of operation of each of the four media as sanctions, but ar
ranged not by interchange system as in Figure 35, but by con
trol of factor inputs and product outputs respectively. Thus 
money though not itself a factor of production, "controls", 
i.e. buys, labor and capital as the primary factors, in the 
A-L and the A-G interchange systems respectively, whereas for 
"consuming" systems money buys outputs of the economy, namely 
goods (in A-L) and services (in A-G) respectively. 

The involvement of power is conceived to be parallel. On 
the one hand, it "commands" the two primary mobile factors of 
effectiveness, namely control of productivity (in G-A) and in
terest-demands (in G-I) (as justified in terms of appeal to 
norms). On the other hand,the "consumers" or beneficiaries 
of the outputs from the process can use power to command these 
outputs in the form of fluid resources (e.g. through budget 
allocation in G-Al ar.~ of leadership responsibility for val
ued goals (in G-I). 

It will be noted that in Figure 36 negative and positive 
sanction types alternate i" the hierarchy of control. Power, 
as the medium depending on negative situational sanctions is 
"sandwiched" between money (below it) with its positive sit
uational sanctions and influence (above it) with its posi
tjve intentional sanctions. 

Returning to Figure 35, power is also involved in the 
legitimation system (L-G), but this time as code, as aspect 
of authority. This may be conceived as a mechanism for 
linking the principles and standards in the Land Grows. 
What is called the assumption of operative responsibility 
(P3a), which is tl'eated as a "factor of integrity" is re
sponsibility for success in the implementation of the value
principles, not only of collective effectiveness, but of 
integrity of the paramount societal value-pattern. It may 
be said that the legitimation of authority (C3a) "imposes" 
the responsibility to attempt such success. Legality of 
the powers of office on the other hand (P3c), as a cate
gory of output to the polity, is an application of the 
standard of pattern-consistency. At the various relevant 
levels action may and should be taken consistent with the 
value-commitments. In exchange for legal authn~<~ation to 
take such action, the responsible office-holde, ~ ~st accept 
moral responsibility for his use of power and h~> decisions 
of interpretation (C3b). [178] 
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Both these social systems models share several common features. For 
example, both attempt to present what is essentially a general theory of 
organization through inclusion of several facets of social science. As 
wi th most suct. endeavors both system approaches fall short. However, 
they do provide us with systems notions and a basis for systems analysis. 
They are both essentially abstractions which treat phenomena and the 
concepts used to organize the phenomena as if there existed organization, 
an integration of the parts, interaction, and interdpendency. In addi
tion, while both Pareto and Parsons speak of boundaries or parameters, 
they consider their systems views of society to be "open" in the sense 
it is not isolated from its environment. It should be noted, however, 
that the major concentration in these \·/Orks is on elaboration of the 
sub-elements or subsystems and the processes articula;:ing these systems. 

Both Pareto and Parsons also consider the social system to tend to
ward internal stability. That is, they consider equilibrium as operating 
but not in the sense that a steady state is maintained around a fixed 
point. Rather, they allow for a morphogenic condition allowing for 
change in the system's form, structure, or state, so that the system 
comes to exist at a new and more complex level of equilibrium. 

Another problem considered by most systems theorists is entropy 
and negentropy. Entropy is seen as a measure of disorde~ and negentropy 
as a measure o~ order. All closed systems tend to increase their entropy. 
However, the social system is considered as an open system which means 
it is capable of maintaining a relatively low level of entropy by in
teracting with its environment. However, this interaction usually results 
in a more complex structure. Norbert Wiener has drawn a comparison be
tween entropy and communications which is relevant to the social system. 
In this scheme entropy brings disorder and communication contributes to 
order or negentropy. The negentropic function of communication in the 
social system is linked to the informational feedback function of com
munication which is seen as being cybernetically controlled. Both Pareto 
and Parsons introduce this principle into their discussion of the social 
system. 

6. SOCIAL SYSTEMS CHANGE 

In Pareto's theory the "sentiment system" controls the feedback 
and the form of the social system automatically seeks to achieve its 
end state. Parson", t'iscusses both the feedback and cybernetic notions 
in relation to sociGtal interchange. In an earlier study [177] this 
societal interchange process was used in attempting to discuss juvenile 
gang activity in the Robert Taylor Homes area of Chicago. The purpose 
was to show how gang activity is related to the interac ion or societal 
interchange among the four subsystems postualted in Parsons' paradigm. 
In the fOllowing quotation the symbols are as follows: G, represents 
the goal-attainment subsystem; I, the intergrative subsystem; A, the 
adaptive subsystem; and L, the pattern maintenance subsystem. 
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Our first area of concentration will be the Goal
attainment and the Integrative subsystems. We have as 
a result of gang activity certain policy decisions being 
given, this is a power output from G and an input to I. 
This output from G has been brought about by an input 
from I in the form of interest and demands, that is, 
those involved made certain demands for a policy state
ment concerning juvenile gang activity. 

This first exchange is representative of the factors 
involved. This exchange will in turn be followed by a 
second exchange which will represent the product of the 
previous exchange. 

This previous exchange was met by a certain le;ader
ship responsibility, that is the precinct captains ,md 
law enforcement agencies gave responsible leadership, 
which is represented as an output from G to I. .This in 
turn is followed by a power move, that is, political 
support, which is represented as an input to G from I. 

Now let us turn our attention to the Pattern-main
tenance subsystem and its societal interchange with the 
Integrative subsystem. Symbols used in showing these in
puts and outputs refer to Figure 35. I presents to L 
justification for the allocation of loyalties, in our 
case justification for allocation of loyalties to follow 
these proposed norms and sanctions against the juvenile 
gangs, which is followed by a commitment to a valued 
association, that is L commits itself to an association 
with I or the input is to I. Again, this first exchange 
represents the factors involved and now we will vie~l 
the products of that exchange. In this instance the sub
system I commits itself to the common value, which in our 
case will be main-tClining the existing patterns by enforcing 
the norms. This in turn will be followed by an output from 
L to I. The product of this exchange will be value-based 
claims to loyalties. [177] 

While this is only a partial view of the complete societal inter
change process, it is felt to be sufficient to make the point. The 
basic processes of interchange are proposed by Parsons, in this case 
they are applied as analytical tools in the concrete situation of the 
Robert Taylor Homes. However, the terminology, such as, "input", "out
put", "receptor", etc., which Parsons uses, is noteworthy since they 
represent the basis for introducing the concept of cybernetics. An 
attempt is thus made to demonstrate that the goals of a subsystem are 
affected by the interaction process through a feedback network and, 
further, that the overall "form" or the goals of the entire system are 
clearly dependent and further determined by this informational exchange. 
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This discussion deals with intra-systems change. Parsons also deals 

with inter-systems exchanges which are felt to affect the overall form 

of the system. In this example the boundary maintenance function becomes 

an important one for understanding social systems change. 

It is also the case that system boundaries are per

meable: they system and its environment interpenetrate each 

other. A system is an ordered aggregate embedded in, and in 

interaction with, a fluctuating environment. 

In attempting to relate the problems tnat flow from this interpene

tration, and in order to demonstrate the connectedness of system and 

environment, Parsons uses as an example the adaptive proble'llR of a sys

tem. Also contained in his example are a couple more ideas crucial to 

the present modification. 

Consider, for an -example, the "adaptive" problerr'''' implied 

by interpenetration and differential randomness (two terms he 

is currently considering). Not only must system boundaries, 

by some mechanism(s), be maintained in relative integrity, but 

by some mechanismsCs) the system must both draw "sustenance" 

,'rom the 6!'vironment and "def",nd itself" against extreme en

vironmental fluctuation. At the boundary of the system -

permeable, open to environmental impingement and intrusion -

there must be filtration mechan~sms, accepting and rejecting 

possible environmental inputs, and regulatory mechanisms, 

minimizing environmental fluctuation either by direct action 

into the environment toward control of its relevant aspects 

or, at least, by neutralizing those effects of such fluctu

ation as cannot effectively be controlled. [179J 

The real importance of this statement lies in the fact that it 

paves t~c way for the introduction of the concept of cybernetics. For, 

in fact, Parsons has just laid the founC:ations for the "feedback net

work" so vital to a cybernetic model. However, there is one more con

cept that Parsons must clarify and that is function. The reason for 

such a statement is that, function is the final necessary factor Parsons 

uses before he introduces the cybernetic concept into his ~ model. 

A function is an energic output of an action system 

into another syste'm,-cOOtroued informatlonally by the adap

ti ve mechanisms of that receptor system. As output, what is 

deliveI..cd flows "outward-bound" across the goal-attainment 

boundary of the de 1;, very system; as input, what is received 

flows "inward-bound" iicross the adaptive boundary of the re

ceiving system. The locus of function is the goal-attainment 

sector of ~ rel;vaTIt delivering system. [179J 

It is now clear, the stage has been set, and all that remains is 

to explain how the interaction process works. Parsons presents a dis

cussion of that aspect in a consideration of the energic hierarchy of 

conditions and the informational hierarchy of controls. 
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We have, however, implied them (the two aforementioned 
concepts) by pointing out that the concept "system" leads 
us to the further concept of control mechanisms existing at 
the adaptive b01mdary and adjusting possible environmental 
inputs. These control mechanisms arfl informational in the 
cybernetic sense, just as inputs ar~ energic in the cyber
netic sense. It is information which guides, constrains, 
adjusts; it is energy which activates. [179] 

One of the major criticisms of Parsons systems theory is that it 
does not allow for social change since it is a "closed systems" model. 
In summary, however, these criticisms are shown to be somewhat un
founded, for, in addition to his discussion of the four subsystem and 
the interaction process occurring between them, he introduces the con
cept of feedback and cybernetics and discusses thes', in relation to 
environmental inputs. This feedback operates within each ·)f the s.m
systems and it is only when a "goal" or "approved idea" or "projected 
pattern of action", "etc." is decided upon that an informational ex
change will occur. The subsystem will function by attempting to 
accomplish its assigned goal ar,d it is our contention that, it is through 
the informational exchange occurring between the subsyterns, which is 
cybernetically controlled, that the goals of the given subsystem are 
altered. That is to say, change, which can be referred to as intra
systems change, occurs in a process of interaction with the other com
ponents of the system. This pro~ess of intra-systems change is illus
'''':''ced in Figure 37. 

In this figure, A, G, L, and I refer to the functional subsystems 
( .• ,' i society. The four sets of solid lines represent the informational 
exchange between the subsystems. Numeral one (1) represents the specific 
goals of a given subsystem. These goals are formulated of determined in 
the process of interaction by all those variables which are pertinent to 
the functions of the subsystem. lfuile there is only one drawn in the 
illustration, each subsystem in a social system (society) has these goals. 
Numer31 two (2) jndicates the goals of the social system. These goals 
are those agreed upon ends toward which the system is moving. These are 
the result of the process of informational exchange with the other func
tional subsystems of the society. A time sequence is also shown to 
portray the fact that the goals of the society are constantly changing 
through the process of interactior. and that once the goals are changed 
the social system automatically (thlUUgh or in a cybernetic fashion) 
moves toward that new determination. The large arrow through the social 
systems goals is mea'lt to sr.0W that there is a direction which the social 
system takes, that is, ther" is not random movement, but rather, a de
termined direction. This direction is determined by the societal goals 
which, in turn, are constantly shifting through a process of inteL'ac":ion. 
What is important is the notion that societies (social systems) operate 
on a cybernetic principle and, therefore, once the goal is determined 
the system will automatically move towards it. Of course the complexity 
and ever shifting nature of these goals makes actual and complete de
teL'mination impossible. However, the general directions of a society 
can be determined. 
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Inter-systems change may also be illustrated. Figure 38, illus
trates this process by showing the social systems involved in a process 
of informational exchange. These systems, labeled A, B, C, are ex
changing information with the outputs going from the Goal-Attainment 
subsystems of the respective social systems into the Adaptstional sub
systems of the other social systems. These exchanges are denoted 
through the broken and dotted lines. It is held that these informa
tional exchanges have an effect on the determination of the goals of 
the particular social systems involved. 

Thus, the form and/or direction of a given social system is not 
only the result of intra-systems decisions, but incorporates the inputs 
and outputs to different social systems with which it interacts. This 
represents to some degree a change in the theorizing of Pareto discussed 
in this paper in the sense th~t he proposes that all changes outside the 
system including pressures for change will be resisted by the society 
and that the society will immediately return to those i~tra-systems 
goals. 

Consideration of change is very important to any consideration of 
benefits and costs in the sense th?;: innovations and new technologies 
impact differentially at a variety of points. For example, such in
novations may have implications for the social system generally in t~rms 
of its direction, form, or perhaps its very existence as an on-going 
concern. It might impact primarily at the subsystem or institutional 
level of or~anization in such a manner as to alter the goals and opera
tions of the Jevel. This type impact has implications for the whole 
system. Additionally, su-,h innovations might impact on the processes, 
beliefs, or sentiments of groups of persons within the social system. 
In the Parsonian paradigm such impacts are viewed as subsystem and 
function problems. Pareto, on the other hand, presents a different 
view by focusing on the processes intrinsic to man himself. 

7. PARETO'S THEORY OF SYSTEMS CHANGE 

Pareto sets as the specific goal of his sociological theory a 
determination of the form society assumes. He notes: 

The examination of residues and derivations that we 
havp just completed has acquainted us with the manifesta
tions of certain forces which influence human society and 
consequently with those forces themselves. So step by 
step we are gradually approaching our own goal, which has 
been to discover the form that society assumes in virtue 
of the forces acting upon it. [180 ] 

The forces acting upon a society and those which consequently 
determine the form that society will achieve are grouped by Pareto, into 
three groups. This process of action by the forces is more than just a 
one way process, it involves an interaction of the elements with the 
society itself. 
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,~ The form of a society is determined by all the elements 

acting upon it and it, in turn, reacts upon them. We may, 
therefore, say that a reciporcal determination arises. Among 
such elements the following groups may be distinguished: 
(1) soil, climate, flora, fatUla', geological, mineralogical, 
and other like conditions; (2) elements external to a given 
society at a given time, such as the influences of other 
societies upon it -- external, therefore, in space; and the 
effects of the previous situation within it -- external, 
therefore, in time; then (3) intel'Ilal elements, chief among 
which, race, residues (or better, the sentiments manifested 
by them), proclivities, interests, aptitudes for thought and 
observation, state of knowledge, and so on. Derivations also 
are counted among these latter. 

Pareto's view is quite inclusivp. in terms of the potential sources 
of change. He also po::'nts to t'1e notion that change occurs in the proc
ess of interaction and that the new form the society achieves is the 
result of the relationship between the three major types of forces act
ing upon it. These processes and the resultant form of a society are 
illustrated by Pareto in a letter he wrote to a friend and fellow 
economist. 

Think ••• of so many little bits of lead attached to
gether by elastic threads which interlace in a thousand ways. 
You cannot move one of the pieces of lead without altering 
the form of the whole system. 34 (Footnote 34 refers to the 
letter to his friend -- Lettere a Maffio Pantaleoni, G. de 
Rosa (ed.), 3 vola., Roma, 1960). [181J 

Further on in his writings he states: 

But however many, however few, the elements that we 
choose to consider, we assume at any rate they constitute 
a system, which we may call the "social system" ••.. [175 J 

Perhaps one of the most important or key terms in understanding 
Pareto's ideas on social change is the notion of "equilibrium". His 
idea of equilibrium is intimately tied to with his idea on the form 
of a society. If one were to grasp the form of this society or system, 
it would be necessary to know what all the elements involved in the 
system were, that is, all the aspects of the three earlier mentioned 
categories affecting the determination of the system. He says that 
the system changes both in form and in ch!1racter in the course o,c time 
depending on the particular forces interacting with it. He goes on to 
say: 

If we intend to reason at all strictly, our first obli
gation is to fix upon the state in which we are choosing to 
consider the social system, which is constantly changing in 
form. The real state, be it static or dynamic, of the system 
is determined by its condition. Let us imagine that some 
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modification in its form is induced artificially. At once 
a reaction will take place, tending to restore the changing 
form to its original state as modified by normal change. If 
that were not the case, the form, with its normal changes, 
would not be determined but would be a mere matter of chance. 
[175J 

The term that must be grasped in this passage is "determined". It 
is essential in the sense that the form of society is determined by the 
forces acting upon it. In other words, {f the form of society is deter
mined by the forces acting upon it is logical to assume j t will tend 
toward attaining that form. Once the form is attained as a result of 
these conditions, the society is in a state of equi1:l.bri um. It seems 
almost an unfortunate choice of words on Pareto's par.,t to use the word 
equilibrium because of the implication that a system in equilibrium is 
static. However, that isn't what Pareto has in mind as is evidenced in 
the following discussion. 

Pareto conceived of change as constantly occurring, that is, in so 
far as the forces both internal and external to the system change so does 
the system. This is the same as saying, if at time X there are 2,000 
variables which determine the form of the system, the system will tend 
toward and attain that determination specified by those 2,000 variables. 
Now if at time two or X2 there are 2,500 variables with 200 of the orig
inal 2,000 also changed, the system will tend toward this new deter
mination; that is, the attainment of equilibrium. This concept is 
brought out clearly in both graph form and explanation by Pareto as fol
l.ows: 

To see the situation more clearly, we might look at a 
few examples. Pure economics afford a very simple one. Let 
us take a person who in a given unit of time - everyday, we 
will say - barters bread for wine. He begins with no wine, 
and stops bartering when he has a certain quantity of wine. 
In Figure 39, the axis of time is Ot, and ab, bc, cd, de '" 
are spaces representing equal unity of time. The axis of 
the quantities of wine is Oq. At the beginning of the first 
unit of time, the individual has no wine -- his position is 
at a; at the end he has the quantity bX, of wine -- his 
position is at Xl' Exactly the same transaction is repeated 
everyday, and at the end of everyday, or of every unit of 
time, the individuals position is at Xl' X2 ' X3 ' ••.• All 
those points fall within a line MP, parallel to Ot, and 
the distance between the two lines is equal to the quantity 
of wine the individual acquires through exchange each day. 
The line MP is called the line of equilibr;'um and, in 
general, is the line determined by the equations of pure 
economics. It does not have to be a line parallel to the 
axis Ot, for there is no reason why exactly the same trans
action should be repeated everyday. It may, for example, 
be the line MP in Figure 40: ab, bc, cd .,. are still 
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Figure 39 

equp.l units of time, but at the beginnings of the various 
p~,riods the indi vudal' s position is at a, s, r, d, u ••• 
and at th~ ends at Xl' X1' X3, X~, X5 •••. The line MXl , 
X2 , X3' X~, X5 ••• is st~ll called the line of equilibrium. 
When it is said that pure economics gives the theory of the 
economic equ..librium, it means that pure ecv,lomics shows how 
the final positions, Xl' X2' X3 ••• are reached from the 
points a, s, r, d, u .,. and nothing more. Now let us con
sider the more general case. In Figure ~O, ab, be, cd '" 
are no longer equal to one another, but represent differ
ent periods of time, which we ~hoose in order to examine 
a phenomenon at the end of each of them, the length of 
the period being determined by the time required for an 
element to complete the partiCUlar action that we 'lave 
chosen to consider. The points a, s, r, d, u .,. repre
sent the state of the individual at the beginning of the 
action; Xl' X2 , X3 .•. the state of the individual when 
it is completed. The line MXl , X2 '" P is the line of 
the state X. 

••. if we start in the first place with the definition 
just given of the state Xl' we see that the action of each 
element having been completed, society cannot of itself 
assume any form other than the [:Qrm Xl' and that if it 
were made artificially to vary fr)m that form, it should 
tend to resume it; for otherwise, its form would not be 
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Figure 40 

elltirely determined, as was assumed, by the elements con

sidered. In other words, if society has reached a point, 

Xl (Figure 41) following such a path, aXl , that at Xl the 

action of the elements which we choose to consider is 

complete; and if society is artificially made to vary from 

Xl' the variation can be brought about only: (1) by forc

ing society to points such as 1, n ••• which are located 

outside the line aXl ; or (2) by forcing it to a point m 

on the line aXl • In the first case, society should tend 

to return to Yl ; otherwise its state would not be com

pletely determined, as was assumed, by the elements con

sidered. In the second case, the hypothesis would be in 

contradiction with our assumption that the action of the 

elements is complete; for it is complete only at Xl' and 

is incomplete at m; at the latter point the elements 

considered are still in action and they carry society 

from m to Xl' [175J 
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Figure '11 

This discussion of change implies a good or an end state resulting 
from the interaction of the forces. Further, since changes in the three 
major groups of forces is part of the reality of the system, the process 
of change is a constant one. Yet, the system always tends toward a kind 
of dynamic relationship between th" parts. Pareto calls this process 
dynamic equilibrium. Of all the factors implied in his discussion, per
haps none is more important than the point he makes regarding the com
plexity of the process. 

Additionally, he nOT~S that for the system to change in reality, 
the programming for that change, in terms of its permanence, must be 
incorporated as part of the "sentiment" system of the people of the 
system. If this does not happen, the system will automatically attempt 
to re-equilibrate itself in terms of the real sentiment system, as soon 
as the outside forces moving it away from those sentiments are removed. 

In terms of a benefi~-cost analysis it appears to us that, if 
the real benefits and costs are to be measured, we must provide a tech
nique fOr getting at the real sentiment system which underlies and 
governs behavior. That is, the internal elements in Pareto's theory. 
Additionally, we must be able to determine the various segments of 
social reality which are likely to be affected. In the Parsonian 
scheme this means detecting the subsystems, instiTutions, and organiza
tions likely to be impacted or benefited. In Pareto's scheme this in
volves the ecological elements and the internal elements as well. 
Both schemes note the importance of inter-systems relationships and, 
undoubtedly, benefit-cost analyses must include such interactions. 
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Ultimately this assessment, however, must deal with the manner in 
which man organizes, interprets, and acts within the system. Both these 
systems views, therefore, provide us with valuable insights. However, 
neither provide a firm basis for predicting benefits and costs since 
they address the macro-social level and do not provide us with insights 
into how man is integrated into that macro-social reality. 

8. INTEGRATING PEOPLE INTO THE LEVELS OF ORGANIZATION 

The potential complexity for predicting behavior begins to emerge 
when one views the many levels involved. However, to this point we have 
merely discussed the complexity of each level of organization from the 
individual through the social system. We now return to the level of the 
individual in order to show the processes through which the individual 
interprets and relates to this complexity . 

In earlier schemes, man's behavior was felt to be predictable in 
terms of a given set of environmental factors. In fact, Pareto's con
ception of the social system is greatly concerned with such phenomena as 
physical climate, soils, land forms, flora, fauna, etc. However, such 
environmental determinism has given way to a new view, called environ
mental possibilism. This view, considering environmental factors as 
necessary rather than sufficient conditions, is conceptualized as in
cluding a set of opportunities fashioned by man. This paradigm is also 
largely rejected in that it casts man as essentially determined. The re
sult of rejecting these deterministic paradigms is the creation of a thil'd 
which allows for the explanation of human choices and decisions in the 
context of the relationships in which they occur. This paradigm is call
ed the behavioral environmental approach. The major assumption is that 
man responds only to the environment as it is perceived by him. There
fore, his decisions and behavior with respect to any and all his activ~ 
ities have meaning only within his perceived environment. Since this 
environment can only be interpreted relative to a man's psychological 
processes, such processes must be included in explanations and assump
tions about his behavior. 

Human geographers have noted that in order to accomplish this degree 
of understanding of human behavior the phenomenal environment, the oper
ational milieu, and the behavioral milieu must be considered. The phe
nomenal environment includes such things as p"l,fsical resources, the-
biological setting, and other fixed entities. The operational milieu 
exists between the phenomenal environment and the actor. This milieu 
consists of the organizational elements of man's life including such 
things as values, institutions, organizations, norms, and so forth. It 
includes all the elements, for example, that govern production, consump
tion, and exchange functions. Finally, there is the social-psychological 
aspect of man, the behavioral environment, which takes account of the 
difference between the significance of environmental objects as perceived 
and those same objects as they exist in reality. 
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In order to completelv understand these three milieux, the human 
geographers have includea two more distinctions. The first is experiential 
space which is that "spacl' known by sight and touch, by free motion '>nd 
restraint, far and near s01mds ••• " [182 ] I.l this sense it is that which 
is physically present to be experienced. In relation to our systems view 
of man, it is that which confronts the detector. 

The second additional ~~ncept is virtual space which is the created 
domain of human relations C.u activities ... " [182] Thus, it includes a 
particular way of perceiving experiential space and, as such, is a func
tion of both the behavioral and operational milieux. In our systems view 
of man this function occurs in the selector. 

The following figure is an adapted version of one presented by 
Michael ':Iurst [182]. In the adaptation we have substituted both the ele
ments of social action theory and the levels of organization as the elements 
of the ')perational milieu. In Hurst's original figure the operational mi
lieu is comprised of institutions, value systems, and political systems. 
In our adaptation we wish to show that all the levels of organization in 
which a person functions is part and parcel of the operational milieu. 
Additionally, we include the common elements for integrating people into 
these organizational levels, viz., values, norms, mobilization of motiva
tion, and resource utilization. 

Figure lJ,2. 

EXPERIENTIAL SPACE 
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Each of the component environments may be considered as forming a 
complex integrated whole that represents social reality. Perhaps, it is 
useful to analyze these component environments in greater detail since 
the Total Assessment Profile is constructed partially around these models. 

9. THE PHENOMENAL ENVIRONMENT 

As noted above, this environment considers the natural environment. 
In this sense it is a physical realm. However, it also includes man and, 
therefore, it must also include everything that has been created or al
tered by man. These alterations may be viewed as both constructive and 
destructive to the physical environment. The ecosystem is considered as 
part of the phenomenal environment. This system is seen as an open system 
but tending toward a state of dynamic equilibrium. Alteration of a facet 
of the system ultimately has implications for the entire system. To com
plete this picture man and the changes he introduces must also be viewed. 
If, for example, one Here to have studied the ecosystem 200 years ago and 
compare those findings Hith the present day situation, a greatly altered 
picture Hould emerge. Man's modifications of the ecosystem must have 
affected all the other elements of the system. 

10. THE BEHAVIORAL ENVIRONMENT 

Regardless of the objective or phenomenal environment in which man 
operates, it may not control either behavior or beliefs. That is, man 
ma~ be for the most part, out of touch with the phenomenal world. That 
the phenomenal world exists, cannot be denied. But how it is percroived 
as existing is quite another matter. The interpretation of the obie.ctive 
world goes through a series of selective filters which represent the 
operational milieu. We have discussed this environment, as noted earlier, 
in terms of the "selector" facet of man. This means that the behavioral 
environment is an internalized environment consisting of images and ideas. 
However, a great deal of man's behavior is governed by responses to the 
images and ideas he has concerning the phenomenal and social worli. Var
iation in these images, therefore, accounts for variation in human be
havior at both the individual and group levels. 

In our earlier discussions of the selector function, He noted that 
there is a kind of selection process going on Hhich He now call selec
tive perception. The basis for this selection is found in both the 
propensity of man to categorize and the attitudes, ideas, values, and 
belief system of the groups to which the person belongs. The group ex
perience involves a sharing of common experiences, values, symbols, and 
so forth. He also confirms his reality in the process of interacting 
Hith members of his group. Hence, the perceptions derived are not accu-' 
rate representations of the objective world but are rather representa
tions as colored by attitudes, past experience, concepts, symbols, be-
1i.efs, values, and needs of the individual. It is in ann through this 
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behavioral environment that the meaning and meaningfulness of the social 

world are derived. 

Several psychological explanations have been offered to account for 

the processes invulved in creating the behavioral environment. For ex

ample, the behavioralist would propose that there is a link between a 

stimulus and response which can be and is reinforced through repeated 

action. Man becomes a highly predictable being in such a scheme. The 

Gestalt theorists present a mort rational view of man proposing that he 

learns to organi'"d his world into a meaningful totality. In this view 

man learns what the parts of the totality are and can respond to them. 

However, the perception and the action of the perception of the response 

to the part, are organized in an attempt to achieve an ideal state of 

order. 

The ideas of both the behavioralists and the Gestalt psychologists 

are merged in a single theory by Osgood in a communication model. In 

this scheme a human is viewed as a communication unit capable of both 

sending (encoding) and receiving (decoding) a message. All this process 

takes place in the "black box" which really is meant to stand for the 

place where both the encoding and decoding proc8ss goes on. The result 

is an information processing system >lhich involves external stimuli and 

group processes, as well as, the internal individual processes of learn

ing, thinking, deciding and motor responses. The following figure taken 

from Hurst illustrates this process. 
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Figure 43 
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Hurst [182 ] borrows from all these psychol ogical theories to create 
a .lew view of the behavioral envi ronment . Figure 44 reproduced below is 
a representation of this reconceptualization . 

Figure 44 . 

biological 
(sensory) filter 

objective 

__ -" . .1.-.---..................... __ ... ~~ 

that part of objective 
we are biologically capable 
of perceiving via (b) 

----------·~perieol~/s~ce-----------------

In Hurst ' s view experiential space is subject , first , to the con
straints of the human time span and brain capacity . Secondly , it is 
Subject to the biological limitations of the human sensory apparatus (b) 
Hurst goes on to say: 

" Information is t r ansmitted to the black box , which is where 
the oper ational milie u is partly internalized . Thus , objective 
rea l ity is tr~,sformed within the black box into the subjective 
real i ty of virtual space , composed nG'" of sel"ct elen,ents and 
symbols of r eali ty mixed with elements and symbols G~ illusion . 
It i s virtual space that supplies the container or frame of 
reference for behaivor , including economic behavior" [182 ] . 

In this ecletic view , 'lurst has included the elements exper'iential 
space , the phenomenal envi ronment, and the operational milieu to s~.vw 
how they overlap in virtual space in the "black box". He notes that it 
is possible to l ook within the black box and break virtual space down 
into a series of cognitive structures . He depicts these structures as 
cognitive symbol ic spaces (Figure 45 on t he followin g page , Hurst , [182] ). 
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Figure 45. An Environmental System: Symbolization and Space. 
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response 
and 
conceptualization 

Hurst notes that this idea of symbolic space is important and de
serving of expansion since the creation and use of symbols is peculiar 
to man . The higher cognitive processes are dependent on them and they 
also serve the function of removing the organi sm from an environment of 
sounds , shapes , and smells to an environment of meaning . 

" An act of symbolization can mediate between a stimulus 
and a response . Through many such acts , entire human 
groups can orient themselves to the phenomenal environ 
ment . Human society i.tself has been said to consist in 
shared symbolism." [182] 

Hurst subsequently summarizes five kinds of space which are in
cluded in his model. These f ive are sUTIl,narized as follows : 

Cultural space is a set of landscape objects that are 
part of a group ' s cultural values , as expressed by desig
nating s uch objects as "historic landmarks", "national 
monuments", and the like" [182] . 
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This notion of culture, it should be noted, is somewhat abbreviated. 
In our earli~r discussions it will be recalled, that culture was viewed 
as the embotliment of man's soll'"::~'1ns to life's problems. In this sense 
it is seen as including more than .>!'tifactual values. 

The second type space summarized by Hurst is social space which is 
seen as including; 

" ••• the set of spatial arrangements that reflect the social 
structure, values, and aspirations of a community; it is an 
important element in any system of social stratification, 
as when the location of a person's house indicates his social 
status." 

Special attention is drawn to this aspect of space since it is uti
lized as one of the most basic elements in the creation of an operation
alized Total Assessment Profile. 

The remaining three 
movement, and economic. 

types of space discussed by Hurst are ideological, 
He views ideological space as symbolizing 

... the way in which a community and its relation with other 
areas is conceptualized •••. different kinds of ideOlogical 
space involve different locations for agriculture and in
dustry. Movement space, the perceived part of the environ
ment in which travel generally occurs, is that part of space 
within which direct stimuli and symbols are presented to the 
economic decision maker. Finally, ecoI,omic space may be 
symbolized in a variety of ways, including the well-known 
tltirne-cost dimensiont' , and the numerous measures of economic 
interaction between groups • 

The implications of this behavioral environment for a benefit-cost 
application become more clear when one realizes that man lives in a 
symbolic environment and that even physical stimuli are admitted only in 
symbolic form. In this sense, the symbols acquire social meaning, and 
circulate between individuals, groups, and generations. Therefore, facts, 
objects, ideas, etc., that do not enter a person's behavioral environment, 
similarly will not influence his behavior. 

The non-rational basis for a great deal of man's behavior is also 
embodied in this r,otion of the behavioral environment. That is, man is 
non-rational not only in the sense that he spends time groping in un
certainty. But, as Hurst notes, "he also sees around him only a selection 
of the alternatives that are actually ti,ere" [182J. He also concludes 
with respect to the decision maker that the " .•. course of actions depends 
on the values he holds, on his past and present experiences, on the sit
uational feedback, on certain biological and sensory aptitudes, and on 
an array of symbolic cogni ti ve processes" [182]. 
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11. THE OPERATIONAL MILIEU 

As noted earlier, the operation:". milieu is that area in which ac

tivities are carried on. Several factors have been discussed ear~ier 

which are part of this milieu. In an earlier discussion it was shown 

how the various levels of organization constitute this milieu. In a 

somewhat related conception, Hurst points out that culture, technology, 

institutions, the political and economic systems are part and parcel of 

this operational milieu. It is our feeling that this view is somewhat 

restricted though the idea of the interrelatedness of this milieu is of 

great importance. The following figure represents our modification of 

the operational milieu. (Figure 46) 

In this view the objective reality confronting man is selectively 

perceived and organized. Man does not confront each element of objective 

reality because of biological limitation, physical proximity and a wid~ 

variety of other conditioning variables. However, even that part of the 

behavioral environment which is capable of being perceived and integrated 

as part of man's virtual space is selectively available and selectively 

internalized. That is, the operational milieu, shown here as consisting 

of the relevant cultural background, social systems, institutions, or

ganizations, groups which provide a different set of values, norms, 

motivations, and resources, operates as a reality filter. Man's view, 

belief and 0rganization of reality are ultimately the product of his 

total life axperience as it has occurred in and was affected by this 

series of environmental exposures. 

Hurst 
straction. 
mental set 
earlier. 

points out, however, that the operational milieu is 

It is internalized by individuals and becomes part 

or "black box". This may be clearly seen in Figure 

an 
of 
43 

ab
their 
shown 

The important implication of thi" view of man is that it provides 

a basis for grouping them in a meaninbful way. That is, by determining 

the similarity of virtual spaces--which is the definition of reality 

governing mans behavio~--we are defining groups in a less arbitrary 

manner. Utilization of money, education or.,occupation as indicators of 

man's relative ability to participate in sodal r·eality is simply too 

gross since it doesn't get to the definition of reality which ultimately 

governs the value, perception, and utilization of these variables. This 

view is also important in that it illustrates the critical r~lationship 

between life exposure and what is possible for any given person. Which 

~ultural values; which institutional exposures; which degree of economic 

exposure; what technological impacts; etc., are all extremely import~ 

questions since they provide the basis for both the differ~ntial per

ception and organization of reality and the avajlability of further 

experience, participations and utilization of resources. 

Yet, we must return to an earlier statement which becomes increas

ingly more pertinent to our endeavor. That is, men seek values through 
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instituti'.ns utilizing resources. Since this holds true for all men, 
one might logically conclude that examination of the institutions would 
provide a sufficient basis for examing the relative benefits and costs 
of a new innovation. However, examination of the obverse of this orig
inal statement is sufficient to dispel any such idea. That is, the men 
who control the resources have an inordinate control over and effect 
upon the value system since they control the access routes to the insti
tutions. Perhaps, the most dramatic example of this in recent years is 
found in the conclusive of the Kerner Commission concerning civil dis
turbances and rioting in the cities. They concluded that the cause was 
"institutionalized white racism". This doesn't mean that every white 
man in the society is racist. Rather, it means that blacks and other 
minorities have been systematically blocked from equal participation 
because of a lack of accessibility to the institutions in the society. 

The point being made with respect to a benefit cost assessment is 
that depending on the social groups to which a person belongs, accessi
bility to full institutional participation is more or less available. 
Hence, when a technology impacts on an institution, the effect is very 
different in terms of its impact on the various groups of ~eople in the 
society. The task, therefore, becomes one of determining groups sharing 
both a high degree of similarity in their virtual spaces and ability to 
participate in the institutions of a society. 

12. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PHENOTYPES: DETERMINING SOCIAL GROUPS 

In keeping with this general goal just stated, the present approach 
to benefit-cost analysis outlines a technique for better understanding 
the differential impacts associated with the introduction of a new tech
nology on the society as a whole, and on the various social groups which 
make up a society or social system. As very briefly noted, in existing 
approaches, social impacts are assessed under the notion of socio-eco
nomic groupings (SES). In most cases, ~his measure consists of money. 
However, in some of the more sophisticated approaches, education, occu
pation and income provide the social impact base. The present approach 
expresses the opinion that such analyses are totally inadequate for an 
accurate assessment of both benefits and costs. The implicit assumption 
of homogeneity within each of the SES strata is somewhat unwarranted in 
that cultural, ethnic, age, and a variety of othqr facets known to in
fluence perceptions, behaviors, and patterns of adjustment are not con
sidered. 

The present approach suggests the creation of social psychological 
phenotypes which more appropriately account for this wide range of var
iables determining man's organization of, and participation in, the social 
system. The phenotypes are considered capable of isolating gro'.lPS in a 
society on the basis of their differential ability to participate in 
the social system as reflected in the social demographic and psycholog
ical characteristics associated with them. The major thesis is, that 
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the phenotypes each enjoy a different relationship with the social sys
tem. This notion also includes the assumption that men choose where they 
will live and with whom they will interact on the basis of similarity of 
values, normative organization of social reality, motivational level:>, 
and the ability to command resources. In this sense, the phenotypes are 
created around the elements of social action. Specifically, around the 
way in which these elements are differentially translated into life style. 
This differential organization has wide ranging implications. For example, 
as noted earlier, it facilitates or hinders the ability to participate in 
the processes of the social system. This is especially evident in the 
differential participatory levels each phenotype enjoys with the insti
tutions of the society, which in turn, has been found to be highly related 
with the ability to command resources. 

The level of confidence we have in the phenotype procedure is based, 
as noted earlier, on man's propensity to conform. We have already noted 
that this conformity tends to be collective and instilled in the (over) 
socialization process. The result of this process is that man shares an 
established adaptive pattern. This overconformity involves man's re
sponse to contemporaneous social norms, self-standards, material interests, 
emotional needs, and belief system. Hence, th~ point we would make, is, 
that through a determination of similarity along these dimensions, as 
they are reflected in the social and demographic aspects of life style, 
it is possible to isolate phenotypic groupings which, as we have just 
noted, enjoy a different relationship with the social system. The end 
result is better predicting human behavior by being able to assess the 
relative and perceived impact of change on the various social groupings. 

The term phenotype as being used in this approach is derived from 
the work of Kurt Lewin and is contrasted with genotype. Genotype is 
generally thought of as a biological referent related to genes and their 
relationship to human growth and development. Lewin used the term in a 
slightly different fashion using it to refer to the immediate perceptible 
appearance of a person. In the present appr oach we are making the assump
tion that genotypes are randomly distributeJ Ln the environment. Pheno
type as its being used here refers to behavioral consistencies in the 
individual that are accessible to observation. These consistencies are 
shared by others within the groups and are understood by the community. 
They a're also accessible to ir.vestigators and provide a basis for making 
inferences about the underlying beh? ~oral dispositions. The important 
question becomes one of determining the stability of these behavioral 
consistencie" and thrir effect on the course of human adaptation. Robert 
LeVine [183] suggests that while change is part of man's reality, the 
potential for prediction of human behavior grows out of the propensity 
of IDE::T" to over-conform. He notes: 

tlOverdeterrnination can be seen as a conser" rati ve force be
cause individuals tend to be oversocializ~d; they are 
wedded to an established adaptive pattern through multiple 
motives and pressures acting at different points in their 
development toward a covergent effect. The result is what 
might be called 'overconformity', in which the individual's 
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conformity is in response to contemporaneous social r.orms 
and his own inner standards and his own material jaterests 
and his emotional needs and an institutionalized ideological 
system - all converging in the same phenotypic t,ehavior." [183] 

The actuc'l process of establish~ng the ;;;h"O"1otyr;es is discussed later 
in this V'"l°'.nme. 

13. CONl!Llh ,to REMARKS 

At this po:nt, it will be helpful, if we summarize what has been 
covered to this ~im". As a first step toward creating a more accurate 
estimate 0 f both the benefits and costs for implementing a r'ew technology, 
we have focused on ~he social sciences. Our position is that economics 
in its current s~dte provides us with a very poor reflection of man's 
social realitv. In order to assess both benefits and costs one must un
derstand mor" of the complex dynamics involved in social reality. In 
attempting to provide some insight into this process, we have focused on 
the nature of man himself suggesting that one way of understanding the 
complexity is t~rough the systems analogy. Specifically, we wish to draw 
attention to the sc~ial nature of man, for while a great deal of man's 
capabilities and capaci7ies are determined by biology including heredity, 
an even larger part is ac~uired in the process of interacting with his 
fellow man, situations, and events. This interaction is additionally 
qualified by other conditions wh~ch are present either physically or as 
past and future conditions. Man as an interactive being is involved in 
a continual process of dealing with reality. However, the reality an 
individual person confronts is not necessarily the same reality other 
persons confront. Hence, to gain the certitude or predictability nec
essary for action, man, through interaction, confirms or validates his 
reality. In this process he does to some extent recreate reality. Thus, 
while there is an objective reality in an existence sense, the reality 
of individuals is to some degree different. Subsequently the acts of 
individuals may be expected to be somewhat different depending on the 
particular manner in which the individual interprets his or her reality. 
On the surface this would suggest the conclusion that prediction with 
respect to human behavior is nearly - if indeed not - entirely impossible. 
However, there is reason to suggest that this is not entirely the case. 

We have sho'ffi, man interprets his reality in concert with others. 
Those "others" are most often those sharing similar values, beliefs, 
levels of motivation, and ability to command resom'ces. They are also 
most likely to enjoy a similar level of participation in the institutions 
of the society which ultimately spells out their relative ability to 
command goods and services offered in the social systems. Hence, there 
is activity on the part of humans, but also a feedback effect which acts 
as a subsequent facilitate' or inhibitor for that action. It is the 
similarity of this partici~ttion and organization of reality that pro
vides a b~sis for determing the various social groupings in a society. 
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Thus, by exam~lng the collective dynamics which operate within and between these various social groupings, the scientist is ?~le to come much closer to predicting human group responses. That is, thro"gh collective action, by viewing both the components of social action aDJ the processes articulating those elements, one can arrive at a better understanding and pr,ediction of human social behavior. By clustering tt~ Jlmensions that reflect differentials in social action one determines what we have called social psychological phenotypes. 

X. CURRENT APPLICATIONS USING PHENOTYPES: HAZARD PERCEPTION AND MARKET RESEARCH 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of phenotypes has been used in some on going research. However, the term phenotype has not necessarily been used. Generally, the emphasis has been on isolation of social groups. The utility of this concept is implied in the definition of a group. Specifically, that a g.''lUP displays a unique pattern of behavior. It is the common behavioral patte~n that may ultimately be the best group definition of group homogeneity. This uniform patterning of behavior suggests a common set of historical, life st~'le and demographic variables. Family locational proximity and education (both formal and informal) are thought to be responsible for similarities in behavioral pattern. Although such behavior patterns change during a person's life cycle, the range of deviation from the norm may be consistent for that group. Radical deviations may occur in a few traits but the strength of early training still wields a strong common bond with the unique behavior patterns central to that group. In fact, departures from the norm may contribute feelings of discomfort to a spatially or socially displaced member. In the literature, social scientists have recognized that the common bond for a group is a psychologically oriented set of shared experiences. Common behavioral responses, then, result from shared cognitive mapping programs, shared in the sense that similarities in thought patterns reflect close associations with formal and informal educational experiences common to that ~~oup [184J. Such cognitive patterns may represent the only known social or emotional response to a commonly recognized stimulUS. As noted earlier, this set of knOWledge responsible for the behavioral patterns is referred to as the])ehavioral environment. The commonality in the groups behavioral response is a fUnctivn of sharedness in what we have called earlier the virtual space. 

The major problem in getting at the uniqueness of behavioral patterning is, of course, determing which elements in the social life experience of the group control or predict the construction of the cognitive based contrOlling the behavior. In this endeavor, the majority of social scientists have used some measure of socioeconomic status. For the most part, the results have been considerably less than adequate. It will be recalled that this has been one of our consistent themes to this point. That is, that socioeconomic status -- generally comprised of educational level, occupation and income -- is too incomplete as a predictor of how man participates or of his ability to participate in the society. Yet, the 
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reality of homogeneous groups of persons sharing unique patterns of behav
ior cannot be denied. The problem of the social scientist, therefore, is 
one of determining the best combination of factors common to the group which 
provides both a basis for isolating the groups and predicting their most 
probable course of action in relation to events. 

2. HAZARD PERCEPTION 

Since the task underlying the development of the present endeavor con
cerned the implementation of an early warning disaster satellite, attention 
was given the literature dealing with natural disasters. Of prime concern 
in this review is the link between relevant attitudes or perceptions and 
actual behavior at a variety of periods during the hazard situation and 
also during safe or non-critical periods. 

The National Hazard Research program grew, out of the flood basin stud
ies started at the University of Chicago in 1956. The formal program began 
in 1967 with financial support from the National Science Foundation and 
subsequently was transferred from Chicago to the University of Colorado. 
The eventual structure of the program became a collaborative effort between 
Colorado, Clark University and the University of Toronto. [185] The publi
cations produced by this investigative group comprise one of the most com
prehensive collections of recent material about human behavior in hazard 
situations. Many field investigations in several countries are reported but 
there are few important contributions to theory. [186] In addition, bibli
ographic searches have accumulated a wide variety of relevant material. 
[187,188] 

The major emphasis of this research effort is the manner in which man 
perceives extreme natural events and his ability to adjust to their occur
rence. Approximately 32 projects were funded for investigation by 28 
participants in 16 countries. [189] A variety of natural hazards were in
cluded: avalanche, coastal erosion, drought, earthquake, flood, snow, 
hurricane or tropical cyclone, volcano, wind, frost, landslide and tornado. 
These field studies were preceded by the initiation of new lines of study 
the preparation of research instruments and the undertaking of pilot inves
tigations. Research results have been pre'ented in a working paper series, 
several journal articles, and, various academic meetings, one of which was 
the Calgary, Alberta meeting that provided the most recently published set 
of papers. [190] 

An investigation of behavioral correlates of social groups constitutes 
one of the primary objectives of this hazard research. Behavioral responses 
to hazard situations are regarded as pel'sonal adjustments to threat, largely 
to its perceived severity and frequency. Such personal adjustments vary 
spatially in correspondence with nature of the hazards, or hazards, pre
vailing in different areas. Adjustments, then, are viewed as functions of 
both individual and group perceptions. 

Two major objectives have informed the majority of this research. 

1. Determination of the range of possible adjustments by 
social groups to these extreme events. 
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2. Examination of how people perceive the extreme events 
and resultant hazard. 

In the first of these objectives part of the task is concerned with the 
isolation and determination of groups. In the present endeavor we are 
concerned with this same process and have, therefore, included the fol
lowing findings. In so far as hazards are concerned, variables common 
to a group such as socioeconomic status and age fail to predict hazard 
perception and estimation [191]. However, choice of adjustment to a haz
ard is concerned with such indicators. In a study by Kates [322] the 
choice of adjustment had been found to be significantly related to resource 
use. Kates is also concerned with showing the effect of hazards on the 
decision-making process. He found that personality characteristics in
cluding attitudes and opinions toward fate and nature, tolerance of dis
sonance and risk-taking propensity, are highly related with the preception 
of hazards and ad:;'lstment behaviors. Social scientists have noted for ;; 
long time +he strong relationship bett"een social class and these type per
ceptions. dowever, Kates does not make the connection directly. Rather, 
he notes that in addition to personality factors attributes such as gen
eral access to communication networks and unique role responsibilities 
and training are important. Of course, these attributes are dire~tly re
lated to socioeconomic status. 

Baker and Patton [192] found several positive correlations between 
socioeconomic status and attitudes of persons living in low, intermediate 
and high hazard risk areas. The most si~ificant correlations were with 
site, income, age, and literacy. However, it must be noted that in the 
Calgary meetings discussed earlier, socioeconomic and social demographic 
variables were not considered as strong indicators or predictors of ad
justment. However, a strong assumptior, of their relationships still 
exists among social scientists. Several investigators have suggested 
combinations of demographic, attitude and personality variables for group 
identification. The complexity of these interrelationship is recognized 
and the use of a simple test instrument in field studies may be oper
ationally naive. I'lllite states that, "There are slight but provocative 
grounds for expecting that the stated attitudes would vary in some degree 
with length and type of the respondent's experience with stream and mesa, 
that perception of severity would vary with social status, and that pro
pensity to act would be related to role identification and affective 
complexity." [193] In reviewing many of the flood hazard reports there 
often is the feeling that the data were capable of more intensive analy
sis, that different quantitative methods might have yielded results more 
accurately testing some of White's hypotheses. 

Other papers which reported some interesting finding~ with demo
graphic variab:"es and social groups were the following. In assessing 
adjustments to wind in Boulder, Colorado, Miller, Brinkmann and Barry 
found six variables to be statistically significant: location within 
the city, severity, the number of years lived in a specific home, the 
acceptance of a means of predi~tion, the type of home and relative annual 
income. [194] Murton and Shimabuknro learned that perception of volcanic 
activity correlates significantly with age and length of residence, which 
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reflect experience in coping with this hazard. [195] Earney and Knowles 
included demographic variables in constructing a scale which was used to 
explain differences in the sets of adjustments listed by respondents. [196] 
Rowntree divided a community into several culture groups to analyze dif
ferences in their evaluation by coastal erosion. It is interesting to 
note that groups were delimited by value systems as suggested by meanings 
given to the concept of coastal erosion. 

While these studies of hazard perception fail to provide any con
clusive evidence· as to the use of socioeconomic status for predicting ad
justment behavior. It is our belie!.' that the dependent variable, in this 
case hazard perception, is suet; a 'JIlique and peculiar variable that pre
diction by groups might well be nearly impossible given the existing tech
niques to measure unique and somewhat idiosyncratic events. However, the 
spatial dimension emerges as a very important dimension and one that has 
been found to have very definite socioeconomic status and social demo
graphic implications. 

3. MARKETING 

While the term "phenotypes" is not traditionally utilized in the mar
keting profession, much of the technical procedure is geared toward identi
fYing groups of persons who qualifY as phenotypes as the term is employed 
in this work. This similarity is found in the problem of identifYing how 
various groupings will respond to "new" products. 

The key to identifYing differential market responses lies in the 
tmderstanding of notions like tlmarkets lt , "market segmentation", "innova
tion", "the diffusion process" and "the adoption process". 

MARKET 

A market according to Stanton [197] is defined as people with needs 
to satisfY, money ·to spend, and the willingness to spend it. In defining 
the demand of a market for a given product or service, there are three 
factors to consider: >leeds, purchasing power and buying behavior. A 
need has been defined in a marketing sense by Tillman and Kirkpatrick [198] 
as the opportunity to protect or enhance one's self-concept; it is a feel
ing of inadequacy, a chance to enhance one's image of one's self, or a 
threat to one's self-image. The second of these concepts, purchasing 
pOl.'er, is defined by Stanton [197] as personal income (gross income before 
taxes), disposable personal income (mO,1ey remaining after taxes), or dis
cretionary income (disposable income less (1) essential expenditures for 
food, clothing, household utilities, and local transportation and (2) 
fixed expenditures for rent, house mortgage payments, insurance, and in
stallment debt payments). The third element, buyer behavior, is defined 
by Engel, Kollat, and Blackwell [199J as the acts of individuals directly 
involved in obtaining (exchanging money or a money substitute) for economic 
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goods and services and the decision process that precedEs and determines 
these acts. All three aspects are importantly related in the identifi
cation of portions of the market called market segments. In the sale of 
particular products marketing experts have found that few products have 
universal appeal. Thus they have been forced to identify parts or seg
ments of the total market to which the product will appeal. 

MARKET SEGMENTATION 

Stanton [197] notes that market segmentation is the process of tak
ing the total, heterogeneous market for a product and dividing it into 
several submarkets or segments each of which tends to be homogeneous in 
all significant aspects. The firm that adheres to a strategy of segmen
tation faces several demand schedules -- a separate one for each market 
segment -- and tailors its products, prices, promotions and channels of 
Qistribution for each segment. This concept, if carried to its logical 
extreme, would result in a market segment represented by a single individ
ual which, of course, is not at all useful for marketing. In marketing 
the danger is to appeal to a market segment that is too limited, one that 
is too small to support the marketing activities directed at it. On the 
other hand, market aggregation, is the process of taking an individual 
and/or a group of iudi vi duals , homogeneous in all aspects, and grouping 
them (individual or group) with another individual or group of individuals 
also homogeneous in all significant into a more heterogeneous grouping. 
According to Claycamp and Massey [200] the firm that adheres to a strategy 
of aggregation faces one demand schedule and f9.shions its product, price, 
promotion and channel of distribution to appeal to anyone and everyone. 
The danger in this case is to appeal to a market aggregate that is too 
broad, one that is so wide that no member of the aggregation realizes that 
marketing activities are being directed at an aggregation of which he is 
a member. 

MARKET GRID 

McCarthy [201] suggests using grids to isolate all or at least most 
of the possible variations among market segments/aggregates. This process 
is illustrated in the following figure by McCarthy. Market grids represent 
homogeneous market segments/aggregates as combinations of relevant market 
characteristics, relevant to the needs of the present and/or potential 
customers constituting that same segment/aggregate as illustrated in Figure 
47 by McCarthy. 

The refrigeration market is an excellent example of the grid conce~t. 
Refrigeration is needed by many different types of customers. These cus·· 
tomers do not all want the same product, and geographically are unequally 
accessible. The refrigeration requirements of each type of customer, can 
be analyzed f~~ther. As shown in Figure 48 the food store's requirements 
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Market grid for a product-need area 
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Figure 1<7. Market Grid . Source : tl-:-Carthy [201] ~1 '. 
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Figure 1<8 . A Market Segment/Aggregate . Source: McCarthy [201] 
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for example, are dependent on the size of the store and the type of pro
ducts needing refrigeration. 

Market grid for refrigeration in eastern food store mdrkat 

Large Medium Small %~ Stores Stores Stores Type 

~ruif~d ege - es 

, Dairy 

Fish 

Meat 

Full-line 
Groceries 

Figure ~g. Refrigeration Market Grid. Source: McCarthy [201]. 

A household's requirements are dependent on its size (number of mem
bers). Constraining the attainment of these requirements are the house
holds income, and attitude toward refrigeration. 

Each market grid box should be thought of as a separate market (market 
segment). The size of the box can be made to reflect the potential sales 
of that market. If several of the smaller individualized markets can be 
satisfied by a single product, market aggregates can be served. On the 
other hand, if the variations in refrigeration demanded by each market 
are very great, and these markets are not very large, it may be difficult 
or unprofitable for a particular firm to go after the business represent
ed by these boxes. In such cases according to McCarthy [201], the markets 
may go unsupp1ied or at best "make do" with products not specifically in
tended for them. 

BUYER BEHAVIOR 

The process of building market segments/aggregates is grounded in 
the theory of buyer behavior: what, where, when and how people buy. 
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Theories of buyer behavior depend on the assumption that the consumer's 
behavior is an organized and meaningful response to the world as seen by 
the consumer-. - In our earlier treatment of the perceptual element of man 
we-spoke of this subjective definition of the w'~rld or social reality as 
"virtual spacFJ". Each consumer's virtual space (perceptual field) includes 
several aspec-cs. vie discussed all that's included earlier as elements of 
the behavioral environment. Others treating the phenomenon as a perceptual 
field note that the field includes the persons physical self, his surround
ings, awareness of family social class, culture and the concepts he has 
acquired about all of these over the course of his lifetirr", up to the given 
instant of behavior. This process is nicely accounted for in the system's 
view of man Kuhn created. This systems view (discllP.sed earlier) helps to 
bring out the existential nature of man and the implications of that nature 
for present behavior. That is, man has a past, present and future, all of 
which coalesce to affect the behavior of the present moment. 

The self-concept is also dependent on this threefold aspect of man's 
life. The self-concept which is part of man's virtual space, refers to 
all the perceptions a person has of himself at a given point. It is hh,
self as he sees himself. This view is a multifaceted one in,alving dirr.en
sions of a ?hysical, social, and moral nature, along with time perc"lr':ions 
of past, preseht and future. It also includes others who have differ~ntial 
levels of significance for the person and the perception of externalities. 

MARK:r:'1'ING NEEDS 

One of the major behavioral assumptions underlying marketing techniques 
as they are being used today is, given the images people have of themselves, 
they try tc maintain and/or enhance them. As they encounter externalitjes, 
they ask, "Am I doing everything possil: - e to protect and/or enhance my self
image?" If the ans.ler is no, they feel a tension or need. Hence, a need 
is defined as tension that results from the perception that the individual 
is not doing everything possible to protect or enhance his self-image. As 
is shown in the following illustration, the realization that one is not 

NEED-1> GOAL -PURCHASE _REINFORCEMENT 

doing everything possible to protect and/or enhance one's self-image, re
sults in the selection of alternatives aimed at restoring one's self-image 
to a state of equilibrium. Treating behavior as need-driven results in a 
tension reduction model of consumer behavior. As may be seen in the fol
lowing illustrations, goals are chosen in terms of their ability to reduce 
these need tensions. Satisfaction/dissatisfaction exists to the extent 
the goals are successful/unsuccessful in accomplishing this objective. 

TENSION REDUCTION MODEL OF BEHAVIOR 

GOALS ARE CHOSEN IN TERMS OF THEIR ABILITY TO REDUCE TENSION 
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SATISFACTION - REDUCTION OF TENSION 

DISSATISFACTION - TENSION NOT REDUCED OR INCREASED 

PRODUCT 

To this point we have been eluphasizing market needs and requirements. 
We would like to shift attention now to the notion of a product. Products 
have been descriptively defined so as to include the following ideas: prod
ucts are symbols; products are the satisfactions they are perceived to be; 
people use products to reflect themselves, to show others who they are and 
what they are; they express values. Stanton [197J defines a product or 
service as a satisfier of needs and/or requirements. A product is the 
complex set of tangible and intangible attributes that offer satisfaction 
of wants and needs. The key idea in this definition is that the consumer 
is buying more than a set of che'llical and physical attributes. Fundarncltal
ly, he is b~ying want satisfaction. Stanton also notes he is buying the 
product's benefits (what the product can do) as well as buying a psycho
logical symbol (reflection) of personal attributes, goals and social pat
terns (what the product means). In the sense that a need is an opportunity 
to protect or enhance one's self-concept, by satisfying one's needs, prod
ucts reinforce that person's self-image. 

As may be readily seen from this discussion the basis for phenotypes 
resides in the same theoretical notions. As we progress '<lW to show how 
marketing is currently utilizing this theory to segment markets and doing 
so successfully, it will become more apparent why we are stressing move
ment toward determining social groupings on the basis of their total life 
experience rather than some limited economic figure. However, prior to 
delving deeply into the techniques of market segmentation we are going to 
discuss another important theoretical facet of marketing -- relevance. 

RELEVANCE 

Marketing's objective is to make stimuli as relevant as possible; 
the closer the stimulus is to one's self-image, the more likely it will 
be need generating, and the more likely it will generate behavior. Here
in lies one of the greatest advantages and potential harms to society, 
that is, the creation or inducement of needs. For several years social 
scientists have studied the effect of opening new institutional oppor
tunities to groups who had not participated in them. They spoke of the 
"rising tide of expectations" to explain the surge of need behavior and 
attendant disillusionment associated with not being able to attain what 
was held out for "all to enjoy". 

If individuals "buy into" or formulate their self-image around things 
or products rather than tl,eir intrinsic or inherent worth as human beings, 
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then it is quite possible that the society can expect to experience a 

dramatic rise in maladjusted behavior. This is especially so, since 

material products are in most instances transient, +~gible phenomena 

of little intrinsic worth. Their worth is imputed and will quickly 

diminish as they fail to produce the self-satisfactions promised by the 

marketing literature. We will address this aspect in greater detail 

later. 

The immediate relevance of a product may be shown through an exam

ination of the process of determining what is relevant. Relevance is 

fairly easy to d~:inB because the values people learn, the perceptions 

they hold of themselves and the ~erceptions they hold toward externalities 

are learned in terms of what others (within their virtual space) value, 

and in terms 07 how others in their "space" perceive them and perceive 

externalities. In turn, people surround themselves with, feel more com

patible with, people who hold values and "see" the world in ways that are 

similar with the valnes they hold and the world perceptions they have. 

GENERALIZATION-DISCRIMINATION 

A final element considered under the notion of buyer behavior deals 

with the relationship between the relevance of the product and size of 

the market segment. The relationship is graphically shown in Figure 50. 

There is, as shown, a curvilinear relationship tetween relevances and 

Size of 
Market 
Segment 

Specific General 
Bases of Segmentation 

Figure 50. Relationship of Market Segment Size and Product 

Relevance. 

market segment size. The finer the discrimination desired, the smaller 

the segment reached; the greater the generalization accepted, the smaller 

the segment reached. Thus, as a product moves toward extreme relevan~_ 

only a few persons may be reached as the others fail to see the relevance 
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of the stimulus to them. The other extreme presents a situation where 
because of extreme generality, the product is ;'?levant to only a few as 
the majority of people fail to see the relevanc~ of the stimulus to them. 
The basis for segmenting the market, therefore, defines the size of the 
maJ."lkt .. ~t. 

The segmentation process has employed variables such as, demographic 
characteristics including sex, age, life cycle, racial and ethnic sub
cultures and geographic location; socioeconomic characteristics like social 
class; and personality and life STYle characteristics. 

Frank, Massey and Wind [202J discuss the segmentation variables noting 
that the most often used include those just discussed. They feel that the 
demographic variables have not been particularly useful in segmentation 
studies with respect to buying behavior. ';'hey find the life cycle indi
cators consisting of a composite of demographic characteristics like mar
ital status, age, presence and age of children, and age of housewife to 
be bette~ predicting buyi~g behavior. However, not all studies have yield
~d positive results in this regard either. Subcultures tend to be homo
geneous w;th respect to the more global and philosophical definitions of 
man and yet ~ith respect to buying behavior they do not accurately define 
the segments according to Frank, et. al [202J. However, racial and ethnic 
bases are found to offer a good basis for the buying of food items, but 
not non-food items. 

Geographic location and mobility has been shown to be a good basis 
for demonstrating differences in consumption behavior. There are two 
general principals underlying this approach to segmentation: (1) patterns 
are found in the distribution of populations, and (2) the notion that each 
location develops its own "culture" and hence may have different behavior
al patterns. 

The socioeconomic status indicators have also become a popular basis 
for segmentation with respect to buyer behavior. Generally, the socio
economic indicators include measures of education, occupation and income. 
Income has also been used as a variable by itself. Frank, et. a1 [202 J 
note there are four measurement issues involved which may be summarized 
in the following questions. 

1. 

2 . 

The determination of the relevant unit of analysis. What 
is the most appropriate measure of income -- per capita, 
per receiver, per household, per family, or per spending 
unit? 

What type of income is to be included? Usually only 
salaries, profits, dividends, and interest received are 
included as income. Should one include other nonmone
tary income equivalents, ouch as food grown in one's own 
garden, furniture built by the husband, and the like? 
Should we include income before taxes or consider only 
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3. 

4. 

discretionary income? 
the type of income is 
consumer's transitory 

Still another issue concerning 
whether to attempt to measure a 
or permanent income. 

What are the nature and extent of the relationship be
tween income, wealth, and credit potential and one's 
ability to purchase? Given that there is less than 
a perfect correlation between the three components of 
ability to buy, should one design a combined measure 
of ability to purchase? 

What are the extent and nature of regional differences 
in income level and distribution? Since $5000 in a small 
ru~al area may buy much more than the same amount in New 
York City, what adjustments should be made in assessing 
the income level of parsons in various areas? 

They also note that to this point the problems raised by these ques
tions have not been resolved. 

Social class is also used as a basis fo!' segmentation. Classes tend 
to be relatively permanent, substantial, homogeneous divisions in society 
with similar values, interests, life styles, and behavior patterns. In 
the present study we are utilizing the term phenotype to refer to this 
type similarity. However, we are involving a wider number of factors felt 
to be important with respect to ability to participate in the society in
cluding psychological variables. The psychological variables felt to be 
important since they condition the perception of and response to the other 
social class dimensions. For example, the perception of $5000.00 will be 
very different to persons within the same general social strata and very 
much so between the various strata. A truck driver and a college professor 
in present day America may have the same income level. Yet, their per
ceptions and utilization of the income will be very different. This may 
also be seen in the psychological differences between two social classes. 
Figure 51 presents a graphic depiction of just such differences. 

Given the important stress marketing has placed on "relevance" it 
is little wonder that personality and life-style characteristics have 
been the basis of many segmentation attempts. However, use of existing 
personality inventories have been relatively unsuccessful in predicting 
buyer behavior or segmenting a market. Kassarjian, [203J suggests two 
reasons for the fact that general personality measures can explain only 
10 per cent of the differences in behavior among segments. First measures 
developed to determine deviance are being used to predict market behavior. 
Second, personalitJ can not explain more than 10 per cent of the varia
tion in behavior among segments because the majority of the variation can 
be explained by demographic variables. 

Somewhat more successful among the psychological and personality 
based approaches are those using semantic differential similar to the 
one presented in Figure 52. Using this type scale consumers of a specific 
brand product have been found to hold self-concepts similar to the self-
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PSYCHOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TWO SOCIAL CLASSES 

Middle Class 

1. Pointed to the future 

2. Viewpoint embraces a long 
expanse in time 

3. More urban in identification 

4. Stresses rationality 

5. Has a I"ell-structured sense 
of the universe 

6. Horizons vastly extended or 
not limited 

7. Greater sense of choice making 

8. Self-confident, willing to take 
risJ.:s 

9. Immaterial and abstract in his 
thinking 

10. Sees himself tied to national 
happenings 

LOv1<!r Class 

1. Pointed to the present and past 

2. Lives and thinks in a short 
expanse of time 

3. More rural in identification 

4. Nonrational essentially 

5 • Has vague, unclear, and un
structured sense of the world 

6. Horizons sharply defined and 
limited 

7. Limited sense of choice m2king 

8. Very much concerned with 
security 

9. Concrete and perceptive in his 
thinking 

10. World revolves around family 
and self 

Figure 51. Psychological Class Comparisons. Source: [203] 

concepts they attribute to other consumers of the same brand and consumers 

of a specific brand have been found to hold self-concepts significantly 

different from self-concepts they attribute to consumers of competing 

brands. Similarly, a h:l.gh degree of congruency between perception of self 

end one's perception of liked products has been observed. 

A final dimension currently employed as a marketing segmentation 

dimension is the concept of life style. The assumption that people use 
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Concept to be evaluated: 

reliable [J [] [] [] [J [J [] unreliable 

weak [] CJ [J [J [] [J [J strong 

clean [] [J [] [J [] [] [J dirty 

superior [J [J [J [] [J [J [J inferior 

stable [J [] [J [J [] [] [J changeable 

active [] [] [J [J [J [J [J passive 

unsophisticated [J [J [] [J [] [] [J sophisticated 

distasteful [J [] [J [J [] [J [J tasty 

colorful [J [J [J [] [] [J [] drab 

dull [J [J [J [] [] [J [J exciting 

Figure 52. Sample Semantic Differential Scale 

products to reflect themselves to others is changed in this procedure to 
products that can be used as reflections of people. That is, product 
assortments ca~ be used as reflections of a person's characteristic way of 
living or responding to his environment. For example, to say that a per
son is economy, socially, innovation, safety and/or family oriented based 
on the per~onls product assortment, is to say something unique and dis
tinctive about that person. 

The use of life style as a basis or segmentation is conceptually 
appealing, and when expressed as the combination of activities, interests, 
opinions, values, and products that describe a person holds a great dea~, 
of promise for creating market segments. This life style -- gestalt 
mathod -- of segmenting markets lends considerable to credence to the pl.eno
typic procedures employed in the Total Assessment Profile. 
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XI. SPATIAL CONSIDERATIONS OF PHENOTYPIC BEHAVIOR 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Both the hazard perception and market segmentation approaches to pheno
typic Lehavior are limited ones, in that they are built around the notion 
of predicting beh3vioral responses to a particular class of phenomena or 
product. While some degree of success has been achieved in both areas, the 
approaches remain incomplete and largely devoid of theory. Yet, a consider
able body of theory has been created which deals with phenotypic behavioral 
responses. One important set of findings with respect to phenotypic differ
entials has been demonstrated in examinations of the perception of information 
flows and interactions over space. On the basis of such differentials there 
is every reason to believe that the innovation of new technology over large 
regional areas will reflect both variability in its acceptance and utiliza
tion by local phenotypic groups. Hence, insight into the spatial behavi,or 
of phenotypes in terms of the communication process provides a valuable 
starting point for creating an operational model. We are initially inter
ested in explaining the implications of human information flows and fields 
as they relate to the manifestation of areal differentiation and interaction 
of various phenotypic groups. To this point, the application of informati0n 
theory has been limited by the lack of adequate human interaction data. The 
operationalization of the model proposed in this study is, in fact, dependent 
upon the acquisition of data for a sufficient number of variables which is 
most likely dependent on survey research. 

The theory of Richard Meier [204J provides an initial framework for 
utilization of information theory in a spatial c~ntext. The model construct
ed in this study expands Meier's initial observltions by introducing a more 
rigorous treatment of space. The emission and absorption of informational 
units as they are related to their quantity and quality are thus being 
evaluated in a spatial framework. 

2. BASIC CONCEPTS OF COMMUNICATION AND SPACE 

Meier [204J believes that the aggregation of populations in space is 
based on the need for direct human interaction. Based on this hypothesis, 
one may view a regional growth process ~s a compounding system of human 
bonds facilitated by means of a highly connected communication system. 
Establishment of threshold levels of interlocking roles provides permanency 
to the existence of a community which inturn generates continued expansion 
of linkages between individual members. Urban gr01rth, for example, is a 
process by which new informational links are produced more rapidly than 
attrition, obsolescence, and interference of the existing linkages. As 
several scientists have noted [205,206,207J, the more complex and interre
lated the sociologi~al and economic bonds between groups of individuals . 
the greater will be the survival capacity of the entire system. 
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The collection of information, its storage, and its interrelation

ships are viewed as cultural growth when accumulation outstrips dissipa

tion rates. The relationship between cultural growth and economic growth 

is a key element in an explanation of a developing regional system. Meier 

[204] notes that cultural growth is believed to precede economic growth. 

A time lag of more than ten years may occur betl'leen the actual commitment 

of capital to ~n innovation and the per capita economic returns resulting 

from the invested ~apital. The communication network performs a dual 

function of supplying adequate internal and external information flows 

conducive to innovation and then creating the motivation behind the demand 

~or the results of the innovation. Fred's [208,209] regional growth model 

illustrates the relationship between the innovation process and regional 

growth. A similar recognition of the innovation element as a facet of 

economic ~~owth is noted by James Green and Robert SteinLr [210,211] in 

their r.especti ve urban models. Machlup [212] points out that the effec

tiveness of the communication system's transmission of internal and ex

ternal information flows determines to a significant degree the capacity 

for formulation and perpetuation of structural bonds. 

An exploration into the character and structure of human interaction 

in a spatial context provides the initial framework for construction of 

a communications model. Meier observes as shown in Figure 53, that the 

frequency of interaction between individuals declines with increases in 

INTERACTION FREQUENCY 

o DISTANCE 

Figure 53. Distance and Communication Interac+ion 
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distance . In a more realistic reprec"entation of the concept portrayed 
in Figure 53 we would expect some locations on the distance axis to be 
emitting information at such an intensity That the distance decay function 
would not be fully operativp. in absorbing "he information flow. The re
sult of this case would be to impart on the generally smooth curve of 
Figure 53 a series of fluc tuations which would indicate emission centers 
of high and low intensity . The gener al configuraTion of the curvp. depict
ed in Figure 53 is valid , however, it should be recognized that the slope 
of the curve would vary with individual members or groups . Peoyle asso
ciated with groups characterized by high levels of economic and social 
attainment would be expected to h~ve greater spatial interaction and 
perception • 

A treatment of the individual's action space (immediate subjective 
environment) may be observed in the works of Webber [213J , COX [214J, 
Downs [215J, and Moore [216J in which the level of spatial perception and 
interaction is found to vary with the individu~ls socioeconomic level. 
Webber ' s approach to the quantity of spatial pe.'ception and interaction 
2t various levels of individual specialization is demonstrated in the 
following figure . This figure illustrates the notion that as an indi vidu
al' s l evel of specialization (a function of his soci:'Ocon<)mic l evel) in 
creases, his perception and interaction over space increases Increased 
spatial i nteraction is demonstrated in Figure 54 as a series of uninter
rupted lines which characterizes those persons found at the higher levels 
of individual specialization . 

LEVEL OF INDIVIDUAL 
SPECIALIZATION 

HIGH 

LOW 

-- --- -------------- ----- - - -------- ---- -
- --- ---..... _--- - --------------- ------.- --- - .- --- --- -~- ... - ------ - - - -- - -----

Fi gure 54 . Level s of Individual Specializa~ion 

and Int eractions Over Space . Source : 
Webber [213J. 
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Incorporation of the above observations into Figure 53 results in a 
modification which is more sensitive to individual levels of spatial per
ception. Figure 55 represents the modified versio~ which includes a 
series of curves having different s lopes . The vario.:s curves are repre
sentative of people or groups at different levels of specialization. It 
may be noted from this diagram tha~ at short distances interaction rates 
decrease at aLout the same rate for "ll individuals. Increased distance 
results in a separation of the curves with the more specialized individuals 
experiencing greater scope in their interactions over space . It may be 
observed in the diagram that persons at lower socioeconomic levels experi
ence a more abrupt decrease in the spatial ex":ent of their informational 
fields . 

INTERACTION FREQUENCY 

PATH OF INCREASED SPECIALIZATION 

" , , 
" " , 

" 

Figure 55. Interaction Frequency at Increased Levels 
Specialization Over Space 
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MeieI' demonstrates that human contact results in both attraction 
and repUlsion which become a function of the frequency of human inter
action , Figure 56 illustrates this concept . In this figure it can be 
seen that contact initiall y J9ads to cohesion , however, contact to the 
point of saturation (invasi0n of personal space) res ults in repUlsion . 
An analogy based on economic theory may be noted in the advantages of 

REPULSION 
(-) 

FREQUENCY OF HUMAN 
CONTACT 

NET COHESION 

ATTRACTION 
(+) 

Figure 56 . Net Cohesion and the Frequency of Human Contacts 
Sour ce: Meier [204] 

agglomeration (economies of locational integration) , in which continued 
spatial concentration eventually leads to spatial diseconomies and a 
centrifugal disaggregation of the complex. The conditions noted in 
Figure 56 reappear in a s l ightly different context when distance is in
cluded as a variable . Figure 57 depicts the curve of attraction and 
repUlsion as a function of distance . Initially , because of the basic 
des ire for privacy , we note that repUlsion exists at short distances , 
but at intermediate distances the attraction increases . Continued in
creases in distance results in le~s interaction and eventually leads t o 
a tendency of repuls ion . 
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NET 
COHESION 

ATTRACTION 

REPULSION 

Figure 57. Net Cohesion and Distance 

Modification of this diagram to include the implications associated 
with the individual levels of specialization and their effects on per
ception and interaction is incorporated in Figure 58. The inclusion of 
the interaction variable in Figure 57 results in a three dimensional rep
resentation of the complex relationship existing between in~vidual in
teraction and space. By providing several l~aves to the interaction sur
faces individual behavior patterns may be observed. Persons who rank at 
higher levels of specialization are far less sensiti''Ie to "the decaying 
function that distance has on interaction and human attraction. As ob
served in Figure 55, the behavior of all groups is very similar for short 
distances and it is not until the distance increases do we see a signifi
cant separation in the interaction surfaces. 
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NET 
COHESION 

ATTRACTION 

INTERACTION FREQUENCY 

(International) 

DISTANCE 

REPUL ION 

Figure 58 . Multiple Interaction Frequencies and Net Levels 

of Cohesion 

3. A SPATIAL INFORMATION MODEL 

Construction of a model based on the notions just presented pro

vides a basis for showing the applications of information theory in a 

spatial context . Observed variations in the informational field char

acterizing individual cities and regions is felt to be responRible for 

areal differentiation in how a place is perceived and the anticipated 

behavioral responses of phenotypic groups housed in that location . 

Emissions from the informat"on~~ field of a city are the perceived func

ticn of the social and economic structures of the urban lmi t . The image 
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a city emits to a human receiver is a function of the quality and quantity 
of the information which flO\~s through the urban system. Provincially 
perceived cities are likely to be characterized bv a local IV oriented infor
mation field which lacks high absorption levels to external data flows. 
Isolation of the information field creab,s a local and generally non
diversified image. A highly localized in?ormation environment may create 
serious barriers to the dissemination of external information flows. An 
example of this is found in the wor}: of Sims and 'oaUiila'1TI [217] who found 
a higher death rate associated with tornadoes in the southeastern portion 
of the United States as compared to the Midwest. The dissemination of 
tornado warnings and the behavioral response ·to it have been demonstrated 
to have greater cultural resistance in the southeast. This resistance 
may be in part the result of a more local and less diversified information 
field that has not fostered e"ternal linkages. 

A model that defines both the quantity and quality of the information 
field for a region provides an effective diagnoistic tool for evaluating 
the perception and response patterns for externally generated information. 
Variations in the rates of growth between regions may be partially ex
plained by the nature of the information field. Areas which are charac
terized by large amounts of spatial interaction which well may be a func
tion of the phenotypic mix, are generally more integrated into world wide 
information flows. Innovations are fostered and more easily accepted in 
the conducive environments characterizing such regions. The significance 
of information oriented centers as leaders in the innovation process may 
provide a rationale for a hierarchical diffusion process into the more 
provincial hinterlands. 

The first dimension of the proposed model deals with the distribution 
and amount of information available in a specific location. Altho'.gh 
quantity is recognized to be a gross measurement of information, it does 
provide an initial basis for analysis of the observed variations. Meier 
has observed significant differentials in the quantity of information be
tween the developed and underdeveloped world. Meier [204] cites an esti
mated differential in per capita information units between the United 
States and Indonesia as being respectively 100,000,000 to 1,000,000 non
redundant information units per capita per year. A hypothetical cross
section through the United States illustrating the variations in the 
quantity of information would probably high-light the U. S. Manufactur
ing Belt. Major cities such as New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles would 
become peaks on the informaj-jon surface. 

Size of the population cluster alone would not necessarily be 
synonymous with the amount of information. Phenotypic variations by 
cities or regions would result in different mixes of information both 
being generated and demanded. Similar size cities may vary significantly 
in available information as well as in its quality. 

The criteria used to determine the first dimension of the model may 
be based on gross data which depicts the quantity of existing informa
tion. Library circulation, newspapers, radio and television stations, 
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telephones, magazine circulation, population density when aggregated on 
a per capita basis would provide a cr1lde measU!'e of the quantity and in
tensity of information available in a specific location. 

The quality of the information field is the second and most impor
tant dimension necessary for a realistic and operative model. Economic, 
political, and social structure, if dissected, provides the necessary 
parameters for defining the quality and orientation of the information 
field. Increased specialization of a population through education and 
economic attainment contributes to greater spatial interaction. Hence, 
the phenotypic mix characterizing a region is instrumental in defining 
the quality of the information flow within and through the rE,gion. 

The quality of the information field is an aggregation of the share 
and orientation of individual phenotype's internal and external informa
tion flows. If the society is characterized by a large number of individ
uals whose orientation is toward a more local emphasis, we would find a 
filtering effect on information genera1'ed from external soU!'ces. In a 
recent study by Zelinsky [218], the following hypothesis was tested for 
the United States. 

"That the increasingly free exercise of individual preferences 
as to values, pleasures, self-improvement, social and physical 
habitat, and general lif,,-style in an individualistic, affluent 
national community may have begun to alter the spatial attri
butes of society and culture in the United States to a signifi
cant extent. 1I 

The hypothesis seeks to determine whether regional differentials in the 
cultural character of the U. S. exist. In other words, Zelinsky is 
cerned that the erosion of conventional social ties and the increase.:' 
spatial mobility of our population is establishing a social entropy over 
>pace. It is anticipated that over time individual regional variability 
is being eliminated. To test this notion a factorial model is used 
employing unobtrusive measures related to specialized subscription pat
terns and to voluntary membership roles in special interest organizations. 
While, Zelinsky is unable to prove or disprove the hypothesis in his 
study, substantial regional differences appear to exist at this time. 

It may be anticipated that the degree of variation on such dimen
sions within a relatively homogeneous nation, such as the United States, 
would reveal even greater areal differentiation in less developed nations. 
The spatial differentials in these regions may indicate similar variations 
in acceptance and possible resistance to technological innovation. The 
values and norms which characterize the phenotypic mix of these regions 
will determine their perception and possible reactions to a new innova
tion. The ~=latively complex regional patterns defined by Zelinsky a~ 
included in Appendix K of this paper • 

The quality of information dimension must be derived from a dis
aggregation of the quantity aggregate discussed earlier. Content analysis 
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of newspape~s, ~adio, television, lib~ary ci~culation, volunta~y organi
zation membe~ship, occupation and social dimensions would all be dete~
minatGs of the o~ientation of info~ation penetrating the society and 
flowing th~ough it. Critical analysis of the ~ban ,time budget would 
p~ovide additional meas~es of the disaggregated info~mation field. 
Meie~, for ~xample, suggests that the u~ban time budget would ~ep~esent 
an indicato~ of the deg~er of dive1'sification cha~acte~izing a society. 
He suggests that one may de~ive from the slope of an aggregated community 
time budget an index of the level of ~banism characte~izing the location. 
Hence, content analysis of human time allocations to va~ious sou~ces of 
inte~al and exte~al info~ation flows are critical components of the 
quality dimension. 

Obtaining ~elative values besed on a ~egion's position on the quan
tity and quality info:;;mation dim'elnsions p~ovides a two dimensional 
st~uct~e fo~ the analysis of info~ation fields. Fig~e 59 illus
t~ates the two dimensional st~ct~e with the X axis ~eflecting a con
tinuum of the quantity dimension and the Y axis acting as a continuum 
fo~ the quality info~mation dimension. It is su~gested that the 

QUALITY OF INFORMATION 
DIMENSION 

HIGH 

LOW 

o tI tI 

""-
o 

eEl 
tI 

c 
" , 

'" tI , 
EXTEfiNAL INFORMATION 

ORIENTATION 

" c c 

o tiC 0 

LOCAe JNFORMATION 
oORIEN';!;AIfION 

o 

, , ,. , 

QUANTITY OF 
~ •• __________________________ ~~~~.,INFORMATION 

HIGH DIMENSION LOW 

Fi~e 59. Community Information O~ientation 
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relationship between quality and quantity is generally positive, thu~, 
a place which ranks high on the amount of information would probably 
also rank high on the quality dimension. Assuming the allignment of in
dividual observations on the abo.,,: scatter diagram are valid, it is 
suggested that a realistic evaluation of the localized versus the cosmo
politan regional character of an area could be defined. h high rank on 
both dimensions would be indicative of a very high quality of informatior" 
as well as, a large quaTlti ty. External information flows would be per
ceived readily and based on the value implications would be accepted or 
rejected. It is anticipated that r"gions ha7ing low positions on both 
dimensions ~Iould have substantial barr;_ers to the inclusion and percep
tion of external information linkages. 

Allan Pred [209] suggests thae the flow of information through an 
urban spatial system will reveal a correlation between the degree of 
interurban interdependencies and the specialized information flow. This 
relationship will then stimulate the development of new interdependencies. 
Fred indicates t~at the following relationships may be exhibited in the 
interregional information flows: 

1. Biased spatial specialized information flows will 
be similar to the interurban flows of goods and 
services. 

2. General spatial stability will exist in the 
patterns of information flow. 

3. The larger metro1,o_'3'can areas will have greater 
accessibili ty to UO," '-::;cal specialized informa,
tion flows. 

The above relationships are generally consistent with the preceding multi
dimensional information model proposed in this paper. 

The changing economic structure of a region through time illustrates 
the need to incorporate a temporal dimension to the information model. 
Figure 60 demonstrates the effect that the inclusion of time would have 
on the two dimensional model. The three dimensional character of the 
relationships in the preceding diagram permits the observation of the con
tinuum noted in Figure 59 as a series of shells in which their proportion
al share of the total system diminishes or increases over time. The local 
information shell in the above case is seen to be shrinking as a result of 
technological inno,ration which is permitting higher levels of spatial in
teraction. It may be noted that the entire system is expanding over time 
because of the expanding information field. 

A more realistic combination of the elements of tjme, quantity and 
quality of information, and geographic interaction and intensity is illus
trated in Figure 61. In this figure the high points on the iateraction 
surface (Locations X and Y characterize urban centers ~;ith the low relief 
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DIMENSION 

Figure 61 . Temporal Implications of the Infc .rmation Model 

areas representing peripheral locaticms (Locations W, A, and B) . Dis
aggregation based on Webber's notion of s~ecialization and geographic 
interacti~n r esults in a partitioned infcrmation field based on inter
action at local, national, and intern?tional levels . The inclusion of 
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time demonstrates structural ch~nges in the urban information f re

suI ting from techn~logical advances. As one moves back through -.e it 

is hypothesized that in general the informational fI r - be comes m. ~ locally 

oriented, as well as, experiencing a reduction in quantity . The i - .plica

tions of the preceding to the acceptance and resistance of technological 

innovation depends r'n the foIIOl";ng conditions . 

4 . THE PHENOTYPIC STRUCTURE OF THE SOCIETY 

The above assumption is based on a behavior a l concept and according 

to the model defin~s the population character of the society bv means of 

its phenotypic mix . The preceding section'; have illus trated that s pati a l 
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sensitivity and receptivity will vary by socio-economic class. IL is the 
assumption of this paper that the above will generate differential adop
tion rates for new technology and for the transfer or diffusion of tech
nology by phenotypic group. This assumption relates, in part, to the 
personality +raits and potential actions of fhenotypic groups. The lit
erature in d~ffusion theory is still at an early stage with respect to 
this notion. However, the literature on hazard perception [219,217,220] 
suggests that such differentials may be anticipated. Baker and Patton 
[221], for example, found that educational and income levels appeared to 
be important in defining differential attitudes toward hurricane hazards 
on the Gulf Coast. 

"It would thus seem that efforts to remedy false beliefs and 
conceptions which result in negative attitudes toward damage 
prevention measures might consider the individuals education 
level and his site above other variables. Better educated 
respondents are more likely to have a positive atti~ude to
ward damage prevention adjustments" [221]. 

Based on these conClusions, Baker and Patton suggest the following efforts 
be un,dertaken: 

"1. Low-education groups should be given priority as targets 
of information. 

2. Pamphlets or mess~ges disseminated might well contain 
somewhat differently worded information depending on 
the general education level of the target audience." 

These statements are consistent with the information model which sug
gests that a loc~cion information field will reflect the aggregate infor
mation fields of the phenotypic groups which comprise it. According to 
Baker and Patton [221] ffil absence or limited number of.elite phenotypic 
groups may generate an in formation field which :s very local in orienta
tion and generally parochial in attitude. S ~h a society, would be more 
likely to resent new innovations and be gener'ally less receptive. 

5. THE SCALE OF THE DIFFUSION PROCESS 

The preceding model has generally been employed a:t a macro-spatial 
level (national or international). This is consistent with the contem
porary "growth pole" literature and its relationship to spatial diffusion 
theory. The initial concept of a growth pole was d'aveJoped by Perroux 
[222] and represented a polarization in the economic structure of an 
economy. The concept was then modified to include a geographic component 
by Boudeville. A geographic growth pole represents an areal concentration 
of economic acti vi ties in space. The dynamics of the growth pole concept 
as a spatial generator for the diffusion of cultural change and techno
logical innovation is more apparent in the early work of Myrdal [223] and 
Hirschman [224]. Friedmann's [225] c12~sic study of the Venezuelan space 
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economy illustrates an operational aspect of the growth pole or core
peripheral model. In this study he cLeomonstrates that the differential 
growth rates of core regions (growth pole areas) compared to the peripheral 
regions causes the development process to move through a series of un
balanced disequilibriums. A relatively recent application of this was 
demonstrated in the development of Threshold Analysis. This methodology 
as reported by Kozlowski and Hughes [226], was designed by Polish planners 
to define the major investment steps on long term regional planning. The 
fundamental assumption of threshold analysis is based on the notion that 
steps or points of discontinuity occur .tn urban development pr'ocesses. An 
important implication of this is that regional growth is not continuous, 
but is marked by a series of successive limitations (thresholds) which must 
be overcome. 

The spatial implications of regicnal growth dynamics to the growth 
pole concept represents an important contemporary research frontier. Re
cently, Brian Berry [227] has argued ',:hat the growth centers (poles) func
tion in regional de\'eloplI'ont theory as a special case of the general 
innovation diffusion process. The apparent coalescence of growth pole 
and diffusion theory may provide the theoretical infrastructure for the 
key spatial components of technological acceptance or T'ejection over space. 

An exploratory paper presenting the preceding theme was recently pre
sented by Lawrence Brown [228J at the International Geographical Union 
Pre-Congress Meetings. In this paper, Brown defines three major areas for 
consideration: macro-scale diffusion mod~ls, meso-scale diffusion models, 
and the relationship between the Giffusion of innovation and the dynamics 
of growth poles in regional development. This paper is an important step 
in the literature for it provides additional insight and expands the tra
ditional macro diffusion model of Hagerstrand [229]. In the traditional 
model, Hagerstrand identifies a hierarchy of networks for social communi
cation through which an innovation is filtered. In a single location this 
diffusion process may flow through a local social cOII'~unlcation network [230]. 
Extending the ge"graphic scope involves coordinatio:l of the diffusion 
process with an interregional network that reflects a traditional central 
place hierarchy. The central place hierarchy wollld defIne the system of 
cities in a region and the hierarchical elements of their interactions. 

These con:::r·pts are consistent with the earlier stated information 
networks and the differential connectivity of those systems. This re
lJtes to the aggregate influence that phenotypic groups residing in a 
location wollld impart to the diffusion process. In Figure 61 growth poles 
were defined at locations X and Y. A macro-scale diffusion wollld demon
strate an initial flow between these two poles. This wollld be the reslllt 
of a greater propensity to tap national and international information 
linkages. In Figure 62 a hierarchical diffusion network is illustrated 
for the locations along the traverse from X to Y (se~ also Figure 61). 
According to the traditional diffusion model the f~ow wollld be initiated 
from location X to a smaller growth center at Y. The item being diffused 
then wollld flow to location W, a smaller secondary center. The second 
level of the diffusion hierarehy wollld be more dependent on a stronger 
local orientation in the information network. 
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Traverse X- Y 

The above diffusion system relates to a macro l evel diffusion process 

and is dependent on the aggregate inf ormation fields of the related 10-

ca~ions . Brown , however , suggests that the above diffusion system may 

only be operative for specific items being diffused and for specific a

gencies of diffusion. The above diffusion process, according to Brown 
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[228] , will most likely be followed where higher levels of capitalization 

are available and the propagator is a monopolist or oligopolist . Where 

high-risks and uncertain'~y exists with low capitalization ,he diffusion 

would normally follow a neighborhood or local diffusion process (Figure 63) . 

LOW CAP 'dT 

IZATION 

HIGH CAP '4T 

IZATION 

UTILIZATION OF EXISTING 
NETWORKS OF DIFFUSION 

AGENCIES 

NEIGHBORHOOD EFFECT 
BUT WITHIN CONSTRAINT 

OF EXISTING NETWORK 

ESTABLISH OWN NETWORKS 
OF DIFFUSION AGENCIES 

NEIGHBORHOOD EFFECT 

8::::) ,:,:,:. :.:::.: R :::,;.: :.;.;:; .:;::; :;:;:;:;::::;:; ::::;: •• :;:;:;::::;:,::;:;:;-

NO NEIGHB:-JRHOOr; EFFECT ):\:\ :/: :{: ::}{:J {::::: /:jj::\\ 
. BUT CONSTRAINT BY :(: ~!:,:: .... '. :.; ." (: :o" :~~. ~i}»> 

EXISTING NETWORK /:: }.( :;;:: :;: }} }: :: ::; ::;: ii.: 

:i::~ ::I!; ::1::: ::1.:' :11::: ::'!!:'; 1ii:·.:;::I::: iii.: iill::::i: .. , i::.;::l:::!j: 

Figure 63 . Brown ' s Typology of Diffusion Processes 

In respect to a cost- benefit analysis of an early warning technology, we 

may anticipate the diffusion process to be most adequately represented 

by the condi tions in the lower right quadrant of Figure 63 . The above 

diffusion would be undertaken by the governn~nt and would represent high 

capitalization within its own diffusion network. Brown notes that under 

perfect competition to potential propagator would not be able to establish 

his own network and that available capital would · .. e more limited . He con

cludes : 

"the location of an adoption agency in the pure competition 

case will be dependent upon site factors related to profit

ability , opportunity costs of agency adoption , and the human 

resources capable of being aware of and exploiting the inno

vation. However, situation factors related to learning about 

the innovation agency also are important ....... Thus , Hager-

strand ' s theory that a regional network of cnrnrnunicaticTI is 

cri tical and appears rele ',ant for the pure competition case 

of diffusion in the macro-scale, although the network prob

ably involves several types of communication , not just 
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interpersonal. While the characteristics or such netw~rks are 
not known, both the above reasoning and ~he empirical examples 
of Tanaka and Shawyer point to the frequent occurrence of a 
neighborhood Effect pattern of diffusion" [228]. 

Figure 62 also sugge~ts that the lower levels of the hierarchical 
diffusion network become more dependent on local information fields. Dif
fusion processes at the mesco-scale (a single center and its rural hinter
lands) or at the micro-scale (diffusion within a single center) are char
acterized by different mechanisms. At these scales the aggregate share 
of various phenotypes residing in a location remains relevant, but also 
the actual locations of the phenotypes within the region may become 
critical fac·tors in the diffusion system. 

To understand the diffusion process at this scale the social ecology 
of the center and its environs becomes an essential consideration. It 
may be anticipated that urban and suburban populations reveal higher de
grees of articulation to total information flows and would be generally 
more sensitive to innovations than the populations that are located pe
ripheral to the center. This would probably be most apparent in the 
'eveloping world where more abrupt cultural differentials are exhibited 
between urban and rural popul~tions. On the other hand, however, the more 
developed urban societies will demonstrate greater variety and more subtle 
forms of social differentiation in space. 

The soc~al area school and the factorial ecology models represent 
spatial-sociological dimensions of social differentiation. Both approaches 
as discussed by Shevky and Bell [231] and Murdie [232] define urban struc
ture by means of three major di.uensions: socio-economic status, family 
status (life cycle), and ethnicity. As Lampard [233] notes differentiation 
of an u.rban society views urban growth as a function of "the concentration 
of differentiated but functionally-integrated specialisms in rationale 
locales", thus "specialization of functions makes inevitably for special
izations of areas •••• Areal differentiation is, in fact, the spatial 
corollary of functional specialization and logically serves the same end". 
Hence, the above models are structured on the foundation of a theory of 
social change. As economic development proceeds the increased specializa
tion and emergence of complex roles results in greater social differentiation. 
This increased social differentiation is r<,flected in greater areal dif
fercmtiation among the previously noted dimensions. 

The socio-economic status dimensicn, for example, represents the 
degree of social stratification and would be derived from the social in
equities of class, status, and power. The family status or life cycle 
dimension reflects differentiation in age and mar:i:tal status. The pre
ceding becomes more relevant as a society experiences a shift from an 
extended family pattern to one based on the nuclear family concept. 
Several transitions are associated with the life cycle dimension: a pre
child bearing stage, child bearing stage, child rearing stage, child 
launching stage, post child stage, and widowhood. Each of the above stages 
represent changes in ones position in a society. The combination of the 
socioeconomic status and life cycle dimensions provides the basis for the 
concept of social space (Figure 64). 
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Ones position in social space may be defined by reference to the 

axes in Figur>e 64. The taxonomic distance be Lween gr'oups in the figure 

represent their social distances. For example, groups B and D would rep

resent relatively similar gr'oups. Both are located in the child bearing 

phase of the life cycle dimension and both exhibit a relatively low posi

tion on the social status factor. The distance between groups Band F, 

on the other hand, would represent gr'oups that are significantly different. 

The factorial ecological models have utilized census ~ract data and have 

found that census tracts will exhibit patterns very Similar to those found 

in Figure 64. 

o 
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Figur>e 64. The Concept of Social Space 
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These findings suggest that ecological data could be utiLized in 

defining phenotypes anJ their locations in social space. Behavioral 

and attitudinal patterns may also exhibit a similar orientation in 
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Figure 65 . Information Inter~ction Levels and Social Space 
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social space. In Figure 65 the information dimension is included with
in the social space dimensions. The clustering of individual groups in 
t:1e various quadrants would represent different phenotypes in relation 
to information quality and quantity. It may be anticipated, based on 
the previous sections of the paper, that the higher social status and 
late child rearing groups would demonstrate the greatest accessibility 
to information flows. On the other hand, low status prechild groups 
would have the most limited accessibility to information. In general, 
the preceding is demonstrated in the literature of geographic perception. 
Children, for example, have been shown to have only limited exposure to 
nonlocal information sources and flows. Their world, in essence, is 
their neighborhood or block. Their exposure to outside sources of infor
mation is generally very limited and not directly obtained from their 
~('+ivity space. The preceding may be further intensified by the develop
ment of social or physical barriers. Thus, a child living in a ghetto, 
is even further detached from the main stream of the societal information 
flow. The information that reaches such a child comes from his indirect 
contact space and may be diluted through a set of cultural filters. His 
behavioral environment may be radically different from that of a child 
who has accessibility to a broader and less spatially concentrated infor
mation field. 

This suggests that the socioeconomic and life cycle dimensions may 
be utilized to define basic phenotypic groups and their associated infor
mation fields. It also suggests that spatial regularity in their locations 
may be defined. A recent study by Berry and Rees [L3~] utilizes the notion 
of social space in association with a concept they call housing space. It 
is their cor,dusion that the dwelling unit stock of a city is equated with 
ones position in social space. In Figure 66 the housing space concept is 
used to predict the location of phenotypes in a community. The diagram 
shows that based on the sl'cial space dimension differentiation will occur 
in the types of housing ana ultimately in the location ",f the residence. 
This differentiation will exhibit predictable patterns ~ver space. 

Spatial regularity in the social space dimensions has been verified 
in the factorial ecology literature. Anderson and Egeland [3~O], for 
example, utilizing an analysis of variance model found that the socio
economic status dimension indicates a generally sectoral orientation in 
the urban region. The life cycle dimension, on the other hand, generally 
exhibits a concentric zonal arrangement. Subsequent research Johnston 
[235] and Clark and Gleave [236], have verified Anderson and Egeland's 
findings for other cities in both Europe and North America. Figure 67 
indicates hoI" a hypothetical urban region may be defined using the sec
toral and concentric zone configurations to generate a composite neigh
borhood taxonomy. 

This suggests a relatively complex social gradient in the city. 
may be anticipated from Figure 65 that the information field ~ver the 
will reveal a similar gradient by neighborhoods. This gradient would 
resent various phenotypic groups and their perceptions to information 
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Figure 66. Social Space, Housing Space and Community Space 

of a local and nonlocal nature. The preceding would define the impact 
areas where new innovations would have a potential rapid or slow adop
tion rate. The success or failure of the innovation may be dependent 
on who accepts it and to what use it may be applied. Areas in the cjty 
comprised of phenotypes having a strong provincial perspective may 
demonstrate resistance to innovations that come from outside the local 
information network. 
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While this theory is speculative in relation to attitudes toward 
technological change, there is, as noted, good reason to e:..pect that the 
theory will hold consistently. A problem encountered at an aggregate 
ecological l"vel of analYdis is, as noted by Alker [237], associated 
with the ecological fallacy of attempting to predict individual behavior 
from group data. This necGssitates bolstering the ecological analysis 
by survey research techniques. 
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XII. PHENOTYPIC EVALUATIONS IN T:lE ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION OF INNOVATION 

1. INTRODUCTION 

If the model we are proposing is to afford additional insight into the 
potential benefits or costs of a technological innovation it will have to be 
assessed in terms of meaningful social groupings. In o~ process we are 
speaking, of course, of the social psychological phenotypes. We are also 
speaking of the process of change and adaptation and of inTegrating people 
into the social system. It is felt we have stressed the concept of the 
phenotype sufficiently to this point. However, we have only addressed the 
potential for the phenotypic groupings playing an advocate, neutral, or 
adversary role in tenns of marketing. Additionally, we have only considered 
change in terms of social systems change. Therefore, we are going to dis-
cuss the notion of change in a slightly different fashion with an eye to 
showing that the impact of change or potential for change is partly re~pon
sible for the subsequent perception of an innovation and choice of adapta
tion. Along the way we intend to show how membership in a particular pheno
typic grouping is related to the adaptation options available and the potential 
dysfunctional adaptations that could result from a blockage to participation. 

2. CHANGE 

Structure in general and organizations in particular have emerged as 
important elements in dealing with the major process operating in reality, 
that is, change. There is in fact nothing permanent in reality but the proc
ess of change itself. Yet understanding change is largely dependent on one's 
point of view. There is obviously some permanence or else identification 
itself would be impossible. For example, one is the same person as 10 years 
ago and yet, vast cellular changes are known to have taken place. Italy is 
still the same country as 2, 000 years ago and yet it is greatly changed. 

In the study of change at the social system level, scientists have tend
ded to focus on the patterns of change. What is the structure of a society 
and the elements of the cultures of the society? What is the composition, 
content and relationship of the role structure of the society? In other 
words, what is the pattern of the society? Additionally, one might ask what 
is the process of change itself and its relation to structure. Most social 
scientists agree that the discussion of social change must deal with struc
tural changes, since on going process is really a steady state within all 
systems and therefore not change • 

In the study of change early scientists focused on such change proc
esses as evolution, development, emergence, and progress. Again, their 
point of view becomes the important factor in ascertaining what these 
scientists were attempting to show. The concept of evolution was glven 
great impetus by the works of Darwin in dealing ,~ith biological evolution. 
It also influenced the development of social thought including that of 
two prominent early sociologists Comte and Spencer. The notion of social 
evolution led to the eventual comparison of society with a biOlogical 
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organism. Historical and philosophical documentation was introduced to 

firm up the organic analogy. Yet there were dissenters. scientists like 

W. F. Ogburn noted that the laws of heredity, variation and selectivity 

have no real counterpart in social ~ld institutional ~bange and develop

ment. While it is true that man has a social heritage (social heredity), 

it is not transmitted as in a genetic package, but rather in the tra

ditions man learns between the womb and tomb. Changes in culture, in

stitutions, societies, and traditicns can be initiated, controlled, or 

delayed by the actions of man. That is, man is capable of deliberate 

action, conscious choice. Technology offered a perfect example of this 

deliberate and conscious choice. It also had a definite effect upon 

society in terms of change and adaptadon. W. F. Ogburn addressed this 

effect in his theory of cultural lag. He noted that technology is capa

ble of growing far faster than man's ability to adapt to the technolOgy. 

In this view, Ogburn paid special attention to the role of invention. 

Modern social scienLists are also concerned with this phenomenon 

studying the social demographic movements in societies, changes in the 

socialization process and structures of the family, the socioeconomic 

composition o~ the class structure and religion. 

Historically, one should also be familiar with the works of Marx 

and his application of the dielectic to the study of the past and pro

jections of future social development. Many other scientists along with 

Marx noted the cyclical features of change is societies. Of these scien

tists perhaps none more explicit concerning this cyclical aspect than 

Pareto [175J. Additionally, Toynbee [238J and Sorokin [239J discuss the 

cyclical nature of civilizations as including the processes of growth, 

arrest, and decay. Botll these scientists also stress the developmental 

linear progression found in sc'cieties. Toynbee discusses this facet in 

terms of the simultaneous linear progression of civilizations which 

while remaining separate entities also represent a single species engaged 

in an identical enterprise. He notes, the "differentiating Yang-movement 

of growth is leading towards a goal which is a Yin-state of integration" 

[238J. 

In the present view, the concern is with changes that minimally 

affect social groups, and ultimately bring about changes in the social 

system. This view of systems is concerned with open systems capable of 

correcting deviations (negative feedback) and subject to deviation am

plifying feedback (posit~ve feedback). In other words, we are concerned 

with a new relationship becween the component parts of the system and 

with the component sub elements of the system, namely institutions. It 

is this alteration in structure that we call change. Gerth imd Mills [170J 

have constructed a model of social change helpful in grasping the com

plexity of the process which is subsumed in the following six questions: 

1-
2. 
3. 
lI. 
5. 
6. 

What is it that changes? 
How does it change? 
What is the direction of the change? 
v!hat is the rate of change? 
Why did change occur or why was it poss{ble? 

What are the principal factors in social change? 
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Each of these questions represent a different facet of change some of 
which are more amenable to understanding than others. The first two of 
these questions are usually answered that it is the structure which 
changes in relation to alterations in the functions associated with it. 
The direction of change (question 3) is much more difficult to assess 
in that it is difficult to determine whether the structure is emerging 
or decaying. It depends to a great deal on one's viewpoint. The rate 
of change (question 4) is also difficult to assess since it is often 
both subtle and slow. In open systems in which negative and positive 
feedback forces operate it becomes additionally complex as the forces 
tend to cancel one another. In providing insights as to why change 
occurs social ;'>cientists have proposed a variety of factors including 
the following '~ompilation presented by Ginsbarg: the conscious desires 
and decisions of individuals; individual acts influenced by changing con
ditions; structural changes and structural strains; external influences; 
outstanding influences; outstanding individuals or groups of individuals; 
a confluence or collocation of elements from different sources converg
ing at a given point; fortuitous occurrences; and, the emergence of a 
common purpose. ObviOUSly, some have a greater potential than others 
for introducing change. For the most part, the study of change has 
taken two courses; studies focusing on social structure and those focus
ing on the adaptation of individuals to change. Both types occur in the 
context of the family, religion, law, economy etc. The major focus has 
been on the adaptations of people to change and the subsequent implica
tions for motivation to participate in the social system. 

In terms of our present objectives the view of social change is 
oriented primarily to t'1at ehange occurring within the system. Addition
ally, we are eXCluding ,)utst,mding individuals, outstanding influences 
and fortuitous occurrences. Our concern is with the effect of new 
technologies on the f,ystem aDd subelements of the system. The question 
underlying our consideration of change is: What is the implication of 
the change introduced by technology in terms of man's ability to adapt? 
It should be noted that just as the phenotypes enjoy a different re
lationship to the goods and services of a society, they also enjoy a 
differential ability to adjust to change. This has been shown dramat
ically and sadly in the recent war situation in South Vietnam. Some 
phenotypes flew out of the dangers posed by the invading army, others 
drove, others walked, and still others were forced to stay. 

This discussion of change leads one to believe that it is a ra
tional process--programmed activity designed to achieve a goal. However, 
as we noted earlier in treating Pareto's view of the social system, most 
of man's activity is non-rational and he simply explains the activity 
in rational terms. Perhaps an example will be useful in making this 
somewhat more clear. Let us assume that a drug company creates a new 
product dpsigned to sweeten foods and, after testing, finds that under 
some conditions the substance may be carcinogenic in rats. However, 
the substance is cheap and a handsome profit is possible, if the firm 
is capable of getting the product to the market. As such, a corporate 
decision is made to utilize action to get the product "approved" and 
on the market. Rational activity is used in accomplishing the goal --
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marketing the product. However, when viewing the total uct along with 
the possibility of its being carcinogenic,the act becomes highly irration
al. Examination of all the "rational" activity leading to the decision 
to market reveals an elaborate set of derivations to use Pareto's term
inology. That is, an elaborate set of verbal utterances, assertions, 
appeals to authority, and rationalizations which when given the over
bearing force of "sentiments" (the non-logical, unpremeditated, self
acting or rr,oral forces) the explanations turn out to be mostly pseudo
logical. Pareto's point is that hard-core sentiments are the major forces 
operating on the society and are responsible for determining the form of 
the sc,ciety. We don't mean to imply that rational activity isn't involved. 
The question is what is included in the decision-making calculus. A 
limited view, ignoring the test findings and emphasizing the corporate 
goal of making a profit, allows the corporation to act. However, it is 
Pareto's view that this activity is non-logical • 

In our example, knowledge of the system and access to the proper 
institutions, coupled WiTh control of the resources, coalesce to permit 
the sale of the substance. The only possible "benefit" is the direct 
flow of profits into the company. The costs are potentially extremely 
high to the total population. The masses of the population are in fact 
exposed to potentially high hazard. The decision process allowing this 
to occur was "closed. It involves "micro-thinking" with "macro-con
sequences" . We referred to the basis of this problem earlier as residing 
in an atomistic view of social reality. It is strongly felt that we must 
move from this atomistic or molecular viewpoint to a molar one. Hence, 
our emphasis on total assessment. 

3. POLITICS 

It may be expected that the introduction of change will lead to groups 
of people espousing and adopting the change, others forming no opinion 
with still others opposing the change. In an open society the problem be
comes one of ascertaining the effect or consequences of implementing the 
change on all these groups. Societies further have the obligation of 
protecting the "rights" of all its citizenry and hence, must have a tech
nique of assessing the relative impacts on the groups in the society. 
Otherwise vested interest groups, such as our hypothetical drug company, 
institute innovations oriented to their interests and fail to assess the 
effect on the popUlation. Government serves this function of mediating 
between the potential interest groups operating in behalf of the total 
population. In other words, the essence of a political system is sharing 
territorial rights and providing for mutual services such as protection. 
Examination of the extended organization of a society reveals that govern
mental bodies deal with both internal functions, such as, social control 
and welfare, and external functions, viz., relations with other groups 
and societies. In this sense, the political system is concerned with the 
authoritative allocation of values within a society. Since values are 
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part and parcel of all social life, the governmental flIDction extends to 
a wide range of institutions including those concerned with goal attain
ment and policy formation, law, and adaptation or economics. 

Michael Hurst [182] notes that since the early 1950's a number of 
social scientists have attempted to analyze political relationships in 
terms of a systems model. In Hurst's model the system includes, all 
systems models, inputs, conversions, and outputs. However, he points 
out that there are two classes of inputs, demands and supports. These 
inputs are generated internally by political elites and society as a 
whole and externally through relationships with other social systems. 
He notes the demand inputs include: 

2. 

Demands for goods, such as food and clothing, for 
services, such as education, and for welfare mea
sures, such as regulation of working conditions. 

Demands for social control, sucL as safety in the 
streets and highways, or honest weights and mea
sures in the market. 

3. Demands to participate in the system by noting, 
or holding political office. 

4. Demands for various kinds of symbolic output, 
such as the display of power during periods of 
crisis or external threat. [182] 

Hurst presents a similar listing of support inputs which include: 

1. Material factors, such as taxes, levies, 
or military service. 

2. Obedience to sanctions, laws and regulations. 

3. Participation, by voting, joining organizations, 
etc. 

4. Deference to public authority in all i'os aspects, 
inCluding the purely symbolic ones. 

Depending on the size and development of the society these flIDction
al inputs will vary tremendously: Hence, the method of dealing with the 
inputs depends on varying social organization. For example, a hlIDting 
and gathering society differs greatly from a highly technological one 
and yet the functions are included and dealt with ill both though the or
ganizational structures become vastly more complex and differentiated in 
the technological society. Hurst demonstrates this complexity in a state
ment showing the relationship between politics and economics. 
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Laws, policies, and enactments, all of which directly affect 

the economic system, are formulated through the interest group 

mechanism, through formal policy proposals, through the con

version of policy proposals into authoritative rUles, and 

through the transmission of inf0rmation,.both within the po

litical system and from it to the societal milieu. In this 

way the inputs of the system are converted into its outputs. [182J 

The next logical question becomes; what are the outputs of the polit

ical system? Hurst summarizes them as follows: 

1. Extractions such as taxation. 

2. Social Control, including control of economic 

behavior. 

3. Methods of allocating goods and services (mar

ket structures, systems of collection and dis

tribution, etc,). 

~. Symbolic outputs, including the affirmation of 

societal values througl! ritual and ceremonial. [182J 

Once such outputs are presented the members of the society respond 

ei ther through supporting the polich,s or advocating new ones by the same 

means. While such feedback often prO<1'l<'!es conflict within the society 

it is really this two-way flow between the society and policy makers that 

constitutes part of the policy m~(ing process. 

In the present view we are concerned with these political system 

processes as they concern the coercive authority within a territorial 

framework and as they affect relations among groups in the society. Groups 

such as labor, business, consumer organizations, ecological groups, ~d 30 

forth. 

In discussing the coercive authority of politics within a territory 

in relation to economics, Hurst discusses three possible relationships 

contained in the following questions: 

1. Is government engaged in expansionist activity or does 

it rely on the intrinsic productive resources of the 

existing territory? 

2. 

3. 

Is the political unit dominant over its own territory, 

or is it a satellite of some outside political or 

economic force? 

Does the political unit allow economic activity to 

proceed in an autonomous 11ay, or does it attempt to in

duce such activity? 
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With the emergence of multi-national corporations these questions 

take on ever increasing in~ortance since those co~anies have no par

ticular allegiance to anyone country. The problem of control becomes 

an i~ortant consideration. Which laws apply? Are there laws governing 

these activities? Is it necessary to create a new body of international 

law. governing and regulating such corporate activity? These questions 

well may be the most critical ones to be faced by nations in the next 20 

to 30 years. They are i~ortant since companies operating in a "float 

capacity" wi thin and on top of nations are, for the most part, unregulated 

by law. 

At the group level political relations deal with those among organ

izations such as economic firms, as well as between such firms and other 

groups organized to protect their economic interests. This point is quite 

related at present with the problem of territorial regulation just dis

cussed. The increasing size, co~lexity, economic and manipulative power 

can increase so as to edge out the smaller firms. Hurst [182J cites Neil 

Smelser in this regard who states: 

As the size of the firm increases, its immediate cap

ital problem recedes mor'e into the background; if the firm 

controls a portion of the market, even demand ceases to be 

as active as a determinant in their behavior. At such a 

point their production and pricing policy comes to be more 

oriented to the behavior of other firms in the industry. 

Thus economic behavior comes to reflect more and more the 

political relations among firms. 

It is precisely this phenomenon that has led to an increased concern 

within the United Stat<"s to arrive at a more adequate benefit-cost assess

ment. The manipulati ve abilities of such corporations or firms extends 

well beyond the manipulation of materials and material resources. It 

extends to the very heart of the political process in the form of legal 

lobbying activity and, as recently shown, to the non-legal involvement 

in the political process through activities like illegal contributions to 

political campaigns. We point once again to the major behavioral axiom 

informing our endeavor, that is, men seek values through institutions 

utilizing resources. Specifically, we refer to the obverse of this state

ment discussed earlier, namely, those who control the resources exercise 

inordinate control over the value system because they control access to 

the institutions. In the present example, we are pointing to this affect 

in the political process. We might also note that the effect has been 

exploited by the marketing profession who by using their capital have 

gained access to the communications media in order to "sell" their prod

ucts. In this case, there is a fine line between giving the people "what 

they want" and inducing artificial needs thereby creating "want". 

It is our position that to handle such potential vested interest 

interference in the benefit-cost ratio, a technique must be devised that 

prevents essentially dysfunctional innovations from taking place. At the 
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same time the technique must avoid the simple substitution of one s~t of 
values fo!' those of the vested inte!'est groups. It is OU!' posi tioTl that 
the only way this can be accomplished is to use su!'Vival of mankind as a 
basic sta!'ting point and wo!'k f:r>om the:r>e. 

Kee~ing in mind that man is a value o!'iented being, this means that 
we must tap the o!'de!'ing of values in :r>elation to his basic needs. Such 
a !'elationship has al!'eady been wo!'ked out by Maslow [240J who o!'iginally 
postulates five levels of needs. He notes that the!'e is a hie!'a!'chical 
!'elationship among these needs which is shown in the following listing. 

"1. physiological needs, fo!' example, hunge!', thi!'st. 
2. safety needs, fo!' example, secU!'ity, stability 
3. belongingness and love needs, fo!' example affection, 

identification 
4. esteem needs, fo!' example, p!'estige, self-!'espect 
5. need fo!' self-actualization." [240 J 

In this scheme one moves f:r>om the most pe!'vasive to the mO!'e specific 
needs of man. It also inco!'po!'ates a highe!' lowe!' function in te!'IDS of 
the develor1nental natu!'e of motivation. That is, a lowe!' need (pe!'vasive 
need) must be adequately satisfied befo!'e the next highe!' need can fully 
eme!'ge. Such a scheme is highly compatible with the benefit-cost theo:r>y 
unde!' development in the sense that to the deg:r>ee pe!'sons o!' g:r>oups of 
pe!'SO·.lS a!'e inhibited :f:r>om achieving satisfaction of the highe!' needs, 
it !''',p!'esents a cost to the social system. The costs a!'e ev~denced when 
the!"" is insufficient g:r>atificetion of needs at any of the levels. This 
p!'events eme!'gence o!' full development of the next highe!' needs. In il
lus'c!'ating this p!'ocess K!'ech, et a1. [241 J make the following obse!'vation • 

"The man whose lifelong envi!'onment p!'ovides the ba:r>est 
essentials fo!' physical sU!'vival is not likely to develop 
p!'essing needs fo!' achievement, p!'estige, beauty. The 
ch!'onically hung:r>y man will neve!' seek to build a b!'ave 
new wo!'ld. He is much too concerned with satiSfYing his 
immediate and p!'essing hunge!' needs. Only the pe!'son 
:f:r>eed f:r>om the domination of his 'lowe!" needs can be
come motivated by othe!' than deficiency-based d!'ives. 
The ideal physical and social envi!'onment is the!'efo!'e 
one that makes possible the g:r>atification of each level 
of needs as it :r>eaches its c!'est in the individual." [241J 

While the emphasis in this passage is p!'ima!'ily concerned with the in
dividual it is ou!, position that many of these needs a:r>e systematically 
collectively denied to segments of any la!'ge population. OU!' thesis is 
that man p!'ima!'ily satisfies his needs in and th!'ough inte!'action in in
sti tutions. We now make the additional point that what is valuable to 
a pe!'son is that which has been dete:r>mined to meet pe!'ceived needs. 

It will be !'ecalled that one of the majo!' aspects of the theol~ of 
social action dealt with mobilizing of motivation fo!' o!'ganized action. 
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In the benefit-cost theory under development, to the extent that this mo
bjlization of motivation is lacking or systematically blocked for segments 
ofrhe population, the cost factor is increased. We suggested earlier 
that a benefit-cost technology must be sensitive to the elements of the 
social system and to the processes articulating those elements. That is, 
the relative benefits or costs associated with new technological applica
tions could be determined by examining its impact on the values, norms, 
mobilization process, and utilization and allocation of resources. It i8 
also possible to assess them in relation to the processes of communication, 
systemic linkage, socialization, boundary maintenance, decision-making and 
social control. However, the outcomes will be quite different depending 
on the level, orientation and scope of the assessment. If the focus is 
on determining the potential effect on these elements and processes then 
the orientation is toward forecasting the result of the innovation's im
pact. If the technique focuses on structural and elemental changes, after 
the fact, then it is technically an impact analysis. We are concerned 
with creating a forecasting technique. Because of the relationship be
tween the elements of social action discussed earlier, we are concentrating 
on the innovation's impact on values. Yet knowledge of the subsequent 
impact on motives is very important to a complete understanding of the 
social dynamics of adaptation, including its implications for both benefits 
and costs. Specifically, we are going into this area since it is often 
less apparent and the impact is less immediate. We consider such impacts 
as induced effects. 

4. MOTIVATION 

Motivation has been studied scient;.fically from a wide variety of 
perspectives. Hence, any general definition is likely to be somewhat 
incompatible with one of the many approaches. However, it is generally 
agreed that motivation represents a mobilization of energies within the 
organism which is selectively displaced on the environment. The difficulty 
in getting at motivation lies in delineating what it is that causes the 
mobilization of energies. Scientists have proposed a wide range of possi
ble explanations including supernatural and rational processes, behavioral 
reflexes and tropisms, social and cultural determinism, unconscious im
pulses, biological drives and innate drives. Our own starting point is 
to accept the position that man, being a complex creature, is capable of 
experiencing a wide range of needs and hence of motives. However these 
are defined, they are nevertheless substantially influenced by learned 
cues from the environment. Still, quite apart from these cues, man can 
experience motivated states when there is no external input and when there 
are no biological deficiencies. One taxonomy which helps put the problem 
in perspective is through reducing the motive states to two primary types; 
survival and security motives (deficiency motives) and satisfaction and 
stimulation motives (abundancy motives). The point is that both defi
ciency and abundancy motives may be related to the same object. For 
example, the human body is the object of both survival motives (hunger) 
and satisfaction motives (seeking of pleasure). Krech, Crutchfield and 
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Livson [241] have integrated these two master motives into a single scheme 
which is presentee below. 

Pertaining 
to the body 

Pertaining 
to relations 
\~ith environ
ment 

Pertaining 
to relations 
with other 
people 

PeI'training 
to the self 

TABLE 8 

The Human Motives 

Survival and Security 
(deficiency motives) 

Avoiding of hlIDgeI', 
thiI'st, oxygen lack, ex
cess heat and cold, pain, 
overfull bladder and 
colon, fatigue, overtense 
muscles, illness and 
other disagreeable bodily 
states, etc. 

Avoiding of dangerous ob
jects and horrible, ugly, 
and disgustIng objects; 
seeking objects necessary 
to future survival and 
security; maintaining a 
stable, clear, certain 
environment, etc. 

Avoiding interpersonal 
conflict and hostility; 
maintaining group member
ship, prestige, and 
status; being taken care 
of by others; conforming 
to group standards and 
values; gaining power 
and dominance over others, 
etc. 

Avoiding feelings of in
feriority and failure in 
comparing the self with 
others or with the ideal 
self; avoiding loss of 
identity; avoiding feel
ings of shame, guilt, 
fear, anxiety, sadness, 
etc. 
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Satisfaction 
and Stimulation 

(abundancy motives) 

Attaining pleasurable sensory 
experiences of tastes, smells, 
sOlIDds, etc.; sexual pleasure; 
bodily comfort; exercise of 
muscles, rhythmical body 
movement'3, etc. 

Attaining enjoyable posses
sions; constructing and in
venting objects; understand
ing the environment; solving 
problems; playing games, 
seeking environmental novelty 
and change, etc. 

Attaining love and positive 
identifications with people 
and groups; enjoying other 
people's company, helping 
and understanding other 
people; being independent, 
etc. 

Attaining feelings of self
respect and self-confidence; 
expressing oneself; feeling 
sense of achievement; feel
ing challenged; establishing 
moral and other values; dis
covering meanin~ place of 
self in the universe. 



'.> 

Perhaps foremost among the works attempting to organize these ap
proaches is that of Maslow [240] which we just discussed. The most basic 
tenet of MaslOt~' s scheme is that a fundamental motive of man is to ex
press his potentialities in their most effective and complete form. The 
primary need underlying this approach is the need for self-actualization. 
A similar approach to motivation is found in the work of Robert Hhite [242] 
who sees the basic motive as effectance. By this he means the attempt to 
interact with one's environment in a competent manner so as to effect 
changes which are rewarding to the individual. 

Hhatever one's view of motives happens to be one thing has been well 
documented, that is, that motives are subject to change. In other words, 
regardless of ,:onception as to whether it is an inner push or an outer 
pull, changes in the environment affect motivations for human activity. 

5. SOCIAL ADAPTATION 

As we noted earlier, as persons are blocked from achieving satis
fa,tions which are by definition available to them there is a cost to the 
social system. The question now remains as to how such blocking occurs 
and what expression the costs take. Both these questions involve complex 
issues and are incapable of direct and complete answers. This is partly 
due to the fact that reaction to such blocking is to a great extent also 
conditioned by the typ,,"' block and the source of the block. Addi tionally, 
the reaction will be conditioned by the extent to which the block affects 
all members of a society or selects out phenotypes within the society for 
special treatment. One of the early social scientists dealing with this 
phenomenon is Robert K Merton. [243J Merton utilizes the concept anomie 
in developing his modes of adaptation theory. Anomie, defined as a break
down in the normative functioning of a society, is used as an expla~atorial 
variable in Durkheim's [244J theory of suicide. Merton sees anomie as the 
outgrowth of a disjunction between the cultural goals held out for all 
people in a society and the institutionalized means for attaining these 
goals. Some people are blocked from full participation in the cultural 
goals because of an inaccessibility of the means for achieving these goals. 
The resulting anomie requires the persons involved to adapt. The question 
is how does one adapt to this block. Merton's answer is embodied in the 
following scheme, where (+) indicates acceptance and (-) indicates rejection 
of the existing pattern. The rebel first rejects both (-) then substitutes 
his own (+) goals and means. 

I. 
III. 
III. 
IV. 

Couformi ty 
Innovation 
Ritualism 
Retreatism 

V. Rebellion 

Culture Goals 
+ 
+ 
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Institutionalized Means 
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Criticisms of this scheme center arour,d the notion that it isn't 
iuclusi ve enough and that anomie isn't necessarily the outgrowth of the 
disjunction. Additionally, the Merton scheme deals only with the legit
imate avec,ues for achieving success or cultural goals. In addressing 
this latter aspect of adaptation Cloward [245J suggesta that deviant 
adaptations involve similar mechanisms. That is, the legitimate adaptive 
scheme posits that values ser,re to order the choices of both legitimate 
and deviant adaptations which develop under conditions of stress. In 
this sense, values exercise a canalizing influence, limiting the choice 
of both legitimate and deviant adaptations for persons variously distrib
uted throughout the social system. Cloward makes the point that apart 
from both socially patterned pressures, which give rise to deviance, and 
from values, which determine choices of adaptations, a further variable 
should be taken into account: namely, differentials in availability of 
illegitimate means. The similarity of the process is well summed in the 
following observation. 

"The availability of illegitimate means, then, is con
trolled by various criteria in the same manner that has long 
been ascribed to conventional means. Both systems of oppor
tunity are (1) limited, rather than infinitely available, and 
(2) differentially available depending on the location of per
sons in the social structure." [245 ] 

In a benefit-cost sense both legitimate and deviant adaptations are 
important. In the first instance, the Jegree to which the legitimate 
avenues for satisfying needs are blocked and introduce the need for ad
justment behaviors (adaptations) which don't adequately meet needs, there 
is a "cost to the system". On the other hand, the e"tent to which persons 
choose deviant adaptations and illegitimate means for meeting these needs, 
a cost is similarly incurred. In both cases the adaptive behavior is 
motivated. However, the selective displacement of the behavior is con
ditioned by the value system and the availability of legitimate and 
illegitimate means. The optimal situation is one in which the system is 
open enough to allow f01' need satisfaction through legitimate channels 
and minimizes the "neeJ" and "means" for deviant adaptations. 

Another scientist, H. Taylor Buckner [246 J expar.,ls the Merton typol
ogy by including the potential for deviant adaptations as well as legiti
mate ones. In this vie>l there is a definite synthesis of the >lorks of 
Herton and Clo>lard and Ohlin. In this vie>l Buckner substitutes the term 
"symbolic universe" for Merton's "cultural goals". By this term Buckner 
wishes to connote legitimated social reality and offers this description 
definition of the term. The symbolic universe may be thought of "as con
taining, supposedly, reasons for everything. It orders phases of indi
vidual biography, keeps subjective identity straight ••• legitimates the 
institutional order, sets limits on social reality .... " [246J. In this 
expanded typology, th<,'refore, the first variable is concerned >lith 
>lhether the individ.ual or group seeks a value of a "legitimate" (symbolic 
universe). The second variable asks >lhether or not the individual or 
group behaves in accordance "ith a legitimated institution. The third 
concern is >lhether the behavior is more in accord with an illegitimate 
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value-normative instituional approach or a counter-institution. (Finally, 
the fourth) The fourth variable is concerned with whether or not the in
dividual seeks a value of a completely different social reality. Each of 
these variables represents a choice in human behavior. While the typology 
concerns itself with incividual adaptations as did Merton's there is every 
reason to believe that group and subcultural adaptations follow the same 
processes. 

Syw-
bolie 
Uni-
verse 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Expanded Typology of Individual Adaptation [246J 

Legiti- Al-:'er-
mate nate 
Insti- Re-
tution ality 

+ + 

+ + 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ + 

+ + 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Count-
er 
Insti-
tution 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Mer-
ton's Expanded 
type Types 

2. 

3. 

Con- 4. 
fO!'Illity 

5. 

6. 

Inr.o- 7. 
vatiOIl 

Description 

Person who believes in contra
dictory values and is in con
tradictory institutions. 
Contradictory values, con
forming behavior. 
Believes in syffibolic universe, 
does legitimate and illegiti
mate things. 
Conformity. 

Contradictory values, counter
institutions. 
Contradictory values, no insti
tutions. Behavior at "habi til 
level. 
Counter-ins •• tutional behavior. 

B. Residual rule breaker. Bs
havior at "habi til level. 

+ 9. Pluralist evolutionary. Re-
jects only conventional values. 

10. Belief in new values for old 
institutions. 

+ 11. No values, does legitimate and 
illegitimate things to get by. 

Ritu- 12. RituaIism. 
alism 

+ RabeJ.- J.3. Revolut'.onary. 
lion 

14. Belief in new values, behavior 
at "habi til level. 

+ 15. Asocial institution. Behayior 
that "just grows" outside of 
any reality. 

Re-·. " 16. Believes nothing, does nothing. 
treat- Cloward's "double failure". 
Ism Behavior at "habit" level. 
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Buckner elaborates on each of the types of adaptations in the following 
series of examples. 

1. ++++ A person who finds himself believing and acting in con
tradictory social realities. This would be a very uncomfort
able position, and I imagine there would not be many people 
who could do it for long. A factory owner who works for 
socialism at night might be an example • 

2. '1-++- A person who believes in contradictory values, but whose 
behavior is conventional. A factory owner who believes in 
socialism but doesn't do anything about it might be an example. 

3. ++-+ A person who believes in conventional values, but does 
both legitimate and illegitimate things. The man who works by 
day and steals by night. 

4. ++-- A conformist. A person who does not have a reality
experience conflict. 

5. +-++ A person who is involved in an alte~ate reality and a 
counter-institution but still believes in an old and contra
dictory value. A socialist revolutionary who believes in ~ee 
enterprise. 

6. +-+- A person who believes in contradictory values but is in
volved in no institutionalizations of behavior. This sort of 
person might be socially defined as a catatonic schizophrenic, 
or possibly a mystic. 

7. +--+ A person who achieves conventional goals through counter
institutional behavior. This is a very frequent acaptation 
and we will study many examples. 

8. +--- A person who believes conventional things but who breaks 
various rules of behavior because he does not follow institu
tions of behavior, but only his own habits • 

9. -+++ A person who does both legitimate and illegitimate 
things but rejects conventional values. For example, a hippie 
who would reorganize values but who drinks alcohol as well as 
smoking marijuana. 

10. -++- A person who behaves conventionally but who believes in 
a different organization of reality. 

11. -+-+ A person without values who dees legitimate and illegiti
mate things in order to get by. The "rounder" mentioned in 
Chapt~r 4 might be an example. 

12. -+-- The ritualist, who does what he is supposed to but dnesn't 
believe in anything. A person who just goes through the motions 
required by the instituion of behavior. 
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13. --++ The classic revolutionary, one who wishes to sweep away 

the old institutions and values and substitute new institu

tions and values. A person living in an alternate reality. 

14. --+- A person who believes in the values of an alternate 

reality, but who does not participate in legitimate or il

legitimate institutions, following only his own habits. 

15. ---+ Asocial institutionalization. A person who partici

pates in an institution of behavior that is not explained 

by legitimate or illegitimate values. Such institutions 

will probably be defined, eV'entually, as either legitimate 

or illegitimate. 

16. A person who does nothing and believes nothing. A 

person who has withdrawn entirely ~om some aspect of social 

reality. The ultimate withdrawal ~om society may be suicide 

or "voluntary death". 

The question of choice of adaptation becomes more focused when the 

availability of legitimate avenues is introduced. nm1ever, many persons 

or groups of persons while being in the society are structurally forced 

to liv~ outside its legitimate offerings. This portion of the population 

constitutes a real problem to legitimate society in that it affects the 

motivational and resource utilization facets of the conforming population. 

In a less evident fashion it also affects the values and conformity to 

their normative traditions. In this sense they constitute a cost to the 

total society. 

Some may object on the basis that fu,omie affects only a small number 

in any society and, hence, isn't a good explanational variable. However, 

anomie is consJ.dered by many social scientists as a variant form of 

alienation ar.d that the major blockage to participation may well be one 

or a combination of the variant forms of alienation. Of the many scientists 

who speak of this concept perhaps none is more illuminating than Melvin 

Seeman's "On the Meaning of Alienation". [247J However, several other 

words preceded his own. In the works of both Karl Marx and Emile Durkheim 

the concept alienation is present. Richard Jessor [248J jnentifies both 

these authors as contributing to the definitional currents whi"h surround 

the present status of the alienation concept. Marx's concern with alien~

tion centered around his concern for the social and personal consequences 

of the complex industrialized process of production. Durkheim's use of 

·the concept is embodied in his own term "anomie". Jessor, in commenting 

on the useage of the term alienation, points out that the useage of the 

1.::"";,:3 alienation 2Ild the psychological use of the term anomie have in 

common their reference to a personal or individual state which is presumed 

to reflect a social condition. Both these viewpoints are decidedly socio

logical. However, the concept has been treated ~om a psychological view

point by many researche~s one of whom tested the concept in a research 

setting. We refer specifically to the "Srole Anomia Scale" developed by 

Leo Srole [249J which is intended as a psychological measure of anomie as 

subjectively measured. Several persons including Richard Jessor have 
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indicated that the scale development by Srole is an extension of the def
inition MacIver has given of anomie. 

"Anomy (sic) signifies the state of mind of one who has 
been pulled up by his moral roots, who has no longer any 
standards but only disconnected urges, who has no longer any 
sense of continuity, of folk, of obligation ••• The individual's 
sense of social cohesion--the mainspring of his moral--is 
broken or fatally weakened." [21+9] 

The first real historical and detailed view of the concept "alienation" 
has been given by Melvin Seeman as noted above. In this work Seeman out
lines five different but rela7ed useages of the term. Briefly, the use
ages are as follows: 

"Powerlessness, is a variant of alienation which Seeman 
conceived of as: the expectancy or probability held by 
the individual that his own behavior cannot dete~e-
the occurrence of the oUtc6mes, 9E. reinforcements, he 
seeks." [21+7] 

The second type of alienation in this viewpoint, meaninglessness, refers 
to the individual's sense of understanding of the events in which he is 
engaged and may be operationalized by focusing on the fact that it is 
characterized by a low expectancy that satisfactory predictions about 
future outcomes of behavior can be made. [21+7J 

When speaking of "normlessness" which is the third distinct variant 
of alienation, Seeman addresses, he uses Merton's lead and characterizes 
this situation in definitional terms as existing when; "there is a high 
expectancy that socially unapproved behaviors ~ required to achieve
given goals~21+7] 

Those who are alienated in the fourth sense--isolation-- "are those 
who, like the intellectual, assign low reward value to goals or beliefs 
that ~ typically highly valued in ~ given society":-t21+7] 

The final variant treated by Seeman is "self-estrangement" which is 
acknowledged to be difficult to define. However, he states: "One way to 
state such a meaning is to see alienation as the degree of dependence of 
the given behavior upon anticipated future rewards, that is, upon rewards 
that lie outside the activity itself." [21+7] 

There have been several autho~s who have investigated social situ
ations employing one or more of these particular variants of alienation 
though none appear to have contributed much in the way of clarifying the 
basic five variants outlined by Seeman. One good example of this asser
tion can be found in an article by Robert Blauner [250J wherein he uses 
the self-estrangement variant of alienation to vie,] the role of the fac
tory worker. 
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However, the summary of the concept of a_ienation offered by Jessor 
is very insightful. His aim was to review the implications of the term 
alienation in order to make it a more useful concept for research. He 
arrived at three general conclusions which are as follows. 

"First, a term was needed on the psychological level to 
refer, with minimal confusion, to what could be considered 
as the subjective counterpart to the objective sociological 
condition of anomie. For this purpose, we have eschewed all 
variants of the 'anomie' term, such as 'anc·mia', 'subjective 
anomie', and 'psychological anomie', in faver of the term 
'alienation'. Second, the psychological term alienation 
should refer to a fairly generalized view or perspective 
held at a mostly conscious level and describing the individ
ual's appraisal of his general life situation. Third, the 
term should ~efer to a syndrome of relatively Go-varying 
attributes rather than to any single one. Finally, 'the core 
aspect of the sy~drome, the aspect which has received the 
most general emphasis from variC'us scholars and which seems 
to unify the cons'tella-tion of ass"ciated attributes, is the 
idea of the sense of social connectedness or isolation." [248] 

For our purposes the idea of alienation as a syndrome is important. For 
it includes within it the notion that the alienated person is one who has 
been estranged from his society, one who has been made unfriendly toward 
his society and the culture it carries. This point was made by. Nettler 
who was also concerned with measuring alienation. [251] It is also this 
same notion that has been carried over in Jessor's approach. In his ap
proach the dimension of social isolation includes isolation in the sense 
of :Jeing rejected, excluded, or repudiated in social relations. However, 
in ~ecognizing the syndrome quality of alienation Jessor has also in
clnded two other relevant aspects; "the feeling of lack of gratification 
in ordinary day to day activities and the feeling of pessimism about the 
future. The alienation syndrome, therefore, has 'the character of being 
part of the personal belief structure and referring generally to the in
dividual's sense of social isolatedness and his estrangement from basic 
life roles". [248] 

Srole found in his study of Midto>r.l [249] a definite rv.lationship 
between an individual's mental health and his socioeconomic status. These 
in turn were found to be related to the person's personality pattern and 
style of adaptation. These styles of adaptation were found, for example, 
to involve the displacement of aggression. The upper socioeconomic groups 
used a repression device and tended to turn the aggression inward while 
the lower classes tended toward violent releases. There is in fact a 
considerable body of evidence which shows that the frustration tolerance 
level varies by class status. 

The point that's made with respect to a benefit-cost analysis is that 
mobilization of motivation almost certainly varies with position in the 
social sta'~us system. Additionally, evidence from social research and a 
rather large body of social theory points to the fact that alienation also 
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varies with position in the social status hierarchy. The sources of alien

ation, as just noted, are much more varied than the concept anomie implies in 

as much as this latter concept is treated as a structurally induced phenomenon. 

In a benefit-cost analysis a lack of motivation for whatever reason 

(cultural, psychological, or sociological) and increases in alienation rep

resent definite and serious "costs" to the society. 

XIII. STRESS: ANOTHER POTENTIAL COST 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An another area of human adaptation totally excluded from traditional 

benefit-cost analyses is also related to alienation and its warrants, namely, 

stress. Stress is one of the more intangible type costs that well may turn 

out to be quite critical in terms of both survival and the quality of life. 

This f~cet emerged in the present work after extensive examination of the 

adaptations people m~(e to natural disasters. Stress in these studies 

emerges aG baTh an intangible and induced effect. Hence, social stress is 

considered as it relates .0 a wide r~nge of adaptive diseases. The concept 

of stress is unique and only treated scientifically for a short period of 

time. Hence, we will present information of both a historical and develOp

mental nature before delving into the important findings of stress research. 

2. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES 

In recent years biologists, psychologists, psychiatrists, sociologists, 

and physicians have begun to study the physical effects of environmental 

stress and its relationship to disease. This relationship, however is not a 

new one and can in fact be found in historical writings as far back as 

Hippocrates. 

Hippocrates observed that disease involves not only a 

"pathos" (suffering), but also "ponos" (toil or struggle). 

The illness is, he believed, the struggle of the body to 

adapt to sudden changes in its environment. In his writings 

he warned repeatedly against the danger of violent change 

in climate, in season, in diet, or in mode of life. [252J 

One of the problems in attempting to place the study of stress into a 

proper historical perspective arises from the many guises the study has 

t~en. For example, the following works all consider stress, though they 

are not addressed specifically to the concept of stress: 

"The defense by conditioned reflex theory of Pavlov the de

fensive neurosis theory of Freud, the fight-or-flight theory 

of Walter Cannon." [252J 
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It should be noted that these works are distinctly psychological in 

nature and content. 

Possibly the second most difficult problem in bringing stress, as a 

concept, into a proper historical perspective stems from the lack of a 

precise definition. It is quite likely that the first person to intro

duce the concept stress, as a concept, into the life sciences was an en

docrinologist, Hans Selye. This occurred in 1936. This claim has in fact 

been made by Appley and Trumbull [253], who further state that the wide 

appeal of the concept was evidenced by the fact that the literature on 

its primarily physiological aspects alone was close to six thousand pub

lications per annum by the early 1950's. 

Selye was a medical student Prague, when he first noticed what he 

has since called "the syndrome of just being sick". 

"Patients with all kinds of infectious diseases had, at 

the onset, much the same symptoms: diffuse aches and pains, 

coated tongue, intestinal upset, and loss of appetite. They 

often had fever, mental confusion, and enlarged spleen or 

liver, inflammed tonsils, a skin rash. Yet Selye's professors 

dismissed these symptoms as "nonspecific and of no use in 

diFignosis" • The young doctor was directed to wait for aspe

CIfic sign -- the swollen parotid gland of mumps, the muscle 

paIalysis of polio, the jaundice of hepatitis -- before making 

a di~gnosis. Even today, few would disagree with the Prague 

professors -- yet in those nonspecific symptoms lies a clue 

to a new concept of disease and health." [254] 

However, Selye did not at this particular time notice anything more 

than the commonality of these symptoms. He did ask himself why it was 

that such widely different disease producing agents as those that cause 

measles, flu, etc. share with a number of drugs, the property of evoking 

the manifestations just cited. He says: 

"I could not understand why - ever since the dawn of 

medical history - physicians should have attempted to con

centrate all their efforts upon the recognition of individ

ual diseases and the discovery of specific remedies for 

them without giving any attention to the much more obvious 

"syndrome of just being sick". I know that a syndrome is 

"a group of signs and symptoms that occu"!:' together and 

characterize a disease". The patients we had just seen had 

a syndrome, but this seemed to be the syndrome that char

acterized disease as such, not anyone disease." [255] 

Selye's first real big discovery did not come until 1946. At this 

time he was working in the Biochemistry Department of McGill University, 

attempting to find a new ovarian hormone in extracts of cattle ovaries. 

His observation made during these experiments was that: 
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" all the extracts, no matter how prepared , produced the 
same syndrome, characterized by enlargement of the adrenal 
cortex , [255] gastrointestinal ulcers, and involution of the 
thymus and lymph nodes , Although at first I ascribed all 
these changes to some new ovarian hormone in my extract, it 
soon turned out that extracts of other organs, in t~ct even 
toxic substances of all kinds , produced the same changes, 
It was only then that I suddenly remembered my classroom 
impression of the "syndrome of j ust being sick" . " . .. I re
alized that what I had produced with my impure extracts and 
toxic drugs was an experimental replica of this condition; 
this model was then employed in the analysis of the stress 
syndrome, using the adrenal enlargement , gastroin·cestinal 
ulcers , and thymicolymphatic involution as objective in
dices of stress . " [255] 

The real importance of this discovery lies in two areas . ~be first 
is that it provided an objective basis for the development of the ~ntire 
stress concept in the sense that it provided objectively measul'abl~ in
dices . Secondly , it provided a great impetus for future research as has 
been evidenced jn the great number of volumes appearing on the topic of 
stress . 

The difference between specific and non- specific agents causing a 
stress reaction is shown in the following f igure . 

Figure 68 . 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SPECIFIC AND NONSPECIFIC AGENT 

ALARM tt11. 
SIGNALS TrU 1111 nu 

SPECIFIC 
REACTIONS 

••• 
• • • • 

''0. ,"', 
c:>b e> f-' - . 
• f>o '" \ \ - , , 
SPECIFIC 

AGENT 

ALARM 
SIGNALS 

SPECIFIC 
REACTIONS 

• •• 0 0 0 . {) 
••• 00 . ~ \ 

.. , 
--!, ,- -, .... 

NONSPECIFIC 
AGENT 

Perhaps it will be easier to grasp the thrust of Selye's work , if 
a model of man is used . In this presentation the stressor is something 
external to the host . However, everything wi thin the main frame rep
resents a complete human body . The conditioning factors (heredity, pre
vious exposures , diet, etc.) are symbolized by the frame within which 
all reactions must develop . The main regulator s of the stress syndrome 
(brain, nerves , pituitary , thyroid , adrenals, liver, kidney , blood ves
sels , connective- tissue cells, white blood cells) are each represented 
by special symbols . The interactions between these main regulators are 
shown in the usual way by connecting arrows. The auto,omic system is 
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Figure 69 . 

STRESSOR 

I 

Excretion 
a y/Allergy 

Blood 

not shown. In this general diagram an attempt is made to show the fun
damental pattern of all stress- situations . That is, the stressor is not 
shown as acting upon anyone target area in particular. We merely in
dicate that wherever it happened to act first , it eventually produced 
generalized stress reactions in the whole body. This generalization of 
response is accomplished through two systems : the nervous and endocrine . 

While at this point we are leaving the discovery of Selye still 
largely unexplained, we will consider his theory, which came to be known 
as (GAS) General Adaptation Syndrome , in the section 0'1 response to 
s tress . Our aim thus far has been to show that stress , even though not 
labeled as such , has been a concept associated with disease for a long 
time. 
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3. DEFINITION OF STRESS 

Much of the problem in obtaining a proper historical perspective when 

dealing with stress was found to stem from an absence in the usage of the 

term itself, that is, the studies and theories concerned with stress ap

peared under many guises. However, even after the introduction of the 

concept stress there remains a certain ambiguity. This ambiguity stems 

from the multitude of conceptual definitions. 

As nearly as can be determined the term "stress" originated in the 

field of engineering and many of the later uses of the term reflect this. 

For example, Thomas Langner [256J, in Life Stress and Mental Health, 

writes: 

"Our use of these terms (that is, stress and strain ),~ will 

be similar to the engineering usage, particularly in test

ing the strength of materials. 

In designing any structure or machine the engineer must 

first determine the amount and kind of stress the various 

parts will be required to withstand; and he must know how 

the various materials will react when subjected to a lcnown 

stress ••• 

Stresses which the parts of a structure or machine may be 

called upon to resist include tensions, compression, shear

ing stress and torsional stress. Strain is the deformation, 

or change of shape, produced by stress." [256J 

This definition is quite important in relation to the overall scheme 

of the Midtown Manhattan Study from whence it came. [249J It is important 

in the sense that it is the underlying conceptual framework upon which 

the multi-factoral model of stress and disease, which they use in the 

study, is built. This will be dealt with in the section on social models 

of stress as an etiological variable. 

One more aspect which this definition of stress points out is its 

twofold nature. First, there is a noxious agent or a "stressor" and, 

secondly, a consequent reaction to that agent. In all definitions of 

stress that we have examined, with possibly one or two exceptions and 

these occurring in limited applications, this twofold aspect appeared. 

Much of the confusion in defining stress stems from placing an emphasis 

on one or the other of these two aspects. For example, Hans Selye ap

pears to have been instrumental in reversing the engineering convention 

for the language of stress that we just cited. 

,', Parenthesis added. 
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"He refers to the "noxious" stimulating condition which 

produces stress reactions as the "stressor", while the state 

of the animal itself, the reaction, is called stress. It 

might be noted in passing that sometimes Selye uses th~ term 

"stress" to refer to the initial impact of the stressor on 

the tissues (the alarm stage), sometimes to the adaptive 

mechanisms whose function it is to restore homeostasis, and 

sometimes to the wear and tear, damage, or disease consequences 

of prolonged homeostatic process. There are at least three 

meanings here to the term "stress" even though it always re

fers to the state of reaction of the animal's tissue systems 

to the stressor or noxious stimulus." [257J 

Lazarus' point is well made, for in fact Selye does use terminology 

which is a reversal of the engineering model. More important, however, 

is the underlying reason for these comments. For if, in fact, there is 

ever to be conceptual clarity concerning the definition of stress, then 

there must be some consistency in terminology. 

The third conception of stress comes from the work of Halter B. Can

non. [25BJ VTho proposes a homeostatic model which subsequently has re

ceived much attention by the psychologists. This attention has occurred 

in spite of the fact that there is not suitable means of specifying the 

steady state condition to which the psychological system returns when it 

has been disturbed. Also, there have been sociolGgical analyses using 

the homeostatic view. Notably Smelser's ·[171J ~heory of panic and riot 

employed such a model. 

Lazarus [257J sees the homeostatic point of view concerning stress 

as follows: 

". " a stress is some stimulus condition that results in 

disequilibrium in the system and produces a dynamic kind of 

st1'ain, that is, changes in the system against which mechanisms 

of equilibrium are activated." [257J 

VThile psychologists and sociologists have applied the homeostatic 

model to some of their research it shOUld also be pointed out that this 

concept is central to the physiologist's conception. For example, Selye's 

adaptation syndrome, which is an elaborate series of neural-hormonal re

actions against the effects of noxious agents on the tiSsue system, is 

implicitly based on the bodies tendency to achieve homeostatasis. 

In summarizing what we have stated thus far, two points become 

clear. The first is the quite obvious fact that much of the confusion 

in defining stress results from the host of proposed definitions and the 

lack of an agreed upon terminology, that is, there exists a lack of con

ceptual clarity and definition among most of the prominent theorists. 

The second point appears, on the surface at least, to be equally 

as obvious. This is the observation that there is a two sided aspect 
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in each of the definitions or conceptual models we've presented. On the 
one hand, there is the stressor side of the model, that is, "stress" to 
Langner's model and "stressor" to Selye's. Lazarus proposes that this 
side of the model be referred to as the "stimulus" side. [257] This 
stimulus side is further seen as being composed of environmental pressures 
from the external environment or from the internal environment, or both. 
On the other hand, there is the "strain" side of Langner's model and the 
"stress" side of Selye' s model. This side is seen es a reaction to the 
environmental pressure. Lazarus refers to th.s side as the re~~onse side 
and notes that it refers to the nature of th stress response. 

vlhen Lazarus addresses the confusion lesulting from this latter prob
lem he attempts to outline it in such a way as to reduce the confusion 
resulting from terminology and present the dual aspect of the stress model. 

"Regardless of terminology, the same theoretical and 
empirical problems face us. We must identify the external 
and internal forces or stimulus conditions of stress reac
tions, and the intervening structures and processes that 
determine when and in what form the stress reactions will 
occur." [257] 

Of the many social and psychological definitions examined, that of 
Langner [256] appears to be most consistent with these underpinnings. 

"A stress may be any influence, whether it arises from 
the inte·~al environment or the external environment, which 
interferss with the satisfaction of basic needs or which 
disturbs or threatens to disturb the stable equilibrium." [256] 

This definition and theoretical concf!ption of stress stengthens the 
possibility of isolating the connection between certain stress inducing 
stimuli in the environment as an etiological variable and diseases or 
pathological reactions. In order to help demonstrate this a distinction 
is made between the stimulus and response sides of the model. It is 
evident from the literature that both sides of the model have been stud
ied extensively. 

4 • STIMULUS SIDE OF THE STRESS MODEL 

While it would certainly be an ideal situation to be able to iso
late a direct causal link between one stress variable or stressor unit 
and a given reaction or disease, it appears highly unlikely at this point 
in time. This low probabilitv st .. ms partially from the fact that stress 
is a very relative concept. Selye brings this aspect to light in his 
definition of stressor. [254] "The stressor is naturally 'that which 
produces stress' .•• it is also self-evident that anyone agent is more 
or less a stressor in proportion to the degree of its ability to produce 
stress, that is, nonspecific changes." [204] 
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The likelihood of creating a mono causal model is limited by the rel

ativity of the stress concept. A multiple causality model appears to be 

much more likely. Selye notes this point in his :stcctement: "Stress 

shows itself as a SPECIFIC syndrome, yet it is NONSPECIFICALLY INDUCED." 

[254] This same emphasis on a multicausal model is considered by Stanley 

King. 

"When the impact of the social environment in the etiol

ogy of illness is considered, the assignment of a direct cause 

is often difficult if not impossible. Causal pathways must be 

inferred rather than demonstrated, so that psychosocial factors 

in etiology must at the moment remain a topic characterized 

more by conjecture than by certainty." [259] 

With these distinctions in mind, an attempt is now made to illustrate 

some of the different ways in which the psychosocial variables may be asso

ciated with disease or pathology. An attempt is made to keep the dis

tinction between stimuli from within or the internal environment and those 

in the external environment. The first consideration is of the internal 

environment, or of stress situations in which the interaction of the in

~tvidual with his interpersonal environment produces emotional reaction 

~~d/or conflict with an accompanying alteration of his physicological 

balance. 

In most studies of the internal environmental stimuli, the primary 

interest of the research scientist is in individual factors, but with 

the aim also of making generalizations that can apply to groups of in

dividuals. More often than not the research technique is the clinical 

method. [2SQ] Psychological stress is interpreted as being an intraper

sonal functioning which is severely disturbed. This disturbance can 

occur from such diverse happenings as suffering a loss, be it of his love, 

his job, or his fortune, or when he cannot achieve what he wants. This 

discontinuity in his n01'11lal functioning brings the organism under an 

extra heavy load causing a physiological reaction to occur. 

There is a distinction that sho,lld be made at this point to avoid 

confusion later on. There exists a tendency to confuse the terms psycho

logical and emotional stress by equating them. Magda Arnold [260] IT.akes 

the distinction on the basis that p8ychological functioning is primary, 

in the sense that any blockage or disturbance occurs in the psychological 

functioning of the organism. The emotional aspect is a secondary phenom

enon, in the sense that it doesn't enter in to support the organism until 

a certain stress level has been attained. [260] Arnold proposes this 

difference as a very essential one in the study of stress. She first 

describes the subjective nature of stress showing that in any situation 

the person will interpret the stimuli and evaluate it relative to itself. 

When the threat to the organism is sufficient it will produce the neces

sary emotion to overcome the threat. The emotion could be fear, anger, 

confidence, courage or many others depending upon the interpretation. 

[260] This aspect of the internal definition and interpretation can like

wise be instrumental in increasing the stress and its consequences, in 

the sense that it may start a vicious circle interaction into motion. 
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There have been a few research projects attempting to determine the 
effects of psychological stress on human functioning. However, the vast 
majority of the studies attempting to correlate stress and physiological 
reactions havd been performed by animal psychologists using rates or 
monkeys. One study conducted on human participants worth noting was per
formed by two English doctors, F. C. Greenwood and D. J. Landon. They 
performed ar experiment on medical students. They became interested in 
the possibility that stress affects growth hormone when a medical student 
reacted to an experiment in which he was given upsetting false information. 

"He was told that he had received a large dose of in
sulin c~d that he would experience severe symptoms caused 
by a fall in blood sugar, or hypoglycemia. In reality, a 
salt solution and not insulin had been injected. Although 
his blood sugar was unaltered there was demonstrable in
Crease in hi~ growth hormone as well as in his plasma 
hydrocortisone (cortisol). 

Saline injection in four control ,;uhjects, who had 
not received any disturbing information, produced no changes 
in plasma sugar, cortisol or growth hormone. 

To prove further that growth hormone increases with 
stress, the scientists induced stress with a pyrogen, a 
substance that causes fever, in two males and two females. 

The results suggest that a fever induced S1:1'62S stimu
lates both pituitary growth hormone and ACTH secretion not 
due to a measurable fall in blood sugar. Plasma sugar 
levels were unchanged in both men and women. The growth 
hormond response to a pyrogen appears to involve a differ
ent mechanism not before demonstrated since it was not 
suppressed by a continuous intravenous infusion of glucose. [261J 

This experiment is important to our consideration in two senses. First, 
it is a study of human response to an internal psychological stress. 
Secondly, it demonstrates that biological stress, i.e., an internal bio
logical malfunction, similarly produces a physiological reaction. 

We had previously mentioned that the great majority of the studies 
correlating stress and physiological reaction were performed on animals. 
The general patterning of these type stress experiments finds the experi
menter manipulating the environment in a manner intended to produce a re
sponse, and then measures the extent and/or dil~ction of the behavior 
change produced. It should be noted that this is the typical pattern for 
all psychological experiments. Stress studies are usually distinguishable 
primarily in the selection of stimulating conditions. 

The real problem involved in applying results of psychological stress 
experiments performed on animals to the person is the vast phylogenetic 
difference. Lazarus points to two general principles which state the gen
eral ways in which lower forms of animal life differ from higher forms. 
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"The first is: As He go up the phylogenet ic scale, . 
behavior is increasingIydependent on learning and ~ 
on instinctive, built in mechanisms. This ~·ule of phylo- ] 
genetic development means that in higher c.nimals the ,.' U,' 
condi,tions that produce stress reactions are less depeIl- " 
dent on the direct physical impact ~f stimuli and. more ]1, l\;, 
dependet. t on cues that signify mean~ngs to the an~mal, :',' 
~~:ings about the implications and consequencys of these "" ~; I 

The second principle is a deri vati ve of the first. 
It states: As ~ go up the phylogentic scale, every
thing becomes more diverse, more variogated among dif
ferent individ~specimens.--stress reactions are pro
duced by more varicd stimuli in higher than in lOHer 
animals. Because of his unique experience and the great 
role played by learning, language, and thought in govern
ing his reactions, t:.e indi vidual hu;~an being may respond 
with stress reactions in the presence of a cue that re
sults in little or no stress response in other persons ••• [257] 

The work of psychologist J. V. Brady, et. al. [262], in which they 
correlated stress and ulceration in rhesus monkeys, is possibly of extreme 
importance relative to humans. However, at this stage of our own intel
lectual evolution and the phylogenetic differential known to exist beD-Teen 
monkeys and humans, any attempt at drawing a direct relationship betwepp 
stress studies performed on lower animals and humans would be open to 
serious question. It might also be added, that this phylogenetic dis
tinction ho:ds for studies correlating environmental stress and physio
logical reaction. Lazarus notes this point in his statement: 

"The interpretation of the significance of environ
mental events is decreasingly involved in stress production 
as we go down the phylogenetic scale. [257] 

The external environment, however, is of extreme importance to the 
study of stress and disease in humans and for a host of reasons. First 
it should be noted, however, that in our separation of internal and ex
ternal environments there appears to be an implication of non-related
ness. This is definitely not th~ case. For, as we have pointed out in 
the discussion of a phylogenetic difference, the human because of his 
development is able to be stimulated or "stressed", as the case may be, 
by cues from his external environment. In fact it is generally the 
stressor from the external environment which causes the psychological 
or internal environment to start an interaction process into motion and 
then the "stressor" becomes compounded in the sense that, while the 
initial stressor existed in the external environment the consequent in
teraction with the psychological aspect of the human introduces the 
internal environment into the process and compounds the stress. Note, 
however, it is not necessarily a compounding of stress, it may also be 
a reduction of neutralizing of the external stimuli. 
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Studies on stressors in the eXTernal environment have identified a 
multitude of variables. However, the difficulty in stress studies is not 
so much in identifying the varia~'~s, since almost any other per~on, group, 
or social association, as well as teu,.erature, weather, etc., cm be stress
ful at some given time. Rather, it is .:>eing able to de·termine ,·haL ",ari
ables, under what conditions, will be stress producing and consequently 
lead to illness in the host. A few studies are included to illustrate the 
external environment3l factors as it would be nearly impossible to pre-
sent a complete history. 

The first of these studie~ was conducted by two young doctors from 
the Cornell Medical Center, William N. Christenson, and Lawrence E. Hinkle, 
Jr. They performed a th'ree year study correlating stress and sickness in 
healthy young men in relation to a socioeconomic background. Their sample 
size was 139 men, aged 22-32, who held low rur.g executive jobs in a big 
corporation. Their types of work, income, ar,d behavior patterns were much 
the same. They differed only in education with 55 being college graduates 
and 84 high school graduates only. [263] 

In spite of all the outward similarities, the difference in background 
was decisive when it came to disease. During the course of one year, the 
high school graduates suffered half again the number of illnesses as did 
the college graduates. Though few of these involved ~isk of death, the 
risk run by high school graduates was ten times that of the college men. 
Above all, many more of the high school men showed telltale signs of future 
cardiovascular disease. 

The crucial factor in these differences turned out to be stress. The 
high school men faced daily a much gres.ter proportion of stress in faudly 
life. They married earlier, had more domestic problems and found adjust
ment tu life in a big corporation much more difficult. [263] 

'3imilar findings have been found in some of the studies cor",elating 
social factors and mental blBakdown. For example, Vollingshead [264], 
in research done in 1962 drew a link between stress and mental breakdown. 
The main theory was '~hat the stress of the socioeconomic milieu in which 
the average American worker finds himself is a contributory factor in the 
incidence of psychotics and schizophvenics, these being the extreme cases. 
A much higller number of the gr'oup were found to be characterized by minor 
neurotic traits such as compUlsion, aggression, hypochondria. 

Saad Nagi, conducted a study using socioeconomic stress as a vari
able in relation to arteriosclerotic heart disease. He interpveted the 
results of the study which was conducted among rural populations in Ohio 
in "iew of the general hypothesis linking occupational and emotional stresses 
to arteriosclerotic and coronary heart diseases and found a significant re
lationship. The incidence of stress is definitely correlated with heart 
disease. 

In order to show the breadth of variables that are possible, we have 
selected as a final illustration the following statement from Stanley King. 
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"Of special interest is the effect of the social milieu 
on nutritional factors, seen in terms cf the limitation on 
available foods by the nature of the climate or soil, by the 
economy of the society or by the customs of the social group 

Cultural taboos can also be important indirect factors 
in illness. An individual may be blocked by these taboos 
from getting the proper information about avoiding illness. 
Control of syphilis and gonorrhea for example ••• 

Social change and the disruption of established cultural 
patterns may bring about many conditions that are conducive to 
illness." [259] 

The purpose in presenting this section on the stimulus side of stress 
model has not been to isolate variables that can be called "stress produc
ing" regardless of their genesis, i.e., internally or externally created. 
RattI', it has been to present an overview of the area with the hope of 
she; .Lng two things. First, and most obvious, is the great diversity of 
the possible stressors in both the internal and external environment. 
Secondly, and more importantly, is the strength of the over accumulating 
body of evidenc~ which is linking, in a causal way, stress to illness 
(disease) and show evidence that this experience varies along phenotypic 
dimensions. Perhaps a comment should also be made about the importance 
of a conceptual model of disease. For social milieu factors do not fit 
easily into a conception of ~ausality if considered in light of a concep
tual model of direct causality. But could fit nicely L~to a multi-
fact oral model for which there is evidence mounting and applying pressure 
fbI' this type change, especially in the area of stress and disease. The 
creation of +he phenotypes utilizes this some multifactoral model. 

5. RESPONSE SID~ OF THE STRESS MODEL 

According to Lazarus [257], there are four main classes of reaction 
which have been used to index stress. These are: rep~rts of disturbed 
affects, motor-behavioral reactions, changes in the adequacy of cognitive 
functioning, and physiological changes. The concern here is primarily 
with the latter in the sense that every illness represents a physiological 
change in body functioning. This category is one of the most widely used 
classes of indicators of stress reaction. 

" . •• This includes reactions of both the autonomic 
nervous system ••• and of the adrenal glands which secrete 
various hormones ~~der stress. Biochemical studies of 
adrenal cortical secretions have been greatly stimulated 
by the research of Selye [254]. Some of the recent studies 
of plasma and urinary corti-costeroid levels in response to 
psychological stress have been summarized by Hawnurg [1962] ... 
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,lith respect to the autonomic nervous system, many end

organ responses have tradition~ly been studied as indica

tors of stress, including GSR (Galvanic Skin Response), 

blood pressure, heart rate, respiration, and skin tempera

ture, T.J mention the most common '" Autc,'.:>mic nervous system 

res .. c~'ch has close links with the field of psychosomatic 

medicine, or "stress disorders", as the psychophysiological 

effects of stress that produce clinical symptons .,. Even 

congestive heart failure has been considered a result, in 

part, of processes generated by stress in a susceptible in

dividual. [257] 

The comments by Lazarus tend to illuminate the scope of the research 

that has been done in the physiological response to stress side of the 

model. 

In our own description of the response side of the model we are going 

to concentrate heavily on the research of Hans Selye whose work has center

ed mainly around the endocrine system. This will be followed by a few 

studies ,rhich have centered on the autonomic nervous system. 

It will be remembered that Selye has defined stress as the response 

to a stressor. However, this .is not a complete definition and it will be 

advantageous to present Selye's definition at this time. 

"Stress is the state manifested by a specific syndrome 

which consists of all the nonspecifically induced changes 

within a biologic system". [25'1] 

Selye is attempting to construct an operational definition which tells 

what must be done to produce and recognize stress. It is his contention 

that a state can be recognized only by its manifestations. In the case of 

stress, the recognition comes from the manifestations of the stress syn

drome. This requires a change in thinking, for previous conceptions of 

a specificallY induced change by only one agent must be rejected. In its 

place there must be substituted the idea of a nonspecifically induced 

change caused by many agents. This is a picture of stress which Selye 

labels G.A.S. (General Adaptation Syndrome). 

There is one distinction which must be made concerning Selye's def

inition and this is in relation to the nonspecificity of the induced 

change in the biologic system. In the biologic system nonspecifically 

formed eff,'.cts are quite common; but highly selective effects upon cir

cumscribed ~arts of the body are produced by comparatively few agents. 

As an example, wastage of body tissues is induced by starvation, in-

fectious diseases, emotional upsets, cancer, and by many other conditions, 

but a truly selective and intense stimulation of the adrenal cortex can 

be produced only by one hormone: ACTH. In this respect the stress-

response differs from most other biologic reactions, because it is non

specifically produced and yet, its form is quite specific. 125'1 ] This may be 

clarified some,rhat if we demonstrate what is meant through an example. 
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The nonspe'cific induction of change may be any stressor in either 
the internal or external environment, e.g., when organs are induced to 
function intensely or when tissues are damaged, for instance a burn on 
the skin, which sends a chemical alarm to the brain. This all applies 
to the nonspecificity of induced change in that it can come from a host 
of variables. The next step is a generalized mobilization of the bodies 
defense mechanisms. There is an increase secr~ ion of ACTH, whlch is the 
adrenal-stimulating pituitary hormone. This substance, in turn, stimu
lates the adrenal cortex which causes a rise in the cortical-hormone con
tent in the blood. This part of the alarm response, that is, the selec-
ti ve secretion of ACTH and corticoids, is a specifiC! form of r"sponse. 
Its purpose is to increase the production of corticoids, which can then 
act back upon the stimulated area, i.e., the area o:f the burn in our ex
ample, to steady its work and put out the fire of el<cessive activity. [2!JllJ 

The final comments on Selye' s wor,k is centered around the general 
adaptation syndrome. In a tracing of the development of G.A.S. over a 
period of time, it is found to consist of three phases. 

"To illustrate this I pointed out that if an animal 
is continuously exposed to some stressor' (say, cold), the 
adrenal cortex first discharges all its microscopic fat
granules which contain the cortical hor-mones (alarm reac
tion), then it becomes laden with an unusual large number 
of fat-droplets (stage of resistance) and finally it looses 
them again (stage of exhaustion). As far as we can see the 
same triphasic course is followed by most, if not all, of 
the manifestations of G.A.S. 

The next figure illustrates this graphically, using 
general resistance to injury as an indicator. 

Level of normal ! 
I ==: 

S.E. 
resistance \:::7 ' I 

A.R. S .R. 

In the acute phase of the alarm reaction (A.R.), 
general resistance, to the particular stressor with 
which the G.A.S. had been elicited, falls way below nor-
mal. Then, as adaptation is acquired, in the stage of 
resistance (S.R.), the capacity to resist rises cOI.sid
erably above normal. But eventually, in the stage of 
exhaustion (S.E.), resistance drops below normal again. [254] 

It is hoped that this vie~1 of "1-je general adaptation syndrome has 
served to show two things. First the two step process which the stressor 
causes, that is, one the alarm reaction which produces, two, the secretion 
of the hormonal corticoid defenses into the blood stream. Secondly, it is 
hoped that this ~Iill serve to clarify Selye I s insistence on using a response 
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type definition of stress, which generally stems from the fact that you 
can't determine whether or not the organism is under stress until there 
is a presence of the syndrome. 

Selye has cuncentrated his research mainly in the adrenal area. 
However, he recognizes the important function the nervous system plays. 
This is especially important because he sees the twofold nature of the 
alarm reaction system. That is, a stressor acts, upon the body causing 
a generalized stres~-reaction. This generalization of the response can 
be accomplished by way of the two great coordinating systems: the endo
crine and the nervous. 

When pointing to th" importance of the nervous system, he states 
that, "the stressors, acting through the nerves, pruduce adrenalines and 
acetylcholine which can influence the G.A.S. - mechanism selectively at 
any point." [254] The important aspect to be grasped is the selective 
function the nervous system plays in influencing the entire G.A.S. This 
brings us directly into the area of psychosomatic illness. Rather than 
attempting a technical demonstration of how this operates, we are going 
to present a couple brief studies to show the direction the research has 
taken. 

The first of these studies was conducted by Jose:.h Brady [262]. His 
purpose was to check the respiratory, cardiovascular, and neurophvsiological 
changes in both rat and monkey experiments, and in experiments with humans. 
In stressful situations the humans experienced increased gastric secre
tions and returned to a baseline once removed from the situation. The rat 
and monkey experime:.ts brought just the opposite effect which shows the 
importance of the phylogenetic differential pointed out earlier. 

Possibly an even more interesting study, at least from a methodological 
standpoint, conducted by Saddler [265] is based on an experiment conducted 
over a ten year period of time. An operation was performed on the sub
jects, isolating a fourteen inch piece of his small intestine from his 
digestive tract, but still connected to the original blood and nerve sup
ply. The observations led to a direct connection between the functioning 
of the intestines and the emotional state of the persons. 

The real importance of both the endocrine and nervous system studies 
lies in the direct connection between stress and physiological effects. 
For any model proposing stress as an etiological variable would be hope
lessly inadequate without this confirmation of physiological change. 

Of course there remains much to be done in the area of stress re
search especially in relation to disease. Is it possible, for example 
that some of the germs or noxious agents of disease are carried within 
the organism being incapable of infecting the organism until a certain 
depletion of the defensive hormones occurs because of a generali~ed adap
tation to the stress? There are many other questions which could be form
ulated along these lines and admittedly there is much more research needed 
to help substantiate the relationship. But, in light of existing in for-
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mation there appears to be sufficient evidence to state that stress is 
indeed an etiological variable. 

This brings us to our next set of important questions: lfuat is the 
significance of this relationship for the social scientist: How can the 
social scientist study the relationships involved in the relation of stress 
and disease? We will a·t+empt to place some perspective on these questions 
in the following section. 

6. GENERAL SOCIAL MODELS OF STRESS 

When a behavioral scientist is confronted with a theoretical problem, 
such as the stress-disease relation, he will tend to interpret the possible 
relationsh5.ps in terms of a frame of reference peculiar to his own given 
scientific discipline. For example, the sociologist will view the rela
tionships not only from the perspective of the individual, but also ]-'e
tween groups or larger social systems. One of the most popular approaches 
to behavior is the system-behavior theory which finds similarities among 
all forms of life from cells to societies, based upon analysis of all of 
them into "systems" composed of smaller subsystems and composing supra
systems. This systemic type of analysis can be of two kinds. The first 
would treat of concrete systems wherein each unit is a thing, that is, a 
bounded region in space and time. Many of the relationships between these 
things are directly observable and measurable. The second type systems 
theory is built around abstracted systems, that is, one in which the unit 
and relationships are conceptualized by a scientist to conform to his 
aims, frame of reference, etc. The social scientist is primarily concerned 
with the latter of these two kinds of systemic analysis. One of the fore
most theorist in this field is Talcott Parsons, discussed earlier who has 
presented a conceptualization of society in terms of a set of abstracted sys
tems. [172J Two terms are important to his conception; these are structure 
and process. Structure refers to the three dimensional spatial organi": 
zation of the subsystems of any system at a given time. The structure 
of a society then, is the configuration of its component organizations, 
each with its characteristic activities. The term process is used to de
vote the dynamism or dynamic interchange in subsystems and is twofold in 
nature, that is, it refers either to function .. hich is the reversible 
action of systems, or history, which is the irreversible action like 
growth. 

One other very essential characteristic of the systemic form of 
analysis also discussed e~rlier is the idea of equilibrium. This idea 
is adapted from the principle of homeostasis in the living body. This 
means that the living organism, through a regulation of both inputs and 
outputs of energy and inforr.1ation, maintains the rate of functioning of 
its subsystems in a condition of equilibrium which, in turn, is governed 
through feedback processes. The society regulates its actions in much 
the same way, that is, by controlling the means of flow of information of 
its actions and behavior. 
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This type analysis has been helpful in the analysis of stress from 
two different viewpoints, the first being on systems level in the sense 
that societies must adapt to stresses in much the same way as do individ
uals. The second form of analysis is a partial derivative of the systemic 
analysis called role analysis which provides a base for the study of 
phenotypic reactions and adaptations to stress. 

On the social systems level, as on the level of the individual, 
there can be stresses. A stress here would be understood as any force 
that pushes the functioning of important subsystems beyond their ability 
to restore equilibrium through ordinary, nonemergency adjustment processes. 
A stress of this nature according to Miller [266] may either consist of a 
lack of some essential input like food, air, or water, or an excess, in 
which too much heat or cold or other input floods the system ••. it should 
be understood that stresses may be either of matter-energy or of informa
tion. 

However, in relacion to stress and disease, especially when we are 
considering stress as an etiological variable, the systemic level of analy
sis appears to be of limited value. Perhaps if one were to speak of "sick" 
societies the model could be applicable with stress being a direct causal 
variable. However, in an indirect sense, the systemic level can be impor
tant, in the sense that systemic stresses in the form of informational 
transfer which contributes more or less to the solidarity of a group or 
organizational subsystem could be etiological in the areas of mental health. 
Durkheim [244] proposes that the suicide rates, for example, vary in rela
tion to the degree of integration into the larger social system. Also, 
consideration of thco socioeconomic influences on mental illness, such as 
those condidered in a study by Srole et. al, [249] can possibly be isolated 
on the systemic level of analysis. However, for the most part, the sys
temic level of analysis is too general to be of great use in the study of 
the relationship of stress as an etiological factor in disease, except of 
course in the indirect ways already noted. 

Systemic ar.alysis has been of much greater val':e to the social scien
tist in its opening of the doors of role theory. For Parsons [172], while 
conceptualizing society as a set of abstracted systems, pointed out that 
the unit of the social system is net the individual but the "role". For 
the individual may behave quite a.'.fferently in social contexts. This sys
tem of which he speaks is a set of relationships in action and persons fit 
into the relationships. Likewise, a person fits positionally into a sys
tem, that is, where he i~ located relative to other actors. Parsons [172], 
calls this a persons "F .atus". Thus, the unit of analysis for role theory 
is not the person, bu' the status-role bundle. In the present work we 
group persons with s~milar status-role bundles into phenotypes. In Parsons 
scheme status is the positional aspect and role is the processual aspect 
determining what the actor does in his relations with others. 

There have been m~~y applioations of role theory in research but few 
in relation to stress. One of th~ most notable of these exceptions being 
by Robert L. Kahn, et al [267] who deal specifically with organizational 
stress. However, thei~model is also directly applicable to stress as an 
etiological variable in disease. 
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Kahn analyses stress in relation to two different formulations: role 
conflict and role ambiguity. Before presenting either, however, there 
are a few terms that need to be described. The first alrea'l7 discussed 
is role itself. Once again, for clarity however, role is d~fined by Kahn 
[267] as: a set of activities defined as potential behaviors. These ac
tivities constitute the role to be performed by an person who occupies 
that office. Other related concepts of Kahn's model are: first, role 
set, which is the sum total of related roles bearing on a particular:cole. 
For example, a press foremans role set might be composed of his supervisor, 
other office workers, his subordinates and people who are related to him 
in other ways like family, close friends etc. And each of these persons 
may potentially influence his behavior. Similarity in role sets is another 
way of defining phenotypes. Secondly, role expectations, which are the 
prescriptions and proscriptions held by members of a role set. The con
tent of the expectations may include preferences with respect to specific 
acts and personal characteristics or they may deal with what the person 
should do, etc. Thirdly, the sent role, which is the defined expectation 
of behavior relative to the occupants job. Fourthly, role pressures, these 
refer to the numerous acts making up the interaction that is directed to
ward the occupant of a role to fUlfill the expectations of that role. 
These pressures are not m8rely the informational attempts of the role set 
but are all the prescriptive 0r proscriptive actions designed to elicit 
conformity. 

Consequently, in the inters.ction of all these aspects of role be
havior noo important things may emerge. The first is role conflict; the 
second, role ambiguity. Both of these concepts are considered to be high
ly stressful. Role conflict is seen in relation to our conception of 
social ~oles which took into ~ccount the fact that various members of the 
role set may hold different rol~ expectations toward the focal person 
(tne occupant of the role). At any given time they may impose pressures 
on him toward different kinds of behavior. To the extent that these role 
pressures give rise to role forces within him, he will experience stress. 
As a social model for analysis of the relation ben.een stress and disease 
then, the scientist would attempt to isolate the roles a person plays and 
to determine which of these roles by their very nature are stress pro
ducing in themselves. 

The second model emerging from role theory, as we mentioned, is role 
ambiguity. This situation arises from an inadequate role sending, that 
is, a lack of agreement Or coordination among the role senders produces 
a pattern of role expectation which contain logical incompatibilities or 
which takes inadequate account of the needs and abilities of the focal 
person. This in and of its very nature becomes highly stressful to the 
role incumbent and is thus seen as being a potential etiologic agent in 
disease. 

It should be noted that both role conflict and ~-~iguity may be 
present at one and the same time and also that the amou!.', of stress will 
be modified by various properties of personality. However, the social 
scientist, in this case the sociologist, is not so much interested in 
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personal adaptations, rather, his interest lies in the fact that he can 
objectively look at roles and isolate those which are conflicted and to 
a lesser degree those which are ambiguous and predict that occupants with 
these particular role sets are in a higher or lower stress area. In re
lation to diseases then, the study would focus around role incumbents of 
low stress role sets and role incumbents in high stress role sets and 
their consequent disease histories. It should be further noted that each 
researcher would naturally refine his own model and account for many ex
traneous and confounding variables, but this, is not our purpose. Rather, 
we are interested in briefly showing a general model relating stress as 
an etiological variable from the point of view of role theory. 

Another possible model relating stress to disease in an etiological 
manner, which has stemmed from role theory, has been utilized by David 
Dodge [268J. The model l~e just presented, that is, role conflict and/or 
ambiguity model, had as its fUcal concern the processual aspect of role 
theory. In contrast to that model, Dodge's model is centered around the 
positioned aspect of role theory or status. His reasoning is that every 
person's lite is constituted by a myrian of social roles which form a 
particular status set or status configuration. For example, a person may 
be father, husband, doctor, benefactor, president of board, etc., and the 
sum total of these constitute a status configuration. Each status con
figuration is characterized by being more or less stressful. Then in 
much the same manner as was seen in the processual role theory model, 
the researcher correlates the relationship between these hierarchically 
ranked indices according to the potential stress accruing to the incum
bent of a given status configuration, and their disease histories. The 
parallels between these models, that is, role conflict and ambiguity 
seen from its processual and positional aspects, far out number the dif
ferences. In fact, they are common models approached fr~m a different 
angle, that is, Kahn's application is designed for a micro-analytic type 
of analysis; while Dodge's application is designed for macro-analysis. 

The final social model most clearly illustrates the multifactoral 
approach of stress and disease. However, it addresses itself specifical
ly to the topic of mental illness and technically we suppose it could be 
objected to on the basis that mental illness isn't a disease. This model 
is the one employed by Srole, et. a1 [249J in the Midtown Manhattan Study. 
We have discussed the underlying conceptual framework for this type model 
in the section on definition of stress. It -,Till be recalled that the 
model is based on the mechanical stress/strain model, in which noxious, 
or potentially noxious factors are called stress and the reaction is 
called strain. This physical analogy captures the essence of the rela
tionship for the researchers. For they hypothesize as the number of en
vironmental stresses increase, so also does the amount of strain, in this 
case, psychiatric impairment or disorder. In their conception they employ 
both internal environmental indicators or measures as well as external 
environmental indicators of stress. These indices of stress were listed 
as fourteen stress factors. Examples of these are: 
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"The first childhood factor was Parents' Poor Mental 

Health. It was based upon reports of the parents' psycho

somatic conditjons, whether they were the "worrying type", 

and whether they had ever had a "nervous breakdown". Par

ents' Poor Physical Health consisted of reports that father 

or mother was in poor health during the respondents child

hood •.• 

The adult stress factors pertained to the respondent's 

present life experiences. First was his report of his pres

ent health status as poor rather than fair, good, or excel

lent, and his mentioning of a large number of nonpsychiatric 

hospitalizations •• , Socioeconomic Wowies comprised I.orrying 

about "getting ahead" and the "cost of living" '" [256J. 

These are just a couple of the measures used to indicate the stress 

load of the respondents. In turn these indicators were divided and meas

ured in terms of such demographic variables as socioeconomic status, age, 

sex, occupational mobility, etc. All in all, l~B social variables are 

measured in relation to the symptom groups determined by the stress indices 

which in turn are correlated with mental illness. 

In short summary, what we have attempted to show in this section on 

stress is that con-crary to previous conceptions of disease causality em

ploying a direct mono-causal model, more recent research in the area of 

stress and its relation to disease has opened a whole new area of study 

and a new conception of causality. For while in many cases there is a 

specific etiological ag·ant, i.e., a germ, bacillus etc., the state of the 

organism is just as important. This has caused researchers in recent years 

to center on the concept of stress as a possible etiological variable and 

many positive results have been obtained in the areas of psychosomatic 

illness, diseases of adaptation, chronic diseases, and mental illness. 

This has in turn demanded a reorientation of thinking in our etiological 

model away from a mono-causal tovrard a multifactoral model. The consequence 

of the total development has seemed to involve the social scientist in the 

study of diseases in a new way. Previously, he was limited to studies of 

an epidemiological nature. However, with the introduction of stress and 

the consequent importance of social variables in its formation, the social 

scientist has been suddenly cast on to the stage of etiological research. 

It becomes immediately evident that because of the host of potential etio

logical social variables the task is not a small one. Further, it appears 

at this time that the a~ea is relatively untouched. 

In a benefit-~0~~ sense it suggests a whole new series of consider

ations which are of critical importance to an accurate assessment of total 

benefit and costs. That is, what is the stress potential of this innova

tion? How will it differentially affect phenotypic groUp51gs in the society? 

It also opens the key for considering some of the induced secondary costs 

and benefits that emerge as the result of the type institutional adjustments 

related to a particular phenomenon. 
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The idea we have been developing to this point is that groups of 
people in America enjoy a different relationship with the society in terms 
of ability to participate in the institutions of the society. This means 
there is a differential availability of both goods and services depending 
on ones phenotypic membership. Many social scientists make this same point 
with respect to position in the social stratification hierarchy. In the 
past several pages we tried to show some of the extensions and consequences 
of this differential ability to participate. Those groups with a lesser 
ability to participate are in a very real sense marginal to the society 
and interestingly enough they seem to know. Early social scientists noted 
that the lower classes tended to perceive things as happening to them over 
which they have little control, while the middle and upper classes feel 
they can manipulate the environment. A vast body of evidence certainly 
supports the accuracy of the lower class perceptions. Even the choices of 
adaptation available to them are limited. 

It has been shown quite dramatically in recent years that even the 
availability of health is not equally distributed in the society. As early 
as the 1820's Villerme [269J was able to show a relationship between social 
circumstances and differential mortality and TIlorbidity. Also within the 
1800's a study was published by McKeown and Brown [270J in which they state 
that mortality is directly related to the environment including the quality 
of housing, nutrition and water. Reports of a much more recent vintage 
also confirm the relationship between social class and both mortality and 
morbidity. Coombs [271J, Altenderfer [272J, Patno [273] and Ellis [27~] 
all found significant relationships in their studies. Right to the pres
sent day researchers are reporting significant findings. In 197~ the 
Statistical Bulletin of Metropolitan Life reported, "the mortality ratios 
tended to be inversely related to social class. The ratios at the lowest 
level (Class V) were 1 1/2 to 2 times higher than that of the highest 
class (Class I) for all ages combined." These relationships may be ever, 
stronger when age is controlled since the factors responsible for increased 
mortality such as, biological and genetic factors, can be expected to in
fluence the older groups in a similar fashion subsequently washing out the 
social class relationship. 

There is every reason to expect, therefore, that innovations of a 
social, political or technical nature are going to have a differential im
pact on the various phenotypic groupings making up the society. As we 
noted earlier, assessments of impact or potential impact must be sensitive 
to such potential differential effects. The question, therefore, becomes; 
what common elements can be studied in order to provide insight into the 
possible benefits and costs to the groups of the society. The answer we 
propose is, the elements of social action and most specifically the impact 
on human values . 
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XIV. INNOVATION: A MARKETING PERSPECTIVE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The basic characteristics of product life cycles have been discussed 
previously. Typically the sales volume of a product goes through the 
follmling six stages: 

introduction 
growth 
maturity 

saturation 
decline 
abandonment 

Figure 28 on page 146 illustrates the sales volume and investment-profit 
interrelationship. A specific product life cycle of Mustrulg I is dis
cussed in Appendix G. The above stages of a product life cycle are dis
cussed in reference [275J Webster. 

2. MARKETING MANAGEMENT 

The duration of the life cycle '~an differ considerably among products, 
ranging from a few weeks to several decades. Fashion products may last 
only a few weeks whereas telephone and automobiles may have life cycles up 
to several decades. 

Although the basic shape of the sales curve is bell shaped, it may 
vary among products. Important to the study of technological innovation 
is the fact that the duration of each stage may be different among prod
ucts: in particular, some take years to pass through the introductory 
stage, while some are accepted in a few I-reeks and others fail in the in
troductory stage. (Stanton, [197J; Cox, [276J; Polli and Cook, [277J). 
Also important to the study of technological innovation is a knowledge 
of the marketing strategies one can employ to shorten the intorductory 
stage, and/or extend the maturity and saturation stages. 

A product life cycle depends strongly on the nature of the innova
tion and its process (e.g. a specific product, its R&D, production, etc). 
The decision to adopt a particular innovation depends on the individual 
decision ma~ers and the diffusion of information about the innovation. 
The attitUde of a particular decision maker as well as the processes of 
diffusion of information are, in turn, dependent on (1) opinion leaders 
and (2) innovators. 

3. DEFINITION OF INNOVATION 

Several definitions exist as to what is a new produr.t. An innovation 
has been variously defined as a product that: TIT is "very different" from 
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established products. To be called new, says the FTC, a product must 
be entirely new or changed in "a functionally significant respect". (2) 
has been on the market for a very limited period of time. Six months is 
the maximum time that a product s'hould be called ne~l, ac-cording to 1:he 
FTC'. (3) has achieved a very limited sales penetration level. (4) 
is new in any way for the company concerned. (5) is perceived by most 
consumers as "new". [278] 

New products can be categorized in terms of the degree to which they 
are perceived as being new. There are the products that are really in
novative - truly unique, products for which there is a real need, but 
for which there are no existing satisfactory substitutes. An example, 
might be the Salk vaccine for polio prevention. 

Then there are those products which are quite different but replace 
existing goods serving existing markets. Television to a great extent 
replaced radio and movies. Plastics compe7e with wood and metal. Atomic 
power competes with other energy sources. 

Adaptive replacements of existing products are a third type of new 
product. Freeze dried instant coffee replaced instant coffee which had 
replaced ground coffee. Annual auto model changes also fall in this 
category • 

A fourth type of new product is an old product, the tangible and 
intangible attributes of which have been redefined thereby producing new 
benefits and satisfying needs not previously recognizable as being satis
fied by that product. An excellent example is the extolling of thp. many 
uses of baking soda. 

A fifth type of new product is created when a new brand is intro
duced, even if the product itself is not new, e.g., Olympia Typewriter 
creates a machine to be a direct competitor of IBM's Sele-ctricR' 

A second way of categorizing new products is in terms of their ef
fects upon established pattel"IlS of consumption. A continuous innovation 
has the least disrupting effect on established consumption patterns. Al
teration of an existing product instead of the creation of a new product 
is almost always inVOlved. Exa~les are fluoride toothpaste, menthol 
cigarettes and yearly new autom<lbile models. 

A dynamically continuous innovation has a relc.<-i. vely larger impact 
on consumption habits than a continuous innovation. Thi~ ~ight mean a 
creation of a new product or a major alteration of an existini', product. 
Electric toothbrushes, electric hair curlers and the Ford Maverick are 
examples. 

A discontinuous innovation involves the ,~stablishment of entirely 
new consumption patterns associated with the creation of previously un
known products. Television, the computer, and the automobile are ex
amples. 
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In both of these categorizations the key criterion as to whether 

a given product is new, appears to be how the intended market perceives 

it. If a product is perceived to be new in som" way (appearance, use, 

perfbrmance or construction) it will be defined hereafter as in inno

vation. It should be noted here that an invention is the creation of 

something new. It is the conception of an idee.. Innovation is the in

troduction of something new. Innovation is the process that gives a.n-
economic impact to an invention. 

If. PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS ENCOURAGING INNOVATION 

• 
The nature of the innovation is thought to determin." its acceptance 

in terms of several important characteristics such as: 

l. 

2. 

3. 

Relative advantage or the degree to which an innovatio~ 

is superior to previous ideas. 

Compatability, i.e., the degree to which an innovation 

is consistent with the value system of its adopters. 

Divisibility, i.e., the degree to which the innovation 

may be tested or consumed in a limited amount by a 

consumer. 

... Complexity, i.e., the difficulty of understanding the 

product. 

5. Connnunicability, i.e., the ability to make the prc:J.uct 

known in a prospective marketplace. 

An excellent summary on studies of these kinds of factors affecting prod

uct adaption rates is given :,y Engel, Kollat and Blackwell [199J. In 

planning new products or technology factors like the above are found to 

be extremely important in order to promote high rates of public acceptance. 

5. DIFFUSION OF INNOVATION 

Two responses to innovation hdve been studied. People tell other 

people about the innovation. People adopt the innovation. The diffusion 

of an innovation is the movement of the innovation through space over 

time. An extensive bibliography in diffusion theory exists at the Dif

fusion Document Center, Department of Population Planning, at The Uni·ver

sity of Michigan. The bibliography indicates the involvement of many 

disciplines in diffusi0~ research: physics, chemistry, medicine, phar

macology, rural and medical sociology, economics, anthropology, educa

tion, communic1;tion, marketing and consumer behavior, just to naille a 

few. 
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Many of the mathematical models describing the diffusion process 
found in the Di~fcJsion Document Center Bibliography came from physical 
and medical models. These penetration and epidemiological models por
tray the movement of an innovation through space and tim~ analogous to 
the spread of an epidemic within a social system, conduction of heat, 
mixing of gases, or the spread of a drug in a respiratory system, a ner
vous system and/or a circulatory system. The lnore recent disciplines to 
be interested in this literature, are marketing and consumer behavior. 
In addition to testing and applying the diffusion models developed by 
other disciplines, these latter disciplines focus on (1) the character· 
istics of innovations that hinder and/or stimulate their adopti'n (2) 
the diffusion rate, the time it takes for the innovations to diffuse 
and the factors that affect the speed of the diffuSion, (3) the social 
system in which the diffusion takes place, and (4) the adoption process. 

When the cumulative percentage of adopters within a market segment/ 
aggregate is plotted against time, the growth pattern of the cumulative 
diffusion curve resembles a typical S-shaped linear logistics growth 
curve. This curve starts at a zero percent adoption level and grows to 
and saturates ~t a 100% adoption level. This latter level is defined as 
the highest penetration level the innovation is likely to achieve. 

6. ADuPTION PROCESS 

The adoption process 
an individual in relation 
process is disaggregate. 
ual's decision to adopt. 

is defined as the decision making activity of 
to his acceptance of an innovation. This 
Diffusion is the aggregatIon of every indi vid-

In deciding whether or not to adopt something new, a prospective 
user is thought to go through six separate mental stages: (1) awareness 
stage. The individual is exposed to tl,e innovation, but knows very lit
tle about it. (2) interest-informati0n stage. The prospecc becomes 
intercsted enough to actively seek considerably specific information a
bout the new concept. (3) evaluation stage. The prospect mentally 
measures the relative merits of the innovation. (4) trial stage. The 
person actually adopts the innovation on a limited basis. ~adoption 
stage. The individual decides whether or not to use the innovation on 
a full scale basis. (6) postadoption confirmation stage. A person seeks 
a8surance that he made the right decision. 

Related to this process, studies have been conducted on: (I) Why 
some people adopt an innovation quickly after ··.t is introduced, while 
others delay for some time befoi~ accepting the new product, while still 
others may never adopt it. (2) Why some new products succeed while the 
majority fail, including the ractors that increase the likelihood of 
new product acceptance. (3) The unit of adoption (individual, house
hold and/or firm). (4) The charactf"ristics of the innovation. (5) The 
situation (social system) within whIch the process takes place. 
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Studies have also been conducted on sources of information used in 
each stage of the adoption process. One way of classifying these infor
mation sources, is to categorize them by source of control; being with
in a firm's control (commercial) as opposed to being outside a firm's 
control (noncommercial). Another is to categorjze them by possibility 
of interaction; being personal as opposed to being impersonal. Return
ing to the adoption process model, it is seen that the sources of infor
mation that make an individual aware of the existence of an innovation 
tend to be firm controlled and impersonal. It has also been observed 
that potential purchasers tend to consult non-firm controlled personal 
sources of information as they move closer toward the purchase decision. 

The "S-shaped" nature of the cumulative adoption diffusion curve 
can be explained by the reliance of a decision maker on non-firm con
trolled personal sources of information, and in particular, on informa
tion provided by the people that have already adopted the new product. 
It is reasoned that if every consumer came to an individualized decision, 
the probability of adopting in any given time period would be the same 
for all consumers, and then the cflmulati ve diffusion curve would be a 
straight line. On the other hand, it is reasoned that if consumer adop
tion decisions are based on social influence and imitation, then the 
probability of a consumer's adoption in anyone time period would be a 
function of the number of consumers who have already adopted the inno
vation. In such a case there l<auld be a "snowball" process of rapid 
growth resulting in a logistic cumulative diffusion curve. 

Convincing evidence for personal influence is noted in the diffusion 
of a new drug among physicians. Studies in~icate that the socially in
tegrated doctors adopt the new drug sooner. It has also been observed 
that consumer social integration relates strongly to the adoption of a 
new coffee product. Better integrated persons are likely to adopt these 
new products sooner and in greater concentrations. 

DiffuE:ion of technological innovations among firms in the bituminous 
coal, iron and steel, brewing, and railroad industries was studied by 
Mansfield [279]. S-shaped growth patterns were again obtained. Mansfield 
found that as the proportion of firms already using an innovation in
creased, the rate of adoption increased during the growth stage; that is, 
competi ti "e pressures created a "bandwagon" effect. 

The influence and imitation process in industrial markets, however, 
may differ in form from that in consumer markets. Instead of occurring 
as a ~esult of verbal interaction (word-of-mouth advertising), the ef
fect may come about as a result of the visibility of a competitors' 
strategies. Thus, as Webster [275] has fOU11d, word-of-mouth advertising 
among purchasing agents and engineers in different companies has "little 
significance" • A significant reason for this finding is the philosophy 
of keeping useful information from compe,ti tors to preserve any advantage. 
In addition, there tends to be less interaction among industrial buyers 
than among ultimate consumers. Smrr-ces of influence in industrial mar
keting are more likely to be commerical. 
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7. DIFFUSION OF INFORMATION: A MARKETING PERSPECTIVE 

From a mar~eting perspective, two diffusions (movement through space 
over time) exist: the diffusion of information about the existence of 
the innovation and the diffusion of the innovation itself. Treating a 
market/segment aggregate as a finite population, the diffusion of infor
mation can be described by the linear logistic curve. It is the result 
of the contagion process within a closed system. As a~ innovation is 
introduced, few people know of its existence. These "knowers" tell others 
of the product's existence. During this introductory period, due to the 
small number of people aware of its existence, the cumulative number of 
"knowers" grows slowly. In a true geometric progression the diffusion 
moves into a growth period marked by the first inflection point. The 
cumulative number of "knowers" begins to grow rapidly, as (1) the number 
of "knowers" in the previous tj,me pe dod tends to become large and (2) it 
is still pretty easy to find someone who hasn't learned of the product's 
existence. The information diffusion then moves into a maturity period 
which begins at the second inflection point on the diffusion curve. Here 
the finite nature of the market segment/aggregate begins to take effect. 
As it becomes harder and harder to find someone who hasn't learned of the 
product's existence, the diffusion curve continues to grow, but at a de
creasing rate. 

Finally the curve moves into a period of saturation; all that are 
going to learn of the exiRtence of the innovation have learned of it. 
Even though one hundred p~rcent (100%) of the market may not be reached, 
saturation begins at the point in time when maximum market penetration is 
reached. 

8. RESPONSES TO TECHNOLOGICAL lllNOVATION: OPINION LEADERSHIP 

One response to technological innovation is to tell others about it. 
Opinion leaders disproportionately influence the choices of others. Opin
ion leadership and innovativeness are related but are treated as indepen
dent characteristics of an individual or social system. For example, 
some people go beyond simply communicating that the innovation exists; by 
influencing the behavior of others toward that innovation. As "taste 
makers" one method used to influence others is to try or not to try the 
innovation. 

OPINION LEADER IDENTIFICATION 

Scientists like Engel, Kollat and Blackwell [199] shoVT that oplnlon 
leaders are not necessarily persons of high prestige in religion, govern
ment, business, education, or other spheres of activity. Rather they 
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tend to be persons who are product specific in their orientations though 
they do tend to overlap more across certain product combinations. On 
the basis of the research in this area Engel, et. aI, concludes there is 
a quasi-generalized opinion leader. The nature of the interest pattern 
appears to be an important factor in determining the sphere of influence 
of these type leaders. This research also views other factors in re
lation to opinion leadership including demographic characteristics, 
social characteristics, general attitudes, personality characteristics, 
life style characteristics and product-related characteristics. In terms 
of the demographic characteristics they found that people often seek per
sons of like status as leaders though a significant portion look to those 
of higher status. Generally, the opinion leaders participate in more 
social acti,-;'ties and are more gregarious than nonopir:'ion leaders. 

In '~he case of attitudes the opinion leaders tend to be oriented 
both toward new products and products within the leaders specific sphere 
of influence. These leaders are usually also more innovative. Person
ality characteristics as measured by standard inventory instrumentation 
have not emerged as critical to opinion leadership. However, self-con
fidence is found in some instances to be important. 

In a study of composite opinion leadership it has been found that 
variables like leadership, information exchanges, innovator, community 
and club involvement, independence, price consciousness, occupation, and 
fashion consciousness were able to explain 27 percent of the variance. 
ffi:ile the utility of such broad based indices might be questioned they 
do point to the potential value of life style in opinion leadership. With 
respect to product-related characteristics opinion leaders were found to 
possess the following characteristics. They perceive themselves to be 
more interested in the topic area. They are more active in receiving 
interpersonal communications about prodUcts within their area of in
fluence. Finally, they are found to be more exposed to additional sources 
of information. 

9. ADVOCATES AND ADVERSARIES AS OPINION LEADERS 

Opinion leadership, up to this point, has been primarily viewed as 
if all opinion leaders are advocates of technological innovation. Noth
ing could be further from reality. Opinion leaders ~lso f~c~ion as 
adversaries. Bright [280] has presented a very 6ucc~nct l~stJng of the 
reasons why technological innovations might be resisted. 

1. To protect social status or prerogative. 

2. To protect an existing way of life. 

3. To prevent devaluation of capital invested in an existing 
facility, or in a supporting facility or service. 
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~. To prevent a reduction of livelihood because the in
nO'lation would devalue the knowledge or skill presently 
required. 

5. To prevent the elimination of a job or profession. 

6. To avoid expenditures such as the cost of replacing 
existing equipment, or of renovating and modifying ex
isting systems to accommodate or to compete with the 
innovation. 

7. Because the innovation opposes social customs, fashions 
and tastes, and the habits of everyday life. 

8. Because the innovation conflicts with existing laws. 

9. Because of rigidity inherent in large or bureaucratic 
organizations. 

10. Because of personality, habit, fear, equilibrium between 
individuals or institutions, status, and similar social 
and psychological considerations. 

11. Beeause of a tendency of organized groups to i'orce con
formity. 

12. Because of reluctance of an individual or group to dis
turb the equilibrium of society or the business atmosphere. 

One can generate a hypothesis as to who will be an advocate, adversary 
or indifferent to a particular innovation based on the degree and direction 
of affect of that innovation. The perception that they would be strongly 
positively affected by an innovation would induce opinion leaders to not 
only accept it (innovate) but to advocate it to others. The perception 
that they would be strongly negati'lely affected by an innovation would 
induce opinion leaders to not only reject it, but oppose its acceptance 
by others. 

The perception of degree and direction of affect would be based, par
tially, on previous affect. If, for example, the innovation is perceived 
as reducing a strong negative affect that occurred because of its absence, 
the innovation will be perceived as strongly positive and advocated. One 
cruel response by an innovator, to insure adoption, would be to withhold 
the innovation from the marketplace, that is, until many people have been 
negatively affected and realize that if they had the innovation they 
would not have been so adversely affected. 
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10. A SPATIAL/TEMPORAL VIEW OF ADOPTION 

An epidemiology based dilfusion model may provide the foundation for 
the treatment of innovation adoption and its impact over space and time. 
The epidemiological approach permits not only a consideration of adopters 
and non-adopters but also the effects of a removal rate. This is an anal
ogous situation to the differential significance various values may dem
onstrate if viewed at multiple time points through an event sequence. 
The removal rate allows for the elimination of values that may be no long
er pertinent to individual behavior. 

Several scientists have dealt with a time series epidemiological dif
fusion model. However, as Brown [281] has noted, this time series model 
requires modifications so as to include the spatial components. An ex
ample of such a modification is offered in the modified Keimark and Mc
Kendtick time series model by Kendall [26 ]. 

Where 

number of susceptibles (non-adopters) x = 
(A) dx = -Sxy at y = number of infectives (active adopters) 

z = number of removals (passive adopters) 
(B) 

dy _ 
Sxy - yy at-

dt = an increment of time 

S = infection rate (adoption rate) 
(C) 

dz _ 
yy dt -

Y = removal rate (discontinuance rate) 

'!'he first equation (A) illustrates the adoption process with the last equa
tion (C) defining the removal or discontinuance rate. Equation (B) rep
I'ssents the impact of both removal and adoption on the popUlation of 
adopters. 

In adapting the model to a spatial temporal format Brown [281] 
suggests that variables x,y, and z be treated as proportions that will re
flect variability on a plane (p) through time (t). He indicates the fol
lowing variables should be included: 

= the number of persons per unit area 

ds = an element of area 

y,2 = spatially weighted averages of y and z 

Using Brown's [281] modifications 

"x + y + z = 1" 
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with the differential equations becoming the following 

" A' a x (p,t) = -acrx(p,t) y (P ,t) 
at 

B' a y (p,t) 
= acrx(p,t) y (p,t) - yy(p,t) 

at 

C' a z (P, t) y y (p,t) = 
at 

The computation of y is provided through the utilization of the following 

Where: 

y(p,t) = ffA(P,Q) y (Q,t) ds 

ds 

y(Q,t) 

A(P,Q) 

= an areal element at point Q 

= the proportion of adopters at point (Q) time (t) 

= a weighting coefficient which demonstl'ates the 
influence of an adopter at Q upon a non-adopter 
at P. " 

The expression A(P,Q) provides an in~ortant spatial component to the model. 
It expresses the areal influence of adopters at location P on those "ho 
have not adopted at location Q. Brown notes that A(P,Q) represents a 
normalized function. He observes that the integration for the computation 
of y(p,t) would occur over the entire surface with a comparable procedure 
being utilized for the proportion of removals (z): 

yz(P,t) 
at = yy(p,t) 

Brown indicates that if the above is divided into equation (A') it will 
yield a point specific solution: 

dx (p,t) 
d2 (P,t) = a - crx(P,t) V = - crx(p,t)/p 

It follows from Brown's formulation that under the initial constraints: 

x (p,O) 
y (P ,0) 
z (p,O) 

= 
= 
= 

1 - E(P); 
E(P) 
o 
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that : 

x (P ,t) = (1_E(p))e-a2 (P , t)/p 

Under the assumption that x ,y , and z are proport ions the above expression 
may be combine with C' to yield: 

l az(p , t ) 
yat 

= dP ) + (;:1 _E(p ) ) ~_e-a2 ( p ,t)/~~ - z(P , t ) 

Brown s uggests that the above model incorporates a distance decay effect 
through the normali zed weight function '(P ,Q) : 

A >A >A > ••••• - >.1 > •••••••••••••• · >A 

Ip- ql l Ip- q2 1 Ip-Q3 1 Ip-~I Ip- ql 

Where 

A gr aphi c por t r ayal of the above would yie l d the following decay effect : 

% Adoption 
Conversion 

P 

Fi gure 70 . 

:rime Period = t 

Dis tance 

A propagation wave may be defined for the preceding by the inclusion of 

a temporal axis. 

Figure 71. 

%Adoptions 

t+3 

t+l 

Growth 
~~~ __ t 
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It may be noted that a ccmparable conversion function would be defined 
for the removal passive ad~pter phase. It is anticipated that a temporal 
lag effect would be displayed within the conversion function: 

Time t 

Time t+l 

~1here 

ARI P-c.; 1=0 

J J 

Time t+n AA ~-qll <AA I P-q21 <······<AA I p-q; I ; AR I p-qll >ARI P-q21 > ........ >ARI p-q; I J 

Where 
AAlp-qn l = Adopter Conversion 

Spatial Decoy Effect 

ARlp-qn I = Removal Conversion 
Spatial Decoy Effect 

As the diffusion proceeds, the spatial differential in new adopters expands 
in the initial phases and eventually demonstrates a level of saturation. 
The lagged differential effect for the removal or passive adopter conver
sions also shows an increasing level of saturation through the temporal 
sequence • 

It may be observed that the amplitude of the 
decreases through the spatial/temporal sequence. 
tion for this is based on two geographic factors: 

propagation wave usually 
Morrill's [283J explana-

"first the diffusion waves usually reach into less appropri
ate and responsive territories, and second, the diffusion 
waves usually originate from multiple origins, meet, compete, 
and are dampened." 

This diffusion model is provided as an example of how changes in util
ity over space and time may be studied and evaluated. In the section im
mediately following we create a utility model that underlies the operation
alization of the Total Assessment Profile. The utilization of this djf
fusion theory is tied to that utility model. Two potential applicathms 
suggest themselves as appropriate to this endeavor and provided much of 
the theoretical underpinnings for the development of the procedure: (1) 
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the perception of a natural event and its diffusion through time and space, 
and (2) the diffusion of a technological innovation and its relationship 
to human perceptions of the occurrence of a natural event. We would like 
to briefly elaborate on both applications. 

11. THE SPATIAL/TEMPORAL DIFFUSION OF A NATURAL EVENT: THE CASE OF A HURRICANE 

In this application the perception and impact of the event over space 
and time is analogous to an epidemo10gical diffusion process. In this 
model we would view the movement of the storm along its path as the spread 
of a natural event through time and space. As the storm approaches and 
passes it would alter the place utility assessment through the conversion 
of potential victims to victims. A second conversion l<Qu1d occur follow
ing the aftermath of the storm in which the victims re-evaluation of the 
utility of their location leads to an adjustment in aspirations and a re
sumption of normal functions. The above conversions are analogous to an 
epidemo10gica1 diffusion in which the initial conversion would represent 
the transition of susceptib1es (potential victims) to 1nfectives (victims). 
The latter conversion represents the transition of infectives (victims) to 
removals or non-transmitting infectives (past victims). The lagged dif
ferential in the two conversions would lead to both spatial and temporal 
variations in the transitions. These transitions w,'J.1d probably exhibit 
a wave appearance in which the initial conversion would represent a pri
mary wave of destruction and its associated economic, social, and psycho
logical ati:ributes. The secondary effects and th"ir related impac's 
would be defined in a wave characterized by the second conversion (uctive 
to passive infectives). 

The measurement of the storms diffusion and its related impacts is 
defined by changes in the utility function which we discuss in great de
tail later on, The composition of the attribute sets that define the 
perception of utility by phenotypes would change with the sequence of 
events associated with the storm. The incremental changes in these at
tribute sets define the nature of the events perception to the society. 
The number and phenotypic mix of adopters and passive adopters in compar
ison to the total society isolates the aggregate short-run and 10ng-I'un 
impacts. 

12. TECHNOLOGICAL DIFFUSION: THE CASE OF AN EARLY WARNING TECHNOLOGY 

An alternative use of the previously discussed model would be asso
ciated with the implications of technological diffusion. In this appli
cation active adopters (infectives) ,/Ou1d represent those phenotypes that 
would be likely to accept the innovation. These phenotypes would also 
function as transmitters in the model. Their utilization of the innovation 
influences adoption patterns by those (susceptib1es) who have not accepted 
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or encountered the technology. The second conversion would represent a 
transition from the stage of active adopter to passive adopter. This would 
represent a cessation of the innovation's promotion. The probable cause, 
for the above, is normally related to a general saturation of the potential 
market or a reduction in the applicability of the innovation. For example, 
improved technology or elimination of the natural threat would reduce or T'e
move the innovations functiOl.. Based on the preceding, adopters would no 
longer propag'.te the innovation, although, they have demonstrated a commit
ment to its utilization. 

The diffusion process over space for an innovation normally is generated 
from a few centers into the more peripheral areas. The diffusion itself may 
reflect either a hierarchical or neighborhood pattern depending on the nature 
of the item being adopted, the level of capitalization, and the propagator 
[281,284]. While the implications of this may seem somewhat obscure, the 
evaluation of the utility .associated with adoption is defined by changes in 
the utility function. positive incremental changes introduced throughout 
the temporal sequence of events by the majority of phenotypic groups would 
assure high levels of adoption. Negative incremental perception in the util
ity function by influential phenotypes, on the other hand, would create bar
riers to the diffusion process. Incorporating these conditions may necessi
tate modifications of the epidemology based diffusion model and require 
consideration of distance biased models, a Hagerstrand interpersonal diffusion 
model, or a logistic's curve model [281]. The proper synthesis of diffusion 
models is dependent on the application and the nature of the transmission 
mechanism, the networks to be used for transmission, and the potential util
ity of the innovation. 

Further discussion of these processes is dependent on a presentation of 
the theoretical aspects of the utility model underlying the Total Assessment 
Profile. Such a model permits the researcher an evaluative capability for 
assessing different state8 of technology over a chronological sequence of events. 

xv. A DYNAMIC PLACE UTILITY MODEL: AN INFRA-STRUCTURE FOR TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Given the complex processes we have reviewed to this point it becomes ap
parent that an infra-structure of a theoretical nature is essential. Thus, 
we propose a dynamic place utility model. The objective of this model is to 
define a multidimensional mechanism capable of measuring the direct economic 
impacts and the social psychologIcal impacts of a change in the level of tech
nology. Since a considerable body of methodological literature on technolog
ical impact assessment already exists we will briefly examine it in order to 
show what has been done in this area. This literature demonstrates that two 
major approaches have been used for technological impact analysis: (1) an 
aggregative evaluation of costs and benefits by unification of measurements, 
and (2) an aggregative evaluative approach to costs and benefits utilizing 
an accounting framework. Several methodologies are associated with each of 
these approaches and are briefly presented in the following sections. 
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2. AGGREGATIVE EVALUATION BY UNIFICATION OF MEASUREMENT 

Thr~e major approaches have been used in order to translate variables 
into COWl'on units. 

1. Cost Benefit Analysis - In this approach cost represents 
the monetary value of goods and services used .or the 
:nnovation compared to benefits which represent the value 
of favorable outcomes. Traditional cost-benefit analysis 
is an attractive method because it expresses the feasi
bility of implementation in cost terms. Problems asso
ciated with this approach focus on attempts to aggregate 
economic benefits and cost and the difficulties of meas
uring intangible concepts. 

2. Transformation Functions - According to t~is apprQach 
outcomes measuring the level of goal achievement on dif
ferent scales are transformed to an equivalent level [285, 
286]. Traditional cost benefit analysis is a particular 
case of the use of transformation functions wh0re inputs 
and outputs are expressed in terms of economic efficiency. 

3. Weighted Index of Goal Achievement - This approach re
quires the placement of quantitative measures on objec
tives so that the numerical index reflects the level of 
achievement of various goals. A relevant index is de
veloped for each objective. A major advantage of this 
approach is that it provides an aggregate statement of 
outcomes in a neutral fashion. It differs from the tra
ditional cost benefit model by not transla~ing multiple 
outcomes to a single objective [287,288]. 

3. AGGREGATIVE· EVALUATION BY MEANS OF AN ACCC'UNTING FRAMEWORK 

An accounting type approach is structured on the development of a 
balance sheet or goals achievement account that expresses the impacts 
from implementation of new te~~nology. Expected or anticipated outcomes 
are recorded for· each relevant -,bjective using a disaggregated forr.lat. 
Aggregation is left to the decision maker in the accounting approach to 
evaluation. The following represent three major methodologies associated 
within an accounting framework: 

1. The Planning Balance Sheet - This approach records the 
advantages (benefits) and disadvantages (costs) accru
ing to various sectors of the popUlation from implemen
ta'cion of various technologies. Outcomes are then 
aggregated and judgements are made by the decision 
maker [289,290]. 
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2. Goal Achievement Accounts - This is a similar approach 
to the Planning Balance sheet with the exception that 
an emphasis is placed on the identification of objectives 
while costs and benefits are seen to provide positive 
or r.egative impact'" on goal achievement [291]. The de
cision makers choice of directions is based on the 
weights associated with the various goals. 

3. Goal Fabric Analysis - This approach utilizes the goal 
achievement account, however, it provides for the de
velopment of a unified scale to determine preferred 
alternatives [292J. Goals are structured within this 
approach so that interrelations are defined. The prod
uct of this analysis is a hierarchical linkage model 
which leads from general goals to specific goals. 
Hence, the output is a nested hierarchical model of 
objectives from which decisions may be made. 

Traditional m~~ket-economic assumptions are made when value is placed 
on the costs and benefits derived from new projects. The value preference 
expressed is often artificial hi.a fails to reflect the true preference of 
a society or subculture of that society. In addition, the traditi0nal 
assessment models fail to introduce a spatial dimension to the attributes 
and costs of new technology. This lack of a theoretical structure to asso
ciate preferences over space to the impacts of events provides a serious 
limitation to applied research. One of the major objectives of this work 
is to provi ie a theoretical structure for defining the relationship between 
changes iI, preference structures and their spatial dynamics. 

4. THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS 

A fundamental step in technological assessment rests with the identi
fication of pertinent goals and values. For most decisions multiple societal 
objectives are involved. Thus, the implications of implementing new tech
nology are usually multifaceted with complex interactions between sets of 
objectives. This points to the importance of establishing the goals that 
a technological innovation would introduce. Several classes of proposi
tions make up the category of values ~ssociated with technological imple
mentation. Values, for example, may be expressed as moral statemen·;-"" or 
as statements of preference, or of ends in the form of goals. 

Reiner [293] notes that the study of values should distinguish between 
valuing procedures and the entity valued. In other words, the value process 
should be defined in respect to the substance. According to Reiner and 
Reiner [294] fu,alysis of values should distingui=h between: 

1. The dimension of a goal or objective. 

2. The level attained along that dimension. In this re
spect the stock of value possessed at a point in time. 
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3. The preferred level of goal attainment. 

If. The discrimination mechan·i.8m used to select possible 
states. 

Reiner also points out that decision makers utilize values in basically 
three ways: structural, programmatic, and methodological. 

Structural approaches are based on the types of values held by popu
lations. This requires identification of the subsystem and the values hel," 
by eac:, of the subcomponents of that system. Studies dealing with the 
identification of structural values usually involve the following: 

1. The spread and distribution in institutions and individ
uals of a particular value. 

2. The degree or intensity of a particular value over space. 

3. The institutional vs. the individuals commitment to a 
value. 

The relationship of structural values to technological assessment rests 
on the foundation that successful implementation is not in conflict with 
the most widely held values of that society. Technology that would gener
ate conflict would int~oduce stress and could be construed as a social 
cost. 

Programmatic approaches to the study of values are associated with 
problems of implementation. These approaches, as noted by Reiner, are re
lated to the means identification process and consist of two stages: (1) 
the specification and identification of feasible solutions, and (2) the 
selection of one of these solutions. 

Methodological approaches are at the lowest theoretical level and 
relate to the measurement of values. This phase consists of identifica
tion of suitable techniques and aefining the interactions that may exist 
between values. The nature of these interactions reflect in part the 
complexity of multiple objectives that would be encountered within a 
technology assessment profile. Value interactions related to a single 
goal, are suggested by Reiner, to take the following form: 

Level of Goal 
Y Sought ... 

l-/---//' ~ __ ~r~ ________________________ ~~~ Level of Goal X Attained 

Figure 72. 
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The diagonal represents a set of equilibrium points or satisfaction levels. 
According to Reiner, for each actor, a transformation can be made from the 
perceived level of the valued entity ::0 the measure of satisfaction oCltain
ed from the valued entity. In Figure 72 the internalized values are rep
resent,"d by the dependent variable while the external value placed on an 
entity is considered the independent variable. possible forms of the in
teractions of the independent variable with the dependent are reflected 
in the following figures. 

Level of 
y' Sought 

(Self-Reliance) 

Level of X' 
~--------~--. Attained 

Level of 
y" Sought 

(Personal Liberty) 

1~ Lowl,U" 

(Personal Security) 
~-----------------~.Attained 

(Personal Security) 

Figure 73-A. Figure 73-B. 

These diagrams show that an early warning technology which is the sample 
problem underlyh,g the present work may introduce several complex rela
tionships to the existing value structure. For example in Figure 73-A 
improved levels of personal security resulting from the technology may 
reduce the level of self-reliance or individualism desiI~d by a society. 
Or in Figure 73-B an improvement in greater personal security may result 
in a greater desire fo~ personal liberty, such as privacy. Hence, a 
change in the level of an attained value may produce complex and often 
conflicting implications for other values held by an individual. 

Externalizing values will also introduce a complex set of relation
ships between values. Increases in value X, for example, rna'.' increase 
the attained level of value Y. In other cases increasing value X may de
~rease the attained value of Y, or perhaps, have no effect on Y. vfuen a 
positive relatinnship exists we have the case of "complementarity" in the 
value structure. For example, improved personal security would probably 
be complemented by an increase in economic security and well being. 
Reiner notes, that over time, value complementarity may take the follow
ing form: 
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Exonomic Security 
Attained 

y' 

Personal 

.. '- ,'~ 

•• 

~------------~----~~Personal Security 
x' Attained 

Figure 74 • 

In this figure a purely symmetrical relationship is not considered. In 

Figure 74 improvements in personal security bring about improvements in 

the value of economic security. At point x'y' an equilibrium state is 

introduced. 

A more complex relationship is demonstrated by Reiner when conflict is 

introduced through bending the iso-value curve as shown in Figure 75 . 

Individual Freedom 
Attained 

i 

Figure 75. 

Personal Security 
Attained 

This figure shows that increases in personal security will bring about 

higher levels of individual freedom. Howe'Jer, a point is finally reached 

in which continued increases in personal security begin to impinge on 

personal freedom. Hence, dependent on the particular impact an innova

tion will have on a value, there may be alternate levels, both positive 

and negative, on associated values. This discussion provides insight in

to the nature of the relationship between goals that may be generated from 

the impact of an innovation. Most projects, such as an t'arly warning 

system, introduce multiple objectives for its implementation. If goals 
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are in harmony at least four assumptions may exist according to Reiner 
[293]: instrumental complementarity, goal complementarity, preeminence, 
and independence. The implications of each of these assumptions may be 
seen in the following descriptions: 

1. Instrumental Harmony - This concept established the re
lationship between means and the attainment of several 
goals. Implementation of technology, for an early 
warning system would provide the attainment of several 
goals. Reiner notes that differences, in marginal bene
fit would be anticipated at various levels of input. 

2. Goal Complementarity - This concept assumes that attain
ment of a goal introduces beneficial effects on the 
attainment of other goals. Introduction of an early 
warning system would go beyond the goal of just saving 
lives and property. 

3. Preeminence - This concept is utilized as a mechanism 
by which conflicts between objectives are resolved. 
Goal preeminence established those objectives that are 
of ·"e highest priority. 

4. Independence - This concept assumes that goal dimensions 
are partially independent. This perhaps is the least 
feasible assumption for it forces the actor to compart
mentalize goals and avoid consideration of the interactions. 

Utilization of combinations of these permits the decision maker to ra
tionally define the strategy to be employed in mUltiobjective models when 
a harmony assumption is made. 

If conflict exists between plural goals four basic ,?proaches to
ward resolution may be defined including imposition of a single impcrtant 
goal, analysis of comparative impacts, specification of weights, and 
cons"rained maximization. Briefly each of these terms mean the follow
ing [293]: 

1. Imposition - This approach utilizes the preeminent ob
jective. In other words, the goals are placed within a 
harmony model context by importance. The decision 
maker, within this context, assumes away conflicting 
goals or weights their importance at a zero level. In 
an early warning technological innovation, for example, 
the preservation of life and property may be placed at 
a level far above any conflicting goals. 

2. Impact Analysis - The objective of this approach is 
based on an input-output model in which outputs are 
specified for alternative and conflicting goals. In
puts are then accessed on the basis of their availa
bility and value. 
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Weighting - This approach resolves the problem of plural 
goals by defining the relative importance of various 
factors which may determine an appropriate course of 
action. Weights are mapped, according to this approach, 
as a payoff function. 

Constrained Optimization - This approach requires con
struction of an objective function. The approach employs 
a linear programming model in which a set of constraints 
are defined. The model then becomes a guide where weight
ed goals are defined by an optimization procedure. 

THE UTILITY FUNCTION EMPLOYED IN THE TOTAL ASSESSMENT PROFILE 

It is proposec that the evaluation of multidimensional technological 
impacts be defined through the generation of an aggregate place utility 
model. The above model extends the traditional cost benefit approaches 
by incorporating socio-psychological dimensions and their potential 
impacts on the preference structure of aggregate phenotypic groups with
in the society. In addition, the model's infrastructure is dynamic in 
character and permits a comparison of changes in phenotypic preference 
structures through time and space. 

Based on a spatial temporal continuum a generalized environment that 
would represent normal levels of interaction in a steady state may be 
defined for each phenotypic group [295J. The above concept is based on 
an earlier papel' that demonstrates the relationships between community, 
organizational, adaptions, and individual event sequences through time 
and space. The generalized statp. of perceived event sequences or at
tributes of a location for each phenotypic group are defined for a point 
in time. The societal perception of the attr,',butes associated with the 
sequence state would be represented as the aggregate of the phenotypic 
perceptions. The following provides the aggregate utility equation: 

UA = F[WIUI(Sx.t ) ......... 'WNUN(~. t )J 
1. 0 1. 0 

Where: 

U
A = Aggregate Place Utility for a Community 

WI = Phenotypic Group Weight (WI = PIIP where PI equals 

the population of phenotypic group rand represents 
the total population 

Ur = Utility Level for Phenotype Group r 
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to = Time r~riod 

I"_ Il,' Y l'e noted that the prj !:;ary components of the proposed place 
utility fUlction consist of the fOllowing: 

1. A, 1Ult idimensional model having several subsets. The 
sets al'e identified in the formulation of a prl'ference 
struct'lX'e based on Maslow's hierarchy of needr,. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Tr.c model represents an aggregate utility function gener
ated from perceived groU? preferences, r~ther than an 
individual utility r~cti~n. Hence, we are able to in
corporate phenotypic perception patterns and avoid the 
p~oblem of predicting individual behavior. The major 
crictcisms of traditional utility theory rest on its 
weak pel·:!'ormance in the prediction of individual choice 
behavior. ~he more generalized phenotypic preference 
structure should demonstrate greater:>verall predic·ta
bility compared to i.n approach dependent entirely on 
individual action [296J. 

The model is predictive rather than normative in struc
ture. Fishburn [297J notes that the predictive approach 
is interested in the actual choice behavior of individ
uals compared to a prescriptive approach which is orient
ed to optimal choice behavior. Recent work in perception 
of individual choices and the resulting actions suggests 
that the predictive approach may be the more realistic. 
The concept of bounded rationality suggests that decisions 
are made within the confines of man's behavioral environ
ment (the perceived environment) rather than an objective 
environment. It should be noted that a substantial dif
ference may occur between the perceived and objective 
environment. Hence, purposeful and satisfying behavior 
may be demonstrated by individuals which when compared 
to the objective environment would repI'esent irTational 
decision making [297J. 

The model is additive in character and may aggregate the 
individual phenotypic scaled 3ttributes to a general 
utility level for the total community. It may be noted 
that the aggre~lte utility level is defined as a function 
of the individuLl phenotypic utility values [292J. The 
nature of the :f .nctional relationship is problem orient
ed and in som8 cases may represent a simple linear re-
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lationship, a linear additive relationship, a lexi
corgraphic relationship, or a nonliner~ functional 
structure. The specific nature of t:,e relationship 
will be deter'lllined by the scaling j"rocedure, the 
interrelationships defined by th~ pertinent values, 
and the nature of the survej instrumentation. It 
should be noted, however, that this model has limi
tations associated with the selection of Wr similar 
to that described on page 177. 

The derivation of the aggregate utility value is generated from the in
dividual phenotypes. Each major phenotypic group will perceive an event 
or sequence of events from different perspectives. Hence, each pheno
typic group will demonstrate a different preference structure: 

= Ur (Value Attribute Perception Sets) 

= UN (Value Attribute Perception Sets) 

rt should be noted that the above attribute sets are to be established 
empirically through the use of a multidimensional scaling procedure. 
The composition of these sets would change with the nature of the problem 
or application. This may also be true in relation to the phenotypic 
structure which would be empirically defined and may vary with geographic 
location. 

The aggregate societal utility level would change with the stages 
of the temporal continuum of events. Thus, incorporating the temporal/ 
spatial model of disaster stages, for example, the total societal util
ity value would change through the temporal continuum of events: 
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TIME 

Where 
U 

ApR 

U
A I 

U 
ApO 

= represents 

= represents 

= represents 

U 
A 

U 
A 

the 

the 

the 

PRE-EVENT = 

EVENT = UAr 
t 

POST EVENT = 
U'\>o 

pre-disaster utility level 

impact disaster utii.ity level 

post disaster utility level 

The above event sequences are generalized and would represent an applica

tion in which an inventory of utility leveJ3 could be defined prior to an 

event, at the time of the event, and in the post event period. The above 

methodological design may be appropriate f~r the study of areas that are 

subjected to natural hazards such as storms and flooding. The pre-event 

perioQ would represent the time prior to the occurrence of the disaster; 

with the event stage characterizing the period of direct impact from the 

disaster agent; and the post event stage being illustrative of the re

covery phases. Considerable shifts in "\:he composition of values, norms 

and mobilization behavior may be anticipated through the event sequence 

[299,284]. These changes will be demonstrated in the spatial utility 

function. 

The preceding sequence of utility values represent the stages in 

the occurrence of an event while the level of technology remains fixed. 

If the avent were to reoccur it would be anticipated that each iteration 
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through the sequence would generate improved technological coping mecha
nisms and would stimulate modifications in individual and group behavior 
(learning). Hence, for a fixed level of technology and a specific position 
on the learning curve, comparisons of the total utility value for a loca
tion through a disaster sequence would define the relative costs and bene
fits of the event. It would also indicate the perceived value of a par
ticular technological state in coping with the event and its aftermath. 
Through the temporal dimension, the inclusion of both immediate impacts on 
values (in the event stage) and the longer run secondary impacts on values 
and norms (in the post event phases) may be defined. 

The assessment of the event's perceived impact and the technology's 
perceived coping capabilities may be determined by a simple ordinal compar
ison of the total utility level between the time periods: 

U 
ApR 

> U 
AI 

THE EVENT IS PERCEIVED NEGATIVELY 

U'\>R = U. NO IMPACT IS DEMONSTRATED 

UA < UA PR I 
IMPACT IS POSITIVELY PERCEIVED 

The inequalities represent comparative differences in the 'Iagnitude or 
order of the aggregate utility levels. In the first case we find that the 
pre-event utility level is higher than the event utility level. The pre
ceding implies that the aggregate effect of t~e event is negative. It may 
be note& that individual phenotypic groups may perceive the event as hav
ing differential utility. For example, a rain storm may be perceived 
negatively by urban residents while rural residents may perceive it in a 
positive frame. When utility levels are eq'al we would anticipate either 
indifference or lack of detection of the event by the population at large. 
If the event increases utility, as in the third case, the event is per
ceived in a positive manner. The effectiveness of the recovery effort 
would be reflected in the relationship of the post disaster utility level 
to the pre-disaster aggregate utility level: 

The recovery effort has increased utility 

The recovery effort has reestablished the pre
disaste~ level 

A lower utility level is introduced following 
the disaster recovery 

It is important to note that in the above situation a spatial differential 
may be exhibited. For example, if the disaster impact zone is located in 
a central city area that has bee" evacuatf'd p:'ior to a serious storm the 
post aggregate utility level may be greater 'chan the pre-disaster utility 
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level. In the above case the storm may function as an agent of urban re

newal and force a concerted housing and social reform recovery effort that 

leaves the area better off in the post impact phase . On the other hand, 

a location in the fringe impact zone may experience a post utility level 

that is l ower than the pre utility level . For example, substantial eco

logical damage (trees, shrubs , landscaping, etc . ) may have occurred with

out a sUfficiently critical threshold level being attained t o permit large 

scale subsidized recovery efforts . 

The introduction and effel,tivene';s of new innovations must be evaluated 

within the framel'lork of its impa-'t <':1 the aggregate utility function. Em

pl oying the above, requires that the potential change in the utility l eve l 

be predicted from the implications that t he technology would have on the 

attributes of place. 

Technology Level Technology Level 

STATE A STATE B 

Time 

Where: 

Pr e Event u' 
ApR 

Event } 
Post Event 

= represents t he pre-technol ogy (State A) 
utility level 

U~R = represent s the predict ed post-technology 
- ~ (State B) utility level 

It may be noted that multiple objectives or goals can be associated with 

the introduction of new technology . Through the interplay of t hese goals 

higher or lower aggregate utility l evels may be established . By means of 

scaling the components of a society ' s preference structure the value add 

ed from technological innovation may be predicted . Comparisons of the 
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pre-technology utility levels against the predicted post tecl'.nology util
ity levels >!ould establish the value added from the innovation. The value 
added dimension >!ould change both through time and space. Perhaps in the 
pre-disaster phase, the value added to the utility function may be negative 
for location Xi: 

U' 
~R 

If the event does not occur the innovation >!ould probably represent a cost 
to the society and, hence, only a minimal payoff >!ould be generated. Ho>!
ever, if the event does occur >!e vlould anticipate that the ne>! technology 
>!ould function effectively and generate a positive payoff: 

This is meant to sho>! that through time i:he utility of the innovation is 
likely to change. It should be emphasized that a similar condition >!ould 
exist for the spatial dimension. In areas that >!ould normally experience 
the event the utility value added from the innovation >!ould probably be 
high compared to areas that never experience the event. A basic typology 
>!ith expected value added implications that incorporate both the temporal 
and spatial dimension are provided belo>!: 

Technology Leve: Probable Technology Level 
TABLE 9 

STATE A Relationships STATE B 

Pre Event 

U~R < U' 
Impact Area - ApR 

Non-Impact Area U > U' 
ApR - ~R 

J:;vent 
U < U' 

Impact Area AI AI 
• 

Non-Impact Area U > U' 
AI < AI -

Post Event 

U~o < U' 
Area - ApO Impact 

Non-Impact Area U~o > 
uApo -
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In the preceding table several comparisons are made with the probable re
lationship that would be exhibited defined in the center column. The table 
indicates that differential impacts would be exhibited between risk and 
nonrisk areas. These inequalities when aggregated in time and space would 
represent the o'erall value of the new technology. If the risk areas are 
limited in popul,tion and geographic extent, the advantage of the innova
tion to the tota. population may be very low and function as a determinant 
of whether goverr,ment is willing to subsidize those individuals located 
in a potential risk area. A serious consideration in the above problem 
is associated with the definition of risk areas versus nonrisk regions. 
The above definitional problem is primarily associated with the concept 
of hazard perception and the construct of a hazard threshold [300J. Pheno
typic variability in the perception of natural hazards and the associated 
behavioral response are central issues in several contemporary research 
problems. Based on the current research ni~ection, the delineation of 
the risk areas \'lOuld be defined in T.A.P. through a stochastic based re
gionalization methodology [284J. 

In addition to the above, the functional interrelationships between 
risk and nonrisk areas should be defined. Once the functional structure 
(socio-economic-political interactions) between risk areas and nonrisk 
areas are known the cross-regional benefits and costs may be generated. 
The present model does not consider cross-regional impacts. The utiliza
tion of a regional input-output model to define the functional relation
ships and their probable secondary impacts is suggested a:s a mechanism 
for the treatment and inclusion of cross-regional effects. The follow
ing diagram illustrates the interactions through a spatial system with 
the internal transactions between the economic sectors demonstrated in 
the diagonal elements and the cross-regional inputs and outputs illus
trated in the off-diagonal elements. This illustration, is in part, de
pendent on the problem or application in which T.A.P. is to be employed. 
The present application, for reasons of simplicity and basic development 
concentrates on the utility associated directly with each impact region 
and will ignore at the present time the cross-regional utilities. 

It should also be noted that several of such utility comparisons may 
not be suitable for other types of applications of T.A.P. In some cases 
a pre or a post event continuum would not be feasible and comparison8 would 
be more limited. The current example fits the notion of a pre-event, and 
post event evaluation format. 

A major objective of the utility analysis is the evaluation that a 
change in the level of technology would introduce to the group utility 
levels. Thus, at technology level state A, a utility level may be defined 
for the pre-event period. A change in the technology level to state B 
would result in a change in the aggregate utility values :or this time 
period. These incremental changes in the utility level from the pre and 
post technology periods will yield a differential utility change in both 
the risk and nonrisk areas. The change or difference in utility brought 
about by the new technology represents a residual utility increment 
(value added). 
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Non-Risk Area ~esidual Utility 

U' U~R ~R 
= 

= U' 
AI 

U. 
fiI 

U' 
UApo Apo 

= 

Total Residual Utility (Value Added) Non-Risk Ar~a: 

= f 

The added value or residual utility concept may indicate variability 
through the time continuum. It is very likely that the pre-event utility 
level would be approximately equal at both levels of technology. The effect 
of the new technology would probably not become apparent until the event or 
post event periods. The objective for the introduction of new technology may 
be dependent on an objective function which would maximize, in a positive 
direction, t.),e value added of new technology for most phenotypic groups. The 
preceding objective dOdS not necessarily represent the highest normative level 
attainable but, rather represents a level that is perceived sufficiently high 
to offset the costs of the innovation. 

A major weakness in the above approach to utility maximization rests on 
the static spatial assumptions. The preceding demonstrates a change in the 
utility function at only one location (location Xi)' In reality the spread 
of the innovation over space would result in changing utility levels by re
gions, as well a~, by groups within the regions. In order to incorporate a 
dynamic spatial dimension to the utility analysis a spatial diffusion process 
should be considered. 

XVI. OPERATIONALIZING THE TOTAL ASSESSMENT PROFILE 

1. INTRODUCTIO,T 

The utility model combined ,·lith the basic concepts of the theory of 
social action provide the infrastructure for the operationalization of the 
Total Assessment Profile. The specific contributions derived from the 
synthesis of the preceding are defined in the follo,ling: 

1. The utility model creates the underlying structure from 
which technological impacts may be evaluated in a 'tem
poral/spatial format. It provides a methodological 
configuration for the comparison of technological states, 
temporal variations through event sequences, and dif
ferential impacts for target populations. This is accom
plished through the utilization of the concept of place 
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utility. C., .. illges in the utility function over time and 
space permits comparison of altered technological state" 
as well as, derivation of the perceived impacts of these 
changes on the society, It is through this comparative 
capability that phenotypic variability and residual 
utility incJ'ements (value added) may be defined. 

The theory of social action introduces the concept of 
differential accessibility to societal resources: Con
sequently, it g:!ves th" l'ationale supporting dissegre
gation of the society into phenotypic groups. The 
inclusion of social-psychological phenotypes addresses 
the pr-oblems of decision making and program evaluation 
in a ranked and stratified society. 

The theory of social action also establishes the organ
izational base for the analysis of the social system. 
In other words, the theory defines the primary compon
ents that function within the social system. In this 
sense, the social action theory augments the utility 
model by providing an explanation for the valuation of 
events within the context of a social-psychological 
behavioral base. 

Combining the utility model with the theory of social action introduces 
a theoretical framework from which the Total Assessment Profile may he 
derived. Unlike earlier technological assessment models, the Total 
Assessment Profile is generated from the fundamental components of social 
theory. 

The Total Assessment Profile is a systematic mechanism which extracts 
the impacts that a change in technology would exert on the social system 
as a whole and on its parts. It was noted in pr~vious sections of this 
study that the impact on a societal system could be assessed at several 
levels: values, norms, mobilization into organiZed roles, and at the 
level of situational facilities [171 J. An innovation's ;,!fopact at the 
values level implies a subsequent effect at lower levels. It shoald be 
emphasized, however, that a change at a lower level dQes not neceS3arily 
affect the higher levels. For example, a ma40r structural change in 
values (standards of desirability) would init;,ate changes ~; _ norms, in
stitutions, and the system of resource allocations. A current example 
of this is seen in the intense desire for national energy independence. 
The expression of this desire or value is demonstrated in the striking 
changes which have been introduced at the lower level components of the 
social system. Both the public and private sectors have been forced to 
re-orient their behavior to facilitate the attainment of this new value. 
Unfortunately, the ramifications of these changes have had a differential 
impact on various members or phenotypes within the society. The poor, 
in part, due to their limited political influence, have been forced to 
absorb a disproportionately larger share of the sacrifices associated 
with situational facility and role mobilization changes. 
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Because of the nesting effect, the Total Assessment Profile must 
operate at the highest and most general level of the social system. 
This necessitates that T.A.P. be an evaluative instrument with its pri
mary focus being directed to the value structure of rne society and to 
its member groups. An impact on the values of the society would be 
differentially exhibited at all lower levels. 

A similar nested hierarchical effect would be demonstrated within 
each level of the social system's components. Smelser suggests that 
seven specific levels m?.y be employed in the assessment of social action 
components. Within his hierarchy there is a diffusion from the most 
general level to tl. .. lsast general level. A similar hierarchy may be 
observed in Maslow's five levels of needs discussed earlier. This 
hierarchy demonstrates a progress)on from the highest c.nd most general 
level needs to specific self-oriented needs [243J: 

Level 

1. Physiological Needs or Values 
2. Safety Needs or Values 
3. Belongingness and Love Needs or Values 
4. Esteem Needs or Values 
5. Self-actualization Needs or Values 

In Maslow's system the axiomatic values represent the highest levels. 
Nested within the axiomatic concepts at lower stag"s in the hierarchy 
are values of a less critical rank to life. If the axiomatic values 
are not attainable, the significance of the lower self-actualization 
values are meaningless. In other words, the value of survival surpasses 
the values associated with the pursuit of education, art, etc. Without 
the ability to survive, it is obvious that these lower values have 
little meaning. Thus, a technological impact on a major societal value 
will not only affect the value directly, but will also impact on lower 
nested values. In addition, the impacts on the value structure will 
have ramifications on society's norms, institutions, and resources. 

In conclusion, a meaningful assessment of technology must include 
an evaluation of the technology's impact on the elements of the social 
system. The Total Assessment Profile, therefore, will utilize the 
highest indicators of societal structure by employing value structures 
and changes in value structures as the determinant for 'i,easuring tech
nological impact. 

2. THE OPERATIONAL FORMAT FOR T.A.P. 

The direct effects of a technological impa"t may be assessed through 
the derivation of a comparative values impact matrix for each major pheno
typic group. The general structure of the matrix is based on a hierar
chically defined value set employing Maslow's [243J needs classification 
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categories. The values included in the matrix are a representative sample 
of the values found in Maslow's scale for each oi -~e five levels. Appen
dix J is an extensive listing of potential values chat may be impacted upon. 

The comparative values impact matrix is symmetrical having the dimen
s;o~s n by n. The columns and rows of the table are rankings of the value 
aTrays. The rankings applied to the matrix rows represent the sponsor's 
perception of the technology's impact on societal values. The columns of 
the matrix provide the phenotypic value profiles from which the technolo
gies impact on the value structure are defined. Therefore, the elements 
of the matrix indicate a comparison of the value rankings and their result
ing differences. The matrix facilitates the identification of perceptual 
preference variations between technological sponsors and their prospective 
consumers. 

Figure 77 illustrates the general structure of the Comparative Cross 
Values Matrix. It may be observed that the elements of the matrix are 
divided into three major parts; a hierarchical value rank, a phenotypic 
value rank (importance scale), and a sponsor's value ran~·ing. Each of 
these aspects are discussed in detail in the following paragraphs. How
ever, it should De noted t~at the difference between the phenotypic value 
rank and the sponsor's evaluation of the technology's impact on those 
values appears in the lower-right corner of the individual matrix cells. 
The degree of similarity or dissimilarity in the differences is construed 
as a measure of the technology's perceived benefits and costs. Stresses 
and benefits are "-,fined by the positive or negative sign of the impact 
appearing in the lower right cell position and the size of the number. 

There are two separate scaling problems associated with the data 
matrix. The first of these is concerned with dimensioning the phenotype 
and sponsors values. Once the values are selected for inclusion in the 
assessment they are formulated into e series of paired comparisons. The 
Faired comparisons technique becomes part of the survey research instru
ment that is administered to the social areal phenotypes. Examination 
of Figure 77 helps to illustrate the outcomes of the scaling procedure. 
In the top horizontal rows the cells are assigned a hierarchical value 
rank. This value is used for weighing the impacts on the various levels 
of value. The basis for this weighing procedure is found in Maslow's 
hierarchy of needs discussed earlier. The major reason for the weight 
is to control for impacts that have important consequences for dissolution 
or decay in the social system (a process similar to entropy in a closed 
system). Hence, as a value if selected for inclusion in the matrix it 

] 

~ ].; 

!
1 We feel it is irroortant to note that during the course of the study 
j a scaling procedure wo.., considered for determining the weights of these I 

is first considered in terms of the "needs level" with which it is asso
ciated. In the example, the weights stem from 1 thro11gh 5 with the 
heavier weight assigned the most common and a basic survival value and 
the lightest weight assigned to the less common (more individualized) 
self-actu~li7.ation values. 

i values. However, since the basis for such scaling would be survey re- 11 . 

1
'1 search and reflect a composite ranking of the population, the procedure Jl i" 
J ' I I 
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becomes useless as a control. That is, the hierarchical weighing proce
dure is included in order to prevent optimizing on a more esoteric value 
while impacting on a survival value. Depending on one's position in the 
class structure and the values held, it is quite possible to optimize on 
values designed to increase one's ability to command resources and con
sume while destroying the ecological balance and all men's chances to 
survive. Therefore, these weights are designed to protect all people and 
the social system from being forced into a process of decay by a few who 
control resources and espouse a different self-centered value system. 

These other values are, of course, one of the critical steps in the 
Comparative Cl'OSS Values Matrix and are accounted for in the area labeled 
"phenotypic value rank" and "sponsor,' s value ranking". It is at this point 
that the paired comparison methodology becomes impo~tant since it provides 
the relative perceptual weight of the phenotype for a given value. In 
Figure 78 a single cell of the Comparative Cross Values Matrix is present
ed. In the example the value is considered extremely important to the 
phenotype being examined and a Height of 3 is assigned this response. 
This Height is in turn multiplied by the hierarchical weight to produce 
the "rank x value level" appearing in the diagonal (+15). This is inter
pret~d as meru1ing that the phenotype in question considers the value to 
be extremely important and in light of the needs hierarchy it is a sur
vival value. 

The second part of the example deals Hith the sponsor's evaluation 
of the impact of the technology on the same value. We stress at this 
point the fact~hat the sponsor possessing detailed knowledge of the tech
nology is evaluating the impact of the technology in light of both this 
knowledge and his perception as to how it impacts. Hence, his rankings 
stem from +T having a Height of +3 through zero (no impact) to a -- (an 
extremely negative impact) having a weight of -3. The same weighing and 
multiplication process is accomplished in the example and the result is 
a -15 in the diagonal. These weights are subsequently multiplied in order 
to determine the value impact product. In the cell example this figure is 
-225 \-Ihich means the technology impacts in a highly negative fashion for 
this phenotype. We could add here that this is only one particular \-lay 
of rating values. In our case, weights could be chosen for the Maslo\-l's 
levels, for example, as 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 instead of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
respectively, etc. if the large numbers like the -225 here are "objec
tionable" to a "sponsor". We feel this mUltiplicative system is very 
appropriate as it has the proper algebraic properties. 

The second of the scaling problems mentioned earlier, deals with the 
identification of the under'lying value dimensions to be included. We 
propose ':l1e use of multiplE! dimension scaling for this purpose. This can 
be done by identifYing a hE,tel'ogeneous but small popUlation of informed 
individuals. These \-Iould include "influentials"--those \-Ihose particular 
intel'est is known to be positive and those \-Ihose views will be negative; 
those who are likely to benefit most and those \-Iho might prosper least. 
It includes those governmental officials \-Iho are responsible for develop
ment Or regulation of the technology. In the case of a natural disaster 
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warning satellite, for example, thts must necessarily include persons from 
NASA, NWS, USAF inter alia, Clearly, the identification of perhaps thirty 
individuals who are sensitive to the likely areas of benefit/cost evalua
tion is crucial to the whole analysis. It' is not important that they be 
"representative" of public opinion; indeed, that is not the goal. What 
is important is that they be inclusive of the diversity of views toward 
the policy or innovation under scrutiny. 

The survey instrument will be based upon inforrr.'3.tion gleaned from 
these preliminary respondents in techniques characterized by Dexter as 
elite and specialized interviewing. While other moces undoubtedly will 
be devised, these are likely to be (a) open-ended interviews or discussions 
of perhaps one-half hour in length; (b) a completion-type of questionnaire 
in which the respondent is asked to list the three, five, or whatever 
number of issues there are in the proposed technological innovation that 
concern him most. (He may be asked also to rank these issues by their 
importance as perceived by him.) Finally, at the end of the interview, 
the respondent may be asked (c) to check or to rank order a list of issues 
(paired comparisons, etc.) that already has been prepared. 

MDS then is used to identify the underlying dimensions of similarity 
in the interview segment, with the insights gleaned from the open-ended 
discussions being used to double-check that all important values associated 
with the technology at issue have been included in the analysis. It be
comes a relatively straightforward matter to develop a respondent-by-issue 
matrix, to compute coefficients of association among the issues mentioned, 
to cluster them in n-dimensional space, and to inte"pret the number of 
dimensions and their substantive nature. It may br· that relatively few 
dimensions will be uncovered--perhaps three to six--despite the hetero
geneity of the respondents. What is likely to be observed is that, de
spite their heterogeneity the number of dimensions uncovered will not be 
great. Instead, it is likely that a wide range of scores on each of the 
several substantive dimensions will be observed. With this information 
about the number and type of dimensionalities likely to be present in the 
data, and with the information about phenotypic behavior, it is possible 
for the investigative team to follow the principles of survey m8thodology 
in obtaining the proper value rankings from the phenotypic groups. 

The Total Assessment Model is not normative in structure, it is a 
b,,,haviorally based model. The rationale unde~'lying the "hoi"" of the 
model has been documented in previous sections of the study. The emphasis 
is placed on the perception of the behavioral environment or symbolic 
universe of the sponsor versus the phenotype. Stresses and benefits are 
seen as n~gative or positive departures in the perception of the tech
nology's impact on the value or preference structures. Since the objec
tive is the measurement of the impact on values, T.A.P. contains within 
it the indirect affects on societal norms, institutions, and resources. 
These stresses and benefits would exert an influence on the ~omponents 
of the social system for a point in time and for a location. 
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Figure 79 represents an expansion of the pr eceding in order to 
demonstr ate phenotypic var iabil ity . Each matrix is constructed in the 
same format with the sponsor ' s perceptions being held constant . The 
column r ankings , on the other hand , vary with each phenotype . The dif
fer ences in cell perceptions , as expressed by traverses through the 
matrices , provide a profile of the technol ogy ' s impact across the 
soc i etal value :::, ... r·lcture . 

Value 1 

Val ue 2 

Value 3 

Value 4 

Value 5 

PHENOTYPE C 

PHENOTYPE B 

I 
PHENOTYfE A 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I L _ _ 

~lue 
3 

Value 
4 

Valu,~e~--------V 
5 

--------------------~ 

Figure 79 . Compar at i ve Values Impact Matrix By Phenotypes 
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The de~ivation of the Total 
seve~al p~epa~atory data phases. 
format and the p~oper sequencing 

Assessment 
Figu~e 80 

of tasks. 

P~ofile is dependent on 
illustrates the ope~ational 

PHASE I - ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGICAL EVALUATION 

The fi~st phase employs a basic enginee~ing ~eview and evaluation 
of the technolgies impact, costs, and benefits. Included within this 
analysis would be: 

1. Feasibility Study 
2. Estimated Cost Effectiveness 
3. Di~ect Benefit Cost Analysis (Optional) 

The enginee~ing technological evaluation establishes the feasibility of 
the innovation and its di~ect economic impacts. This stage is prepa~a
tory to the social impact analysis. 

Phase II 
Sponso~ls Value 

Preferences 

Phase I 
Enginee~ing Technological Evaluation 

Phase IV 

Comp~ative Values Impact Mat~ix 

Figure 80. Ope~ational Format Fo~ T.A.P. 
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PHASE II - SPONSOR'S VALUE PERCEPTIONS 

It is the objective of this phase to devise the preference impact 

for the proposed technology as seen by the sponsor. As we just discussed 

this phase requh·es the development of instrumentation and a survey of 

the sponsor. After using MDS to get at the value dimensions the individ

ual responses of the sponsor's representatives are aggregated to a common 

ordinal scale and then employed in the comparative values impact matrix. 

PHASE III - IDENTIFICATION OF TARGET PHENOTYPES 

This phase requires the identification of social-psychological pheno

types. In the initial application of T.A.P., a spatial ecological approach 

is required in the identification of the phenotypes. For details as to 

how this process is accomplished see Appendix H. This level will permit 

a relatively simple procedur,e for defining groups and isolating their size 

and location. The following behavioral model indicates that Phase 111---

will initially operate at the effector level: 

Selector 

\ ... 
.... ---- Effector 

Detector --- --- ---- ...... 
I 

--- - --- ---
As noted earlier this model illustrates a behavioral process in 

which the detector stage is representative of the perception of a stimulus. 

The selector stage illustrates the cognitive action taken by the organism 

in respect to its percepi:ion. The selector stage is largely psychological 

and is characteristic of covert behavior. The effector stage, on the 

other hand, defines overt behavior or the physical action taken by the 

organism in response to the stimulus. Most of the research in the be

havioral sciences is dependent on the effector stage (ove'ct behavior) to 

function as an indicator of covert behavior. The initial application 

of T.A.P. will not be an exception. Each new iteration of T.A.P. will 

provide greater understanding and predictability of overt behavior by 

permitting the researcher greater insight into the elements of covert be

havior. The initial application, however, is primarily limited to overt 

behavioral descriptions and to a survey format geared toward obtaining 

the elementary components of the cognitive process. 
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The above will be achieved through the use of a social area anal
ysis approach. This approach will be augmented by a market segmentation 
analysis to extend the level of inquiry from the effector behavioral 
stage to the selector stage. This bridge between the two stages will 
become stronger with each subsequent iteration of the model. 

The operational format for Phase III includes the differentiation 
of space by life cycle and socio-economic dimensions. The regularity 
in the spatial distribution of these factorial dimensions is documented 
in earlier sections of this study. Regionalization of the area (see 
Appendix H) into social areas provides the base for a spatial sampling 
of occupants. The survey includes instrumentation that is designed to 
extract the preferenc'e structure's of these ecologically based phenotypes. 

since the model is static for both time and space, the phenotypic 
and sponsor value evaluations remain constant. This is not viewed as 
a serious limitation in the short-run. However, for long-run applica
tions of T.A.P. systematic updates for value preference structures would 
be a necessity. This requirement, in fact, may be considered a positive 
social attribute. Monitoring of changes in the typology of preference 
space functions as a general indicator of value assimilation and disper
sion. Convergence of the value structure, for example, may suggest uni
formity in societal goals. This in turn may function as a determinant 
of public and private policy. On the other hand, increased dispersion 
would indicate greater segmentation of the society and an increased de
mand for multi~le goals and policies. 

In addition, changes in the value space of the society may be employ
ed in a predicative mode to define the directions new technology should 
follow. Incorporation of the above would represent a major shift in 
orientation from a society which has traditionally been directed by tech
nology to one which defines the desired technology and its applications. 

PHASE IV - THE DERIVATION OF THE COMPARATIVE VALUES MATRIX 

The final phase represents the output of the analysis. The scaled 
value preferences of the phenotypes and of the technology's sponsors 
are introduced into a m2trix format. Comparisons of the rankings are 
defined in the cells of the matrix. Each matrix inturn provides a pro
file (Total Assessment Profile) which reveals the impact of the technolOgy 
on the society. 

The comparative values matrix represents the attribute states defined 
in the utility model. Weighing each of the value configurations by the 
influence or size of the phenotype, they represent, provides the input 
into the aggregate utility equation. It may be recalled that the equa
tion reflects a functional relationship for the combined phenotypic 
groups: 
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Therefore: 

Where: 

UA = 

Wr = 

Ur = 

S = 

xi = 

t = 
0 

-!' 

~ , , , 
I 
J 

,;,~ 

~ 

= Ur (Value Attribute Perception Sets) 

= UN (Value Attribute Perception Sets) 

Aggregate Place Utility for a Community 

Phenotypic Group Weight (Wr = Pr/P "here Pr equals 

the population of phenotypic group r and represents 
the total population 

Utility Level for Phenotype Group I 

Socio-economic-psychological Scaled Attributes 

Location i 

Time Period 
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XVII. NATURAL DISASTERS: THE PROBLEM SUGGESTING T.A.P. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the initial stages of the project upon which this study is based a 
benefit cost study was envisioned. In the beginning our team proposed to go 
to an area of the United States and perform a benefit cost study. However, 
financial and other considerations coalesced to rule out this possibility. 
The alternative suggested was to view the effects of Hurricane Agnes in 
order to gather supporting data and gain further insights into the "total 
cost" picture of a disaster. This view necessitated collection of large 
volumes of disaster related data and searching out the information relevant 
to both benefits and costs. 

In this section of the report the dynamics of a disaster are viewed. 
The approach is selective in the sense that the Total Assessment Profile is 
geared to both space and time dynamics. Hence, three major objectives per
tinent to our approach are embodied: (1) the need to demonstrate a liter
ature review of sequential sets of disaster behavioral models, (2) the need 
to define relationships of the sequential profiles to new early warning 
disaster technology, and (3) the need to establish a mechanism by which se
quential profiles of disaster behavior may be integrated into a higher level 
benefit cost analysis. The goal of the preceding was to design a profiling 
mechanism for all types of technological assessments. The sequential pro
files of disaster behavio;, are specific and were used to define the universals 
in the behavior sequences. In other words, the profiles are used inductively 
to develop a theoretical base upon which all technological assessments may 
be defined. In this sense we are suggesting a major departure from the tra
ditional cost-benefit analysis. The direction for this departure as has 
been shown involves placing the theory of social action in a spatial temporal 
framework. 

2. THE SPACE TIME CONTINUUM 

The events that occur in objective reality are perceived by man as ex
periences. These experiences occur within a temporal and spatial' continuum. 
Abler, Adams, and Gould [301] have suggested that the temporal continuum is 
egocentric and may be divided into formal time regions. Figure 81 illus
trates the preceding concept. It shows that consciousness of perceiving 
events within the temporal continuum are structured in the context of three 
temporal dimensions: the past, present, and futur~. ~he intensity of our 
experiences is greatest in ,espect to the present and is characterized by a 
decay function both into the past and into the future. 

Within the spatial continuum a similar diagram may be developed as 
shown in Figure 82. Man experiences events over space as well as over 
time [302]. He demonstrates, in the spatial continuum of experiences 
areal differentials in the intensity of his perceptions of events. If 
we place man at the center of his space (spatial egocentricity is assumed 
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in tr,~ above and is consistent with most behavioral models) we would an

ticipate a frictional effect in the intensity of experiences with the 

distance that the experiences occur in r,~spect to the individual perceiver. 

Hence, both time and space continuums of experiences demonstrate decreas

ing intensity with distance from the individual perceiver. We have a 

nodal (central) structure in which luan perceives himself as the center 

[303] with events both in the context of time and space decreasing away 

from him. 

Time and space become central and unifying dimensions for human ex

periences. Gould notes that the fundamental nature of time and space is 

indicat€d by the lack of a concept to express the absence of these dimen

sions for experiences [301]. The location of an event is always defined 

in relation to the preceding contiruums. 

The large body of literature on disaster behavior reflect numerous 

individual and organizational changes occurring within a natural disaster 

context. An initial objective to understanding the similarities and co

variations in these models of behavior necessitate~ a mechanism by which 

they may be ordered and evaluated. It is proposed in this paper that the 

mechanism of ordering these events be a spact/time continuum. This approach 

will facilitate comparisons of numerous sequences of events and establish 

a means by which these sequences may be calibrated to one another. The 

interrelationships of these sequences may then be utilized in the deriva

tio':> of a social action theory. 

Since, both the time and space continuums illustrate a decay function 

it is suggested that a logarithmic scah be defined [304]. Figure 83 illus

trates the proposed scale which would be applicable to both temporal and 

spatial event sequences. Interpret~tion of the scale reflects a temporal 

dimension generated from a specific event at time t with the lower portion 

of the scale reflecting post events from time period t to t+9 and the 

upper portion of the scale indicating the pre-event period from time unit 

t-9 1"0 t. 

3. MODELS OF DISASTER - THE TEMPORAL SEQUENCE 

Most researchers confronted with the study of events such as a natural 

disaster have attempted to sequence these events within a temporal stage 

model. The simplest of the temporal models is provided by Drayer [305] 

in which the disaster is seen as the impact, with the pre-disaster phase 

and post-disaster phases defined as the pre-impact and post-impact stages 

respectively. Carr [307] and Smith [308] provide a slightly more elabo

rate stage model in which the post-disaster phase is subdivided into addi

tional stages. The Carr and Smith approaches provide greater sensitivity 

to the abrupt structural changes following the unslaught of the disaster. 

Models by Form [309], Williams [310], Powell [311], Wallace [312], Ellevers 

[313], and Stoddard [314] are very detailed stage models of disaster phases 

both in the pre and post-disaster periods. In all cases the above models 
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• structure simi1a:!:> reaction and prepar.,tory behaviol' by organizations and 

individuals in respect to a temporal >:ontinuum. Figure 84 reviews these 

various models of temporal sequence stages on the transformed logarithmic 

scale proposed earlier. ' 

One of the most popular stage models of disaster behavior over time 

is found in Powell's approach. A breakdown of this model calibrated to 

the logarithmic scale is provided in Figure 85. Along with the calibration 

to the logarithmic scale functional descriptions of the stages are provided 

in the figure. The exact location of the stages are dependent on the 

nature and agent of disaster. Hence, the warning period could be of sub

stantial length in some types of disasters or in other types their could 

be an absence of the pre-warning phases. The preceding necessitates a 

classification of disaster agent characteristics to the calibration of 

the temporal stages. The Dcsaster Research Center (DRC) a' The Ohio State 

University has provided several publications related to disaster ar,.'"1ts 

and their characteristics [306J. The following characteristics were felt 

to be important considerations in disaster planning: predictability (how 

foreseeable is the event), frequency (is the event ral'e or common), con

trOllability (is intervention or control possible), speed of onset (how 

sudden is the impact), duration of impact (the 1engtF.- of the impact period), 

length of forewarning (length of])eriod prior to imoact), and the intensity 

of impact ( a combination of both location and dew,,;" of the impact). To 

summarize these findings of the Disaster Research Center Figure 86 has 

been constructed to illustrate the preceding cor;.cepts as they relate to a 

selected set ::>1 "pecific disaster agents. 

Several problems are encountered in the utilization of Figure 86 as a 

taxonomic structure for the study of natural disasters. Most disasters of 

a large scale are the result of multiple agents and we would expect the 

effects to be multidimensional. For example, a hurricane could potential

ly involve flooding, \>lind damage, fire, etc. Hence a multiplicity of 

effects may be associated with the uns1aught of this one disaster. We 

may also find within each disaster agent wide variations in its character

istics. For example, a flood may range from a highly predictable and 

~enera11y controllable event to a flash flood which may be very unpredict

able and generally uncontro11ab18. Dynes, Quarante11i, and Kreps [306J 

note that the most severe combination of the preceding characteristics 

are in a disaster agent that gives little or no warning, that has a rapid 

onset, and that lasts a long time. 

The temporal phases in the disaster are arbitrary, but each phase 

does represent changes in values and new demands for human action. Both 

for convenience and its sensitivity to these changing demands the temporal 

sequence established by Powell will be utilized in our treatment (Figure 

!l5). Powell established eight phases in his temporal model: 

Phase I Pre disaster Phase - This phase establishes the setting 

prior to the detection and occurrence of the event. 

It represents the adaptions that the society has pro

vided for a disaster occurrence. 
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Phase II ~Iarning - Most writers feel 'this stage is associated 
with advan~e notification of the existence of danger 
and what can be done to prevent or minimize the 
impact [315,316J. 

Phus~ III Threat - This phase i~ seen as a preparatory stage 
to the impac'_. 'fhe phase provides time to ready re
sources anG institutions to minimize the consequences 
of the disaster. 

Phase IV Imp,-<ct - This phase is normally of short relative dura
tion and consist of the period whel'e the disaster agent 
is active. It should be re-emphasized that this phase 
may consist of multiple impac1:s. 

Phase V Inw,ntory - This phase follows the disaster and is 
~~~d to assess the demands that the disaster has cre
ated. In most situations we may view this stage as an 
initial personal invr , •• , ,ry and later expect it to rep
resent a translatior to a community level inventory. 
This is an extremely important phase for it establishes 
the direction and magnitude of the mobilization effort. 

Phase VI Rescue - This phase cons ist s of the immediate d,omands 
generated from the impact and its subsequent inventory. 
Victims are identified and immediate aid is provided bv 
either ephemeral or organized established institutions. 

Phase VII Remedy - This phase is an extension of the Rescue phase 
and consists primarily of organized professional aid. 

Phase VIII Recovery - This phase is associated with the restor
ation of the impacted area to a level comparable to th~ 
pre-disaster phase. Recovery may take an extended 
period of time and may include adapt ions to reduce sub
sequent disas~er impacts. 

The preceding stages provide nUmerous demands on the community and re
sults in adaptive and sometimes conflicting behavic~. This model, however, 
does provide an arbitrary regionalization on the temporal continuum that 
may be used to isolate behavioral responses by both individuals and the 
commu,nity at large to events associated with a disaster. 

4. MODELS OF DISASTER - THE SPATIAL SEQUENCE 

The spatial continuum of disaster behavior may be demonstrated by a 
model developed by Anthony Wallace [312] for a torn".do in WorcE!ster, 
Massachusetts. Figure 87 illustrates Wallace's spatial model transformed 
to the temporal logarithmic scale. According to Wallace the warning and 
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threat periods are characterized by increasing spatial differentiation 
in the area where the disaster is likely to ocr.Hr. As environmental cues 
are observed and information is disseminated an area of high risk is iden
tified. It is within the high risk areas that mobilization and response 
to the impending danger would be greatest. At the time of impact even 
greater spatial differentiation is observed. Wallace defines three po
tential zones at this stage: a total impact area where maximum dan,age 
has occurred, a fringe impact area which has experienced a secondary de
gree of damage, and a filter area-which was undamage 1, but functions as 
a convergence zone for disast~elief efforts. The size of the disaster 
as it is defined by the area enclosed within the filter area provides an 
initial measure of the inventory or assessment phase of the mobilization 
efforts to follow. Since the disaster impact reflects differential sp< 1al 
intensity it may be expected that both secondary and tertiary impacts w. 11 
also demonstrate areal differentiation. 

Wallace's model for the phases of the disaster over space reflects a 
geographic static model of areal differences (zonal patterns) that exist 
at a single node (point) in space. Many disasters are dynamic over the 
spatial continuum and should be viewed as a spatial diffusion process. 
Within an expansion type diffusion process, a disaster occurring over 
space would be viewed as a directed graph. A biased net of destination 

r • 
nodes would demonstrate the transfer over space of the total lmpact, 
fringe impact, and filter areas from an origin node to destination nodes. 
Figure 88 illustrates the dynamics associated with an expansion diffusion 
system. The temporal impact stage, in the context of Figure 88, would 
illustrate a primary wave effect ~ver the graph (surface). A disaster, 
such as a hurricane, would reflect this spatially dynamic characteristic 
as one identifies and tracks the storm along its path. 

The dynamic combination of time and space provides a dimension that 
may be utilized in the study of all disaster sequences. Following the 
primary way of destruction subsequent waves of secondary and tertiary 
impacts may be generated. Crucial to the cost-benefit analysis proposed, 
is a treatment of both the traditional costs and benefits associated with 
the primary wave, and th~ important secondary and tertiary impact wave. 
It is assumed that the social and institutional costs of the disaster are 
more likely to be reflected in these secondary wave effects. 

The preceding has suggested that the sequence associated with the 
disaster will reflect changing demands and will result in complex forms 
of social action. The costs and benefits of these actions ~~~t be defined 
prior to an assessment of technclogical innovation in ~nanging expected 
sequences. To provide a frame of reference for this assessment a series 
of profiles have been constructed and calibrated to the logarithmic tem
poral/spatial continuum. 
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5. TPE COMMUNITY FUNCTION PROFILE 

Figure 89 illustrates the changing community functions associated with 
the pre and post-disaster phases. Basic community functjons such as: 
production-distribution-consumption, socialization, social participation, 
social control, and mutual support are disrupted at the app~oach and im
mediate periods following the impact phase. During the impact there is 
a shift to core or axiomatic values. This disruptive effect and the 
length of time following its restoration implies both an economic and 
social cost to the community. During the impact phase we see a shift from 
the normal external linkages (vertical linkages) to horizontal (internal) 
linkages within the community [317]. The normal functions of that commu
nity are no longer effectively operating and are not re-established until 
the remedy and recovery phases. 

6. THE ORGANIZATION SEQUENCE PROFILE 

Figure 90 provides a transformation to the logarithmic scale of an 
organizational sequence profile. Dynes [318] has identified four types 
of organization components within the context of disaster behavior. Dynes' 
basic typology is illustrated in Figure 91 and reflects two key concepts. 
Thos organizations that have tasks either associated or not associated 
with disasters ann those organizations that are old and established in 
relation to those that are new and of an emergent character. From this 
typology four primary organization types may be defined: 

Type I 

Type II 

Type III 

Organizations ~stablished - These would represent organ
izations that ar" clearly responsible for d; saster re
lated activities. Examples of the followir,; would 
include police and f;' a departments. 

Organizations EX1?anding - Dynes sees these gro'"pS 
emerging from community organiZational planning. At 
the time of a disaster their role is defined, however 
they must mobilize and expand their structure to become 
effective. An example of a Type II organization is the 
American Red Cross or the Salvation Army. 

Organizations Extending - This organizational type de
fines a group which is in existence prior to the dis
aster, however, it radically changes its role in response 
to the needs. In other words, the organization under
takes non-regular tasks. An example of a Type III 
organization would be a construction company util:~ing 
its equipment and employees in a rescue operation. 
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Type IV Organiza·tions Emergent - This organizational group would 
be of a new-nonregular type when it becomes engaged in 
disaster oriented activities because of emergent needs. 
This type of group would have no previous experience nor 
stI'UctUI'e and would be forced to establish all the basic 
organizational elements following the impact. An ex
ample of a Type IV organization would be a citizen's 
investigation or relief committee. 

It may be observed from FigliI'e 91 that based on the type of organiza
tions that are activitied during an emergency a threshold disaster level 
may be defined. The existence of Type I and Type II organizations would 
reflect the level of a localized community emergency. The addition of 
Type III organizations provides a threshold to attain a full scale disaster 
level emergency. The addition of Type IV organizations expands the dis
aster to a major emergency level. The profile sequence for organization 
structure is provided in figure 91. Type I organizations having already 
been established, are in existence and operating through the entire time 
sequence. As the impact phase is approached mobilization of resources are 
placed in an emergency mode. Type II organizations also exist through the 
entire time period, however, they would not undergo their functional ex
pansion phase until the inventory stage. Type III and Type IV organiza
tions would emerge as a necessary response to community demands following 
the impact phase. The articulation of Type III and Type IV organizations 
in respect to Type II may result in various degrees of stress [319,320J. 
Type III and IV organizations represent non-professional local volunteer 
groups relative to Type II organizations that may represent professional 
and often nonlocal people. The preceding may result in both role and goal 
organizational friction. In most disaster situations Type III and IV 
organizations dominate the immediate post impact phase with Type II organ
izations becoming central during the relief and early recovery phases. 

7. THE COMMUNICATION SEQUENCE PROFILE 

The communication sequence model reflects a dichotomous structure 
between senders and receivers of information. Th~ major function of the 
communication sequence profile as presented in Figure 92 is to provide 
information during the warning and threat, impact, and inventory phases. 
The senders are responsiblt· for detection of environmental cues, pre
diction of the likely implications of the cues, and finally disseiii1i1ation 
of information in the form of a warning. These warnings may continue 
throughout the pre-impact and the impact phases of the temporal sequence. 
The senders system may actually consist of an information hierarchical 
linkage network with numerous levels of senders [316J. The structure, 
for example of the U.S. weather service reflects a highly artiCUlated in
formation dissemination. 

The reception of the sender's messages involves an alert to -otential 
victims and consists of an evaluation phase by the receivers. Extensive 
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research has indicated that responses to environmental cues will reveal 
substantial variations by region and socioeconomic phenotypes [217,321, 
322,187]. The individual perception of the seriousness of the threat and 
the identification of the response to it defines the effectiveness of the 
communications network. McDavid [323] observes three major determinates 
by receivers in the effectiveness of the communication system: (1) the 
reliability of the source, (2) the perceived meaning of the information, 
and (3) the resolution of conf~icting information [323]. 

A reinf'J!'cement phase continues thrOl.1ghout the warning, threat, and 
post impact periods to bolster and augment the initial information flow. 
The communications profile incorporates a learning phase in the form of 
a recall loop which provides a feedback both to senders and receivers. 
It is through the recall mechanism that a latent response pattern for 
future disaster may be established. 

8. THE ADAPTIVE SYSTEM SEQUENCE PROFILE 

The previous profile has suggested that a learning component may be 
established within the response pattern. Figure 93 is a modified and 
temporally calibrated model of an adaption sequence defined by Kates [186]. 
The profile defines several stages within a perception learnine format. 
The predisaster phase reflects existing human and natural environmental 
adaptions. Based on prior learning, cues generated from the natural en
vironment are detected and interpreted by individuals responsible for 
monitoring natural event occurrences. It is from these cues that the 
decision maker must establish the degree of threat associated with the 
cues, and whether to release this information to the general public. 
Whether the decision maker acts or not this will have no effect on the se
quence of natural events. Thus, the above decision rests witt: the percep
tions of the decision maker, delays in his decision to act may have serious 
consequences on the length of the warning and threat preparatory periods. 
Following the impact phase a second decision threshold emerges. A-: this 
point the decision makers are faced with the problem of mobilization. 
Extensive economic and social costs are associated with this levcl. During 
the inventory phase decisions related to the magnitude d' the impact must 
be assessed. As a result of the sequence of natural events and the de
cisions associated with these events learning and adjustments may follow. 

In the recovery phase these adjustments may take two directions: 
natural event modification, or human use mod:.fication. The above modifi
cations establish a new level of response in the pre-disaster systems. 
This new adapt ion may be more resistant to a re-occurrence of the disaster 
and its impact. The institutionalization of this adapt ion or series of 
adaptions has been defined as the emergence of a "disaster subcUlture" 
by Vlemger and Weller [324]. Considerable variations have been demonstrated 
in the level of the "disaster subculture" tJ-·rOlughout communities in the 
United States [324]. The Hazard perception research in geography also 
demonstrates extensive analysis of both the mechanisms for modification 
and the related human responses to these modifications [322,325,326,327]. 
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9. THE VICTIM SEQUENCE PROFILES 

The preceding profiles have de~lt with aggregate reactions to the impact. The victim sequence profile demonstrated in Figure 94 represents an individual reaction sequence to the pre-impact and post-impact phases. The pre-disaster phase is characterized by the individual adapt ions to the environment in which human occupancy is established. The perception of risks exists within a conceptual model defined by the individual. Human behavior is the result of actions made in response to objective reality after it has been filtered by values an individual possessEO'.s. Hence, irrational behavior may. characterize human perception and reactions to environmental risks. The evaluation phase and disaster responses to risk will be determined by the individual perception of the potential danger. Substantial variations in individual responses may be anticipated during the pre-impact phases • 

The impact phase would be characterized by a basic survival response, and for most people this response will be demonstrated by meaningful, rational, and prctective behavior. Following impact some disorganization may be exhibited by victims; howev~r, research has suggested that this disorganization rapidly dissolves and behavior follows a counter disaster (striking back at the disaster agent) 'oeaction [328,329]. In the latter stages of post-impact the initial "cou.1ter disaste.r syndrome" begins to exhibit greater individual interest an~ we se~ greater identification of the victim role emerging among the impacted population. The preceding reflects the input of the professional organizations and directed aid only made available to victims. In respect to the individual, the recovery phase will reveal the greatest impacts as people attempt to re-establish themselves and the realization of the full magnitude of the loss becomes apparent. 

10. THE NON-VICTIM SEQUENCE MODEL 

The final profile, also reflects the reaction of individuals rather than aggregate group behavior. The non-victim sequence model indicates that the pre-disaster phases will be identical to the victim sequence model (Figure 95). In the post-impact period, however, nonvictims can be placed in a basic dichotomy: those involved in the post disaster recovery reaction, and those who remain uninvolved. Those that elect to become involved may enter the disaster response reaction immediately as volunteers or indirectly from a sightseer role. The typology developed by Shasko1sky [330] provides some direction as to who is placed in a volunteer role (Figure 96). The typology reflects both individual and group vo1unteerism within an anticipated and spontaneous format. Anticipated individual action may be expected from a physician, while spontaneous individual responses may be expected from the sightseer. The response by volunteers during the rescue phase reflects the transfer of the "counter disaster syndrome" to nonvictims. The emergence of ephemeral groups and 
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A TYPOGLOGY OF VOLUNTEERISM IN DISASTER SITUTATIONS 
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organizations reflects the continuation of the above motivation. As in
creasing differentiation occurs the nonvictim roles become less clear and 
are eventually dissolved. 

11. THE DISASTER BEHAVIOR PROFILES - A SPATIAL-TEMPORAL DIFFUSION PROCESS 

The preceding profiles provide a systematic sequencing of pre and post
impact behavioral responses. Each illustrates changes in individual and 
group behavior generated from a disaster event. An evaluation of costs 
and benefits derived from technological innovation that may chan~e these 
sequences would be the basis of technological assessment. The changed 
social behavior by individuals and groups represent responses from the 
direct impact and its subsequent demands of the disaster agent and respcnse
generated demands by the community to these direct impacts [306]. The re
lationship of the various sequences to one another illustrates the multiple 
facets of disaster impacts. The relationship of new technology should be 
evaluated within the context of the interactions of these sequences. 

To facilitate the identification rnd interacti,n of the sequences a 
temporal/spatial data matrix may be constructed. Figure 97 provides a 
hypothetical format for the data matrix. It may be observed that locations 
(A, B, c, ............. N) are placed across the top of the table with the 
time dimension (June 1, 2, •.••.••.••••• Feb. 2B) representing the rows of 
the matriA. Measurements of the profiles would be defined by the columns 
of the table with each column representing a surrogate measure of organ
izational or individual behavior. The elements of the matrix would rep
resent scaled magnitudes of the various surrogate meas 'lr'es. It may be 
noted that the columns have been subdivided into direct and indirect mea
sures of the behavioral profiles. Direct surrogate measures of the be
havioral profiles would represent the more traditional physical and economic 
event sequences; while, the indirect would represent surrogate indices of 
the secondary social, political, and environmental event sequences. 

The existence of several locations and time periods places the data 
within a diffusion context. Hence, direct impacts of location A will occur 
prior to their appearance at location B, location C, etc. Each profile 
may be peT-ceived as a wave which expands over space through time. The 
primary impacts (the direct impacts) would be prevalent in th~ initial 
post-impact periods, while the secondary (indirect impacts) w uld follow 
and become dominant in the latter stages of the temporal continuum. 

An evaluation of the cost/benefit of the disaster must incorporate 
sufficient sensitivity over time and space to identify not only the primary 
impacts but also the secondary diffusion waves. The advent of new tech
nology and its impact should be sufficiently sensitive to isolate the 
multiple diffusion waves and the alterations that the new technology would 
induce in these waves. 
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12. AN APPLICATION OF THE PROFILE SEQUENCING MECHANISM 

To verify the preceding sequences and their implications to one 
another a c:mtent analysis has been employed. This analysis was d:;-signed 
to link the data resulting from the Agnes disaster with the social action 
theory then being developed for TAP. As developed by King [331,332] and 
by Muraco [333], social action theory is the core of the Total Assessment 
Profile. Among its other principles, it posits that "men seek values 
through institutions utilizing resources". [332] Thi~ phrase implies a 
hierarchical chain of concepts that begins with what people believe (values) 
and culminates with the social institutions that are created to attain those 
ends. Behavior within this continuum varies greatly among individual role
holders who, when aggregated according to similarities, constitute pheno
types. Phenotypes are defined and identified by the interaction betwaen 
the demographic and social-psychological traits that people manifest. 
Changes in phenotypic behavior can be analyzed both spatially and -tempo
rally. Social action theory has been developed extensively elsewhere in 
these working papers. 

Early in the development of the Total Assessment Profile it became 
ap~arent that certain important relationships would have to be measured 
empirically if it was to be credible. Especially important among these re
lationships were the various components of social cost and of damaged assets. 
Nine major categories of general content variables were stipulated, and each 
cf these was subdivided in from two to nine parts. Each of these forty-four 
concepts proved amenable to meaningful analysis, with the possible excep
tion of the three Time Element indicators and the two indicators of Systemic 
Locus of Perception. The categories and their subdivisions are presented 
in Table 10. 

Table 10 

General Content Analytic Categories 

Categories 

TIME ELEMENT 

RETROSPECTIVE PERCEPTION 
CURRENT PE?CEPTION 
FUTURE PERCEPTION 
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Percent of Articles 
in Which Mentioned 

(N = 190) 

99 
83 
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THEMATIC PERCEPTIONS (CONTIi.iJED) 

SYSTEMIC LOCUS OF PERCEPTION 

EXTRASYSTEMIC 
INTRASYSTEMIC 

AREAL LOCUS OF PERCEPTION 

METROPI)LITAN 
STATE 
REGIONAL 
EXTRAREGIONAL 

DAMAGE CAUSES 

FLOOD 
GENERAL STORM DAMAGE 
RAIN 
lUND 
FIRE 

GOVERNMENTAL REFERENCES 

FEDERAL 
STATE 
LOCAL 

ORGANIZATIONAL REFERENCES 

PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS 
BUSINESS 
EMERGENT VOLUNTEER GROUPS 
ESTABLISHED VOLUNTEER GROUPS 
LABOR UNIONS 

DAMAGED ASSETS 

RESIDENTIAL 
BUSINESS 
UNSPECIFIED GENERAL 
COMMUNICATIONS 
ECOLOGICAL 
DEATH, DISEASE AND INJURY 
AESTHETIC 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL 
AGRICULTURAL 
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93 
80 

90 
72 
48 
36 

86 
61 
25 

8 
4 

74 
36 
30 

78 
64 
22 
19 
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45 
44 
37 
31 
28 
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16 
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11 
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THEMATIC PERCEPTIONS (CONTINUED) 

REMEDIAL EFFORTS 

MISCELLANEOUS GENERAL 
FOOD, CLOTHING AND SHELTER 
LOANS 
GENERAL T.EHABILITATION 
EVACUATION 
FLOOD INSURANCE 
TAXES 
UNEMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE 

SOCIAL PHENOMENA 

VALUES AND NORMS 
DISORGANIZATION 
HASTE 
COMPLAINTS 
ALIENATION 

13. TWO APPROACHES TO OPERATIONALIZATION 

52 
34 
31 
29 
24 
11 

5 
3 

92 
66 
40 
36 
13 

The operationalization of social action theory, it was understood 
early on, would be tentative at best. Originally, it was hopeu to sample 
the whole range of daily newspapers for all cities of more than 100,000 
population that were within the four-inch rainfall isoheyed of the Agnes 
storm. This would have involved seventy-six newspapers published within 
forty Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas. LImitations of time and 
of budget, as well as the fact that only a demonstration of yhe content 
analysis would be needed for the contract application, caused a reduction 
in the effort expended wi thin this task. Consequently, only macro-level 
analysis was performed upon the New York Times for the period from June 
15 through December 31, 1972. The Times was selected because it was be
~ieved to be more na~ional1y representative of storm coverage than any 
other single newspaper available, and because its indexing system would 
facilitate the discovery of all articlee relevant to the storm. [334] 
Only limited credence can be given to information obtained from but a 
single source, and it can be argued that conscious editorial bias Hould 
act as a filter with respect to the news coverage given to damaged areas 
or to categories of damage. Yet, it seems unlikely that the concepts 
developed by the social action theory during the Summer of 1974 would 
have been implemented by reporters or editors acting atheoretically two 
years before. The chance that the ideas relating to group dynamics, to 
damage causes, and to re~edial efforts, inter alia, would have been pre
sented in so predictive a fashion by the data source must be less than 
one in t""nty. 
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The first step in content analysis is to identify the number and 
importance of messages devoted to the subject at hand. [335] During the 
200 days of the Agnes sequence, 190 articles pertaining to the disaster 
were printed in the New York Times. The 'xpectation that a negative 
skewing of post-disaster reports suggested in the social action theory 
L333] is borne in Figure 9Sa. This figure shows a dramatic increase in 
the number of Agnes-related articles from the second to the tenth days 
of the period under study. This is followed by a more gradual diminution 
and levelling off in articles for the balance of the period. Although 
the articles no longer appear almost daily after the first three months, 
the storm's effects never were out of the news for more than a week's time 
--even at t+190. 

The importance of news articles is more difficult to measure than 
simply their number. One indicator can be the length of news stories. 
Figure 9Sb shows a difference in amplitude of news story length, in com
parison with Figure 9Sa. Once again, however, the dramatic negative skew
ing is observed. And yet, th& articles that do appear after the time of 
storm impact often are lengthy. A better indicator of article importance 
is based on Richard Budd's attention score concept [336]. 

Several difficulties occur with indexes such as this one, and certain 
decisional rules were formulated to give uniformity to the evaluations: 
(1) "Published articles" includes any photograph or illustration that is 
not accompanied by a written story; (2) "Agnes" references that are only 
aspects of unrelated articles always are given a score of one; (3) four
column headlines subsumed by two two-column separate stories will be count
ed as a four-column headline for both articles; (~) articles that begin on 
Page One but that appear primarily on following pages will receive the 
higher of two scores, where one score results from the Page One computation 
and the other obtains from the composition of the trailing page. (5) Column 
widths and typeface sizes occasionally vary from page to page. (No attempt 
was made to c Jrl'ect for this.) When this modified Budd index is taken as 
a whole, its reliability problems are more likely tL be encountered at the 
top end of the scale. It is apparent from Figure 9Sc that the general 
pattern already seen in Figures 9Sa and 9Sb occurs here also, but that it 
is also a combination of its two predecessors. 

l~. MEDIAN PUBLICATION DATES 

Social action theory posits that different conceptual components of 
behavior will appear with the passage of time. For example, the first 
m<?~s::;ges observed after a natural disaster would be associated with phys
ical damage. Next in order would be reports on the more immediate second
ary costs. Reports of illness and disease would commence after the worst 
of the disaster impact descriptions had passed. With the passage of time, 
physical and more immediate secondary costs would diminish, while other 
categories would rise to take their place. Increases in crh,es also might 
occur. Greatly debilitating disasters, such as Agnes, might work financial 
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Skewness of Three Content Analytic Measures Across 

Time: Length of Articles 
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Sk~wneBs of Three Content Analytic Measures Across 

Time: Importance of Arti cles 
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hardships that would be felt by families only long after the period of 
impact has been passed. Perhaps too , as temporal distance from the dis
aster increases there is a greater threshold value that must be crossed 
before a secondary cost is deemed newsworthy or is even recognized for 
what it is . The same might be said spatially , for those living just out
side of the officially demarcated impact zone may not qualify for disaster 
aid . Being without adequate assistance, these areas might witness break
downs in mental health at a frequency greater than normal . Over an even 
longer period , divorce rate increases may be incurred as evidence of yet 
other post- impacT ~OST~. 

Benefit-cost analysis presumes that there must be debits as well as 
credits in t he evaluation . This is one striking difference between t he 
financial impact cf a natural disaster as contrasted with the introduction 
of a new techno1vgy . The former would be expected to offer very few bene
fits . And yet , increases in community spirit, demolition of grossly sub
standard housing and other social gains can result from natural disasters. 
figure 99 suggests the various cost components that social action theory 
expects to find operating across time in a natural disaster setting. 

There are several ways to test whether the wave effects envisioned 
in social action theory were present in the Agnes disaster . One procedure 
is te. locate the post-disaster day on which the median reference (or "men
tion") of each category occurred . Those concepts that would be expected 
to re~~h a climax early in the scenario would also have earlier median 
publication dates. Table 11 lists the order in which these "median mentions" 
occurred . The earliest median, "Wind Damage Causes", was obser 'Tf,d at t+7; 
the last one , "Unemployment Rt:li~f Remedies ll

, occurred at t+47 . 

Table 11 

MEDIAN CATEGORY PUBLICATION DATES , NEW YORK TIMES 

JUNE 15 -- DECEMBER 31 , 1972 

WIND DAMAGE CAUSES 

fIRE DAMAGE CAUSES 

EVACUATION F~MEDIES 

RAIN DAMAGE CAUSES 

ESTABLISHED VOLUNTEER ORGANIZATIONAL REfERENCES 

ECOLOGICAL DAMAGES 

DEATH , DISEASE AND INJURY DAMAGES 

399 
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to reQ~h a climax early in the scenario would also have earlier median 
publication dates. Table 11 lists the order in which these "median mentions" 
occurred. The earliest median, "Wind Damage Causes", was obser-md at t+7; 
the last one, IIUnemployment Relief Remedies", occurred at t+47. --

Table 11 

MEDIAN CATEGORY PUBLICATION DATES, NEW YORK TIMES 
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WIND DAMAGE CAUSES 
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i'IEDIAN CATEGORY PUBLICATION DATES (CONTINUED) 

COMMUNICATIONS DAMAGES 

ALIENATION FEELINGS SOCIAL PHENOMENA 

I 
LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL REFERENCES 

' . .., ! 
t 'j' 

AESTHETIC DAMAGES 

UNSPECIFIED GENERAL DAMAGES 

AGRICULTURAL DAMAGES 

STATE GOVERNMENTAL REFERENCES 

EMERGENT VOLUNTEER ORGANIZATIONAL REFERENCES 

FOOD, CLOTHING AND SHELTER REMEDIES 

HASTE SOCIAL PHENOMENA 

RESIDENTIAL DAMAGES 

FINANCIAL LOAN REMEDIES 

, ,.' --I REGIONAL AREAL LOCALES 

FUTURE TIME ELEMENTS 

BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONAL REFERENCES 

BUSINESS DAMAGES 

COMPLAINTS 

FLOOD INSURANCE REMEDIES 

STATE AREAL LOCALES 

GENERAL REHABILITATION REMEDIES 

EXTRAREGIONAL AREAL LOCALES 

CURRENT TIME ELEMENTS 

PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL ORGANIZATIONAL REFERENCES 
I. 

TAXATION REMEDIES 

RETROSPECTIVE TIME ELEMENTS 
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MEDIAN CATEGORY PUBLICATION DATES (CONTINUED) 

EXTRA SYSTEMIC LOCUS OF PERCEPTION 

FLOOD DAMAGE CAUSES 

MISCELLANEOUS GENERAL REMEDIES 

DISORGANIZATION PHENOMENA 

GENERAL STOFM DAMAGE CAUSES 

INTRASYSTEMIC LOCUS OF PERCEPTION 

METROPOLITAN AREAL LOCALE 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENTAL REFERENCES 

VALUES AND NORMS 

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL DAMAGES 

UNEMPLOYMENT RELIEF REMEDIES 

A clearer picture of the ebb and flow of conceptual categories across time 
comes from their graphic display. Figures 100a through 100d depict this 
temporal flow. The points represent the median date for articles of a 
specific subcategory in relation to the temporal dimension. 

Most of the categories of behavior associated with the wave effects 
predicted by social action theory in Figure 99 can be considered using 
these temporal flow diagrams. Figure 100a shows the median references to 
causes of damage and to governmental references. Only early in the Agnes 
reporting were there references to wind, rain, or fire as causes of damage. 
(Fire damage was a problem in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, when firefight
ing services were unavailable during the inundation.) References to the 
more generalized "flooding", and to unspecified "damages" were part of 
most later Agnes stories and forced their median reference dates to appear 
later. It is probable that, with greater distances in time and space 
from the point of impact, the perceptions of damage causes become less 
specific. 

i 
I Figure 100b depicts median references to organizations and to cate-
I I gories of damaged assets. The display shows that references to established 

:" ! volunteer agencies--Red CroSS, Volunteers of America, Salvation Army--
I appeared earlier than those to emergent volunteer groups. Such nel>l1y 
1/' III emergent groups tended to consist of ad hoc rescue and salvage parties, 
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I neighborhood organizations, and even an employment service to find work 
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were established businesses. With respect to w;'at was damaged, those 
categories reported earlier tend to be more tangi~le things--ecological 
harm, personal death, disease and inj=y, highway,' and telecommunications. 
Social psychological damages were only recognized sometime later. 

Finally, Figure 100c suggests the patterns of miscellaneous social 
phenomena and remedial efforts. Hany of the social variables--complaints, 
disorganization, values and norms--appear later when the direct presence 
of outs'de assistance no longer is noticeable. And here too, with the 
passage of time the references to l'emedial efforts becomes less action
oriented and "emergency" in character and take on a more diffuse "general" 
and "miscellaneous" nature. 

15. SLOPE COEFFICIENTS 

A more efficient method for assessing trends across time is to use 
slope coefficients as an index of change. [337,338] A general approach 
to this is shown in Figure 101. In a t~·'o-dimensional graph, let the hori
zontal dimension represent time (to through t+n ) and the vertical axis 
denote the number of Limes that each conceptual category is reported. 
In the figure, X1Yl vsn represent the location of ~he number of social
psychological "mentions" at t+i. Both a later time and a greater number 
of articles is represented atX2Y2' The slope is simply the change in 
,·ertical distance divided by the change in horizontal distance. Therefore, 

SLOPE = 

Figure 101 depicts an increase in social-psychological mentions across time. 
If the same number of perceptions were reported later as had been obseI"'cd 
before the slope would be horizontal, or would be neutral. A negative 
slope would depict a decrease in mentions across time. 

Lineal' regression provides a convenient method for the calculation 
of slope coefficients. As is well-known, it calls for fitting a lineal' 
least-squares regression line among a scattering of points in two-dimension
al space. The slope of the line is indicated by B and the point at which 
the line intersects the vertical Y-axis is given as A. Prediction of a 
given value of Y, given the values of A, B, and of a-given value of X fol
lows the familial' equation: 

When B = 1.0, an increase of one unit of X will yield a one-unit increase 
in Y.- Setting B = -3.15 means that an increase of one unit for X will 
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IDE!iT!FIIti1l TRENDS W!Tll: SUJPE COEFFICIENTS 

(1) CONCEProALIZATION 
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:!lETA '" "STA!iIlABDIZED" SLOPE, WHERE x-AxIs v~ = Y-AXIS VALUES 

B - "UlISTANDARDIZED" SLOPE, WHERE X-AXIS VALUES :/: Y-AXIS VALlJES 
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engender a decrease of 3.15 units for Y. When both the X and Y axes are 
demarcated in identical units (e.g., both represent centimeters) a stand
ardized slope coefficient results. When the X and Y units both have been 
converted to standard scores (z-scores) the resulting slope coefficient 
usually is termed Beta. Beta has an advantage over B in that it allows 
direct comparisons~be made of slope coefficients based upon any X or Y 
unit of measurement. (Beta always is the same as the product-moment cor
relation coefficient in the two-variable case.) 

Temporal trends in New York Times reporting on the Agnes storm can 
be identified with B and Beta slope coefficients. Figure 102 shows the 
models used for establishing positive and negative trends over time for 
the forty-four content analytic "general" concepts. Because of the rel
atively small number of cases in most categories and the 200 day time span, 
the X-axis has been collapsed into three values. The first of these em
braces the periods of warning, threat and impact (June 15 - June 27). The 
second interval is that of rescue and recovery (June 28 - July 9). The 
longest interval in terms of time encompassed by it is that of remedy and 
recovery (July 10 - December 31, 1972). The number of times that any 
category was mentioned was aggregated for each of the three time intervals. 
The number of times that categories were identified ranged from 188 for 
Retrospective Perceptions to five for Labor Union References. Both Beta's 
a~d B's were ~omputed for each of the forty-four concepts, and they are 
reported in Table 12. 

Consider Table 12. First, only about one-foUl'th of the coefficients 
are positive. Since only 48 of the 190 New York Times articles bearing 
upon Agnes appeared during the first of the three periods, 41 during the 
second, 'Illd more than l1alf of them (one-hundred-and-one) during the tidrd 
interval, how can this happen? The reason is that the earlier pieces were 
longer and richer conceptually than the later ones. This introduces a 
predisposition toward negative Sloping that suggests that it is more mean
ingful to make observations on the basis of coefficient rankings than it 
is to stress specific si,gns or values. 

How does Talole 12 relate to social action the",ry? Some of the sign<, 
are positive. Th., most dramatically increasing trend involves referencts 
to values and norms (+.23)--to what should or ought to be attempted in the 
wake of the storm. These expressions of social preference are markedly 
more noti ceable in the late post-disaster period. References to unemploy
ment also increase with time, just as do passages relating to the Federal 
government ami to social-psychological concepts. When at'cention is direct
ed to the bottom end of the range the physical categories t~nd to be 
encountered (ecological and communicational damage), together with damage 
causes (rain, wind, fire) and the need to solve the most basic of Maslovian 
human needs (evacuations, death, disease, injury). 

If one relates these slope coefficients with the spatial-temporal 
data matrix presented earlier (Figure 97) then the observations are seen 
to be specific to a given location. These same slope patterns would be 
expected if multiple locations were considered. It would be anticipated 
that within the context of multiple locations the primary and secondary 
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Table 12 

stOPE COEFFICIENTS FOR FORTY-FOUR GENERAL CONTENT VARIABLES 

ACROSS THREE POST-DISASTER PERIODS, NEW YORK TIMES, 1972 

BETA B VARIABLE NAME BETA B VARIABLE NAME 

.23 .08 VALUES AND NORMS -.14 -.05 AGRICULTURAL DAMAGR 

.11 .02 LABOR UNION REFERENCES -.15 -.07 AESTHETIC DAMAGE 

.07 .02 UNEMPLOYMENT REFERENCES -·.16 -.10 HASTE 

.06 .02 EXTRASYSTEMIC PERCEPTION ··.17 -.10 FOOD, CLOTHING, SHELTER 

.05 .03 MISCELLANEOUS RELIEF -.18 -.11 REGIONAL LOCALE 

.05 .02 METROPOLITAN LOCALE -.19 -.12 BUSINESS DAMAGE 

.04 .02 FEDERAL GOVT. REFERENCES -.20 -.08 ALIENATION FEELINGS 

.02 .01 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL COSTS -.21 -.11 EMERGENT VOLUNTEERS 

.02 .01 DISORGANIZATION REFERENCES -.22 -.13 STATE GOVT. REFERENCES 

.02 .00 RETROSPECTIVE PERCEPTION -.22 -.14 RESIDENTIAL DAMAGE 
I 

.01 .00 TAXRELn:F -.23 -.13 STATE LOCALE 

-.01 -.01 COMPLAINTS -.23 -.14 BUSINESS REFERENCES 

-.02 -.01 GENERAL REBUILDING -.26 -.16 UNSPECIFIED GEN. DAMAGES 

-.02 -.01 INTRASYSTEMIC PERCEPTION -.29 -.14 ESTABLISHED VOLUNTEERS 

-.03 -.01 FLOOD INSURANCE -.31 -.08 FIRE DAMAGE 

-.04 -.02 ElITRAREGIONAL LOCALE -.34 -.17 DEATH, DISEASE AND INJURY 

-.04 -.03 GENERAL STORM DAMAGE -.35 -.12 WIND DAMAGE 

-.07 -.03 FLOOD DAMAGE -.35 -.20 LOCAL (k. r. REFERENCES 

-.09 -.05 PVT CITIZEN RELIEF -.38 -.22 COMMUNICATIONS DAMAGES 

-.10 -.06 LOANS -.41 -.22 EVACUATIO])l3 

-.10 -.06 FUTURE PERCEPTIONS -.44 -.24 RAIN DAMAGE 

-.11 -.05 CURRENT PERCEPTIONS -.48 -.27 ECOLOGICAL DAMAGE 

*T1 = WARNING, THREAT, IMPACT, JUNE 15 - 27; T2 = RESCUE, INVENTORY, JUNE 28 -
JULY 9; T3 = REMEDY, RECOVERY, JULY 10 - DECEMBER 31. N's FOR EACH PERIOD ARE 
48, 61 and 81, RESPECTIVELY. 
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impacts would reflect a staggered pattern over time and space. The stag

gering of the sequences would indicate the frictional impacts of distance 

as primary and secondary waves diffuse over the surface. As the number 

of multiple locations experiencing the events increases the cost implica

tions of that event would also be growing. Those costs observed at one 

locati:on would then be multiplied over the entire surface as the event is 

diffused. 

16. SEQUENTIAL RELATIONSHIPS IN THE DISASTER PROFILE SEQUENCES 

One of the fore mentioned objectives of this pappr w~s to define the 

sequential relationships of behavior associated with the impact of a dis

aster. Utilizing the preceding data matrix (Figure 97) as a structural 

device a cross impact analysiq may be undertaken. Table 13 provides a 

listing of major behavioral sequences observed earlier in the paper. Four 

major categories are presented in the figure: comm1mity functions, organ

izational functions, communications functions, and individual functions. 

Employing the thematic subcategories of the content analysis surrogate 

measures of the sequen+ial functions may be demonstrated. 

To define the degree of association between the 6urrogate measures 

of sequential functions phi coefficients were employed. A phi coefficient 

greater than + or - .20 was considered to represent the existence of a re

lationship (Table 14). To enhance ease of interpretation of the relationships 

between the surrogate indices the phi correlation table was transformed to 

a n~itlinQ 1 scale and preser.ted as il. connection matrix in Table 15. A cell, 

in the connection matrix, containing a one may be considered to have a signi

ficant Hnkage (greater than ± .20) with a zero element reflecting the 

absence of a linkage or relationship. The relationships indicated by the 

patterns within the connection matrix suggest the complex linkages between 

the sequential functions. Several subgroup lin~3~e clusters appear within 

the connection matrix. For example, organizationai functions reflect a 

"neighborhood influence" focusing on the diagonal of the matrix. A some

what weaker, but still apparent, intra-linkage cluster appears for the 

community function and individual function surrogate measures. Relatively 

strong inter-group linkages appear between organizational measures, the 

community function variables, and the individual function variables. 

A topological presentation of the above connection matrix is presented 

as a di-graph in Figure 103. The high degree of intra-group interaction is 

clearly demonstrated within the community function and organizational sur

rogate measures. The inter-group interactions appear to center on both 

the communications and organizational measures. An analysis of the costs 

and benefits that may be derived from a new technological innovation would 

necessitate an evaluation of the above linkages. It is the interactions 

of these linkages and their resulting modifications in the beha,'l.oral 

sequences which determines the true values or costs associated with the 

technological input. If the disaster warning system would intensify stress 

for a society, considerable primary and secondary costs may be anticipated. 
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\1 lype 2 - Expanding 

r~· lype 3 - Extending 
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i" Type 4 

I' 'J? 
Emergent 

Community Functions 

Organizational Functions 

Sender Functions 
\'i b\tection 

r I]'ediction 

\

''1 ;issemination Communication Functions 

'1laluation Reciever Functions 
fo"· 
I 
l~ PI,inforcement 

L ' 
1,1 I, tural Event. M~dif ~cat ions 

oR an Use Mod~f~cat~ons Individual Functions 
.,,~ 

IVlctim/Nonvictim Behavior 

Food, Clothing,Shelter 
Loans • 
Unemployment 
Flood Insurance 
Ag. Damage 
General Storm Damage 
Damage to Business 

Private Groups 
Ongoing Volt. Groups 
Emergent Groups 
Federal Govt. 
State Govt. 
Local Govt. 

" 
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":1 Communication References 

Intra-Systemic 
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Social-Psychological v " 
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Values and Norms L· 
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Current Pe::ception, :\. 
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.~~!,--' ----------------. r:lj 
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Variables: Vara1ables 

u 0 ~ ~ U 56 D n D ~ UU 2ri n e y g D D ~ n D ~ U 

.25 .OB .29 .11 .07 .14 .38 .39 .32 .15 .2B .35 .42 .11 .12 .16 .25 .06 .32 .35 .1~ .07 .09 
.04 .14 .21-.06 .OB .02 .06 .05 .11 .05 .OB .20 .09 .05 .12 .02 .05 .07 .06 .08 .02 .13 

.22 .15-.06 .29 .10 .14-.02 .17 .24 .OB .21 .09 .10-.07 .• 02-.02 .17 .12-.02 .04 .04 
.20 .06 .16 .06 .20 .20 .07 .18 .13 .51 ."8-.04 .21 .16 .11 .29 ,39 .07-.01 .23 

.17 .08 .19 .06-.05 .34 .05 .05 .20-.01 .19 .01 .11 .16 .09 .20 .12 .07 .09 
.14 .15-.13-.07 .06 .02 .10-.02 .10-.03 .OB .16 .11 ,05-.01 .07 .04 .19 

.02 06-.04 .26 .15 .18 .16 .08-.02 .02-.01 .03 .09 .11 .03 .02 .17 

45 Food,C1othing, Shelter 
47 Uneoployment 
35 Ag. Damage 
36 Damage to Business 
44 Loans 
56 Flood Insurance 
21 Gener~l Storm Damage 

~ 
~ 
~ 

-.e 

• 

.16 ? .17 .21 .21 .14 .07 .14 .19 .21 .20 .13 .27 .12-.05-.011 31 Private Groups 
.29-.02 .31 .25 .34 .08 .03 .• 08 .21 .01 .17 .32 .12 .05 .n: 32 Ongoing Volt. Groups 

-.14 .21 .24 .25 .08-.04 .20 .39 .12 .22 .33 .11-.07 .11. 33 Emergent Groups 
.05 .10 .01-.07 .29-.01 .02 .16-.02 .16 .14 .06-.02 I 26 Federal Govt. 

.38 .35 .11 .13-.01 .26-.05 .28 .33 .08 .OB .26 I 27 State Govt • 
• 24 .13 .05 .16 .26 .03 .09 .34 .02 .07 .22. 2B Local Govt. 

II 37 Communications' 
.17 .06 .OB .24-.04 '.29 .42 .07 .07 .15 I 15 Intra-Systemic 

-.14 .10 .OB .17 .19 .03 .OB .OB .22: 16 Extra-Systemic 
-.02 .05-.01-.03 .09 .14 .17 .04 • 

• 41 Social-Psychological 
.30 .05 .15 .26 .12 .04 .03 I 51 Alienation 

.12 .21 .22 .14 .04 .19. 52 Values and Norms 
.06-.03 .01-.03 .01 I 54 Disorganization 

.20 .14 .04 .10 : 39 Death,Disease,Injury 
.06 .05 .11 .12 Current Perception 

-.05 .21 13 Retrospective 
.14 14 Future Perception 

Table 14 - Table of Phi Coefficients for the Surrogate Measures 
of Sequence Functions 
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Those linkage intersections which generate conflict or stress for a society 
should be recognized and considered a normative direction in which tech
nology may be o~iented. 

The previous linkage analysis has identified key interaction dyads 
that may be evaluated in regard to an early warning technology system. 
Figure 104 identifies the key dyads and the potential impact that the early 
warning system may have on them. It should be pointed out that this is a 
demonstration and that the actual scaled impacts are proposed to be deter
mined through a survey instrument applied to both a cross-sectional sample 
of the potential population and through the utilization of a delphi panel 
apporach. Nevertheless, Figure 104 provides the identification of a prorile 
that may be anticipated from the interaction linkages and the warning satel
lite • 

Examination of Figure 104 reveals numerous dUR.lications and serious 
difficulties in qUantification of the potential impact of an early warning 
technOlogy. In most cases, the dyads represent the interactions of the new 
technology with values, norms, and institutions of a society. 

17. ATHEORETICAL CONr.Fr~S: QUALITY OF LIFE 

Although this content analysis was performed to operationalize ele
ments of social action theory, a recent development in social science 
warranted following an atheoretical tack as well. This development was 
a published report on developing a quality of life index. For years 
planners have sought to identify the fundamental components of a lifestyle. 
Ideally, the decisions of business and government should enhance the qual
ity of life, and not detract fro'" it. Yet, lacking a yardstiCk for assess
ing its components, this is ~ goal that has proven elusive. Researchers 
at the Institute for Social Research assemblerl a ten-item quality of life 
scale. Based upon interviews with Federal guvernmental officials, the 
components of the index are (1) health, (2) quality of work, (3) attitudes 
toward government, (4) education, (5) environmental quality, (6) crime, 
(7) leisure and recreation, (8) living conditions, (9) racial and minor
ity group relations and (10) transportation. [339J Although little is 
known about the independence of these categories from one another, these 
variables seem worthy of consideration for any assessment of a natural 
disaster's impact upon society. 

Just as with tile "general" content analysis categories, the ten qual
ity of life compon,,;,ts were encoded simply as "mentioned" or "not mention
ed". The time dimension was trichotomized as before, and slope coefficients 
were computed. The results are shown in Table 16. 

The fewer number of concepts reported in Figure 102 make it easy to 
summarize. The strongest positive slope is that of Education. Here, the 
news references often were to educational facilities that were damaged or 
destroyed in the flooding, and to efforts to rehabilitate these services. 
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Profile Interactions 

Community Functions: 
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Damage to Business/Social Psychology 
Damage to Business/Disorganization 
Damage to Business/Death, Disease, Injury 
Damage to Business/Future 
Loans/Federal Government 
Loans/Communications 
Loans/Death ,Disease, Injury 
Loans/General Storm Damage 
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Figure 10'+ - Major Dyad Functional Interactions and the 
Scaled Impact of Technological Innovation 
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Profile Interactions 

Organizational Functions (continued) 

Emergent Group/Death,Disease, Injury 
Fed.Govt./Local Govt. 
State Govt. /Communications 
State Govt./Social Psychological 
State Govt./Disorganization 
State Govt./Death,Disease, Injury 
State Govt./Future 
Local Govt./Communioations 
Local Govt./Alienation 
Local·Govt./Death Disease 
Local Govt./Future 

Connnunications : 

Communications/Alienation 
Communications/Disorganization 
Communications/Death,Disease,Injury 
Intra-Systemic/Future 

Individual: 

Social Psychological/Alienation 
Social PsychologicalJDeath,Disease.Injury 
Alienation/Values and Norms 
Alienation/Death,Disease,Injury 
Disorganization/Death,Disease, Injury 
Current Perspective/Future 

III New Technology 

o Old Technology 

Figure 104 - Continued 
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Table 16 

SLOPE COEFFICIENTS FOR 10 QUALITY OF LIFE VARIABLES, 

ACROSS THREE POST-DISASTER PERIODS~ NEW YORK TIMES, 1972 

BETA B VARIABLE NAME 

.19 .06 EDUCATION 

.16 .OB ATTITUDES TOWARD GOVERNMENT 

.10 .05 LEISURE AND RECREATION 

.09 .03 RACIAL AND MINORITY GROUP RELATIONS 

.07 .04 QUALITY OF WORK 

-.02 -.01 CRIME 

-.05 -.03 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

-.16 -.10 LIVING CONDITIONS 

-.31 -.lB TRANSPORTATION 

-.37 -.16 HEALTH 

*THESE PERIODS ARE: l-WARNING, THREAT, IMPACT (JUNE 15 - 27), 

Tl THRU T13, N = 4B 

2-RESCUE, INVENTORY (JUKE 16 - JULY 9) > 

T14 THRU T35, N = 61 

3-REMEDY, RECOVERY (JULY 10 - DECEMBER 31), 

T36 THRU 1'200, N = Bl 
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Attitudes Toward Government also were articulclted more frequently in the 

later time interval. Often the intent was to demand that more be done 

through the public sector to alleviate the suffering in impacted areas. 

Commentaries on losses to Leisure and Recreation facilities became more 

frequent as attention moved beyond the immediate needs of salvage and 

repair. At the negative end of the scale, the expectations of diminish

ing reverences to Health, Transportation, and to daily living needs were 

borne out. The center positions are held by quality of life indicators 

related to Race relations, Work quality, and Crime. This is as much .,wing 

to the few references to these categories as it is to their similarity of 

significance in each of the three aggregate time periods. 

18. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

\olhat does this content analysis tell us? Caution is in order in 

interpretation, for it is easy to be drawn into the trap that studies such 

as this one "prove" something--that they validate a social theory. This 

would be unwarranted for several reasons. First, our reliance upon a 

single newspaper introtluces the possibility that the editorial policies 

of New York Times have filtered the data so that what is rcported here is 

" i',c~;~l policy rather than social reality. Second, the macro-level of 

. "~,I ,: .• ,. used here introduces an unknown amount of aggregate error. This 

;<' '. ~t references to complaints and the the Federal government may not 

1, ,)" "sected meaningfully in order to assert that these are complaints 

again··t Washington. Instead, the article at issue may have reported com

plaints against a business, only to proceed to praise some Federal agency 

later in the story. Third, the categories were only encoded as "men

tioned" or not. They were r,ot identified as being "favorable" or "un

favorable" comments or as being located along an attitudinal scale. 

Finally, one cannot "prove" a thesis in studies such as this one, for it 

would be necessary to examine all possible instances in order to do so. 

The logic of science is to disprove. 

Despite these and other methodological limitations, it is felt that 

the content analysis reported in this technical paper has not invalidated 

the fundamental tenets of social action theory that underlie the Total 

Assessment Profile. Increases in generalized social and psychological 

costs (and of some few Lenefits as well) have been seen to accrue across 

time. Conversely, marked declines have been witnessed in the more immedi

ate and physical costs associated with disasters--precisely the types of 

categories that exclusively are found in traditional benefit/cost analysis. 

\ole feel that these findings make it difficult to contend that "unmeasure

able"--Le., non-financial--costs need not be included in studies of cost 

effectiveness. Furthe'.more, it seems untenable that findings taken at 

one point in time will be equivalent to those assessed at another. As a 

corollary to this, quite different outcomes are likely to emanate from dif

ferent spatial analyses as well. 
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By virtue of the limited nature of ~his research, these findings can 

only be regarded as tentative. Yet, they constitute a challenge to tra

ditional benefit/cost approaches. The conclusions reported here can be 

strengthened only by further study, by using other data gathel·ing methods, 

and by investigating different social settings. Nevertheless, we feel 

that the probability of replicating our findings is high. 
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XVIII, CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The traditional benefit-cost analysis is based on a static and ex

ceedingly idealized economic theory ill-fitted to account for a multitude 

of economic, ·social and political interactions over time and over space 

in a political and geographic setting. 1'·.is static traditional economic 

theory ignores demographic dynamics, technological progress and institu

tional changes as well as the val'iom. limits to ~conomic activity and 

its growth induced by various f.inite natural resources such as space for 

the "lebensraum" in a world where the various impacts of such changes 

over time and space seem rathe, obvious. The Walras-Pareto model and 

several of its modifications are idealizations growing out of an 18th 

and 19th century "old economics" which is ill-fitted to portray the 20th 

and 21st century worlds with global interdepennences and interactions in 

stragetic and economic arenas. While the world is still politically 

divided it is fast becoming economically int~grated. The transformations 

from hunting and pastoral societies to agricultural societies then to 

technological industrial urban societies is now thought to progress to

ward a global "super industrial" society with a mesh of superimposed 

global interdependences of economic, social and political nature. In 

such a setting the various traditional and basically short-run static 

micro and macroeconomic models can hardly be expected to serve a useful 

purpose for policy, stra+.egic and operational considerations and needs. 

In particular, the traditional welfare economics and benefit-cost analy

sis do not provide, even phllosophically, and adequate, relevant, and 

meaningful base for economic impact analysis, which clearly must belong 

to a realm of considerations of econom~~ development over time and space. 

Further, economic development should be understood in social, in

stitutional. political and historic perspective with the full understanding 

that ecor,omic development, indeed, deals with open systems rather than 

with such artificially closed systems as the Wa:Lras-Pareto General Equf

librium model, This would suggest that an economic impact evaluation 

may have to be augmented by social, institutional and political impact 

evaluations. While traditional micro and macroeconomic theories have 

often been short-run oriented and highlY exchange market oriented, eco

nomic development models" in a contrast, attempt to include population, 

tE.chnological and institutional dimensions and their influences on total 

real economic activity in the long-~. 

The long-run effects of fiscal policy and public programs can be 

expected to be reflected over time and a geographical space not just in 

a local region, but eventually globally. Sucr. effects cannot be analyzed 

just in terms of short-run static exchange market mechanisms typically 

assumed for traditional economic analysis. Besides exchange mr.rket effects, 

public ~rograms can have direct or indirect "exogenous" impcJ.cts or "external" 

effects on political, social, institutional, technological and economic 

activities not restricted just into a specified region but having eventual

ly also global impacts. 
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It has been pointed out in the literature that aggregation has certain 

advantages and disadvantages in economic analysis. One of the disadvantages 

is that overt aggregation can assume away important economic, instituti,nal, 

social and political structural effects without which the understanding of 

the processes of economic development man be exceedingly inadequate. While 

traditionally r.1r-.'!1'oec,momic theories have been decomposed into inter

industry a'.id interregional input-output models, very little has been done 

to view tr.e consumers' sectoy' from a structural point of view emphasizing 

differing social, psychological, economic and political groups with cer

tain spatial or geographic distribution patterns. 

It is interesting to note that private sector firms have found the 

traditional Walras-Pareto Theory of consumer behavior operationally un

successful, and have resorted to socioeconomic, cultural, political, psy

chological, anthropological, etc. studies in order to segment a marketplace 

for particular products thac match ~srticu1ar social groups with their 

peculiar and measurable characteristics. This, indeed, is an approach 

recognizing group preferences in terms of operational, empirically measur

able characteristics. While political s~ientists point out similar 

approaches are also useful in analyzing prospective election results, the 

public sector benefit-cost analysis has been blind to the practical market

ing approach now evolving in the private sector. Since citizens are not 

a homogeneous group with homogeneous patterns of desires and equal access 

to social, economic and political activities and, thereby, to society's 

scarce resources and enjoyment thereof, all public projects must be ex

pected to have respectively different impacts on these different social 

groups. The traditional micro and macroeconomic theories are ill-fitted 

to treat such different impacts on the respective different social groups. 

It appears only sensible to ask a question whether a segmentation of the 

total citizen's group into some specific social group would yield to the 

planners and decision makers of public programs an approach for differential 

impact analysis in a practical operational manner as indicated by the mar

keting and market segmentation activities of the private sector. 

It should be noted that a se~nentation of public into specific groups 

of citizen-consumers is an empirical matter leading potentially to an 

"input-output" structure of the consumers' sector, interacting -for example

with an input-output structure of the industry. Further, such structures 

also can be extended into interregional input-output structures. In a 

contrast to the traditional welfare economics and benefit-cost analysis, 

all tnis structural modeling and accounting can be done in a framework of 

economic development. 

The traditional neo-classical economic development theories have not 

been very successful as policy sciences in the care of the so-called de

veloping or "third" world. A part of the problem seems to relate to in

stitutional, social, political, cultural and historic processes that such 

models are ill-fitted to portray. This would suggest that these "exogenous" 

processes cannot, indeed, be ignored in an economic impact analysis; and, 

more explicitly, socio-political impact analysis should be considered as 

a necessary complemenatation of the economic impact analysis. This is 
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merely an admission that economic development systems remain open to socio
political and institutional aspects of a society not only in a regional 
but also in a global setting. 

It has been suggested that the impacts of public projects can occur 
in several dimensions many of which cannot be accounted for in terms of 
the traditional benefit-cost analysis. This in turn suggests that the 
assessment of the public projects must include all the relevant and im
portant institutional, social and political dimensions affecting and 
impacting a society outside of the realm of a short-run exchange market 
oriented economics. An assessment profile for the evaluation of a public 
project can be expected to consist of factors and ,neasures not necessarily 
reducible to any meaningful monetary terms. A way of developing a Total 
AssessmeT'':: Profile (TAP) for the purposes of evaluE.'ting public projects 
is the subject of this report. 

This report provides information that is helpful in creating a more 
complete benefit-cost piCTure by shedding light on the potential inputs of 
several social science disciplines. The major thesis of this approach is 
that tradiTional economics, even though it is presumably a social science 
discipline, provides a highly distorted and unrealistic view of man's 
social life and of both benefits and costs for implementing new technology. 
As such, the section begins with a brief revie>1 of sociology, anthropology, 
economics, political science and human geography. 

Early in the project it became clear that the economic foundations 
of the traditional benefit-cost analysis are narrow, and based mainly on 
~oncepts of Walras-Pareto microeconomics and its extensions that are in
adequate for economic, social and politi~ai impact analysis. Hence, we 
discuss the notion of "systems" as a basis fOl' integrating the various 
i:nterdisciplinary inputs into a theoretical framework for determining 
both benefits and costs. Many of the classic systems theorists and their 
contributions are discussed in detail in order to p~ovide insight into 
the important dynamics of the social system. Man as a social psychological 
system is also discussed. The synthesis of these various sytems views 
provides a bcsis for aggregating people into meaningful human groups based 
on their relative organization of and ability to participate in the in
stitutions of the larger social system. These aggregate social groups 
are called social psychological phenotypes and are felt to provide a more 
accurate insight into the potential benefits and costs than the more 
popularly used socio-economic-status indicators. Social scientists have 
traditionally used these latter indicators because they are easy to deter
mine and the scientific procedures for refinement of the phenotype notion 
had not been developed. 

In the new procedure social space is used as a basis for Clustering 
people with similar social and demographic backgrounds. Since people 
with similar social backgrounds, ability to participate in the goods and 
services of the society, values, and perceptual/attitudinal/and motiva
tional characteristics, tend to share common living areas, the new tech
nology proposes utilizing this information for determing the location 
and relative size of various human groups. 
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In tradit~0nal benefit cost methodologies socio-economic status pro
vides the only basis for human grouping and little if any attempt is made 
to ascertain anything about a technological innovation except how it will 
affect the monetary well being of each socio-economic stratum. The pro
posed technique stresses the dynamics of integrating people into an on
going social system. The theory that provides such insight is called 
"social action theory". This theory explains the basic elements involved 
in man's relationship to the social system and the relationship between 
these elements. Four primary elements are discussed including values, 
norms, mobilization of motivation, and situational facilities. The re
lationship between these elements is of great importance for understandin~ 
human social life. That is, there exists a hierarchical relationship with 
values in the uppermost position and situational facilities in the lowest 
position. If one changes any aspect of a higher element, change is auto
matically introduced in a lower level element. However, the reverse is 
not necessarily the same. That is one can affect the motivational aspects 
of a human group without necessarily affecting the values of that group. 

Utilizing this theory the Total Assessment Profile focuses on the 
value structure of the phenotypic groups involved. A cross impact values 
matrix is created in order to assess the relative impact of a new tech
nological innova.tion on the phenotypic groupings. Since the average 
citizen cannot loe expected to kI'oW the intricacies of a technological in
novation or potential impact on values, the technologies sponsor 
is asked to evaluate the technology in light of selected values for as
certaining the perceived potential impact on those values. A preference 
ranking of values provides the input of the various phenotypes. Since it 
is possible to optimize on a value which is utilitarian for a particular 
group in the short-run situation but detrimental to ther:. over the long 
range, a system of wei,hts based on Maslow's hierar·chy of human needs is 
introduced as a control to provide a system of weights which ultimately 
provides the decision-maker with this information. The output of the matrix 
is a relative values impact statement for each social psychological pheno
typic grouping. The relative size of each phenotype in the popUlation is 
also given so the decision maker can know in advance of the potential im
pact (benefit or cost) for the total society. 

Considerable attention is given the treatment of social groupings in 
the area of hazard perception and marketing. While no one discipline nor 
group of researchers has suggested the technique for ascertaining the 
social psychological phenotypes, both these areas have progressed along 
similar lines. 

The original problem which prompted the creation of the present pro
cedure including the underlying theoretical substructure concerned assess
ment of the benefits and costs associated with an early warning disaster 
satellite. Early in the project much of the proposed investigation was 
found to be politically non feasible. As such, the research team attempted 
to validate the theoretical underpinnings of the present endeavor by per
forming a content analysis of press reports of the dynamics of the disaster. 
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EVGn though the paper selected was physically quite removed from the im
pacted area reports suggested that the dynamics of adjustment originally 
hypothesized were operative and that procedure with a new technology was 
warranted. This content analytic view comprises the final aspects of 
the project. 
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